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FOR TOP RELIABILITY
MILITARY AND INDUSTRIAL

HERMETIC AUDIO AND POWER COMPONENTS... FROM STOCK

mei

ideal for high reliability industrial applications. Listed

UTC stock hermetic units have been fully proved to MILT -27A, eliminating the costs and delays normally related

below are a few of the hundred stock types available for
every application. Industrial ratings in bold.

to initial MIL -T -27A tests. These rugged, drawn case, units

have safety factors far above MIL requirements, and are

Unb41-.

MIL

Type

Application

No

Typical
Miniature Audios

Mike, pickup. line to grid
Mike to grid
Single plate to P.P. grids
Single plate to P.P. grids,

H-2
H-5

H-6

RC -25 Case

61/64 x 1-13/32 x 1-9/16

H-7

1.5 oz.

H-8

DC in Pri.
Single or P.P. plates to line
Mixing and matching
Transistor Interstage

H-14
H-15

Type
No.

Application

H-20
H-21

Single plate to P.P.

Transistor to line

MIL

Prl. Imp.

Sec. Imp.

Type

Ohms

Ohms

DC in

Single plate to 2 grids, can
also be used for P.P. plates

80,000 split

0

grids,

TF4RX15YY

15,000

80,000 split

8

H-22

DC in Pri.
Single plate to multiple line

TF4RX13YY

15,000

H-23

P.P. plates to multiple line

1F4RX13YY

11.24

Reactor

TF4RX2OYY

H-25

Mixing or transistors to line

TF4RX17YY

1/2 x 11/16 x 29/32
.8 oz.

H-32

Single plate to 1 grid, 3:1
Single plate to line

H-33

Single plate to low imp.

11-35

Reactor

H-36

Transistor Interstage
Transistor Interstage
Transistor output

H-39
H -40A

H-82
H-84
H-89

120

65/55
110/65
170/110
320/280

Sec.

Type
No.
11.121

Volts
2.5

11-122

2.5

II -125
H-130

5

6.3 CT

Amps.
10(12)
20(26)
10(12)
.6(75)

75/65
180/100
210/150
400/320

10 KV
10 KV

1B

No.
H-131

KB

H-132

Typical
Filter
Reactors

And Special Units to
Your Specifications

Sec.

Type
Case

KB

Al

150/600
10K/2.5K, Split

TF4RX13YY

4

150/600

1,500 CT

4K/1K split
500/125 split

6.3 CT
6.3 CT
6.3 CT
6.3 CT
6.3 CT

H-133
H-134

7(8)

10(12)

+5
+11

200-10,000
50.10,000

+21

4
8

100-10,000
100-10,000

+20
+20

+8

dbm

+12

Typical
Compact Audios
RC -50 Case

1.5/8 x 1-5/8 x 2.5/16
+19

8 oz.

+30

Fri. Imp.

Sec. Imp.

DC in

Ohms

Ohms

Pri. MA

dbm

2 db (Cyc.)
300-10,000
0
90,000
10,000
300-10,000
3
200
10,000
300-10,000
1
50
30,000
100 Henries -0 DC, 50 Henries -1 Ma. DC, 4,400 ohms.
300-10,000
1,000 (DCR110) .5
25,000 (DCR800)
300-10,000
2
10,000 CT (DCR600) 2,000 CT
300-10,000
10
600 CT
500 CT (DCR26)

TF4RX15YY
TF4RX13YY
TF4RX13YY
TF4RX20YY
TF4RX15YY

Test
Volts

Max. level

Response

MIL
Type

TF4RX13YY
TF4RX17YY

Amps.
2(2.5)
6(7)
6(7)

Volts

+18

0

4

600 CT

+5

Max. level

Fil. Sees.
6.3V,2.5A.
6.3V,3A.-5V,2A.
6.3V,4A.-5V,2A.
6.3V,6A.-6.3V,1.5A.-5V,4A.
6.3V,8A.-6.3V,4A.-3V,6A.

DC MA"
130

Fil. Secs.
6.3V,2A
6.3V,3A-5V,2A
6.3V,4A.-5V,2A.
6.3V,5A.-6.3V,1A.,5V-3A.
6.3V,8A.-6.3V,4A.,5V-6A.

Test
Volts

10 KV
1500

20,000 CT

TF4RX16YY

0

95,000 split

dbm

2 db (Cyc.)
50.10,000
250.8,000
50-10,000
200-10,000

Case
FA
HA
113

OA

Typical
Filament
Transformers

Case
FB

2500
2500

HB

+10
+15
+15

Pri: 115V 50/60 Cyc.
°Choke/Cond. inp.

KA

2500
2500

+13
+13
+15

Typical
Power
Transformers

Industrial Rating

Military Rating

500 /550
540/600
700/750
850/1050

TF4RX13YY

2 db (Cvc.)
30-20,000

Application

H-31

450

TF4RX15YY

+23

SM Case

H-81

82

50-20,000
8
50/200,
125/500
30-20,000
8
50/200,
30,000 split
BAL.
125/500
450 Hys.-0 DC, 250 Hys.-5 Ma. DC, 6000 ohms
65 Hys.-10 Ma. DC, 1500 ohms
40-10,000
500/125 split 20
500 CT

Typical
Subminiature Audios

DC MA*

0
50

+23

No

CT

50,000
135,000
95,000 CT

100-20,000

Type

NV Sec.

Pri. MA

15,000
15,000

TF4RX15YY

Response

Pri. MA

15,000 split

No.
H-80

Ohms

50, 200CT, 500 CT

Max. level

Response

OC in

Sec. Imp.

Ohms

TF4RX13YY

TF4RX15YY

Type

Type
TF4RX10YY
TF4RX11YY

Pri. Imp.

JA

Pri: 105/115/210/220V
except H-130 (115) and
H-131 (115/220) 50/60 Cyc.

HA

Mg

Type

MIL

Ind. @ MA

Ind. @ MA

Ind. @ MA

Ind. @ MA

No.

Type

Hys.

Hys.

DC

Hys.

DC

Hys.

DC

Ohms

18.5

50

15.5

60

10

70

350

500

2500

FB

2500

HB

KB

H-71

H-73
H-75

TF1RX04FB

THRX04HEI
TF1RX04KB

20
11

DC

40

100

9.5

125

7.5

rtes. Max. DCV

Ch. Input

Test V.
RMS

150

5.5

175

150

700

300

90

700

2500

11

200

10

230

8.5

250

6.5

350

8

390

6.5

435

60

2000

5500

900

6

1000

5.5

1250

20

3000

9000

14-77

TF1RX04M13

10

300

9

H-79

TF1RX04YY

7

800

6.5

Case

7x7x8
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NEW!
HIGHTEMPERATURE

FABMIKA
CAPACITORS

... standard ratings for 260°C
... up to 310°C in special designs
Sprague's new FABMIKA Capacitors can really handle

the HOT ones!

.

.

.

jet ignition, missile controls,

atomic reactors ... any high voltage d -c power supply
where high temperature, small size, and light weight
are important . . . especially where components are
immersed in a dielectric fluid.

Sprague's new FABMIKA Capacitors rely on a

specially processed dielectric for their heat resistant
properties. Developed through three years of research
and manufacturing, this dielectric consists of silicone bonded mica paper which can function effectively in
temperatures up to 260°C and, in special designs, up
to 310°C. There's a choice of four standard temperature ranges: from -55°C to +125°C, +165°C, +200°C,
and -1-260°C.

Radiation resistance is another outstanding char-

acteristic of FABMIKA Capacitors. They have been
application tested in reactors under high dosage rates
without harmful loss of capacitance.

Another important application is 400 cycle a -c

power supplies where their low dissipation factor
results in small capacitors with minimum rise in temperature under operating conditions.
Miniature, high -reliability pulse forming networks
are still another well tested application.

FABMIKA Capacitors are available in four constructions: uncased (up to 200°C), uncased and
clamped (up to 260°C), cast epoxy housing (up to
200°C), and drawn metal case (up to 260°C standard

and 310°C special).
TYPICAL INSULATION RESISTANCE

Temp. °C

Mia X pF

125
165

300 (min.)
100 (min.)
50 (min.)
10 (min.)

250
260

Maximum Dissipation Factor: .15% at 400 cy. 25°C .

SPRAGUE COMPONENTS:

For complete specifications, write for Engineering
Bulletins to the Technical Literature Section, Sprague
Electric Co., 000 Marshall St., North Adams, Mass.

SPRAGUE®
tho mark of roliability

CAPACITORS RESISTORS MAGNETIC COMPONENTS TRANSISTORS INTERFERENCE
FILTERS PULSE NETWORKS HIGH TEMPERATURE MAGNET WIRE PRINTED CIRCUITS
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COOL TO THE TOUCH
Has customer appeal

Uncomfortable to pick up

NOW... COOLER TV !
New miniature cathode for picture tubes cuts heat in half
A TV picture tube doesn't need a big, hot cathode. Superior's new
miniature cathode provides just as much usable emission with only
half the heat. So the TV set can run degrees cooler.
What's more, the miniature cathode needs less space. This means
the electron gun can be smaller ... the tube's neck narrower and
shorter ... the cabinet smaller and lighter.
Practical consumer benefits like these result from the superior performance characteristics of electron tubes with Superior cathodes ...
made constantly better by research. For information on Superior
cathodes, write for a copy of Catalog Section 51, Superior Tube
Company, 2500 Germantown Ave., Norristown, Pa.

New miniature disc cathode. Compared side by side
with standard size cathode. Superior's precision construction

and fine materials insure uniformly excellent performance.

cSepertor

The big name in small tubing

NORRISTOWN, PA.
Johnson & Hoffman Mfg. Corp., Mineola, N.Y.-an affiliated company making precision metal
stampings and deep -drawn parts, such as those used in the electron guns that go with this new cathode.

4
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FAST RESPONSE -LOW DISTORTION

This new Sorensen a -c regulator

cuts line transients 18 db or more in less than a cycle!
holds line distortion to less than 0.35%!
regulates to 0.25% (combined line and load)!

The new Sorensen Model FRLD-750 is ideal for
powering null -testers, meter -calibrators, computer
circuits and other critical equipment sensitive to
power -supply -waveform distortion or line transients.
Can be used in multiples to regulate multi -phase
power.

Prevents false triggering in critical pulse circuits.
Fits standard 19" relay rack, or available in cabinet

model; either can easily be converted to other by user.
Finish can be supplied to match your other equipment.

Ask your authorized Sorensen representative for

complete technical details or write us at the address
below.

S
CONTROLLED POWER FOR
RESEARCH AND INDUSTRY

SORENSEN & COMPANY, INC.
Richards Avenue, South Norwalk, Connecticut
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industrial cathode
available in commercial and military types,
many having M I L approval

ray tubes

or custom built to your exact
requirements
Raytheon Cathode Ray Tubes meet the highest

standards of quality and performance. They must
pass the most extreme and rigid quality control tests
known to the industry.
Representative applications and some of the Raytheon
types include:

Design features available for your specific needs include:

radar indicators (5AHP7A, 7ABP7A, 10UP14A,

round or rectangular faces

high resolution guns

optical glass faces

screen persistences for
visual or photographic use

monitors (10SP4)

transparent screens

flying spot scanners (5AKP24, 5AUP24,

high altitude anti -corona
connectors

industrial and military television (17AVP7, 21FP7A)

standard or narrow necks
metal shells
single or multi -guns
RAYTHEThoN

oscilloscopes (3UP1, 5ADP7)

5BNP16, 5WP15, 5ZP16)

INDUSTRIAL TUBE DIVISION
Reliable Miniature and Subminiature Tubes
VR Tubes

6

12ABP7A, 16ADP7)

Rectifiers

Thyratrons

CIRCLE 4 READERS SERVICE CARD

Filamentary Tubes
Cathode Ray Tubes

Newton, Mass
New York

55 Chapel St., Blgelow 4-7500
589 Fifth Ave., PLazo 9-3900

Chicago: 9501 Grand Ave., Franklin Park, NAtional 5.6130
Los Angeles: 5236 Santa Monica Blvd., NOrmandy 5.4221
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BUSINESS BRIEFS

ELECTRONICS NEWSLETTER
NEW CLASS OF CERAMIC -TYPE THERMOELECTRIC materials that can convert the heat
of a burning fuel, or other high -temperature
source of heat, directly into electricity, is reported by Westinghouse Research Laboratories.
The new materials are nonconductors of electricity. Says Westinghouse research director
Clarence Zener: "As far as we know, our

TWO ELECTRONIC DEVICES FOR CARS

ceramic -type materials are the first solid-state
thermoelectric substances to operate with what

half the size of a cigar which reacts to headlights
of an approaching car, or the tail lights of a car

we consider are promising efficiencies at temperatures of 2,000 to 3,000 degrees Fahrenheit."

IGY SCIENTISTS of the U. S. and the Soviet
Union appear to be neck -and -neck in the race
to gather data on solar radiation. Despite the
one -and -a -half ton weight of Sputnik III,

launched May 15, the important instrumentation it contains for the measurement of the
ejection of elementary particles from the sun

seems to be similar in nature to the package
aboard 38 -pound Explorer IV, launched July 26
(ELECTRONICS p 7, Aug. 29). Newly translated
description of Soviet instrumentation reports a
fluorescent indicator which glows under the
influence of cosmic particles; light emission is
recorded by photoelectric cells and signals can
be amplified, stored and telemetered.

were announced last week by the Chrysler Corp.

and will be offered on all of its 1959 models.
First is an electronically -actuated self -dimming

inside rear view mirror which "flips" to divert
glare from the driver's eves when bright oncoming light strikes a photoelectric cell. Second is
an automatic headlight -dimming device about
in

front, by controlling high and low -beam

headlights.

JOINT USE OF CIVIL AND MILITARY
RADAR in air traffic control will be undertaken
this fall by the Civil Aeronautics Administration

and the USAF Air Defense Command. So far
there are plans to use jointly 31 new high -power,
long-range radars, with additional joint use
facilities expected to come later. CAA says the

program will avoid "serious radar interference
problems," improves coordination in the missions of the two agencies, and will save millions
of dollars in equipment, installation and maintenance. New microwave links and air traffic
control radar displays will provide civil traffic
control centers with radar data from Air Force
facilities and vice versa.
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FIGURES OF THE WEEK
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FIGURES OF THE YEAR

RECEIVER PRODUCTION.
(Source: EIA)
Television sets, total
Radio sets, total
Auto sets

Aug. 22, '58
130,.556

286,656.
80,971

Aug. 15, '58
124,527
227,114'
45,565

Aug. 23, '57

Radio-tv & electronics
Radio broadcasters

Aug. 27, '58
53.29
67.44

Aug. 20, '58
51.25
66.73

Receiving tube sales

Transistor production
242,626
79,962

STOCK PRICE AVERAGES
(Source: Standard & Poor's)

1

Aug. 28, '57
46.09
57.87

ELECTRONICS engineering issue - September 12, 1958

Cathode-ray tube sales

1

1

Totals for first six months

1958

1957

190,406,000

221,175,000

18,452,324

11,199,000

+64.5

3,689,587

4,814,659

2,167,930

2,722,139

Percent Change

-13.9

Radio set production

4,961,293

7,187,294

TV set sales

2,177,652

2,810,403

-23.4
-20.4
-31.0
-22.5

2,964,338

3,638,969

-18.5

Television set production

....

Radio set sales

(excl. auto)

7

Argonaut and General Dynamics'

TRIGA in the U.S. government
exhibit, Atomics International and
Aerojet-General low power models
in the commercial pavilion.

Also shown by the U. S. and

Full control panel of a power reactor went to Geneva for the. .

other countries were numerous reactor models and a reactor demonstrator, built by Leeds & Northrup.
The demonstrator had the full control panel of a power -producing
reactor, with a computer substituting for the reactor core.
The commercial pavilion contained 327 exhibits staged by firms

. .

and organizations from 13 countries. Of the 52 United States

Biggest Atomic Conference

exhibitors, 13 were electronics firms

UN's peaceful atom session told r -f fields produce
more stable plasmas for fusion
FOR THE PAST two weeks, an esti-

mated 1,800 scientists and engineers have been attending the biggest confab to date on atomic
research, application and instrumentation: the second United

Nations International Conference
on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic
Energy in Geneva.
Progress, through

electronics,

was the theme running through a
number of the 2,300 papers presented at the conference. Cited
were improved reactor design and
control techniques made possible
by computers, advances in highenergy physics due to new particle
accelerators, increasing use of
radioisotope tracers in medicine and

industry. The last trend gives a
boost to radiation detection and
measuring equipment.

The United States bore down

heavily on thermonuclear fusion
research, in which electronics has
a key role. About half of the 40,000-sq-ft U. S. exhibit was used
to show nine of the experimental
fusion machines operating at AEC
laboratories. Nearly 100 conference
papers dealt with fusion. The U. S.
declassified all its fusion reactor

work in time for the conference.
A report from Argonne National
Laboratory indicates that plasmas
(the basic fusion fuel) created and
confined by radio -frequency fields

are more stable than those produced by the direct -current magnetic pinch methods. Frequencies
above 5 me are used.

One of the phenomena being
investigated is the formation in the
plasmas of symmetrically shaped
luminous bodies. The regular shape

of the bodies may provide some
much -needed
control.

Growing Gems

showing such varied products as
scintillation counters, reactor con-

answers

to

fusion

Another report described electronically controlled robot manipulators for hot -lab work. The

robot, shown at the exhibit, has

Strain -free sapphires are formed in
high-pressure reactor from aqueous
solution of aluminum oxide at Bell

Labs. Sapphires are used in infrared systems. Same method yields
rubies for masers

stereoscopic television for remote
viewing and requires a half -ton of
electronic gear.
Among new safety devices shown
was an improved version of the Los
Alamos walk-in whole -body radiation counter. Six 16 -in. new multiplier phototubes and transistor

circuits permit a reduction in cost
and power consumption.

Four operating research and
training reactors were shown with
their instrumentation: Argonnc's

trol systems, reactor simulators,
millimicrosecond instrumentation
and accelerators.

After the conference packs up
today, many of the instrumentation

specialists attending are expected
to move on to Paris. The first Inter-

national Symposium on Nuclear
Electronics will be sponsored there

next week by France's Society of
Radioelectricians.

Standards Set
For Color Tv
BRIGHTNESS STANDARDS for color tv

tubes are now available from the
National Bureau of Standards.
Each set consists of three stand-

ards-red, green and blue, and a
calibrated 500-w projection lamp.
The glass standards closely match
the three tube phosphors which act
together to produce various colors
in the image.
The standards are used to calibrate instruments for measuring
color and brightness of tv tube output. To match the spectral energies
of the phosphors as closely as possible, a light blue-green glass and a

dark blue glass are combined as
filters

for the blue standard. A

sextant green glass is used for the

green standard, and a

traffic -red

glass combined with a blue-green
glass for the red standard.

Each of these is fitted with an
opal glass that diffuses light from
the calibrated 500-w lamp.
(Continued on p 121
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FOR INDICATION OF 02 OR H2
MINOXO® INDICATOR

.

.

. measures traces of molecular

oxygen in other gases-from 1 to 10 parts per million,
and from 1 to 100 PPM. High sensitivity and rapid speed of
response enable it to be used for laboratory investigation and
production quality control. SUPER -SENSITIVE DEOXO®
INDICATOR

.

.

. measures oxygen or hydrogen present as

impurities in other gases-from 2 to 200 parts per million
oxygen and 4 to 400 parts per million hydrogen. Dual range
permits measurement up to .25% oxygen or .50% hydrogen.
Chemical Division, 113 Astor Street, Newark 2, N. J.
CIRCLE 100 READERS SERVICE CARD
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FOR VACUUM TUBE GRIDS
PLATINUM CLAD TUNGSTEN WIRE

. .

. Because of its

superior physical properties at elevated temperatures,

tungsten provides the more rigid, refractory core material

BAKER
PLATINUM

required by high power tubes; it also exhibits lower
interaction with platinum. Platinum clad tungsten is readily

DIVISION

hot stretched to take a permanent setting

and lends itself to fabrication into grids employing
conventional fixtures and spot welding procedures.
Available in diameters from .001" and up.
Baker Platiniom Division, 1 13 Astor Street, Newark, N. J.
CIRCLE 101 READERS SERVICE CARD
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24K GOLD IMMERSION SOLUTION
ATOMEX ®

.

.

. For depositing a thin layer of 24 Karat Gold by

means of a simple bath. Such items as clock assemblies and

metallized plastics receive a dense, uniform deposit of gold.
Printed circuits protected in this manner retain their solderability
for 12 to 18 months under ordinary storage conditions.

More permanent than electroplating of comparable thickness,
yet much simpler and cheaper. Expensive analytical control
is unnecessary.

Chemical Division, 113 Astor Street, Newark 2, N. J.
CIRCLE 102 READERS SERVICE CARD
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113 ASTOR STREET
NEWARK 2. NEW JERSEY
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Do You Have Critical

Filter Problems?

SANGAMO
MAY HAVE THE
ANSWER TO YOUR

Sangamo Electric Company has been designing and building specialty
filters since 1927. These filters have been used in a wide variety of metering,
telephone and military equipment produced by Sangamo, and by a limited
group of electrical and electronic manufacturers. Sangamo's thirty years of
filter design and manufacturing experience is now available to the industry.

PROBLEM

Here's a Typical Example: The filter

universal wound coils are enclosed in

illustrated was required for use in a
circuit which was designed to amplify

powdered iron cups with moveable slugs

for precise adjustment of the response
and the phase shift. These inductors

extremely small signals in the range of
25 KC to 26 KC.
BASIC OPERATIONAL
AND DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS:

Meet applicable requirements for military apparatus.

Operate in a plate circuit of an amplifier presenting an effective generator

impedance of 47,000 ohms and to
drive the grid circuit of the following
amplifier stage.

Operate at signal level as low as 10
microvolts.

Must be well shielded against external
fields.

Passband ripple not to exceed
from 25 KC to 26 KC.

1

db.

Minimum rejection shall be 35 db. at
28 KC and 40 db. at 23 KC.
The phase shift, from one production
filter to another, shall not vary more
than 5° at any point in the 25 KC to
26 KC bandpass.

The phase shift and attenuation

manufactured by Sangamo have uniform
distributed capacity and Q. The cup -enclosed inductance coils are in turn housed

characteristics must be reproducible
over a long period of years to insure
properly functioning spare parts.
Temperature range 0° to 85°C.
SANGAMO SOLUTION TO PROBLEM

The above requirements were met by
using three parallel tuned circuits properly coupled by capacitors. Selection of the
L -C ratios, coupling, and circuit Qs were

in a die-cast aluminum enclosure. This
housing lends physical rigidity to the
coupled structure and assists in minimizing magnetic interaction between the enclosed inductors.The entire filter assembly
is enclosed in a hermetically sealed drawn
steel case. The terminals are of the extremely rugged compression glass type.
db

.

made in order to fulfill the overall response requirements and at the same time
present the proper load to the driving am-

plifier stage. Stability requirements were
obtained by using Sangamo silvered mica

Negative temperature coefficient capacitors were inserted in parallel
with the tuned circuits to correct for the
positive temperature coefficient of the inductors. A phase shift variation of 2.5°
maximum from 25 KC to 26 KC has
been consistently maintained during eight
years of production on these units. The
capacitors.

I
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FREQUENCY

70

20 SC
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40 KC

Relative response curve of this
Sangamo bandpass filter.

Write us today for an
engineering analysis of your
specialized filter applications.
Sangamo's engineers are ready
to help you.

Cle C7-Temperature Compensators
C2, C2, Cs, C., Cs-Sangamo Silvered Mica Capacitors

SANGAMOSPRINGFIELD,
ELECTRIC
COMPANY
ILLINOIS
SC58-S

10
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Fairchild silicon transistors
Milli -micro -second switching speeds

and high current too
Where applications require transistor performance beyond

previously accepted high limits, Fairchild Silicon Transistors offer an exceptional three-way combination:
1) 50 milli -micro -second typical rise time - permits faster
switching rates in computing devices. Total switching time
is typically 0.2 microseconds.

2) 1 watt dissipation at 100' C.- Saturation resistance

is 10 ohms maximum. Resulting high -current capability
provides opportunities to increase equipment performance
while reducing circuit complexity.
3) Silicon temperature performance- Maximum junction
temperature of 175' C. gives low leakage and more safety
factor at any lower temperature.
These characteristics are the outcome of the solid-state
diffusion technique used at Fairchild. Other important
accomplishments of this process are excellent reliability
and a high order of electrical uniformity throughout large
production runs.
The accomplishment of a research -production team

Singleness of purpose did it. Fairchild assembled a
uniquely experienced team of research scientists and

The unretouched scope face below shows the

time comparison of input (positive) and
output (negative) pulses in a non saturating mode. Time base is
20m/(sec. per large division
on the scope face. Maximum collector cur-

rent is 50 ma.

production engineers whose objective was to bring the
advanced solid-state diffusion process under close control.

They succeeded in putting laboratory -quality silicon
transistors into quantity manufacture with firm product
specifications exceeding anything previously offered.
2N696 and 2N697 SILICON TRANSISTORS
Symbol

Specification

VCE
PC

Collector to Emitter
voltage (25' C.)
Total dissipation

hFE

Case temp. 25" C. 2 watts
Case temp. 100' C. 1 watt
D.C. current gain

R

CS

Rating

Characteristics

Test Conditions

40v

Collector saturation
resistance

2N696 - 15 to 30
2N697 -30 min.
6n. typical,
10n max.

IC
VC,

4

TYPE 541 OSCILLOSCOPE
SERIAL

St

supra

150ma
10v

IC- 150ma
I

B

15ma
MAI / CAI

0
For full information and specifications,
write Dept. A-9

w.
SEMICONDUCTOR CORPORATION

844 CHARLESTON ROAD

PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA
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The standards can be used for
calibrating photoelectric or visual
photometers. After calibration, the
photometers may be used to measure the luminance of color tv tubes.
A detailed report of the design

and calibration of the kit

is in-

cluded with the standard set which
sells for $250. Also included are
instructions for calibrating photometers.

WASHINGTON OUTLOOK
WAsnuxGroN's attitude on defense spending has taken a sharp turn
which may slow down military electronic procurement. From a relatively easy post -sputnik policy on expenditures-in which a $2 -billion
boost in outlays had been planned-the pendulum has swung back to
pre -sputnik economizing.

The outcome will be new delays in getting advanced projects under
way, some reluctance to push R&D projects into production and faster
decisions to wash out competing projects.

Behind this latest turnabout in Washington is the administration's
new determination to trim Federal spending, reduce the growing budget
deficit and thus pull reins on the runaway inflationary trend.

The Pentagon, which accounts for over half the total Federal budget,
stands out as a crucial area in the administration's new campaign. How- v
ever, the Defense Dept. is beset by a series of pressures pushing spending up and up.

Portable Color Tv
Uses Transistors
TRANSISTORIZED portable color tv

System was demonstrated by Radio
Corporation of America this week.
Power drain of the 65 -pound
combination is low enough to allow
it to be operated from automobile type batteries.
Developed primarily for closed-

circuit operation, the system contains about 300 transistors. Unit
shown above is picking up a micro-

scope specimen and displaying it
on a monitor and a standard colortv receiver.

Electronics Aids
Vision Studies
ELECTRONICS is

helping to solve

the mystery of how humans and
certain animals are able to sec color,
say reports this week from University of Michigan.

Researchers have succeeded in
"wiretapping" individual cells in
the brain and testing their reaction
to various colors.

A U -M team uses a delicate
micro -electrode 1/25,000th of an
inch in diameter. Made of tungsten, the probe is positioned with
the aid of a microscope while the
subject is anesthetized.
Once the electrode is in place, a
12

First pressure is the need to improve U. S. defense preparedness
in the face of growing Soviet military might. Thus, the administration
has stepped up missile, electronic and other key projects. Congress
has added $816 million to this year's defense budget for more military
hardware production and for higher manpower levels.

The second pressure for increased defense spending stems from the
inflationary trend against which the administration has now decided to
fight back. Unit costs for all the expensive new military hardware arc
ballooning. And in many cases, costs for the bigger development
projects are greatly exceeding initial estimates.

Finally, the recent crisis in Lebanon and the one shaping up in
Formosa are combining to push military operating and maintenance
expenses well over the original budget.

Against this background, the Pentagon's new budget plans are
shaping up. Few officials in Washington believe the rate of
defense expenditures can be reduced in the face of these three
basic pressures. Instead, the Pentagon's orders arc to hold
spending to a reasonable rate of increase and to contain the.
level of defense outlays.

The best guess is that the Pentagon will be unable to reduce
significantly the $2 -billion spending rise this year. Administration planners would like to trim the level of military manpower,
both active and reserve. Congress, however, opposes reduction in
force, wants the size of the Army and Marine Corps boosted.

As of now, there's no intent to cut hack existing weapon production and development projects. But the outlook for many

projects-including some in electronics-for the future is dim.
The fiscal 1960 budget is likely to omit many items for which
additional financing is needed.

Fiscal 1960 spending will most probably be fixed at about
$42 billion, up $1 billion from the current level. But to hold
the expenditure rise to this sum will involve deep cuts in the
advanced plans of Pentagon strategists.
September 12, 1958
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AMPLIFY MICROVOLTS
WITH STABILITY... measure strain, temperature,
other phenomena, to 0.1%

with a KIN TEL DC amplifier

NEW...TRUE DIFFERENTIAL
DC AMPLIFIERS ELIMINATE GROUND LOOP
PROBLEMS...RESCUE MICROVOLT
SIGNALS FROM VOLTS OF NOISE

WIDEBAND, SINGLE ENDED
DC AMPLIFIERS AMPLIFY DATA SIGNALS
FROM DC TO 40 KC
WITH 2 MICROVOLT STABILITY

160 db DC, 120 db 60 cycle common mode rejection with
balanced or unbalanced input Input completely isolated

:_172 microvolt stability <5 microvolt noise 40 kc bandwidth 100 Ka input, <1 ohm output impedance Gain of

from output Input and output differential and floating
5 microvolt stability for thousands of hours 0.05% linearity, 0.1% gain stability Gain of 10 to 1000 in five steps
>5 megohms input, <2 ohms output impedance 10 volt at
10 ma output 120 cycle bandwidth Integral power supply
Ideal for thermocouple amplification, the Model 114A differential DC amplifier eliminates ground loops; allows the use
of a common transducer power supply; drives grounded, ungrounded or balanced loads; permits longer cable runs; and

can be used inverting or non -inverting. The 114A can be
mounted in either single amplifier cabinets or six amplifier
19" rack adapter modules. Price: 114A - $775; six amplifier module - $200; single amplifier cabinet - $125.

20 to 1000 in ten steps with continuous 1 to 2 times variation

of each step ±45 V, ±40 ma output 1.0% gain accuracy
0.1% gain stability and linearity Integral power supply
Millions of cumulative hours of operation have proved KIN
TEL Model 111 series DC amplifiers to be the basic compo-

nent for all data transmission, allowing simple, reliable
measurement of strain, temperature and other phenomena.
DC instrumentation systems - with their inherently greater
accuracy, simplicity, and reliability than AC or carrier systems - are made entirely practical by the excellent dynamic
performance, stability, and accuracy of KIN TEL DC amplifiers. Price: 111BF-$575; six amplifier module-$200; single
amplifier cabinet - $125.

5725 Kearny Villa Road, San Diego 11, California

IGIIINI TEL
A Division of Cohu Electronics Inc.
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beam of colored light is flashed in
the subject's eyes. Cell response is

detected in the form of an elec-

MILITARY ELECTRONICS

trical impulse which is amplified
by high fidelity equipment.
The researchers have found that

ing and Ranging radar systemprobably to be named INSTAR-

there are four classes of cells which
produce impulses only under stimulus of specific colors; red, green,

is being developed as a technique
for tracking shells for Army Signal
Corps by NV. L. Maxson. Philco

or blue. They have also
discovered one class of cells that
reacts only in the absence of light.
The electronic studies arc ex-

is making a moving target indicator
video processor for measuring Dop-

yellow

pected to yield valuable information

on the causes of color -blindness.
Science to

date has no definite

answers on this subject.
Test animals are South American
monkeys whose brain structure
resembles the human. Previous

tests on cats show them to be
totally color-blind.

An Inertialess Scanning Track-

pler frequencies. A \Iaxson computer will provide information to
be fed into a trajectory computer
for calculating trajectory data-origin and impact point. Components
of Maxson's FASTAR technique
(ELECTRONICS, p 12, Jan. 31) will
be used.

Preliminary design of a "No Gimbal Pure Integration Inertial
Guidance System" for aircraft,
missiles and space vehicles is under-

Sorting Unit Set
For British P. 0.
PRI isii Post Office's first electronic
letter -sorting machine has been
completed by Thrissell Engineering

Co. of Bristol. The General Post
Office has ordered 20 machines,

way at Ford Instrument under a
Wright Air Development Center

Spilling in five seconds-when it

got within range of

a

receiving

station-two hours, or 30,000 miles,

contract.

of accumulated data, the recorder
gave out at least billion counts
of cosmic and other radiation. De-

Explorer III's tape recorder
(photo) answered some 500 of the

State University of Iowa graduate

approximately

600

ground -based

during the 49
days before the high -power transmitter became too weak to transmit.

signed

by

student, the

George

H.

Ludwig.

eight -ounce,

21 -in.

wide, recorder was built piece In
piece in the university lab ( ELECTRONICS, p 35, March 21).

each costing $42,000.

Machine was developed in collaboration with Electronic Instruments Ltd. of Richmond, Surrey,
England.

Each sorter can handle 6,000
letters an hour, placing them in
144

compartments.

But

since

addresses cannot be read at this
speed, the operator, sitting at one
end of the 17 -ft machine, will

handle approximately 3,000 letters
an hour.
Letters appear individually at a
window in front of the operator
who presses a combination of but-

tons. coded to each place -name.
The machine then dispatches the
letter speedily to the correct compartment.
The selecting mechanism consists

of memory units which mechanically trigger diverter blades. These
route the letters to the correct row
of boxes and then to their destined
box.

Equipment is basically an electronic switch control. It has 273
tubes, mainly of the cold -cathode
type.
14

New Lab Tests Systems
A SPECIAL

INSTALLATION-\yl11Ch

tests devices and systems without
the need for building expensive
.

equipment-went
high gear this week.
one-shot

into

The test facility at Bell Tele-
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ACTUAL SIZE

THEY MAY LOOK ALIKE -BUT
there is a difference... and the difference
is inside, where it counts.

I.

-

All Hughes diodes resemble each other
externally. Germanium point -contact or

silicon junction, they are all glass -bodied°
and tiny (maximum dimensions: 0.265 by
0.107 inch). But minute, meticulously con-

trolled variations in the manufacturing
process impart individual characteristics
to the diodes, make them just right for
specific applications. This gives you the

opportunity of selecting from a line which
includes literally hundreds of diode types.
So, when your circuitry requires varying
combinations of such characteristics as...

was manufactured first of all for reliability.

high back resistance...quick recovery...
high conductance...or high temperature

many unique aspects. They are difficult to

operation, specify Hughes. You will get a
diode with mechanical and electrical stability built in. You will get a diode which

*Nowhere else have glass packaging
techniques been developed to a comparable extent, for the Hughes process has

duplicate, yet are instrumental to the
manufacture of diode bodies which are
completely impervious to contamination
and moisture penetration.

For descriptive literature please write: HUGHES PRODUCTS, SEMICONDUCTOR DIVISION
International Airport Station, Los Angeles 45, California
HUGHES

-1

Creating a new world with ELECTRONICS

SEMICONDUCTORS

HUGHES PRODUCTS
0 1058. HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY
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phone Laboratories consists of

a

main computer that can be pro.
grammed to simulate the functions
of the new device or system; readout gear for data collection; and an
operations console (photo p 14).
Designed to determine customer
reaction to new facilities, a test
situation will work along these
lines: A new telephone using

pushbuttons instead of dials is to be

tested: A shell incorporating the
new design is placed over conventional equipment. Connections arc
made with the special test center,
and users of the "new" equipment
operate it as if it were the real
thing.

During the tryout period, data
on operational response is collected
and studied. If results arc favorable

the new development will be put
into effect.
Officials expect that the new test
center, called Sibyl after the ancient
wise -women, will eventually pro-

vide a better understanding of relationships between machines and
the people who use them.. Sibyl
will collect a fund of information
that will carry over to other projects and, firm says, reduce the need
for extensive experimental work on
new systems.

FINANCIAL ROUNDUP
Baird -Atomic, C a m b r i d g e,
Mass., acquires 40 percent interest

stock through underwriting group

in Ealing Corp. of Natick, Mass.,
importer and distributor of scientific instruments. Purpose of the
acquisition by the nuclear instru-

Co. of Los Angeles, Calif. Glendale
firm manufactures custom elec-

ment firm is to provide a marketing
outlet for scientific instruments
used in teaching.

headed by William R. Staats &
tronic cabling, also designs, produces and installs complete cabling
systems for missile launching and
testing sites. Amount of new
money which company will receive
is not known as price of stock has

not yet been set. But

Acme Precision, Dayton, Ohio.

of proceeds will be used to retire

Cal-Tronics, Inc., Los Angeles
electronics company. Cal-Tronics

short-term bank loans. Also, company may lend up to $200,000 to
partially finance operations of its
new subsidiary, Space Electronics
Corp.

makes test equipment and components used in the missile field.

Acme makes precision tools and
products for the aircraft industry.

Transaction will be for cash, but
amount was not given.

New

York

Life

Insurance

makes the first payment of $1.679
million for purchase of up to $4.3
million of mortgage bonds of Texiacal, Inc., a real estate subsidiary
of Collins Radio Co. Money is to
be used for plant expansion, including a new manufacturing building
in Cedar Rapids and an engineering
laboratory in Dallas.

Pacific Automation Products,

New Institute
Attracts Firms

$274,500

plans to purchase in near future

Glendale, Calif., plans public offering of 125,000 shares of common

Ramo-Wooldridge Corp. will
give corporate status to its Space
Technology Laboratories. Previously a division of R -W, the laboratories will become a separate

corporation. STL has a large concentration of scientists and engineers whose efforts are devoted

exclusively to ballistic missle and
space problems. It has overall
scientific responsibility for the Air
Force's Thor, Atlas. Titan, and

Minuteman missile programs. Gen.

J. H. Doolittle will become board
chairman on first of the year when
separate incorporation process is ex-

pected to be completed.

is using a new Graduate
Institute of Technology to lure electronics firms and other new industry. The institute, part of the
University of Arkansas, is already

ARKANSAS

in operation in Little Rock as an
off -campus graduate training center.

It was authorized only last year
by the state legislature after industrialists and educators argued that
the Southwest had to provide top
graduate training facilities if the

area was to attract new technical
industries and retain its young
scientists.
Classes began in March in

courses such as "The Structure of
Matter" and "Instrumentation."
This month, permanent air-condi-

Derrick heads controls slim',
radioactive cartridges as ...

Im\N

tv

(Ian

,(41thle,,

mechanical hand in grabbing

Tv Searches Inside Reactor
Atomic Energy Authority
scientists have recently designed

active cartridges from the inside of

handle full courses of study are

mechanical hand that uses a tele-

Windscalc.

scheduled to be completed.

vision eve in removing spent radio-

tioned buildings and laboratories to
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BRITISH
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atomic piles of the type used at
In this type of reactor, uranium
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TUBE DESIGN NEWS
FROM THE RECEIVING TUBE DEPARTMENT OF GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
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Deadly Hughes GAR -2A Falcon Missile Employs Six
G -E 5 -Star Subminiatures in Vital Control Sockets!
General Electric 5 -Star high -relia-

bility subminiature tubes help give
dependable striking power to Hughes
Aircraft Company's GAR -2A air-to-air

missile, which seeks out its target by
means of infra -red guidance.
Six 5 -Star subminiatures are em-

ployed: Types 5899, 5902, 6021,
6111, 6112, and 6205. The Hughes
Type GAR -2A missile complements
the GAR -1D Falcon, which relies on
radar guidance. Eight 5 -Star sub miniatures are used in the GAR -1D.
Tubes and other electronic components in Falcon missiles are compactly

mounted on plug-in etched circuit
boards. Miniaturization

has

been

carried to a point roughly equivalent
to compressing two television sets
into a space no larger than a football.
Cold, Heat, Acceleration, VibrationAll Are Environmental Hazards

1011 UHF Triode Tests Prove Tube's Versatility,

Show Low Noise Figure at 30-60 MC
Recent tests have confirmed that
General Electric's new 7077 ceramic
UHF -amplifier triode has an extremely low noise figure in the 30-60
megacycle region, and is well suited
to IF -amplifier applications.

For receivers operating at microwave frequencies, 30-60 megacycles
is an area of prime importance in the
IF -amplifier circuit. Minimum noise
here is essential, if the full potentialities of a low -noise microwave crystal
mixer are to be realized.
Low shot -noise resistance and negligible transit -time loading help make

Type 7077 an ideal choice for the

The tiny 5 -Star Tubes that guide
Falcons to their explosive destinations, must withstand the extreme
cold of high altitudes, the heat of
skin friction, the acceleration and
vibration of launching and flight.

cascade input stage ul an IF -amplifier

circuit. Besides the tube's electrical

Dependable service under these
conditions calls for special rugged

advantages, its physical features-

qualities which General Electric has

small size, ruggedness, and high heat

designed into all 5 -Star subminiatures.

resistance-add to the 7077's value

These tubes, moreover, are built with

in military applications.
Complete data on IF -amplifier tests
of the 7077 at varying band widths,
may be obtained from any G -E office
listed on the next page. Also, ask for

extra care in a lint -free, dust -free

information about sockets for the

suggestions on how to conserve tube
life and obtain top performance,
when applying high -reliability

tube, already developed and available,

and for noise, gain, and other
performance characteristics

at frequencies from 30 to
1000 megacycles.

factory, and undergo 100% tests that
accurately reflect airborne and missile operating requirements.

On the next page will be found

OPFR4T/ON

up turn
GENERALOILECTIIIC

tubes in compact circuits
where temperatures may
run high, as with missiles.

Tear off and keep this sheet for reference. It contains useful tube -application data.

FOR MAXIMUM TUBE LIFE, AVOID HIGHER -THAN -RATED TEMPERATURES!
100%

Promote Dependable Performance by

2

80%

Keeping Bulb Temperatures And Dissipation

Levels within Published Tube Limits!

60%

Sharp penalties in shortened life can result from

40%

tube operation which is in excess of rated limits for
bulb temperature and dissipation. See life -test curves

at right for evidence that high temperatures and

20%

0

1000 HRS

high dissipation levels cut the number of operative

2000 HRS

3000 HRS

5000 HRS

4000 HRS

tubes-the percentages dropping rapidly as heat

TYPE 5654 HIGH -RELIABILITY MINIATURE

and dissipation go up.
Excessive temperatures in tubes can cause reverse

Life test results at varying temperatures. (Vertical scale shows percentage

grid currents, loss of emission, shorted elements,

operative* tubes remaining. Horizontal scale, time.) Ambient temp for Curve 1
. Curve 3,
was 100 C, bulb temp was 125 C . . . Curve 2, 175 C and 192 C .
250 C and 263 C . . Curve 4, 300 C and 312 C. Plate dissipation was maintained at 1.5 watts. The max rated bulb temperature of Type 5654 is 165 C.
.

.

glass -envelope failures, and other faults.
100%

Ambient Heat Level, Internal Element Dis80%

sipation, Both Influence Tube Temperature
60%

How hot a tube will run, is a joint result of the
ambient temperature and the dissipation of the internal elements of the tube. Designers can reduce
bulb temperatures mechanically, by using improved
tube shields which permit the heat to flow by con-

duction to a heat sink-have good radiation efficiency-and allow free air circulation.
Normally, however, tube shields do not significantly lower the temperature of the internal tube
elements. Here the circuit designer's control must
be electrical-i.e., he should strive to avoid dissipation levels in excess of rated limits.
Observing these limits will increase tube relia-

20%

0
1000 HRS

2000 HRS

3000 HRS

4000 HRS

5000 HRS

TYPE 6005 HIGH -RELIABILITY MINIATURE
Life test results at varying dissipation levels. (Vertical scale shows percentage
operative* tubes remaining. Horizontal scale, time.) Dissipation level, P.-1-122,

for Curve 1 was 10.0 w.... Curve 2, 13.5 w.... Curve 3, 15.4 w.... Curve 4,
20.0 w. Bulb temperature was allowed to increase with dissipation. The max
rated dissipation of Type 6005 is 13.2 w.
*By "operative tubes remaining" is meant tubes without any short, open,
air leak, or heater -cathode leakage in excess of 100 microamperes.

bility and greatly extend the span of tube life.
More specific and detailed facts about tube operating temperatures can be obtained from any General
Electric office at the bottom of this page.

Tubes for the above tests were taken in lots of 200 or more
from the production of all manufacturers with qualification
approval. Accordingly, results are a composite for the industry.

For further information, phone nearest office of the G -E Receiving Tube Department below:
EASTERN REGION
200 Main Avenue, Clifton, New Jersey
Phones: (Clifton) GRegory 3-6387
(N.Y.C.) Wisconsin 7-4065, 6, 7, 8

CENTRAL REGION

WESTERN REGION

3800 North Milwaukee Avenue
Chicago 41, Illinois
Phone: SPring 7-1600

11840 West Olympic Boulevard
Los Angeles 64, California
Phones: GRanite 9-7765; BRadshaw 2-8566

Progress /s Our Most Important Product

GENERAL

ELECTRIC
12-11.205

New Scalemaster films ...
take any amount
of handling

Yours today! The
engineering standard
of tomorrow

You've never worked with films
like these before! Scalemaster films
are Mylar* with a very high degree of
extra stabilization added through
an exclusive Ozalid process. These extremely durable,
dimensionally stable films safeguard your investment in
valuable originals. They're practically impossible to tearwon't fray, crack, "dog-ear," or become brittle, and can be
filed indefinitely without deterioration. And fast! Scalemaster
films are extremely transparent for the fastest copies
possible ... and with maximum contrast. Your draftsmen

can draw and dimension precisely in one operation ...
with accuracy never before attainable. In fact, in
many fields, Scalemaster films can often help eliminate
entire reproduction steps.
But why not see for yourself ? Send for sample sheets of
Scalemaster films today and test the performance advantages
they give you. Write: Ozalid, Dept. L-9-12, Johnson City, N. Y.
Du Pont's reinstered trademark
-4
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A Division of General Aniline & Film Corporation
In Canada: Hughes Owens Company, Ltd., Montreal
17
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cartridges are discharged from the
graphite moderator. When spent,

to remote monitors provide views
needed to keep work running stead-

they arc supposed to fall into a
space between the discharge face

ily.

and

the

concrete

outer

casing

which acts as a shield. The spent
cartridges arc removed from this
"discharge void" for disposal.
Problem

arises

some

when

cartridges fail to drop into the discharge void, and lodge on the arms
of a burst cartridge detection

scanner, or on ledges on the pile
face. Not all of these can be dis-

Sept. 12-13: Communications Conf.,
IRE, Sheraton N I on trose Hotel,

Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

Radio -Paging

Field Spreads

Sept.

To DATE MORE THAN 100 radio paging firms have sprung up

throughout the country.
Typical of these burgeoning outfits is a firm which passes along
upwards

of

30,000

messages

a

month to 1,000 subscribers. With
two 500 -watt transmitters broad-

focus.

obtrusive

Meanwhile,

at

the

Hanford

closed circuit-tv is cutting costs by
enabling studies of work progress in
high radiation zones.
By watching work crews through
tv monitors, replacement teams can

see where each job must be

re-

sumed when it is their turn to relieve men who must stop work to
avoid overdoses of radiation.

Two pickup cameras connected

casting at 43.58 me, the agency
extends service to busy doctors,
traveling businessmen and field
service people within a 40 -mile
radius.

Each subscriber carries an unsix -ounce

pocket

re-

ceiver which he turns on at his
leisure.

The plastic -encased receiver

15-19:

Instrument -Automation

Conf., ISA, Phila. Cony. Hall, Pa.

lodged with tools inserted through
inspection holes.
Boom carrying the camera and
grab is lowered through one of the
access holes in the top of the pile.
Thus, the face is systematically
searched. The grab, in front of the
camera, can grasp any cartridge in

atomic plant in Richland, Wash.,

MEETINGS AHEAD

Sept. 18-19: National Assoc. of Broadcasters, Fall Conf., Buena Vista
I lotel, Biloxi, Miss.

Sept. 22-24: National Symposium on
'I'elemetering,

Sept.

seven inches long and one and a
quarter inches wide.
Its superregenerative circuit uses

two tubes, or one tube and one
transistor, and derives its plate and
collector potentials from a tiny 30 volt battery.

Another tinier battery supplies
filament power.

Hotel,

24-25:

Industrial

Electronics,

Seventh Annual Conf., IRE, AIEE,
Rackhain Memorial, Detroit, Mich.
Sept.

25:

Engineering Problems

in

Space Medicine, IRE Medical Electronics, Univ. of Penn., Phila., Pa..
Sept. 26-27:

is

Americana

Miami Beach, and Patrick Air Force
Base (Sept. 25).

Broadcast Transmission

Systems, Annual Symposium, IRE,
Willard Hotel, Wash., D. C.

Sept. 29 -Oct. 3: Audio Engineering Society, 10th Annual Cony., Hotel
New Yorker, N.Y.C.
Oct.

1-2:

Radio -Interference Reduc-

tion, U.S. Army Signal Research &
Devel. Labs, IRE, Armour Research
Foundation, Chicago, Ill.

Oct. 2-4: Upper Midwest Trade Exposition,

Checking Ramjet Missile

Electronic

Wholesalers

Assoc, Minneapolis Municipal Auditorium, Minn.
Oct. 6-8: Symposium on

Extended

Range and Space Communications,
IRE and George Washington Univ.,
Lisner Auditorium, Wash., D. C.

Oct. 8-10: IRE Canadian Convention
and Exposition, Electronics and Nucleonics, Exhibition Park, Toronto,
Canada.

Oct. 13-15: National Electronics Conf.,

14th Annual, Hotel Sherman, Chicago.

Oct. 20-21: Aero Communications
Symposium, Fourth National, PGCS,

Hotel Utica, Utica, New York.
Oct. 20-21: USA National Committee,
URSI Fall Meeting, Penn State
Univ., University Park, Pa.
All -electronic systems are operating and sending radio signals to nearby monitoring
consoles as Lockheed's X-7 ramjet lest missile gets an 18 G acceleration test on the
G -Shooter. Distance traveled is two feet, time required is .04 of a second and
velocity-reached after traveling only six inches-is 23 ft per second
18

Oct. 30-31; Nov. 1: Electron Devices

Meeting, PGED, IRE, Shoreman
I Iotel, Wash., D. C.
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HIGH

INSULATION RESISTANCE
and CAPACITANCE STABILITY

LOW

POWER FACTOR and SOAKAGE

"IN. tc
gt1,*

Polystyrene Capacitors
are wound with

Film Capacitors. Inc., New York, manufactures
capacitors for critical AC and DC circuitry
applications-such as bridge arm elements, filter network
components, standards of capacitance, RF tank circuits, storage circuits and computer circuits-where stability and high
Q are essential.
Natvar Styroflex film is used as the dielectric in f-c-i polystyrene capacitors because of its uniformly high shock resistance

and excellent dielectric properties. Because of its bi-axial
orientation during the manufacturing process, it is completely
flexible in all thicknesses, and easy to handle.
If you need an insulating material with the desirable characteristics of polystyrene,-,plus pliability, it will pay you to investigate Natvar Styroflex.

f-c-i polystyrene capacitors are available in her-

metically sealed glass tubes, metal shells, bathtub
cases, or metal cans. Operators like Styroflex because it winds easily, and testers find a minimum
of rejects.

Natvar Products
Varnished cambric-cloth and tape
Varnished canvas and duck
Varnished silk and special rayon
Varnished-Silicone coated Fiberglas
Varnished papers-rope and kraft
Slot cell combinations, Aboglas 3'
Isoglas"3' sheet and tape
IsolastaneA sheet, tape, tubing
and sleeving

Vinyl coated-varnished tubing
and sleeving

NATVAR CORPORATION

FPRMERLY THE NATIONAL VARN (SHED PRODUCTS CORPORATION
TELEPHONE

CABLE ADDRESS

FULTON 8-8800

NATVAR: RAHWAY, N. J.

201 RANDOLPH AVENUE

WOODBRIDGE, NEW

ELECTRONICS engineering issue - September 12, 1958

Extruded vinyl tubing and tape
Styroflex A flexible polystyrene tape
Extruded identification markers

Ask for Catalog No. 24

JERSEY
CIRCLE 13 READERS SERVICE CARD
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Here are acute temperature sensitivity, instant response, and the strength to withstand the most demanding conditions - all in one unit only knee high to
a grasshopper!

Knee high to a
grasshopper
but Fenwal's New Miniature,

It's hermetically sealed, yet field adjustable. Maintains control characteristics even with vibrations of
500 cps with 10G acceleration - it's rugged!
You get wide range and sensitivity, too. The new
THERmoswrrcH unit controls temperatures from -20°
to +200°F within 1°. Thin wall corrosion -resistant,
drawn stainless steel case insures instant response to
temperature changes - you get precision control.
You'll want to find out more about this tiny, tough,
sensitive control. For more information on the new
miniature hermetically sealed THERMOSWITCH unit,
and other Fenwal miniaturized controls, write for our
catalog or a sales engineer. Fenwal Incorporated, 209
Pleasant Street, Ashland, Massachusetts.

Hermetically Sealed THERMOSWITCH Unit is Strong as an Ox
New Fenwal miniature THERMOSWITCH unit being agitated

in liquid bath while maintaining temperature of liquid at
140°F ±1°. THERMOSWITCH unit weighs less than 1.i oz.,
can withstand 10G acceleration at 500 cps vibration. Current
capacity is 2.5 amps, 115 VAC, 2.0 amps, 28 VDC.

CONTROLS TEMPERATURE... PRECISELY
20
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Series TS
Porous

Slug Type

TANTALUM CAPACITORS
...The third in a variety of
Ohmite Tantalum Capacitors
Ohmite offers you a complete line of quality tantalum
capacitors including three types . . all available from
stock in reasonable quantities. New slug -type units employ a porous anode of sintered tantalum sealed into a
fine silver case, externally uninsulated. Their stability of
performance is unexcelled, with indefinitely long shelf
life and exceptionally long operating life. Size "U" unit.
illustrated at right offers a range of 1.75 microfarads to
30 microfarads. Working voltages to 125 are available,
.

depending upon capacity These capacitors are polar
units intended for d -c applications.

High Capacity, Small Size
Extremely Low Leakage Current
Long Shelf and Operating Life

Normal Temperature Range is -55°C to +85°C

BULLETIN 159

SERIES IF FOIL -TYPE

These capacitors are tantalum foil, electrolytic units for
low -voltage, a -c and d -c applications where top perform-

SERIES TW WIRE -TYPE TANTA-UM CAPACITORS These Mylar® insulated, subminiature, wire -type units feature greater capacitance per unit volume, lower leakage current and power factor, and small capacitance drop at extremely low temperatures as compared to other kinds of electrolytes. l ltrasmall for low -voltage, d -c, transistorized electronic
equipment, these tantalum capacitors have high stability, high capacitance, long shelf life,
and excellent performance under temperature extremes of -55°C to +85°C. Available in
nine subminiature sizes; .01 to 80 mfd. over-all capacitance range. Smallest size is .080 x

.203 inch; largest is .134 x .812 inch. Six mast popular sizes are recommended for
distributor's stock.
BULLETIN 148

RELAYS

cal characteristics are required. Units feature unusually long shelf and operating
life. Three sizes now available; .25 to 140 mfd. over-all
capacitance range. Standard
tolerance is ± 20%. Working
voltages up to 150. Polar and
nonpolar units available.
BULLETIN 152

OH
RESISTORS

ance and stability of electri-

TAP SWITCHES

OHMITE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
3610 Howard Street, Skokie, Illinois

RHEOSTATS TANTALUM CAPACITORS
R. F. CHOKES

VARIABLE TRANSFORMERS

ELECTRONICS engineering issue - September 1;, 1958
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Westinghouse Roberts Test
Technique Frees
Reject -Strangled Production...
Perfectly paired Hipermag cores
boost magnetic amplifier output

A very high reject ratio was strangling magnetic

amplifier production at the plant of a large

eastern manufacturer. Analyzed by the company's own engineers, the problem was found
to be a case of inadequate core matching. A
core -matching specification based on sine current dynamic testing was attempted. However,
since the application was a voltage regulator
using voltage reset, the problem of matching
maximum permeability to the required tolerances was practically insurmountable for production -line testing.

After Westinghouse engineers analyzed the
problem, it was decided that matching cores
at zero control point with the Roberts tester
would help obtain the desired high yields.

Production -run cores matched by this procedure were flown to the manufacturer from
the Westinghouse Greenville plant. These cores
resulted in an immediate improvement in
production -line performance.

The Roberts core -matching technique provides the closest approach to magnetic amplifier

design for commercial testing of cores that

Mr. Cliff Horstman checks performance readings for Hipermag cores
using the Roberts Dynamic Tester. This production-line test eliminates costly and complicated testing at your plant. After the Roberts
test, Hipermag cores are "pegged" here according to their performance characteristics. This practice assures perfect performance matching every time.

exists today. This testing technique on standard
Hipermag cores provides performance tailored
to your magnetic amplifier application.
Let our engineers help you with your magnetic
amplifier production problems. Call your Westinghouse representative . . . or write Specialty
Transformer Department, Westinghouse Electric Corporation, P.O. Box 231, Greenville, Pa.
'Trade -Mark

YOU CAN BE
22
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NEW PRECISION VARIABLE RESISTOR

...with

no

sliding wiper by

11;
MFR

Super reliability
is inherent
through unique
manufacturing
techniques
FEATURES:

Complete Hermetic Seat

These Rotary
Metallic Film Potentiometers

are the perfection of years
of research and development

Infinite Resolution

High Temperature Operation
Long Life

Low Torque

Exceptionally High Accuracy
Extremely Low Noise

Details
will be

sent upon
request.

A patented compression contact eliminates the wear or friction
caused by usual wiper contacts. A precious metal capsule contact
provides dependable. long life operation. The deposited metal film
resistance element is encased and hermetically sealed. The ultimate
in craftsmanship is employed in the manufacture to produce a
potentiometer unparalleled for performance. This new concept of
design makes possible super reliability under the most severe
environmental conditions such as those encountered in airborne,
missile and satellite applications.

TECHNOLOGY INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
569 Main St., Acton, Mass.
COlonial 3-7711

P. 0. Box 3941, No. Hollywood, Calil.
POplar 5-8620
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1 COUNT AMBIGUITY ELIMINATED!
OLD WAY

X counts ± 1 count clue to unknown phase at start and stop.

TO

TI

NEW -hp- 218A

X counts exactly-timing wave starts with sync pulse and only full cycles counted!

To

TI

New ease,

for precision
Time measurement and pulse simulation

and future versatility, output pulses are generated

in radar, loran, Tacan, DME, oscilloscopes,
computers, fast gates, pulse code systems

through -hp- 219A series plug-in units.
Model 218A is a direct slave to an external trigger,
0 cps to 10 KC, or may be triggered internally over
a 10 cps to 10 KC range. A push-button manual trigger is also provided. The two delay pulses are separately and digitally adjustable from 1 to 10,000
µsec with interpolation 0 to 1 µsec. Timing accuracy

-almost any fast circuit double pulse measurement
with any kind of delay may now be made quickly
and accurately with the new -hp- 218A Digital Delay Generator.
Constructed along rigid military standards, the -hp218.A. is basically a pulsed crystal oscillator synchronizable in constant phase with an initial trigger pulse
(zero time) and two positionable terminating pulses.

Time is counted with a 1 MC preset counter, and
two independent output pulses (T1 and T2) are
available in any relationship. For utmost present

is ± 0.1 µsec ± 0.001%; time interval and pulse
characteristics are directly selected on front panel
controls.
Brief specifications appear alongside; for complete

details see your -hp- representative or write direct.
Also request -hp- Journal, Vol. 9, No. 8.

rL
I

B

To

To

T2

-hp- 219A Dual Trigger Unit contains two blocking oscillators supplying positive polarity trigger pulses to control
auxiliary equipment. Pulse A available at To or Ti; pulse
B at L. Pulse characteristics identical to sync output pulse

of -hp- 218A. (See "Specifications") $100.00.

T1

T2

-hp- 2198 Dual Pulse Unit contains two pulse generators pro-

viding digitally delayed, fast rise time, high power pulses.
Positive or negative polarity, amplitude variable 0 to 50 v,

pulse width variable 0.2 to 5 µsec, rise time 0.06 µsec. Pulse A
available at To to T,, pulse B at T2. Internal impedance is 50
ohms. $450.00.

offers the world's most complete
24
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This new -hp- 218A Digital Delay Generator produces pulses

accurately spaced in time, with spacing controlled by a
crystal oscillator. The 218A is a perfect slave to any beginning or synchronizing pulse, even though random, and locks

in constant phase during each counting period.

speed and 0.1 psec accuracy
time measurements
SPECIFICATIONS
-hp- 218A DIGITAL DELAY GENERATOR
(Plug-in necessary to operate)
Time Interval Range: 1 to 10,000 Asec, To to T1. and Ti to 12. Accuracy: ± 0.1 Asec ± 0.001 % of time interval selected.
Digital Adjustment: 1 ilsec steps, 1 to 10,000 itsec.
Interpolation: Continuously variable, 0 to iisec.
Input Trigger: Internal, 10 cps to 10 KC, 3 decade ranges. External, 0 to 10 KC. Pos. or neg. pulses 2 to 40 v peak.
1

Delay between external trigger and To is 0.25 Asec ± 0.05 itsec.

Jitter:

0.02 Asec or less.
Recovery Time: 50 Asec or 10% of selected interval, whichever is larger.
Sync Output: 50 v pos. pulse, 0.1 sec rise time (from 50 ohm source). Available at To, Ti or T2.
1 MC Output: 2 volt 1 MC pulses (from 500 ohm source) available at panel connector when counting on internal 1 MC
oscillator.
Power: 115/230 v ± 10%, 50/60 cps, 525 watts.
Size:

Price:

14" high, 19" wide, 24" deep. Weight 75 lbs.
-hp- 218A (cabinet) or -hp- 218AR (rack mount), $2,000.00.
Data subject to change without notice. Prices f.o.b. factory.

A

1
BI
To

HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY
12

-hp- 219C Digital Pulse Duration Unit produces a high power

pulse with digitally controlled delay and duration. Pulse duration either To to Ti, or T, to T2. Both polarities available simul-

4884A Page Mill Road Palo Alto, California, U.S.A.
Cable "HEWPACK" DAvenport 5-4451
Field representatives in all principal areas

taneously; amplitude variable 0 to 20 v (from 90 ohms impedance) or 100 v (from 500 ohms). Rise or decay time 0.03
µsec (90 ohms). $350.00.

selection of precision electronic counters
ELECTRONICS engineering issue - September 12, 1958
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TRANSISTORIZED
PREDETERMINING
COUNTERS

5,000 counts per second

Instantaneous recycling
Increased reliability

Industrial design
A versatile group of transis-

torized production counters
designed for industrial appli-

cations. Any number of decades can be furnished
depending upon your requirements.

Can be operated by non -technical help merely

by setting the selector knobs to the pre-set
quantity within the range of the instrument.
These counters are ideal for batch control,
sequential predetermining, or accurate

The use of transistors means that heat - the

enemy of reliability - has been eliminated. This
reduces warm-up time and increases dependability. Printed circuits and simplified wiring
further insure long trouble -free operations.
Standard counters are completely enclosed in, attractive industrial cases, but can also be supplied without enclosures for panel mounting. A
photo head to actuate these counters can be furnished in many configurations. Batch totalizers
with push-button reset and special modifications
of basic components can be furnished on request.
This is your complete package for predetermining counting at high speeds. Send for your copy
of the new specification bulletin outlining the
complete range of the series 1604 counter line
today.

Veeder- Root

length control in such applications as

packaging, coil winding, slitting, stacking
and material handling.
Hartford, Conn.

26

Greenville, S.C. Altoona, Pa. Chicago New York
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INCORPORATED
Hartford 2, Connecticut

C.)

Los Angeles

Son Francisco

Montreal

Offices and Agents in Principal Cities
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PYLE Stalwann \

NCO N ECTORS

Assure long-lasting protection of
vital connections under a wide range
of extreme environmental conditions
Currently establishing itself as a performance
leader in the missile systems field, Pyle -Star Line connectors offer engineers an entirely new
line of electrical connectors for universal military and industrial use.
With characteristics of construction and performance never before combined in compact,
rugged, lightweight standardized connectors,

they exceed NEC requirements and classes
A, B, C and E of military specifications MIL
C -5015C.
FEATURES
Tough, lightweight shell: Strength comparable to mild
steel, yet weighs only I/3 as much.
Anodic coating: Gives shell toughness of case -hard-

ened steel. Takes up to 1800 volts to penetrate coating.

"Sandwich" insulation: Silicone

laminate floats be-

tween two rigid discs. Silicone disc absorbs shock, lets
contacts align themselves freely; rigid discs impart just the

right amount of restraint. Gives all advantages of both
flexible and rigid mountings.

Chamber sealing: Silicone insulation disc positively
and completely prevents water, gas, moisture or dust from
passing into shell.

Wide range of pin and socket configurations:
Configurations from 2 to 100 poles available. Within each
form size all inserts are interchangeable and reversible.

Environmental Limits of Pyle -Star -Line connecters
Temperature

-80 F. to 225 F.

Pressure

300 PSI External, 200 PSI Internal
Most acids, most alkalis, oil

Chemical Resistance
Corrosion Resistance
Dust Resistance
Shock Resistance

Salt Spray: 300 days without failure
Exceed requirements of MIL C -5015C
50G Minimum

Vibration
Humidity & Moisture Resistance
Air Leakage

Exceed 20G to Method II of Mil C -5015C
Exceed Class E. Spec. of Mil C -5015C
Meet Class E Spec. of Mil C -5015C

Write today for complete specifications.

the PYLE-NATIONAL company
Where Quality is Traditional
SIM B91

1330 North Kostner Avenue, Chicago 51,111inois

District Offices and Representatives in Principal Cities of the United States

CONDUIT FITTINGS CIRCUIT CONTROLS LIGHTING EQUIPMENT

ELECTRONICS engineering issue - September 12, 1958
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New 'Transistorized
FREQUENCY DISCRIMINATOR AND

±-0.6--=%. accuracy VARIABLE
RATIO

AIRCRAFT
ENGINE

MAIN
ALTERNATOR

T"

ENGINE

TRANSMISSION

Designed for controlling a LYCOMING variable ratio
engine transmission which drives a typical aircraft alternator at constant speed.
±0.125% (400 ±0.5 cycles) accuracy.
-55°C to +125°C ambient temperature range.
Smaller, lighter, less complex through use of semi-

110

AUXILIARY ENGINE DRIVEN
ALTERNATOR

conductors.

Other types of systems can be

cl

designed to your specification. For
more information contact the Oster

TYPE STU-

office nearest you.

6003-01

TYPE AMP 9616 -02

SERVO TORQUE UNIT
WITH STABILIZING
GENERATOR FEEDBACK

Burton Browne Advertising

FREQUENCY DISCRIMINATOR
AND SPECIALIZED
SERVO AMPLIFIER

Other products include servos, synchros; resolvers, motor -gear -trains,
AC drive motors, DC" motors, servo

MANUFACTURING CO.

units, actuators and motor driven

Avionic Division

mechanism assemblies, reference and
tachometer generators, servo torque

Your Rotating Equipment Specialist

blower and fan assemblies.
NEW YORK
OFFICE

237 North Main Street
Hempstead, L.I., New York
Phone: IVanhoe 3-4653
TWX Hempstead N. Y. 705

Racine, Wisconsin

NEW JERSEY
OFFICE

517 Lyons Avenue

Irvington, New Jersey
Phone: ESsex 3-2361

WESTERN
OFFICE

5333 So. Sepulveda Blvd.

Culver City, California

Phones: EXmont 1-5742
TExas 0-1194
TWX S. Mon 7671

Interesting, varied work on designing transistor circuits
Engineers For Advanced Projects: and servo mechanisms.
Contact Mr. Robert Burns, Personnel Manager, in confidence.
28
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HOW TO SOLVE
DESIGN PROBLEMS

SILICONE IDEAS

WITH

New Electrical Grade Silicone Fluids Remain Reliable
Under Tough Conditions
At extremely high desert temperatures or in the freezing cold of
the Arctic, new G -E electrical grade SF -97 series silicone fluids
assure uniform and reliable operation of equipment. Their uniform

purity results from exacting manufacturing and quality control

procedures. They stay liquid at temperatures far below other mate-

rials; undergo no change in dielectric constant at frequencies as
high as 10 megacycles. Among their excellent electrical properties
are high dielectric strength, high volume resistivity and low power
factor.
General Electric silicone fluids are being used in capacitors, traps formers, radar, television, and in systems where heat transfer is as
important as dielectric strength. Write for more data.

Arctic radar station typifies :he extreme temperatures to which
silicone dielectric fluids are subjected to-reliably.
This

New Silicone Varnish

Is

Comparative Properties

SR -155

Silicone X

Silicone Y

Penetration & wetting

Excellent

Good

Good

Low temperature

Excellent

Fair

Excellent

High temperature
stability

Excellent

Excellent

Excellent

Overcoating

Excellent

Excellent

Fair

Blister free

Excellent

Excellent

Excellent

Easier To Apply, Protects

Over Wider Temperathure Range
SH-155, General Electric's new silicone varnish, is a Class H insulating material which offers superior performance from -65°C to
over 200°C. It will not craze or crack at sub -zero temperatures.
Because it easily handles excessive emergency loads, SR -155 increases the reliability of electrical equipment. Since it is suitable
over a wide temperature range this one varnish can take the place
of two or more, so manufacturing procedures and inventory can be
simplified. Its smooth, glossy finish improves appearance. SR -155
penetrates deeper than other resins, "wets out" well and will not
bubble. Write for application information.

craze resistance

Chart compares essential properties of General Electric SR -155 varnish with
other silicone varnishes.

New RTV Silicone Rubber Cures Without Heat, Does
Not Shrink, Forms No Voids
Here is a brand new potting and encapsulating material that

is easy to apply, cures at room temperatures and has outstanding heat resistance. Tough and elastic, G.E.'s new RTV room
temperature vulcanizing compounds are stable up to 600°F,
have excellent electrical properties. Viscosities vary from very
pourable to spreadable. Can be applied by dipping, pressure
gun, pouring or spreading.
RTV is quickly prepared for use: cures in any time you select

up to 48 hours. 100% silicone solids (solvent free), it cures
without shrinking or forming voids. Flows easily into complicated shapes. Write for technical data. Samples available for
evaluation-just give us a brief description of your application.
Cutaway of RTV encapsulation. Cures without voids, can also be used for
molding, filling, sealing, caulking.

ISection D9K12, Silicone Products Dept.,

Send for more information.

General Electric Company, Waterford, N. Y.

up turn

OPERAT/ON

Please send me further data on: Eil SILICONE DIELECTRIC FLUIDS

El SILICONE VARNISH

4..Al0FLECTRIC

0 SILICONE RTV RUBBER

Name

Title

Company

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

Silicone Products Department, Waterford, New York
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In manufacturing ... meet a man who gets results

Barbecuing steaks, manufacturing weapons ...
he's determined to deliver quality products
Meet NIr. Kenneth J. Carlson, amateur chef, professional engineer and Director
of Manufacturing at the Mechanical Division of General Mills. On the patio or at
the plant, he combines proper raw materials, excellent tooling and equipment,
careful planning, precision fabrication and rigid inspection procedures. Results:
quality products delivered at just the right time.

The entire Manufacturing Department directed by Mr. Carlson is geared to
produce systems, sub -systems and assemblies to the most stringent military
requirements. This capability, backed by intensive research and creative engineering, is available to serve you.
Mr. Carlson has, daring the past 17
years, gathered vast experience in
weapons systems engineering and
manufacturing. At General Mills, he
utilizes this experience in directing a
competent staff responsible for pur-

chasing, quality control, manufac
turing engineering, factory processing

and planning, machine shop fabrica

tion and assembly. Mr. Carlson is one
more reason our customers say, "At
General Mills, we get results."
30

Our new fact -filled brochure is available now. Write for your free copy todayDept. EL -9.

MECHANICAL DIVISION CGerieral
1620 Central Avenue Minneapolis 13, Minnesota

Mills

Intensive Research Creative Engineering Precision Manufacturinz

CIRCLE 24 READERS SERVICE CARD
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EVEN AT VARYING ALTITUDE PRESSURES
CERTI-SEAL, AMP's all new moisture proof window connector,
prevents moisture breathing at altitude. Tin plated copper rings

are crimped over wire insulation to seal out vapors and fluids.
Made for over 100 different insulation diameters in military
specifications, CERTI-SEAL exceeds all specifications for:

corrosion resistance
vibration resistance
flame resistance

tensile strength
dielectric strength
immersion tests

Send for samples and literature from:

AMP
INCORPORATED
GENERAL OFFICES: HARRISBURG, PENNSYLVANIA
A -MP products and engineering assistance are available through wholly -owned subsidiaries in: Canada England France Holland Japan

ELECTRONICS engineering issue- September 12, 1958
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This letter moved an engineer ahead 5 years
Two years ago a man took 10 minutes to write this letter. Today he enjoys the
responsibility and professional standing in the Autonetics Division of North
American that might have taken 5 years to achieve elsewhere.
THE 20TH CENTURY'S MOST INTERESTING OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE CREATIVE ENGINEER

Now under way at Autonetics are over 100 projects-military and non-military-involving
some of the most arresting and advanced work to challenge the engineering mind today.
WHERE IS YOUR FIELD OF INTEREST?

Inertial Navigation Systems-for aircraft and naval vessels with the organization that successfully flew all -inertial autonavigators more than eight years ago-and whose many -generation
family of ever -improved inertial systems for manned and unmanned vehicles have made over
800 successful flights.

Radars-like the lightweight, monopulse type that guides aircraft to targets through fog and
darkness and provides all radar functions for both high and low level missions-air-search,
automatic tracking, ground -mapping and terrain -avoidance.

Flight Controls-fully automatic and reliable autopilots and landing systems.
Information Processing Equipment-including airborne magnetic tape recorders, transistorized analog or digital computers for both the military and industry, and pace -setting numercial
control systems for three -axis position and path control of machine tools for industry.
At finger-tip nearness Autonetics has unique experience, advanced tools and techniques plus
precision machine shops turning out work to millionths of an inch tolerances in both developmental and volume quantities.

Opportunities have never been better-at every level of creative engineering from Preliminary
research and design to Performance test-because Autonetics is one of the few companies
in the world designing and quantity -producing systems within the complete spectrum of electronics, electro-mechanics, control engineering and data processing.

Write today and tell us what kind of creative engineering interests you (please include highlights of your education and experience).
Write

C. J. Benning, Manager, Employment Services.
9150 E. Imperial Highway, Downey, California

Autonetics
slor4 OF NORT. AME,CAN AV,TION, INC.

NER VE CENTER OF THE NEW INDUSTRIAL ERA
32
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ONTROL
THE DEVIATION BRIDGES
Type 1504, 1505, and 1506 enable resistors, capacitors
and inductances to be classified at a rate of 4000 units
per hour when used in connection with the knee -operated Test Jig Type 3901.

The impedance deviation of the unknown unit from a
known R,L or C standard are read off the instrument
meter directly in 0/0. Phase angle deviations are read
off in radians. Impedance deviation ranges: +1.5% to
1. 5°/0,

7°,/0 to + 8°/0, and ±- 25% to + 35°/0. Phase

angle deviation ranges: (=1. 5 to +1. 5) X 10' radians,
(-7 to + 7) X 10-2 radians, and
25 to
25) X 10'
radians.

Interchangeable instrument meter scales.

Write or phone for further information

1

1%\\\N

Bridge
Type

1504
1505
1506

46n

fttf

Bridge
Frequency

L

C

1052- 10 MD

2 mH - 100 H

50 p,uF - l0µ F

100 - 1 MS2

0,2 mH -

2H

30 /4/iF - 1pF

10

100 - 50 KS?

20 y H - 20 mH

20 ppF - 01 pF

100

& K INSTRUMENTS, Inc.
3044 W.106th STREET CLEVELAND 11, OHIO CLearwater 1-8430

kcis

No

Postage
Will be Paid
by Addressee

Postage Stamp
Necessary
if Mailed in the
United States

BUSINESS REPLY CARD
First Class Permit No. 15201 (Sec. 34.9 P. L. &. R., Cleveland, Ohio

FILL IN REVERSE SIDE
Mail NOW! No Postage Necessary)

4 See other side for valuable information

B & K INSTRUMENTS, Inc.
3044 WEST 106th STREET
CLEVELAND 11, OHIO

A Bruel & Kjaer integrated sound instrumentation panel enables

a large electrical manufacturing corporation to automatically

BRUEL & KJAER

measure and analyze the noise from large power -transformers.

VIBRATION

Technical Review

Ne:41-4004 ss°us°

a TR

etteel_.

INTEGRATED

To be distributed by B & K Instruments, Inc. If you wish to continue to

igaituoteat 4e

receive this valuable publication or

td,#tatit

*B & K INSTRUMENTS, Inc.

wish to have your name added to our
mailing list, fill out and mail the return
card NOW.

le. S. Nevskellag 419~4 Awe Cite Pee gaateo

BRUEL & KJAER INSTRUMENTS
B & K INSTRUMENTS, Inc. - A new company, organized to

The mailing list which brought you the
"Technical Review" in the past can no
longer be used. Act NOW so you will
not fail to receive this up-to-date
measurement information regularly.

serve as your central source for integrated instrument systems for
automatically measuring sound, vibration and strain.
B & K INSTRUMENTS, Inc.-Provides a professional consultation
service to aid you in establishing: measurement progams, testing
techniques, special accessories to complete instrument systems.
B & K INSTRUMENTS, Inc. - Offers technical counseling from

qualified engineering representation working with our field
application engineers.
B & K INSTRUMENTS, Inc. - has completely equipped facilities,
staffed with factory trained specialists to give immediate service
or calibration on all instruments we sell.

B & K INSTRUMENTS, Inc.
3044 W. 106th STREET CLEVELAND 11, OHIO CLearwater 1-8430

Gentlemen:

I wish to receive the B & K "Technical Review".
Name
Company

CUr

Address

State

Zone

City

I.

YOUR BUSINESS

YOUR PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY

A. Administrative

1. Manufacturing

B. Engineering/Design
C. Production

Product

2. Research & Development E

D. Operations

Type

E.

Maintenance

F.

Purchasing

G. Other
Please send complete line
catalog.

CARL,

k

4 FILL IN THIS SIDE

3. Military Personnel
4. Government Personnel

II

Mail NOW!

( No Postage Necessary)

5. Other
11 Other information
(specify)

See other side for valuable information

BACK -MOUNTING TEST JACKS
permit bench soldering to wiring
harness belicre mounting.

...

--°.IID.

41..--11

STANDARD TEST JACKS
metal shell insures firm,
dependable mounting.

4-1

111

ALL -NYLON THREADED
INSULATOR
low capacity to panel and
high voltage breakdown.

Test Jacks by Ucinite
The introduction of Ucinite's back -mounting

ing. The feed through type is provided with a

jacks makes available for the first time a complete

line of high quality test jacks suitable for use in
equipment where long life and dependability are

one-piece brass terminal stud, tin-plated.
The specialized abilities and experience of
Ucinite's own staff of design engineers are avail-

essential.

able for work on new and unusual problems.

Ucinite Test Jacks, designed for standard .o8o

phone tips, are available in a variety of colors
ideally suited to coded application. Silver-plated,
heat treated beryllium copper contact is made in
one piece with large terminal ends for easy solder-

Volume production facilities ensure fulfillment of
the largest requirements.
For full information, call your nearest Ucinite

or United -Carr representative or write directly
to us.

Specialists in Electrical .1ssemblies,
Radio and Automotive
avisiva of Uvited-Carr Fastener Corp.
ELECTRON CS engineering issue- September 1 2, 1958
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Design better products with
IIMI.

RTV

OMMEMO

cures at room temperature

SILICONE RUBBEt

... protects against moisture and shock
. . .

retains electrical properties at high temperatures

Potted with Silastic RTV, a component can
(center) is ready for use in Southwestern
Industrial Electronics' geophysical amplifier.

300 to 500

Protect and seal sensitive electronic instruments this new,
"do-it-yourself" way. Silastic® RTV, the Dow Corning
silicone rubber, vulcanizes at room temperature to form a
rubbery silicone solid overnight. Simply apply with calking
gun or by hand - no processing required. Parts made with
Silastic RTV withstand temperatures from -70 to 250 C,
resist moisture and oxidation, cushion vibration and shock.
Dielectric properties are excellent. Use Silastic RTV for
encapsulating, potting or calking. Free literature available.

2 8 x 10"

If you consider ALL the properties of a silicone rubber,

Silastic RTV protects and seals circuits
against many hazards.

TYPICAL PROPERTIES OF SILASTIC RTV

100 to 480F

Temperature range

-70 to 250C
Dielectric strength, volts /mil

.

Surface resistivity at 50%
Relative humidity, ohms
Dielectric constant,
10' cycles per second

.

.

.

.

you'll specify SILASTIC.
2.5

Dissipation factor,
105 cycles per second

0 003

EP cow Horning CORPORATION
MIDLAND. MICHIGAN

34
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Dow Corning Silicone Dielectrics
SILICONE -GLASS LAMINATES SURVIVE
DEEP FREEZE, OVEN HEAT
Virtually unaffected by temperatures as high
as 250 C, silicone -glass laminates are ideal
insulating and structural materials. They are
lightweight, strong, moisture and arc resistant . . have low loss factor, low moisture
absorption. Can be drilled, machined, sanded,
sawed. Supplied in various finished shapes by
leading laminators.
CIRCLE 104 READERS SERVICE CARD
Trop -Arctic temperature -test chamber

rs
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SYLKYD ENAMELED WIRE

AIDS MINIATURIZATION
Heat -stable Sylkyde enameled magnet wire

makes it possible to design smaller and

more reliable electronic equipment. Equal
in diameter to Class A wire, Sylkyd enameled wire is suitable for use in 180 C insulation systems; resists moisture, corona,

most chemicals; has good shelf life and
handling properties. Write for new illustrated brochure.
West Coast Electrical Manufacturing Corporation solenoid

CIRCLE 105 READERS SERVICE CARD

SILICONE VARNISH GIVES

LONG LIFE IN HIGH AMBIENTS
Impregnated with Dow Corning Silicone Varnish,
the insulating components of miniature coils, servos,

motors, transformers and other assemblies are
bonded into moisture resistant insulation systems

having high dielectric strength. Combined with other
silicone components, silicone varnishes assure maxi-

mum reliability, permit operating temperatures up
to 250 C . . . aid miniaturization . . . increase life
while protecting against many chemicals, corrosive
atmospheres, other environments.

American Machine and Manufacturing Co. miniature coils
CIRCLE 106 READERS SERVICE CARD

For further information on these products, write Dept. 489
ELECTRONICS engineering issue - September 12, 1958
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BOESCH
For toroidal coil sizes 0.218" ID to 5" OD, wire sizes #20
through #42 AWG, Boesch offers four machines . . . the new
TW300 and TW251 and the well-known TW200 and TW201.
Shuttle heads and shuttles ore interchangeable on all machines.
Electronic controls of the TW300 provide features never before
offered in a toroidal winder . . . 100% accuracy in counting
turns of any size wire without physical contact . . . speeds up
to 2000 turns per minute . . . 4 -digit, 2 or 7 position predetermined turns counting . . . controlled acceleration and deceleration . . . automatic winding of any segment configuration
with exact repeatability . . . progressive winding of segments
or continuous coils in either direction. A significant step toward
automation of toroidal winding, the TW300 cuts production time
and operator fatigue, and offers unlimited flexibility in the production of new coil types with superior electrical characteristics.

A work horse of the industry, the TW200 is also a fully automatic high -production machine . . . wire spacing is variable,
core rotates automatically for continuous winding, or oscillates
through any angle between 45° and 180° for segmental winding. Available with predetermined mechanical footage counter
for loading shuttle, with optional fixed or 0-1200 rpm variable
speed, and choice of 6 -digit single -setting, or 5 -digit 5 -setting
electronic predetermined -turns counters.

MODEL TW200
TOROIDAL WINDER

MODEL TW201
TOROIDAL WINDER

is an economical production winder . . . a professional aid in the laboratory, a dependable winder in production. Core is oscillated manually by a single lever, but clamped
mechanically. Winds standard coils without attachments. Available with same choice of counters and drives as the TW200.
The TW201

MODEL 300 TOROIDAL WINDER

. A significant step
toward automation

.

The new low-cost TW251 is a packaged unit, complete and ready
for operation. Similar to TW201 but has built-in non -predeter-

mined turns counter and AC drive variable up to 1000 rpm.
A slower -winding laboratory machine, but usable in production
like TW201 by addition of predetermined turns counter. Uses
same special-purpose accessories as TW200 and TW201.

MODEL TW
TAPE WINDER

MODEL BW2
BOBBIN WINDER

A motor -driven winder for apply-

A quick, rugged, versatile, completely automatic winder for bob-

ing non -adhesive tapes to toroidal
cores and coils. Its quick opera
tion makes it a highly valuable
production tool, one minute's time
to tape a core or coil is typical.
Speed is variable, handles coil
sizes from 1/4" ID to 4" OD, winds

mylar, rayon, cotton, silk or glass
tapes in

widths

%", and

1/2".

Vg " ,

Xs",

1/4

Tape overlap
continuously adjustable.

is

bins, solenoids, resistors, relays
and other random -wound coils.
Speed is variable to 8000 RPM,

winds coils from 142 to 5 inches in
length, diameters to 5 inches, wire

sizes #17 through #50 AWG.
Features single and multiple winding, automatic acceleration con
trol, finger-tip controls, operator
safety provisions, life -time lubrication, plug-in electrical components.

Only 8 by 34 by 18'/2",

one operator can tend up to four
machines placed side by side.

MODEL BPA

MODEL SM
TOROIDAL WINDER
The

first and only toroidal coil

winding machine ever manufactured to wind toroids down to 146
of an inch ID. Speed is variable
from 0 to 800 RPM, handles wire

sizes #26 through #50 AWG.
automatic
completely
operation, continuously variable
Features

shuttle speed, segmental and 360
degree winding, predetermined
length -of -wire and turns counting,
one -hand control to insert core and
remove finished coil, mechanical

core holder, automatic core rotation, dynamic braking, and variable wire spacing.

MODEL TW251
TOROIDAL WINDER

PERMEAMETER

product uniformity and
eliminate cost of trimming coils to
Assure

inductance.

This

unique

instru-

ment grades toroidal cores before
winding . . . meter displays percentage -of -nominal -turns deviation

from standard ... operator winds
correct number of turns to obtain
proper inductance for each coil
though core permeability
varies from core to core. Available
with either air- or manually operated fixture, handles cores
even

ranging in permeability from 14
to 125 and sizes from 0.3" ID to
5.28" OD. Overall accuracy is
0.25%;

large

meter

reads

to

0.1%
Write for complete catalog today.

Watch Boesch this year for important new developments.

Boesch Manufacturing Co., Inc. Danbury, Conn.
36
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CHECK THE OVERALL SIZE...
including switch, if needed. For practical space -saving ability,
Stackpole miniature "F" Controls lead the way - only 0.637"

in diameter behind the panel for the entire length of both
control and switch.
Photos show side and rear views of a Stack -

pole F Control with 2 -pole switch. Dotted

milf""r"1

CND

3

ION

WHEN IT

lines indicate behind -panel space occupied
by a conventional "miniature" control.
Notice how Stackpole's small switch size
perfectly complements the miniature control
... saves precious chassis space where it's
needed the most.

COMES TO
MINIATURE

FEEL and HEAR THE SWITCH ACTION...
for the tease -proof, positive "feel" and audible
"click" only a true snap -action switch provides. "B"Series switches used on "F" Controls have the same
time -proven mechanism as larger Stackpole control
switches. They're U.L. Inspected for 1 amp. @ 125v
ac -dc; 4 amps @ 25v dc.

CONTROLS...

CHECK THE COMPLETENESS OF BOTH

CONTROL and SWITCH LINES
Printed wiring, wire -wrap, or standard lug terminals as well as fold -tab or threaded bushing mountings are available on all Stackpole miniature "F"
controls. Both SPST and DPST switches can be
supplied.

miniature "F" -series

VARIABLE RESISTORS
Electronic Components Division

STACKPOLE CARBON COMPANY, St. Marys, Pa.
In Canada: Canadian Stackpole Ltd., 550 Evans Ave., Etobicoke, Toronto 14, Ont.

FIXED & VARIABLE COMPOSITION RESISTORS
SLIDE & SNAP SWITCHES
IRON CORES
FIXED COMPOSITION CAPACITORS
CERAMAGR FERROMAGNETIC CORES
HUNDREDS OF CARBON, GRAPHITE, AND METAL POWDER PRODUCTS.

ELECTRONICS engineering issue - September 12, 1958
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for nuclear
reactor control

AMPLIFIERS

Typical of the extra value you get in Honeywell

nuclear reactor control amplifiers is the Log N and
Period unit. It combines basic time -proved circuits
with exclusive Honeywell improvements developed

through extensive experience in application and
system responsibility for reactor control systems.
In this newly improved model, you get:

freedom from spurious scrams, gained by proper
filter time -constants and extensive decoupling
of all critical circuits;
highly stable period section using chopper -type
d -c amplifier;

built-in period calibration, with quick and simple
front panel adjustment and meter indication;

calibration of both power and period sections
during operation without scramming the reactor;

independently adjustable warning and scram
times. Scram adjustment covers 3 to 10 seconds,

annunciation 3 to 30, and the settings do not
interact;

adapter plug speeds matching of amplifier to a
particular reactor;

115;'230 volt, 50, 60 cycle operation.
Log N and Period Amplifier

Write for specifications on this Log N and Period
amplifier, and for data on all pictured units. For
assistance in applying these amplifiers to nuclear
reactors, critical assemblies or simulators, call on
your Honeywell field engineer . . he's as near as
.

your phone. MINNEAPOLIS -HONEYWELL, 10721

Hanna St., Beltsville, Md.
Al D -(P) Preamplifier

C.I.C. Power Supply

Al D -(R) Linear Amplifier

Log Count Rate Amplifier

Low Level Period Amplifier

Safety Amplifier

Honeywell
MOH
38
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R and D Labs

Engineers...
Servicemen...
Hobbyists...

NEW

Widen

WORKBENCH HOOK-UP WIRE
DISPENSER KITS
Belden Dispenser Kits solve the problems of waste and inconven-

ience for all users of Hook -Up Wire and are available in the 14
most popular assortments of Vinyl, Vinyl -Nylon, Textile, and
Teflon' insulated wire for every requirement.
Each kit contains an assortment of Hook -Up Wire colors and
types plus a portable metal dispenser rack for workbench or
wall mounting. The dispenser rack provides a complete, compact,
and convenient wire department for every working area at the
user's finger tips, simplifies user Hook -Up Wire stock maintenance, and helps keep wire clean and orderly while keeping the
workbench neat and efficient. Available at all Belden jobbers.

ON THE WALL

Du Pont trademark

One Wire Source for Everything Electrical and Electronic
Magnet Wire Lead Wire Power Supply Cords,
Cord Sets and Portable Cord
Electrical Household Cords

Welding Cable

Aircraft Wires
Electronic Wires

Automotive Wire and Cable

(Belden
WIREPAAKER FOR INDUSTRY
SINCE 1902
CHICAGO

ELECTRONICS engineering issue - September 12, 1958
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new constant delay filters
se linearity

give minimum intelligence distortion and max
in radar, telemetering and other missile applic.
BAND PASS FILTERS

Burnell & Co.'s new Type 60051 Constant Delay
Filter series provide delay constant to within 5% over the
Pass Band - solve troublesome distortion caused by nonNow .

.

Channel Frequency

.

.4

1

.56 KC
.73 KC
.96 KC

3

linear systems.

5
6

It has become apparent that the phase characteristics of
telemetering filters are of greater importance than amplitude
characteristics in creating intelligence distortion and minimum transient response of frequency modulated signals.
Inasmuch as delay is constant where the derivative of the
phase function is truly linear it is an important measure of
phase linearity. To obtain constant delay, a complete circuit
configuration revision based on a lattice structure is required.
For compactness, a standard type 60051 housing is available. Upon special order JHU-APL housings for circuit re-

1.3
1.7

KC
KC

3.0

KC

23 KC

7

8
9
10
11

12
13

IA
15
16

17
18
A

3.9 KC
5.4

KC

7.35 KC
10.5
14.5
22.
30.
40.

KC
KC
KC
KC
KC

70.
22.
30.
40.

KC
KC
KC
KC

70.

KC

525 KC

S-60071
S-60072
S-60073

4 I3 Ili

CASE SIZE- 2 K 3 1

15%
15%
15%
15%
15%
15%
15%
15%
15%
15%
15%
15%
15%
15%
15%
15%

34 00
24.30
18.60
14.20
10.50
8.00
5.93
4.40
3.38
2 44
1.80
1.26
0.91
0.60
0.44
0.33
0 252
0.189
305
224
.168
.128
096

S60069
5-60070

52.5 KC
E

Delay in ms. 81W

Part r.
5-60051
S.60052
5.60053
5.60054
S-60055
5.60056
5.60057
5.60058
S-60059
S-60060
S-60061
S 60062
S-60063
S-60064
5-60065
S.60066
5.60067
5-60068

KC

Frequency
400

560 cps
730 cps

960 CPS,
1300 CPS
h700

cps

3

KC

2300 CPS

39 KC
54 KC
7 35 KC

105 KC

14.5 KC

40

KC
KC
KC
KC
KC
KC
KC
KC

70

KC

22
30.
40.

52.5

15°.

70.
22
30

154.

30°.

30%

30°.
30°.

525 KC

30%

/I

Delay in MS

Part
S 60101
S-60102

2.95
2.11

560103
560104

162
I 23

rns
rns

ms
Ins

905 ms

S 60105
S 60106
60107
S 60108
60109

681
511
392

rn s

218

nts
rns

rns
rns

302 ms

560110

5.60111
S 60112
S 60113
60114
S 60115
S 60116
5.60117
5 60118
60119
S 60120
60121
S 60122
60123

CASE SIZE -PIA, . I Y.

160

112 ms

0812 ms
0535 ms
0392 ms
0294 ms
0224 ms
0168 ms
0738 ms
0541 ms
0412 ms
0309 ms
0233 ms
2'A

INPUT IMPEDANCE equals 500,600 ohms
OUTPUT IMPEDANCE equals 500.600 Ohms

INPUT IMPEDANCE = 500 ohms
OUTPUT IMPEDANCE = 500 ohms and to grid

placements can be supplied.

cps.

*optional impedance available on special order.

For more detailed information on constant delay filters
CONSTANT DELAY BAND PASS AND LOW PASS FILTERS

write for Bulletin CD -051.

ARE AVAILABLE WITH ATTENUATION SLOPES ILLUSTRATED:
FM
2

FOR ± 71/2% PASS BAND
Flat within 3 db over pass band

'

Time delay over the pass band, constant to
FOR =- 15% PASS BAND
Flat to 3 db over pass band
23 db at ± 30% of center freq.

DEVIATION FROM CENTER

5%

2

6

8

ID

2

3

4

6

8

1(

40

MINIM

MEM
Constant Delay Band Pass Filters

PIONEERS IN TOROIDS, FILTERS AND RELATED NETWORKS

OM
MN I

WI*
Dept. E-8

CHANNEL

0

OEM

46

0
LI

MINN

r.19 ineXeea cc/

Z

it
0m

OMEN

7%
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0

FREOUENCY

40 db at ± 44% of center freq.

40

4

0

21 db at ± 15% of center freq.
40 db at ± 22% of center freq.

Time delay over pass band constant to

3

25

25

co

0

1-18

ALTERNATE

CHANNELS
A -E

0

Constant Delay Low Pass Filters

EASTERN DIVISION:
10 PELHAM PARKWAY, PELHAM MANOR, N. Y.

PELHAM 8-5000
Teletype: Pelham 8-5000

PACIFIC DIVISION:
720 MISSION STREET, SOUTH PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

RYAN 1.2841

Teletype: Pasacal 7578
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Burnell offers

THE MOST

complete line of eneaysulated toroids
to meet your circuit needs

IKC
140

Burnell & Co., pioneers in the
development of toroids, filters and
related networks now offer the

COIL CHART

of encapsulated toroids.
Burnell encapsulated toroids include
the only encapsulated adjustoroids

Burnell encapsulated toroids are
particularly useful in guided missile and
similar miniaturization fields where
space and mounting are highly critical
factors. Send for free, new Catalogue
No. 104 covering scores of
applications with schematics and
performance curves.
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TC 0

1" x 13/32"

TC 1
TC 2

1

TC 3

ability-light weight-miniaturization.

WEIGHTS

DIMENSIONS

TYPE

available anywhere - satisfy the
toughest circuit demands in service-

NOMINAL

IC 4
TC 5
TC 6

IC 7
TC 8
TC 9
TC 10
TC 11

(OUNCES)

5/11" a 5/11"

5/S
less than 3

2 9/32"x15/16"

10

1/2" a 5/8"
1 7/32"x 19/32"
1 7/32"x 19/32
1

1"x13/32"
1"x 13/32"
1 9/16" a 5/8"
1"x 3/11"

1 3/32"x15/32"
5/6" x 9/32"

TC 12 5/11" a 9/32"
TC 13 5/II" x 9/32"
TC 14 5/11" a 9/32"
TC 15 1 7/11a7/6"
TC 17 1 3/32": 15/32
TC 20 1 3/32**,05/32"
TC 27 1 9/16"x11/16"

2 1/2
less than 2
less than 2
5/6

1 1/16" OD x 1/2" H
1 3/4" OD x 3/4" H
2 3/4" OD x 1/8" N
1 3/4" OD a 3/4" H
1 5/16" OD x 23/32" H
1 5/16" OD x 23/32" N
1/16" OD a 1/2" H
1 1/16" OD a 1/2" N
3/4" OD x 3/4" H
1/16" OD a 1/2" H
I 1/4" OD a 5/8" H
3/4" OD a 1/2" N
3/4" OD a 1/2" 11
3/4" OD x 1/2" H
3/4" OD a 1/2" N
1

5/8
less than 2
less than 1/2
I
1/4

1/4
1/4
less than 1/4
5

DIMENSIONS
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1/4" 00 a 5/5" N
1/4" 00 a 5/8" H
1 7/4" OD a 3/4" N
1

2 1/4

PIONEERS IN TOROIDS, FILTERS AND RELATED NETWORKS
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New Heath plant

equipped with
ACE shielded enclosures

Heath Company - manufacturer of the famous Heathkit line of Amateur Radio Kits,

r -f interference protection at all frequencies.

Hi-Fi Equipment and Electronic Instru-

Modular construction permits quick -and easy size changes. Enclosures are designed

ments-believes in positive r -f interference

and constructed to ensure permanent r -f

protection. The company's new plant at Benton Harbor, Michigan, has ACE shielded enclosures for its design and development work

leak -proof performance.

. .

.

for repairs and alignment. All critical

measurements are completely shielded from
r -f interference.
ACE's patented RFI* and Cell -Type Designs
guarantee high attenuation with dependable

Let an ACE Engineer help you work out an
effective and economical solution to your
shielding problem. Whether your problem
involves one unit or many, you'll find that
ACE has the experience and the facilities to

handle the complete job. Write for free
catalog on standard ACE enclosures.

'Lindsay Structure

First and Finest in Shielded Enclosures
ACE ENGINEERING & MACHINE CO., INC.
Tomlinson Road
42
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high reliability .

. .

extreme ct/mpactness
IN THE

NEW SANIIRrP.75
6- & 8 -CHANNEL DIRECT WRITING SYSTEM
If you want a practical direct writing system for straightforward recording in the range from DC to 100 cps - such as
computer readout, telemetry recording - look what the new
Sanborn "850" offers in compactness, reliability and operating
convenience. A complete 8 -preamplifier module with power
supply, plus an 8 -channel flush -front recorder package containing power amplifiers and power supply at rear, occupy
only 24W of "850" panel space.
PERFORMANCE characteristics of an "850" include flat

frequency response 0-70 cps, down 3 db at 100 cps (10 div.
peak -to -peak amplitude) . . . thermal drift eliminated by
current feedback power amplifiers . . . limiting at input to

prevent amplifier saturation or cut off, so that damping is
never lost . . drift less than 0.2 div. for 20° to 40° C. changes,
line voltage changes from 103 to 127 volts . . . gain stability
better than 1% with 20° C. and 20 volt changes . . . linearity
0.2 div. over 50 divisions . . . clear, permanent, inkless recordings in true rectangular coordinates.

IN RELIABILITY, "850" features include fully transistorized power amplifiers and power supply . . . rugged galvanometers with low impedance, high current, enclosed coil
assemblies and velocity feedback damping . . . JAN components wherever practical, such as MIL -T-27 hermetically
sealed power transformers, MIL -approved electrolytics in
power supplies, etc. . . . forced filtered air cooling for stable
operation.

And in operating CONVENIENCE, an "850" system provides such advantages as nine electrically controlled chart
speeds, selected by pushbuttons ... a choice of interchangeable Preamplifiers (DC Coupling and Phase Sensitive Demodulator presently available, with others in development)
... remote control of chart drive, speeds, timer and marker
... monitoring connection points . .. a Recorder that loads
from front and has built-in paper take-up and paper footage
indicator.

SANBORN COMPANY
175 Wyman SiTeet, Waltham 54, Mass.

Ask your local Sanborn Industrial
Sales -Engineering

Representative

for complete facts - or write the
Industrial Division in Waltham.

(All data subject to change without notice)

"VISIT SANBORN BOOTHS 957-959 AT I.S.A. SHOW"

ELECTRONICS engineering issue - September 12, 1958
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Advanced missile and
space projects

require Engineers and
Scientists to work on

THE FRONTIERS OF SPACE
Lockheed Missile Systems Division, recently honored at the first National
Missile Industry Conference as "the organization that contributed most
in the past year to the development of the art of missiles and astronautics','
holds such important, long-term projects as: the Navy Polaris IRBM,
Earth Satellite, Army Kingfisher target missile, and the
Air Force X-7 ramjet test vehicle.
To carry out such complex projects, the frontiers of technology in all
areas must be expanded. Responsible positions in our research and
development laboratories and in our project organizations are available
now for high-level engineers and scientists.
If you are experienced in physics, mathematics, chemistry or one of the
engineering sciences, your inquiry is invited. Please write Research and
Development Staff, Sunnyvale 27, California. (For the convenience of those
living in the East and Midwest, offices are maintained at Suite 745,
405 Lexington Ave., New York 17, and at Suite 300, 840 N. Michigan
Ave., Chicago 11.)

FLIGHT IN THREE MEDIUMS
Several things set the Polaris apart from other
outer space weapons in the ballistic missile category,
for the Polaris program involves a wholly new
concept of weaponry :
1. It will be dispatched from beneath the surface
of the sea.
2. It will be radically smaller than currently
developed land -launched missiles, yet its payload
will be as effective and its range the same as
other IRBMs.
3. It will be the first operational outer space missile
to employ solid fuel as a propellant.
4. It will travel through three mediums in a single
flight: water, air, outer space.

5. Its launching base-a submarine-is not fixed but
a mobile vehicle.

OUTER SPACE PROGRAM
Very little can be said about the Earth Satellite program at this time except that its success will necessitate
advancing the state of the art in all sciences.
The Earth Satellite Project is perhaps the most
sophisticated outer space program to reach the
"hardware" stage in the U.S. today.

TECHNOLOGY
ENEMY SIMULATOR
The Kingfisher is the nation's fastest target
missile, developed for the Air Force and currently
being manufactured for the Army to test
the accuracy of our newest supersonic weapons.
It is a ramjet target vehicle with Mach 2 -plus
capabilities. The Kingfisher not only has the speed to
match the defensive missiles, but can also simulate a
vast array of supersonic enemy missiles and airplanes
attacking from great height. It is instrumented
to score near misses and even theoretical hits without
itself being destroyed.
It is recoverable from flight by parachute to be
flown again, permitting weapon system evaluation to
be conducted at greatly reduced cost.

Lockheed
MISSILE SYSTEMS DIVISION
SUNNYVALE PALO ALTO VAN NUYS SANTA CRUZ
COOKE AIR FORCE BASE, CALIFORNIA

CAPE CANAVERAL. FLORIDA ALAMOGORDO, NEW MEXICO

Today's courier sits at a Kleinschmidt keyboard
The lightweight portable Kleinschmidt teletypewriter is a one-man communication center,
transmitting and receuving printed communications at any location, under any conditions.
The mobility of our modern Army demands the receipt
of vital information instantly and accurately. There can
be no delays, no uncertainty. Kleinschmidt teletypewriters and related equipment, developed in coopera-

tion with the U. S. Army Signal Corps, speed teleprinted communications between outpost and command control, provide both sender and recipient with

Pioneer in teleprinted
communications equipment

an identical original simultaneously. Looking ahead ...
planning ahead ... setting the pace for almost 60 years
has made the Kleinschmidt name synonymous with
development and progress in the teleprinted communications field. Now the engineering skill and research
facilities of Kleinschmidt Laboratories, Inc., are joined
with those of Smith -Corona Inc, forecasting boundless
new achievements in electronic communications for
business and industry.

KLEINSCHMIDT LABORATORIES, INC.
A subsidiary of Smith -Corona Inc Deerfield, Illinois
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Here's the"workhorse"
GOOD -ALL
Metal Enclosed Capacitors are

first choice of more and more engineers
Today, "CP" styles per the MIL -C -25A are the "WORK-

HORSE" capacitors of military electronics. Soon, new
specifications such as MIL -C-0025 (USAF) and MIL -C -25B

will exert their influence

.

.

.

but regardless of the speci-

fication number, more and more engineers specify
GOOD -ALL for their preferred sources. There are sound

reasons why high quality is consistently maintained.
HERE'S WHY ENGINEERS ARE CHOOSING GOOD -ALL
Well engineered designs

Skilled assembly personnel

Modern production facilities

Rigid Quality Control

Good -All Specializes in these tubular types per MIL -C -25A
11CP04-05-08-09

CP10

CP11

I

Special variations

All popular values are avail-

able in stock for immediate
delivery.
Good -All tubulars per MIL -C -

25A now available at leading
industrial distributors.

-111111&GOOD-ALL ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
OGALLALA, NEBRASKA

A LEADING MANUFACTURER OF TUBULAR. CERAMIC DISC AND ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS

In Canada, 700 Weston Road, Toronto

engineering issue - September 12, 1958
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How CDF Di -Clad'

can solve your
printed -circuit
problems
The CDF line of copper -clad laminates in all grades

is now known by a new name-Di-Clad. Di -Clad

grades meet the varying needs of design, production,
and operation of electronic equipment. Grades other
than those described are also available.
Di -Clad 28E.

For high mechanical strength, low

moisture -absorption, and good insulation resistance,

CDF Di -Clad laminates of epoxy resin laminated
with glass fabric offer the designer a strong, reliable
combination.
Di -Clad 112T. A Teflon* glass -fabric laminate offer-

ing the best dielectric properties over a wide temperature and frequency range.

Send us your requirements and let our engineers

help you select the right grade for your application.

tTrademark of Continental -Diamond Fibre Corporation
*Du Pont trademark for its tetrafluoroethylene resin.

Di -Clad 2350. An economy paper -base phenolic grade having good tensile,
flexural, compressive, and impact strength. Adequate for most non -critical

CONTINENTAL -DIAMOND FIBRE

printed -circuit applications. Can be cold punched and sheared up to 5/64
of an inch in thickness.

A SUBSIDIARY OF THE

/

A

10

//

COMPANY NEWARK 16, DEL.

TYPICAL Di -Clad PROPERTY VALUES
Di -Clod

2350

Di -Clad 26

(NEMA XXXP)

Di -Clad 28

(NEMA XXXP)

Di -Clad 28E

(NEMA G-10)

Di -Clad 112T

Teflon*

BOND STRENGTH -0.0014" foil (lbs. read.
to separate 1" width of foil from laminate)

6 to 10

6 to 10

6 to 10

8 to 12

4 to 8

MAXIMUM CONTINUOUS OPERATING
TEMPERATURE (Deg. C.)

120

120

120

150

200

DIELECTRIC STRENGTH (Maximum voltage

800

900

850

650

700

INSULATION RESISTANCE (Megohms) 96
hrs. at 35°C. & 90% RH (ASTM D257, Fig. 3)
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT 10° Cycles
DISSIPATION FACTOR 10' Cycles

500

150,000

600,000

100,000

75,000

4.5

4.0

3.6

0.026

0.027

4.9
0.019

0.0015

per mil for 1/16" thickness)

ARC -RESISTANCE (Seconds)

TENSILE STRENGTH (psi.)
FLEXURAL STRENGTH (psi.)

IZOD IMPACT STRENGTH edgewise
(ft. lbs. per inch of notch)
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH flatwise (psi.)
BASE MATERIAL OF LAMINATE

COLOR OF UNCLAD LAMINATE

0.040

2.6

5

10

10

130

180

18,000
27,000

16,000

12,000

21,000

18,000

48,000
70,000

23,000
13,000

0.80

0.45

0.42

12.0

6.0

32,000

28,000

25,000

62,000

20,000

Paper

Paper

Paper

Medium -weave,
medium -weight

Fine -weave,

Natural

Natural
greenish

Natural

glass cloth
Natural

medium -weight

glass cloth
Natural

All these standard grades are available with 0.0014" and 0.0028" or thicker electrolytic or rolled copper foil on one or both
surfaces. Other metal foils and other resin -and -base combinations can be supplied on special order.
*Du Pont Trademark
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PULSE AMPLIFIER KLYSTRONS
lopoopoo
X632

X626

Eimac

(I)
F-
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4KMI70000LA
X576

First
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3KM50000PA:

1(tit_4900t.T_
I

-
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1
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4KM50-000SG X700

1-

a_

0

Powera_
'00

Amplifier
Klystrons

00

10,000

FREQUENCY-MEGACYCLES

...Across the RF SPECTRUM
ON AMPLIFIER KLYSTRONS

The exceptional ability of Eimac amplifier
klystrons to conveniently and reliably gen-

)00000-

erate high RE power at ultra -high and super high frequencies makes them ideal for use in

such important aeronautical applications as
high -power ground -to -air communications,
TACAN and other air navigational systems,
super -power radar for missile tracking, troposcatter communications networks for early
warning defense and other UHF microwave

100000_

3KM50000PA

systems.

The broad frequency coverage and wide
power range now offered by Um= amplifier

4KM3

U

3K 000

D

3KM3COOSErEc,S

3K2

SG

klystrons is shown in the accompanying charts.

43M2 500LX

Frequency coverage extends into the SHF

range, and multi -megawatt pulse output
powers are available.

1
D
D

100

For more detailed information on Eimac's
reliable, simplified approach to high power

-X563 X65

at high frequencies, write for a copy of
Klystron Facts Case Five. The Eimac Application Engineering Department will gladly
assist you in planning the use of Eimac power
klystrons.
XX)

%ono

10000

FREQUENCY-MEGACYCLES

EITEL-McCULLOUGH, INC.
SAN CARLOS CALIFORNIA
Elotaz?ezde for Power Amplifier Klystrons
EIMAC DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED PRODUCTS

Negative Grid Tubes
Vacuum Tube Accessories
Reflex and Amplifier Klystrons
Vacuum Switches
Ceramic Receiving Tubes
Vacuum Pumps
Traveling Wave Tubes
Eimac family, includes more than 40 ceramic electron tube types

PERFORMANCE DATA

IN NEWEST DESIGN 20 IG INTEGRATING GYROS

Trimmed drift rate:

Representing a major breakthrough by Reeves' gyro research laboratories,
these advanced instruments show a small fraction of the drift rate hitherto
considered low for high-performance units in this class.

0.17hr. rms
0.3°/hr. max.
Mass unbalance:

Other characteristics are also outstanding, including extremely low anisoelastic constant and high command turning rate.

5.0°/hr./g
Aniseslastic constant:

0.025°/hr./g2 rms

Of equal importance is the fact that these instruments measure up in

Maximum commend turning rate:

every way to well-known Reeves standards of precision, ruggedness and
RELIABILITY in regular production models. They are now available, and we
invite your inquiries for detailed information.

over 20°/sec.
Dimensions:

2" dia., 4" long

Other Reeves Gyros and Accelerometers meeting equally exacting standards for performance and reliability include a comprehensive series of 10 IG, 20 IG and HIG 5
Integrating Gyros; 20 PIG Pendulous Integrating Gyros and 10A and 20A Linear
Accelerometers. Technical information on request.

REEVES INSTRUMENT CORPORATION

A Subsidiary of Dynamics Corporation of America

Roosevelt Field, Garden City, New York
I RV58

REAC Analog
Computers

50

Precision

Floated
Gyros
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Precision
Resolvers and
Phase Shifters

Servo
Mechanical
Parts
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Type 265-A

200 KC -70 M

with this NEW

Q COMPARATOR

iNSVIMPRODUCTION TESTING

of Coils, Capacitors, and Resistors!
11°-

SAVES VALUABLE INSPECTION TIME

Gives you instantaneous readout
SPECIFICATIONS
OSCILLATOR FREQUENCY RANGE: 200 Kc. to 70 Mc.

00° EXTREMELY SIMPLE TO USE

No operator training required

in 11 ranges, using 6 plug-in inductors.
INDICATING SYSTEM: Large 5" cathode ray tube,

calibrated in % Q on the vertical axis and %
L -C on the horizontal axis.

111° NO TUNING OR ADJUSTMENT NECESSARY

Gives simultaneous indication of both Q and L -C

TOLERANCE LIMITS: ± 25% 0, calibrated in incre-

ments of 5%; ±5 % and ±20% L -C, calibrated
in increments of ± 1 % and ±5% respectively.

1110. ELIMINATES OPERATOR MEASUREMENT ERROR

0 RANGE: 50 to 500
INDUCTANCE RANGE:
henries.

1

Microhenry to 10 Milli -

CAPACITANCE RANGE: 2 MMF. to 1000 MMF.

Single readout on large CRT screen
Write for complete information

RESISTANCE RANGE: 1000 to 500,000 Ohms.
POWER SUPPLY: 105-125 Volts, 50-60 Cycles.
PRICE: $750.00 F.O.B. Boonton, N. J.

OONION'
ADIO
ORPORATION

Boonton, New Jersey
ELECTRONICS engineering issue - September 12, 1958
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When the job requires it, you can double up
and display four different waveforms at once
with this dual -beam oscilloscope. Type 53/54C

Dual -Trace Plug -In Units in both channels
make possible the four -trace display.
Less spectacular but more frequent uses of
this versatile fast -rise oscilloscope include
waveform comparison measurements on a
dual -beam display in the dc -to -25 mc range,
and all the usual and unusual applications of
a high-performance laboratory oscilloscope.

TYPE 551
SPECIAL FEATURES
WIDE -BAND VERTICAL AMPLIFIERS
Main -unit risetimes-12 moec.
Passbands and risetimes with Type 53 54K unitsdc-to-25 mc, 0.014 pec.

SIGNAL -HANDLING VERSATILITY
All Type 53 54 Plug -In Units can be used in both channels.
PRICE

without plug-in units

0.2 itsec DELAY NETWORKS

$1725

Type 500, 53A
Scope -Mobile

WIDE SWEEP RANGE
0.02 p.sec cm to 12 sec cm.

$108

SINGLE SWEEPS

$125

COMPLETE TRIGGERING
Fully -automatic or amplitude -level selection with preset or
manual stability control.

Lockout -reset circuitry.

Type 53 54K Fast -Rise
Plug -In Preamplifiers, each.

Type 53 54C Dual -Trace
Plug -In Preamplifiers, each
Prices f.o.b. factory.

$275

1 0-kv ACCELERATING POTENTIAL
Brighter display for fast sweeps and low repetition rates.

Tektronix, Inc.

Portland 7, Oregon
P. 0. Box 831
Phone CYpress 2-2611 TWX-PD 311 Cable: TEKTRONIX
Please call your Tektronix Field
Engineer or Representative for
complete specifications and, if
desired, to arrange for a demonstration at your convenience.

TEKTRONIX FIELD OFFICES: Albertson, L. I., N.Y. Albuquerque Bronxville, N.Y. Buffalo
Cleveland Dallas Dayton Elmwood Park, III. Endwell, N.Y. Houston Lathrup Village,
Mich. East Los Angeles West Los Angeles Minneapolis Mission, Kansas Newtonville,
Mass. Palo Alto, Calif. Philadelphia Phoenix Son Diego Syracuse Towson, Md.
Union, N.1. Willowdole, Ont.
TEKTRONIX ENGINEERING REPRESENTATIVES: Arthur Lynch Ex Assoc., Ft. Myers, Flo.,
Gainesville, Flo.; Bivins & Caldwell, Atlanta, Go., High Point, N.C.; Hawthorne Electronics,
Portland, Ore., Seattle, Wash.; Hytronic Measurements, Denver, Colo., Salt Lake City, Utah.
Tektronix is represented in 20 overseas countries by qualified engineering organizations.
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You can get what

YOU WANT
IN

?thir0AWGI
TECHNICAL

CERAMICS
At this one source

you will find .

MORE MATERIALS

Industry's wide.st selection: Alum ino s,
Aluminum S licates, Cordierites, Forsterites,

lavas, Magresium Silicates, Silicon Carbides, Steaite;, Titanium Dioxides, Zirco-is,

Zirconium

Oxides.

Characteristics

carefully matched with applications. Special formulations for special needs.

MORE FACILITIES

Modern mazninery in depth for volume
production by the most efficient methods.
Great latitude in shapes and sizes. Special equipment for holding precision tolerances. The latest inspection instruments.
Kilns of many kinds. Hand -machined prototypes for testing your designs before
tooling if desired.
but
AlSiMag production is a science
also an art Technical knowledge and
.

.

.

skilled craftsmen are equally important.
Here exclusive -echniques have been developed civet more than half a century of
specialized experience. Our engineers can
often offer redesign suggestions to improve performance and reduce costs.
Designs carefully studied before orders ac-

cepted ... but in almost 100°/0 of the cases
which are accepted, AlSiMag parts are produced to specficction on promised schedule.
Bluearint or sketci with details of operation
will bring you complete information on
AlSiMag for your application.

A Subsidiary of
Minnesota Mining and
Manufacturing Company

AMERICAN LAVA

CORPORATION

CHATTANOOGA 5, TENN.
57TH YEAR OF CERAMIC LEADERSHIP
1/4

For service, comtact American Lava represertataves in Offices of Minnesota Mining & hialufacturing Co. in these cities (see your local telephone
Dallas,
Cincirrati. 0.
Cleveland, 0.
Chicago: Bedford Park, Ill.
directory): A- 'ante, Ga.
Boston: Newton Certer, Mass. Buffalo, N. Y.
St. Paul,
St. Louis, Mo.
Philadelphia, Pa
Texas
_os Angeles, Cal.
Nev., York: Fidgelield, N. J.
Detroit Mich.
High Point, N. C.
SD. Sal Francisco, Cal.
Seattle, Wash. Canada: Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing of Canada, Ltd.. P. 0. Box 757, London, Ontario.
Minn.
All other export: Minnesota Mining & Manufaciuring Co., International Division, 99 Park Ave.., New York, N. Y.
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Visicorder Record -2A actual size
Model 906A Visicorder

pictured with
Record Takeup and
Latensifier Unit.

These welder phase -shift heat -control patterns were
directly recorded with a Honeywell 906 Visicorder at
Bristol Aircraft (Western) Limited in Winnipeg.
Since the welding heat generated is proportional to
the square of the current value, phase shift must be accu-

rately controlled in order to determine the heat value.
If the phase shift dial is not accurately calibrated, the
result is too much or too little heat, and a poor weld.
In this application, the Visicorder is an essential
guide to accurate calibration, since ink -type recorders
do not cover the sensitivities and frequencies needed and

an oscilloscope would present a continually changing
pattern since most recording periods are less than 10
cycles. The directly -recorded Visicorder patterns allow
a convenient study of the exact time when the current
wave form was being cut off.
Here is the circuit used in this test.
Input Circuit for Oscillogram of D.
Lower Arm
of Welder

C.

Welding Current

series
To

Welder Arm
Calibrated 2.16x1013
4
Ohms between
Connections

V450 -55B

Galvo d shunt
(No amplification!)

The Honeywell Visicorder is the first high -frequency, high -sensitivity direct recording oscillograph. In laboratories and in the field everywhere,
instantly -readable Visicorder records are pointing

the way to new advances in product design,
rocketry, computing, control, nucleonics ... in any
field where high speed variables are under study.
The new Model 906A Visicorder, now avail-

able in 8- and 14 -channel models, produces
longitudinal grid lines simultaneously with the
dynamic traces, time lines, and trace identification
by means of new Accessory units.
To record high frequency variables-and moni-

tor them as they are recorded-use the Visicorder
Oscillograph. Call your nearest Minneapolis Honeywell Industrial Sales Office for a demonstration.

Honeywell
qmif
Reference Data: Write for Visicorder Bulletin

Minneapolis Honeywell Regulator Co., Industrial Products Group, Heiland Division, 5200 E. Evans Avenue, Denver 22, Colorado
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Miracle
of

Precision
and
Uniformity
AUTOMATIC HEADING MACHINES form heads
on the end of lead wires to make sure they will
be solidly anchored in the resitor body. Wire has
been previously tinned for easy soldering.

ALLEN -BRADLEY

HOT MOLDED RESISTORS
ARE PRECISELY CONTROLLED

AUTOMATIC MOLDING MACHINES take the resistance powder, insulation powder, and lead
wires, and hot mold them under closely controlled
high temperature into one integral unit.

AT EVERY STAGE OF
PRODUCTION

Allen-Bradley has been making precisely uniform resistors - not by the millions but by the

billions-over the years. The exclusive hot

molding process - developed and perfected by
Allen-Bradley - uses specially designed automatic machines that incorporate precision control at every step of production. Shown here are
a few of the special machines that make possible the amazing uniformity- from resistor to

resistor, year after year-for which AllenBradley composition resistors are famous.
Allen-Bradley Co., 110 W. Greenfield Ave.
Milwaukee 4, Wisconsin

In Canada: Allen-Bradley Canada ltd.
Galt, Ontario

ALLEN -BRADLEY

AUTOMATIC COLOR CODING MACHINES apply

color bands and oven -bake the enamel at high
temperatures to assure that the color coding will
withstand the maximum operating temperatures of
150`C and all types of cleaning solvents.

all ft LIT V

Electronic Components
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MEI

Man -Machine Relationships:

A New Field for Engineers and Scientists

A new field for Operations Research Specialists, Engineers,
Computer Programmers and Behavioral Scientists has arisen
from SDC's work on relationships of men and machine systems.

It involves two major projects: 1 creating and conducting largescale training programs in present and planned air defense sys-

tems; and 2 operational computer programming for SAGE.
Attaining the most effective interaction between men and

machines in these programs is of prime importance. It requires

intensive effort in an unusual combination of technical and
scientific areas. As such, it is a new field of endeavor.
Both programs also have these elements in common: they
are constantly changing in problems they are long-range in
nature they are essential to the welfare of the United States.
The close interrelationship of these programs, the widely diversi56

fied specialists engaged in them, and the dominating influence
of man -machine relationships make SDC's work unique. Operations Research Specialists, Engineers, Computer Programmers,

Behavioral Scientists - all find their assignments reflect the
unique qualities of this new field.
The growing complexity of SDC's work has created a number
of positions in these fields. Inquiries are invited. Address: R. W.
Frost, 2408 Colorado Avenue, Santa Monica, California, or
phone collect at EXbrook 3-9411 in Santa Monica.

SYSTEM
DEVELOPMENT
CORPORATION
Santa Monica, California

An independent nonprofit organization, formerly a division of The RAND Corporation
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"without DELAY!

thousands o
ROTARY

THESE 2

SE

OF STANDARD SWITCHES
1-3 3.'

WILL HANDLE ALMOST

ANY

pip.;,..

LOW -CURRENT

MINIATURE: 8, 10, and 12

positions; up to 18 contacts per wafer.

APPLICATION

GENERAL PURPOSE: Up

to 12 positions; 30°, 45°,
60° throw.

ADAPTABLE:

phenolic, Mycalex, or
steatite insulation.

and

in

12,

Series J, K, N

12

18 -POSITION: Single or

positions; staked or strut

double eyelet fastening
of clips.

24 -POSITION: 15° throw
handles complex circuits.

LOW COST: 2 to 5 positions; fits in limited space.

Series MF

Series 50, 53

CONCENTRIC SHAFTS:
Dual and triple shafts

FOR PRINTED CIRCUITS:
Special lug designs for

with many wafer types.

direct insertions.

LOW COST: Up to
screw construction.

Series L

SIMPLE SWITCHING: Up

SIMPLE SWITCHING: Up

LEVER OPERATED: 2 to 5

to 4 positions; numerous

positions; numerous ver-

variations.

sions using std.

Series 52, 54

wafers.
Series 185

Series 20

SLIDE

CUSTOM-MADE
TO YOUR EXACT

ROTARY SLIDE

--ill

4441;*

SPECIFICATIONS

1.29/32"

d4Pez,,,

alt

or

SOLENOID SWITCH: Oak

STANDING TOOLS -

10,

Series F

Series OH

FROM

8,

positions; many
variations; economical.
14

Series A

. .

.

Series H

to 5 positions combined
with AC switch.

SMALL: Up to 12 positions

wafers with G. H. Leland
type of Rotary Solenoid.

2 -POSITION: Shorting
type with floating slider.
Series 70

COMPLICATED SWITCH.

ING: 2 to 4 positions; up
to 20 poles; very thin.

COMPACT -2 to 4 positions; max. switching in
min. space.

Series 150

PUSHBUTTON

1.21/32"

Series 160

1-13/16"

EACH SWITCH
IS PRFTOOLED

IN NUMEROUS
VARIATIONS.

k.ft°frA.
SINGLE BUTTON -1 to 4

poles; spring return and
push -push.

Series 170, 175

SIMPLER CIRCUITS: 3 to

buttons; very adaptable unit.
12

DETAILS
COMPLICATED CIRCUITS:
1

to 18 buttons, up to 32

contacts each.

Series 80

OAK

ULTRATHIN: 1 to 12 but-

tons; up to 14 contacts
per button.

Series 130

ON ANY SERIES
ARE AVAILABLE
ON REQUEST

Series 131

For Recommendations on Unusual Applications, send us a sketch and short description.
MFG.
CO.

1260 Clybourn Ave., Dept. G, Chicago 10, Illinois
Phone: MOhawk 4-2222
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THA'' FEVER LEAKS
To achieve umbrella -like radar protection Hughes engineers

Other Hughes activities are delving into similarly ad-

at Fullerton, California, have developed systems which
position radar beams in space by electronic rather than

vanced areas of electronics. Engineers at Hughes Research
& Development Laboratories are probing into the effects of

mechanical means. These unique three-dimensional radar
systems are digitally programmed to instantaneously detect
high-speed enemy aircraft, even at low altitude.
Other defense systems under development at Hughes in
Fullerton are Data Processors which monitor the movement

nuclear radiation on electronic equipment, studying ad-

of hundreds of aircraft, store the information and assign
defense weapons; radars with beams capable of detecting
and tracking missiles; and new radar systems for installation on surface and subsurface naval vessels.

use RE A C computing equipment
as an aid in suds complex problems as systems simulation.
Research & Development Engineers

vanced microwave theory and applications, and examining
communication on a spatial scale. Applying this advanced
type of creative engineering to commercial projects is the
task of engineers at the Hughes Products activity.
The highly advanced and diversified nature of Hughes
projects offers creative engineers and physicists the oppor-

tunity to build a rewarding career in a progressive and
expanding environment.

Reliability of the advanced Hughes Electronic Armament systems

can be insured only with the equally advanced test equipment
designed by Hughes El Segundo engineers.

An immediate need now exists for engineers in the following areas:

Electron Tubes
Industrial Systems
Semiconductors
Field Engineering
Computer Engineering

Radar
Communications
Circuit Design
Microwaves
Systems Analysis

Write, briefly outlining your experience, to Mr. Phil N. Scheid,
Hughes General Offices, Bldg. 6-G-1, Culver City, California.

©

1998. HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY
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Creating a new world with ELECTRONICS

HUGHES
L
HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY
Culver City, El Segundo,

_J

Fullerton and Los Angeles, California
Tucson, Arizona
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circuits
Taylor copper -clad
reduce cost of TV crossover network by 66%
Also eliminate subsequent installation costs and improve reliability of part
Hugh H. Eby Company, Philadelphia, Pa., has reduced
the cost of producing crossover networks for VHF -UHF
television sets approximately two-thirds by changing
production methods and switching to circuits printed on
Taylor copper -clad laminate. It has also eliminated subsequent installation of the part on antenna masts, thereby greatly improving part reliability.

Taylor copper -clad laminate was selected for two reasons: dimensionally stable after hot punching, it assures
uniform hole size and good registration; its rolled -copper

surface, free of pinholes, pits and lead inclusions, provides consistently good etched circuits.
You, too, may have applications where Taylor copper clad laminates will cut costs and improve reliability. Our
application engineers will be glad to discuss them with

you. Both the Norristown, Pa., and La Verne, Calif.,
plants are equipped for prompt supply of basic materials

or fabricated parts. Write us for details. TAYLOR
FIBRE CO., Norristown 40, Pa.
60
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Above (right) is shown the old-style crossover network with its
housing. Below it is the new printed -circuit network. The small,

compact network costs one-third as much to produce and is
assembled in the television set instead of on the antenna mast.

ay/or

/AM/NA-TED P14517473'
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SILICON RECTIFIERS
designed and
manufactured to meet il

1

THE NEW

SPECIFICATIONS
For AXIAL LEAD TYPES
JAN

JAN

1N538

JAN

1N540

(MIL -E -1/1084A)

1N547

(MIL -E -1/1085A)

(MIL -E -1/1083A)

f
nowfrom
t/T11/114T/C

Maximum Values for AUTOMATIC Military Type Silicon Rectifiers
designed to meet the new JAN MIL -E-1 Specification
DC Output

DC Output

Voltage

Current
@ 25° C.
Ambient

Type No.

Current
@ 150° C.
Ambient

(VDC)

(MA)

(MA)

(MA)

Mounting

JAN 1N538
JAN 1N540
JAN 1N547

200
400
600

750
750

250
250
250

0.350
0.350
0.350

Axial lead
Axial lead
Axial lead

Peak
Reverse

750

Maximum
Reverse

MIL -E-1

Current*

Technical
Spec. Sheet
No.

1084A
1085A
1083A

*Averaged over 1 cycle for inductive or resistive load with
rectifier operating at full rated current at 150° C. ambients.

PRODUCTION QUANTITIES OF ALL TYPES AVAILABLE FOR FAST DELIVERY

Naturally, you can get these new axial lead JAN types direct

from AUTOMATIC, and from authorized distributors

throughout the country - and at prices that reflect General
Instrument's years of volume production experience.

Together with the earlier JAN type stud mount group,
AUTOMATIC now covers the entire medium power silicon
rectifier field for the requirements of every military appli-

GENERAL
INSTRUMENT
SEMICONDUCTORS

cation.

More information? A complete set of data sheets is yours for
the asking. Please write us today.

General Instrument Corporation
also includes
F. W. Sickles Division,
Radio Receptor Co., Inc., and

Micamold Electronics Manufacturing
Corporation (Subsidiaries)

itemMA TIC
MANUFACTURING

MASS PRODUCERS OF
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

AUTOMATIC MANUFACTURING DIVISION OF GENERAL INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
65 GOUVERNEUR STREET. NEWARK 4, N. J

MB develops largest
vibration system!

THIS NEW,

complete MB vibration test system is the

largest in existence. It represents the most advanced equipment for high force, high frequency, high
performance shake testing.
CONTINUOUS DUTY SHAKER: Featuring unique mag-

netic design, the MB C200 electrodynamic exciter

motion testing, abounds with design advances and
operating conveniences.

As part of the matched integrated MB system, the T68MC sine wave automatic
cycling unit provides for remote control of amplifier,
and contains all controls for running the shaker. The
MATCHED CONTROLS:

delivers almost twice the force of its predecessor with
but little increase in size. So efficient is this design, it
reduces stray magnetic field at the table to under 20
gauss without degaussing coil! Unimode suspension

T88 complex motion console rounds out the system for
the most exacting and advanced random motion testing.
UNDIVIDED RELIABILITY: Working with MB, you avail
yourself of the longest experience in the field . . the
widest scope of test systems ... the operational benefits
of matched elements . . . the undivided responsibility
for performance and service of the complete system ...
and the largest field service organization.
Send for Bulletin 470 which gives data on MB systems from 7000 to 25,000 pounds force. If you need less

electrodynamic exciters. It is designed by MB for optimum performance in both sine wave and complex

capacity, ask for Bulletin 435 (1750 to 5000 pounds
force) or Bulletin 425 (1000 to 2500 pounds force).

(pat. pend.) of moving element permits full 1 -inch
linear table travel.
HIGH POWER AMPLIFIER: Rated at 100 kva continuous output, the MB -built T999 amplifier drives the
shaker over its entire range under the most adverse
reactive load conditions which are characteristic of

.

largest producer of complete systems for vibration testing

MB manufacturing company

1075 State Street
New Haven 11, Conn.

,1 Division of Textron Inc.
62
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SYLVANIA -NPN SWITCHING TRANSISTORS
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...still holding the line at 2000 hours
Eight new high stability NPN switching transistors
designed for wide application in low and medium power

switching circuits, are now available from Sylvania.
They increase to 15, the total number of NPN switching
types in the Sylvania line. Most of the units now have

passed 2,000 -hour evaluations and are continuing to
maintain the high Beta stability and fast rise time so
important in switching applications.
The fifteen NPN germanium transistors include both
base -on -the -can types with 150 mw and 200 mw dissipation and base -off -the -can types with 100 mw dissipation.

Each of the types features the Sylvania welded
hermetic seal for full protection against humidity and
other environmental conditions and meets JETEC TO -5
and TO -8 dimensions. For further particulars on the

entire line, contact your Sylvania representative or
write Sylvania direct.

Max.
Dissipation
at 25° Ambient

Type

20439
20556
20557
20558
20576*

2N576A
20587.
20679.
20312
20356
20357
2N358

20377'
20385.
2N388'

100 Mw
100 Mw
100 Mw
100 Mw
200 Mw
200 Mw
150 Mw
150 Mw
100 Mw
100 Mw
100 Mw
100 Mw
150 Mw
150 Mw
150 Mw

Max.

Junction

Temp ('C)

Current
Max.
Ia

(ma)

Gain
6 FE

Max.
Rise

Time, tr

85

100

40

2.5 usec

85

200
200
200
400

50

3.5
6.5
3.5

400
2e0

00

85
75

100
100
85
85
185
85
85

85
100
100
100

100
200
500
500
500

30
75

ao

20
20
20
30
30
30

2.0
2.0
2.0
3.0
1.5
2.0
1.2

2C0

40

0.8
2.5

200
200

70
110

1.0

-

"Base irternalli connected to the case
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SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC.

SYLVANIA

TELEVISION

RADIO

ELECTRONICS
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1740 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.
In Canada: Sylvania Electric (Canada) Ltd.,
P. 0. Box 1190, Station "0," Montreal 9

PHOTOGRAPHY

ATOMIC ENERGY
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CLEVITE 'BRUSH'
INN
WITH GAPS AS NARROW AS 20 MICROINCHES
Clevite "Brush" high resolution magnetic heads permit
major improvements in tape recording systems:
Greater packing density and/or higher frequency recording
at your present tape or drum velocity. Less volume of tape
required.

Up to 10 to 1 reduction in tape or drum velocity at your
present frequencies or pulse repetition rate. More recording
time on the same length of tape.

Reduced playback pulse width, allowing extended pulse
width modulation (pwm) recording; for example, 10 microsecond pulse width at 120 inches per second tape velocity.
Special high resolution heads were developed by Clevite to
meet specific customer applications. They are now commer-

cially available in 2 to 32 channel form in a variety of

Typical Clevite narrow gap
multi -channel head records

more data on an equal
length of tape.

mechanical configurations. These heads, slightly modified,
may fit your present design requirements. One of our specialists will be pleased to discuss your application by detailed
correspondence or personal visit. Write: Product Manager,

Magnetic Heads, Clevite Electronic Components, 3311
Perkins Avenue, Cleveland 14, Ohio.

WAVE LENGTH RESPONSE
RECORD WITH NO BIAS

A-20 microinches

B-100 microinches
C-250 microinches CA mil)
O

-10
20

-30
40

Oscilloscope photos of pulse recordings

on Clevite high resolution head. Pulse
duration, 1 microsecond; tape speed,
60 inches/sec.

CLEVITE
ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS
64
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01
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WAVE LENGTH IN THOUSANDTHS (10') INCHES

DIVISION OF

CLEVITE

MAGNETIC HEADS
TRANSDUCERS
PIEZOELECTRIC CRYSTALS,
CERAMICS AND ELEMENTS
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YEARS

FOR

the time -tested world standard
in resistance alloys

Nichrome*
made only by Driver -Harris

On August 11, 1908, the trademark NICHROME for
Resistance Wire was registered in the United States
Patent Office.

Today, after a half century of world wide recognition and use, Nichrome is still the accepted standard
of quality in electrical resistance alloys.

Of the 132 special purpose alloys now produced
by Driver -Harris for the Electrical, Electronic and

Heat Treating Industries, Nichrome is the most
famous
and it is made only by Driver -Harris.
.

.

.

* T.M. Registered U.S. Pat. Office

DRIVER-HARRISu
COMPANY
HARRISON, NE\A/ JERSEY
BRANCHES: Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland, Louisville

Distributor: ANGUS-CAMPBELL, INC., Los Angeles, San Francisco

In Canada: The B. GREENING WIRE COMPANY, Ltd., Hamilton, Ontario

MAKERS OF THE MOST COMPLETE LINE OF ALLOYS FOR THE ELECTRICAL, ELECTRONIC, AND HEAT -TREATING INDUSTRIES

ELECTRONICS engineering issue - September 12, 1958
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Charged aluminum particle suspended and
controlled in a vacuum chamber by an
oscillating electric field.

Horn fed parabolic reflector antenna for airborne applications.

'04 '04
elf

The Persistor gives promise of cryogenic computer
memories with a capacity of 1,000,000 bits per
cubic foot and access times of 1/30 microsecond.

Ground based data handling equipment for processing analog and digital
reconnaissance information.

Data conversion system for digitizing and processing telemetered
missile test data.

Pictorial PROGRESS REPORT
The photographs above illustrate some of the recent research,
development, and manufacturing activities at Ramo-Wooldridge.
Work is in progress on a wide variety of projects, and positions
are available for scientists and engineers in the following fields:

Electron micrograph of impact produced on
aluminum coated glass by a 1 micron diameter
particle traveling at 7,000 feet per second.

Digital Computers and
Control Systems
Communications and
Navigation Systems
Guided Missile Research
and Development
Infrared Systems
Electronic Countermeasures
Electronic Instrumentation
and Test Equipment
Basic Electronic and
Aeronautical Research

The Ramo-Wooldridge Corporation
LOS ANGELES 45, CALIFORNIA
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Successful Vanguard
equipped with Union

miniature relays
March 17, 1958-Union Switch & Signal 6 PDT
miniature relays functioned perfectly in the separation controls between the first and second and second
and third stages . . . in the first stage propulsion
unit . . . and in the third stage spin control assembly
of the satellite -bearing Vanguard.

The Martin Company, builders of the Vanguard,
chose these outstanding relays for their reliability
. . . for their simple, rotary design . . . and for the
expert quality control associated with the established

leader in electrical relay design-Union Switch &
Signal.

The 6 PDT relay used in the Vanguard is just one
of a complete line of dependable relays designed by
Union Switch & Signal-"Pioneers in Push -Button
Science." Send the coupon for complete technical
information.

r
COMPLETE FACTS
Union Switch & Signal, Adv. Dept.
Pittsburgh 18, Pennsylvania
Please send information on the following:

D New 4PDT relay which meets every requirement of MIL -R-25018.
O Catalog of other miniature dc and ac relays.
O Digital and Alpha -Numerical Indicators for data display.

Name

Position

Firm

Address

City

cozioliecia. in Olah-autton Science"

EgUNION SWITCH & SIGNAL
DIVISION OF WESTINGHOUSE AIR BRAKE COMPANY
PITTSBURGH 18, PENNSYLVANIA

Zone

State

For the First Time
in Silicon RectifiersHigh Quality and Dependability

at New Low Prices
Mallory announces a major break -through in semi -conductor technology which gives high

quality and reliability at a price even lower than present commercial units. This new
Mallory Type T encapsulated diffused junction silicon rectifier offers radio and TV set
manufacturers a practical, low-cost silicon rectifier for saving space, weight and costs in
new set models. These are some of
the highlights :
Premature Failures Eliminated-Unique
silicon wafer production methods over-

come short life problems .

.

. assure

long service of all rectifiers.
Low Reverse Leakage Current- less

than 250 microamperes at 85°C. am-

bient temperature and 0.5 amperes
forward current.
b Low Forward Voltage Drop-less than

0.5 volt full cycle average at 85°C.
ambient temperature and 0.5 amperes
forward current.
High Temperature Rating-to 85°C.

100

COMPETITIVE 400V

N,

RECTIFIER

200

In addition to Type T Mallo-Seal encapsulated diffused junction silicon rectifier, Mallory offers a new
line of military and industrial grade silicon rectifiers.
Extremely sharp Zener breakdown characteristic, as indicated in diagram at right, means
longer, more reliable operation. 100% inspec-

tion by automatic equipment checks surge
current, Zener breakdown voltage, and reverse leakage of every Mallory Type T.

68
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MALLORY T-400
480

600

300

400

SOO

720
10

840

600

1, A
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Two Mallory Type T silicon rectifiers, encapsulated in Mallo-Seal, are shown operating while
completely submerged in boiling distilled water.

Mallory -designed and built automatic classification equipment is used for 100% testing of silicon rectifier produc-

tion-insuring high quality and reliability at low cost.

High Resistance to Humidity-exceeds military humidity cycle test requirements of
MIL-202A-made possible by
compound available only from Mallory.
Unaffected by 250 hours immersion in water.

Mallo-Seal is an exclusive development of Radio Materials Company, a division of
P. R. Mallory & Co. Inc. Encapsulation of the rectifier in this new compound gives
unusually high stability under severe operating conditions.
Lowest Prices-substantially less than commercial silicon rectifiers.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR TYPE T
150 T100 T200 T300 T400 T500
50 100 200 300 400 500 V
35
70 140 210 280 350 V
500 500 500 500 500 500 Ma
750 750 750 750 750 750 Ma
.5
.5
.5
.5
.5
.5 V
.25
.25
.25
.25
.25
.25 Ma

Max. Allowable PIV
Max. Allowable RMS Voltage
Max. Allowable DC Output (at 85°C ambient)
(at 50°C ambient)
Max. Full -Load Forward Drop (Full Cycle Average at 85°C)
Max. Leakage Current (Full Cycle Average at 85°C)

Mallory offers a range of ratings for all standard rectifier circuits. Mallory applications
engineers have developed extensive design data on the use of silicon rectifiers. Write

for specifications and application information, and for consultation on your exact
requirements.

Mallory also manufactures and offers a complete range of
"top -hat", stud mounting, and plug-in type silicon recti-

fiers for military and industrial applications. Specifications and application information available on request.
*Trademark of P. R. Mallory & Co. Inc.
Serving Industry with These Products:

r. N. MALLORY 8. CO. Inc.

Electromechanical-Resistors Switches Tuning Devices Vibrators
Electrochemical-Capacitors
Mercury and Zinc -Carbon Batteries
Metallurgical-Contacts
Special Metals
Welding Materials
Parts distributors in all major cities stock Mallory
components for your convenience.

standard

P.
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NEW DeJUR SINE -COSINE POTENTIOMETERS
achieve exceptional functional conformity
Unique design and production techniques
make it possible for DeJUR to offer sinecosine function accuracies previously unknown in wire -wound potentiometers.
The new line includes 17i" and 2" diameter
units with standard function accuracies of
0.5% peak -to -peak. BOTH ARE AVAILABLE
WITH 0.25% ACCURACIES ON SPECIAL ORDER.

Also available is a 3" diameter unit in the
same group with standard peak -to -peak
conformity of 1%; or 0.5% on special order.

All DeJUR Sine -Cosine Potentiometers are

fully enclosed, self-contained units with
independent brush contacts 90° apart and
mounted on a common shaft, to produce
accurate sine -cosine voltages. Any practical number of ganged units are available

with individual sections in simultaneous
function or other conformity.
For complete details on DeJUR potentiometers write today to Electronic Sales Division,

DeJUR-Amsco Corporation, 45-01 Northern
Boulevard, Long Island City 1, New York.
You're
always

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

Manufacturers of precision potentiometers for over thirty years
70
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HARD -TO -REACH JOINTS

in Sanborn Co s

',IQ -cardio-

graphs are soldered quickly with the fine -point G -E Midget
iron-with no damage to adjacent parts. Weight of iron-less

than 3 ounces-helped increase output by reducing operator
fatigue. The Midget's ironclad -copper tip saves Sanborn
Y2 hour cleaning and tinning time daily, per operator station.

Sanborn speeds assembly 13% with G -E Midget
iron, a small soldering iron with big -iron efficiency

and lower
maintenance cf G -E soldering irons
have been proved by many manufacturers under their own production conditions-along with competitive soldering irons. If you would like to compare
FASTER HEAT RECOVERY

General Electric irons with the irons you
are now using, call your G -E distributor.

DELIVERY TODAY is now possible on pop-

ular soldering irons and other General

Electric heaters and devices from a local
distributor near your plant. Your replacement inventory may be reduced. For the
name of your nearest stocking distributor
for G -E heaters and devices, call your
General Electric Apparatus Sales Office.

GENERAL

SAVINGS ACHIEVED

irons are included in a new bulletin,

"Save While 'You Solder," GED-3553.
For a copy, call your G -E distributor
or write Section 724-9, General Electric

Company, Schenectady 5, New York.

ELECTRIC
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by several users

and information about the construction
features of General Electric soldering

11911'117Pxi
with Creative InAvination
probe phy.dral universe
at Cubic Corporation
Cubic Engineers, endowed with creative imagination, successfully developed a single system for the
simultaneous tracking or guiding o= ive or more
anti -bomber or anti -ICBM missiles.

NoN

At Cubic Corporaton creative imaginaton is continuing to broader the scope and realiz.aton of such
versatile systems as MOPTAR, which _s completely
mobile and capable of operating in the most stringent
missile environments.
YOU, who enjoy the creative challenge if scientific
and technical developments whicl- probe the very
nature of the physical universe, should :alk to Cubic!
Cubic Corporation RIGHT NOW afferCs Engineers

and Scientists the opportunity to. grew and gain
added prestige in such advanced fic1,-_:"s as:
RF-UHF-VHF

Airborne .),Tkaging
Digital DatE handling

Antenna -Propagation

Electron: Cir:uitry

Advanced Mathematics

At Cubic Corporation in beautiful, equable-climated
San Diego you will be associatinc with a company
in which creativity is required, recognized, rewarded.

Write or phore
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Mr. Joseph Devl.n
5575 Kearny Vil .a Rd.
San Diego 11, Calif.
BRowning 7-678)

ti

I
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CORPORATION
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MOTOROLA

Here's an entirely new Motorola product line .. silicon junction Zener Regulator
diodes produced under Motorola's extreme quality standards and offering ratings
and characteristics not previously obtainable.
.

Very high power ratings - both 10 and 50 watt types
available.

Wide voltage range - up to 200 volts in both 10 and
50 watt types.
Very low Zener impedance limits.

TYPICAL

APPLICATIONS

"Soft" or unstable Zener knees eliminated - by impedance limits at 5 mA for 50 watt type ... at I mA
for 10 watt types.

Forward characteristics controlled - for applications
requiring conduction in both directions.
Available with either anode or cathode connected to
case.

-

Regulation of DC voltage
DC level changing and
coupling
Surge protection of voltage sensitive components
Regulation of vacuum
tube heaters
Arc suppression

Conservatively rated - excellent long-time stability.
Designed for military usage - Operating and storage

temperature range -65°C to ± I75°C.
Standard packages -

welded, hermetically sealed, metal
to glass, Jetec package.
50 WATT TYPES plug-in or solder -in TO -3 package
with series interlock construction for protection
against overvoltage on load.
10 WATT TYPES

FOR COMPLETE TECHNICAL INFORMATION

concerning these new Zener Regulators, con-

tact the nearest Motorola regional office or

MOTOROLA, INC.,
5005 East McDowell Road, Phoenix, Ariz.
BRidge 5-4411. Teletype Px 80.

10MZ SERIES

10 watts @ 55°C

50MZ SERIES

50 watts @ 55°C

DEPENDABLE QUALITY -IN QUANTITY'

MOTOROLA
SEMICONDUCTORS
MOTOROLA, INC.
5005 E. McDOWELL

PHOENIX, ARIZONA

Regional Offices

RIDGEFIELD, NEW JERSEY
540 Bergen Boulevard

WHitney 5-7500
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CHICAGO 44, ILLINOIS
4900 Weer Flournoy Sweet
ESterbroolt 9-5200

HOLLYWOOD 211, CALIFORNIA
6555 Sunset Boulevard
H011ywood 5.3250
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HIPERNAS II
\
/

/

1

A new concept in advanced INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEMS
Bell has outstanding opportunities for experienced engineers and scientists
in the following areas:

Inertial navigation system analysis and design
Design and evaluation of gyros and accelerometers
Airborne digital computer application
Inertial test equipment development and design
Transistorizing of analogue and pulse circuitry
Advanced design and packaging
Assignments embrace a high level of design and development problems.
Learn about the personal opportunities and unexcelled benefits now available
to you on this challenging program. Send resume of your qualificarlons to:

Supervisor of Engineering Employment, Dept. H-47, BELL AIRCRAFT
CORPORATION, P. 0. Box One, Buffalo 5, New York.

Niagara Frontier Division
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COORS CAN FURNISH COMPLETE CERAMIC -TO -METAL
ASSEMBLIES TO YOUR SPECIFICATIONS
The finest in manufacturing facilities and technical know-how are

cations today.

ceramic z_nd metal in-

Ceramic -to -metal bond strength

available to you at Coors-whether
your requirement calls for a simple
terminal bushing or complex assembly of ceramic anc metal parts.
Coors high strength ceramic parts,
metalized using high temperature

range normally from 9,000 to 12,C00

techniques, are brazed -o metal parts
to provide the combination of physical, electrical and heat resisting characteristics needed for s3 many appli-

erances can be maintained where

p.s.i.-or higher depending on design. Brazes can be made at temperatures as high as 1083°C (1981'F.)

us.ng upper.
Extremely close dimensional tol-

manufactures the ceramic
components, does the metalizing d
Coors

makes the final assembly of the

COORS PORCELAIN COMPANY
GOLDEN, COLORADO

A_s j, this

places res:onsibility i ime
Hcwe-iier, for tho
hp Jo their
N%

own assembly work,

C 302S

will sup-

ply the ceramic parts 1:m1i-either
plain o: metalized.

Coors engineers will help you
work olt tne mechanital c es_gn details of your metalized :..e7atri:_ parts
or ceramic -to -metal assemblies.. Con-

tact us at the earliest po:s.b e stage
of design in order to save t rr e.

COORS PORCELAIN CO., 600 9th St., Golden, Colo
Please hove your sales engineer see me to discuss ceramic to -metal assemblies.
Name.

Title

Company

Manufacturers of

COORS SPACE AGE CERAMICS

Address

City

State....

Please refer to our 12 -page catalog in Sweet's_Product Design file

ANNOUNCING...
the newest addition to the Delco
family of PNP germanium transistors! It's ideally suited for highspeed switching circuits and should

find wide use in regulated power
supplies, square wave oscillators,
servo amplifiers, and core -d river ci r-

cuits of high-speed computers. It's
the 2N553

NEW HIGH -FREQUENCY POWER TRANSISTOR BY DELCO
No other transistor offers so desirable a combination of
characteristics for applications requiring reliability and
consistency of parameters.
TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS T = 25 C unless otherwise specified
80 volts maximum

Collector diode voltage Vcg

(VEB= -1.5 volts)

Collector diode current Ico (Vcc = 2 volts)

Collector diode current Ico (Vas = -60 volts)
Collector diode current 'CO (Vce = -30 volts, 75°C)

Collector current

4 amps. maximum

Current gain (VcE = -2 volts, lc = 0.5 amp.)
Current gain (VcE = 2 volts, lc = 2 amps.).
Saturation voltage VEC (Ig = 220 ma, lc = 3 amps.).

Base Current
Maximum junction temperature

.1 amp. maximum
95 C

Common emitter current amplification cutoff frequency
(Ic = 2 amps. VEc = 12 volts)

Minimum junction temperature

-65 C

Emitter diode voltage

VEB

.

40 volts maximum

(VcB = -1.5 volts)

BRANCH OFFICES
Santa Monica, California
Newark, New Jersey
726 Santa Monica Boulevard
1180 Raymond Boulevard
Tel: Exbrook 3-1465
Tel: Mitchell 2-6165
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Thermal resistance (junction to mounting base)

DELCO RADIO

12µa
0 5 ma
0 5 ma
55
25

03

25 kc
1° C1 watt

Division of General Motors
Kokomo, Indiana
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KEEP UP-TO-DATE ON MAGNETICS

41111

Just published -bobbin core
guaranteed performance limits!
We have just published new data which will light the way
to ease, sureness and accuracy for the designer who works
with tape wound bobbin cores.

Last-but still a "first"-to show that we manufacture as well
as publish, we have designed the first bobbin core protective

First-and this is a "first"-we have published guaranteed
maximum and minimum performance limits for all of our

virtually no effect on dimensions-and will not soften or de-

bobbin cores. Computer -type designers who would like open.

circuit characteristics, guaranteed core flux and guaranteed
squareness will find them all here.
Second-and this too is a "first"-we have published the first
fundamental data on characteristics of bobbin cores for circuit designers. Need core total flux characteristics as related
to core material? Want switching time vs drive levels? How
about typical. spreads of core characteristics? It's all yours.
Third-and this too is a "first"-we automatically give you
test data for prototype orders. With your prototype cores
come open -circuit outputs, total flux, and squareness data.
You get a basic understanding of tlw core's characteristics
under specific test conditions. More important, when you
re -order production quantities, you will be able to duplicate
the core around which you designed your circuit.
ELECTRONICS engineering issue - September 12, 1958

cap which will permit normal potting procedures for all
sizes of steel and ceramic bobbins. Our "Poly Caps" have
form under manufacturing or operational temperatures.
We'd like to show you samples.
At -what stage do you want to start? Whether it's design data,

prototype data and cores, or production quantities of our
"Performance -Guaranteed" bobbin cores-you can get what
you need by writing Magnetics, Inc., Department E-48,
Butler, Pennsylvania.

MRCIIET:CS inc.
CIRCLE 71 READERS SERVICE CARD
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now available:
ULTRAMICROWAVE* EQUIPMENT TO 140,000 MC
- PRECISION BUILT BY DE MORNAY-BONARDI
Instruments are now in production at D -B which
extend microwave research to 140 KMC-with continuous coverage from 2 KMC. The higher frequency units
give you vastly more leeway in designing and experimenting. They give you resolutions better by 10 to 1,

and the option of using working models only 1/10
actual size.
Extremely high precision is characteristic of these
ultramicrowave instruments. D -B has employed unique

design and production techniques to achieve a mechanical accuracy consistent with the wavelengths involved.

These instruments are not scale -ups of our longer
wavelength equipment-they are newly designed to
meet the small tolerances required. Calibrations are
available at several points.
De Mornay-Bonardi is ready to help you in setting up
test equipment, or planning special systems. Draw on
our 15 years' experience in microwaves.

Frequency Meters
Standing Wave Detectors
Attenuators
Phase Shifters
Crystal Mounts
Harmonic Generators

/

Tunable Shorts

E -H Tuners

Dissipative Loads
Twisted Sections

Adaptors Elbows

Straight Waveguide Sections

*TRADE MARC DE MORNAYBONARDI CORP.

DE MORNAY-BONARDI 780
78
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arroyo parkway pasadena, california
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Barden Precision SR1-4 miniature bearings as used in a linear or non-linear potentiometer.

BARDEN' miniature -size bearings are built with instrument precision
Precision -built potentiometers require concentric, smooth -running wiper contacts and ultra
low torque characteristics to provide accurate
and rapid response to small motivating forces.

accuracy but performance to match the de-

Barden Precision miniature -size bearings
have the inherent concentricity, smoothness

vibration, temperature or high speed. For

and low torque values to assure this sensitive
response and electrical accuracy.

measuring device, is used by Barden
as a development tool; as a standard
for correlation of other quality control
instrumentation; as a gage for ultra precise bear,ng parts. It measures

has critical requirements for accuracy, torque,

less difficult applications, Barden predictable
performance can cut your rejection rates and
teardown costs.

quality as Barden's larger instrument sizes.
Barden Precision means not only dimensional

Precision ball bearings 5/8" O.D. and smaller.

to the same high standards of consistent

THE

roundness and waviness to fve
millionths of an inch.

Your product needs Barden Precision if it

Write today for your copy of Catalog Supplement M l which gives dimensions, performance and engineering data on Barden

Barden Precision miniature bearings are built
The Talyrond, a super -accurate

mands of the application.

BAR©EN CORPORATION

45 E. Franklin St., Danbury, Connecticut Western office: 3850 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles 5, California

SPECIFY BARDEN PRECISION BALL BEARINGS FOR: INSTRUMENTS

AIRCRAFT ACCESSORIES

COMPUTERS AND RECORDERS

CIRCLE 73 READERS SERVICE CARD

MACHINE TOOL AND TEXTILE SPINDLES

OTHER PRECISION APPLICATIONS

NEW FROM

Medium and
High Power

ACTU

L

I

E

2N670

Transistors

2N671
2N672
2N673

2N600

FOR COMPUTERS AND
INDUSTRIAL CONTROL SYSTEMS
2N601

TYPE

VCE MAX

IC MAX

PMAx

fah

(Volts)

(Amps)

(Watts)

(mc)

2N670

40

0.3

0.65

2

Announcing Philco's newest family of PNP germanium'
alloy junction, high current switching transistors specifi-

cally designed for industrial relay driving and pulse
amplifier applications and for computer core driver
circuits. These transistors feature current ratings to
2 amps, voltage ratings to 40v and alpha cutoff
frequencies to 12 mc.
The 2N670 and 2N671 with 2 amps max. collector current,'

2N671

40

2

1

0.65

2N672

25

2

0.3

1

continuous max. power dissipation up to

1

watt, plus

controlled current gain, input drive voltage and saturation
resistance at 1 amp are particularly useful in "ON -OFF''
industrial control systems.

Types 2N672 and 2N673 featuring a maximum 0.5 microsecond, one-half ampere rise time are intended for pulse
amplifier and tape and drum writer applications.

2N673

20

The 2N600 and the 2N601 are high speed power switches
2

1

specially designed for core driving applications. They feature

1

power dissipation up to 1 watt, current ratings of 400 ma
and controlled minimum alpha cutoff frequencies of 5 and

2N600

20

2N601

20

0.1

0.75

MIN.

Each of these transistors is housed in Philco's exclusive
cold welded, all -copper, hermetically sealed package on
JETEC TO -9 base. Positive heat sinking is obtained by

0.75

12

(1.0 peak)

MIN.

tieing a transistor element to the copper case. Types
2N671, 2N673, 2N600 and 2N601 are designed with
threaded stud and hexagonal shoulder assembly. All of
these transistors are available in production quantities.

(1.0 peak)

0.4

12 mcs.
5

Make Philco your prime source for all transistor information and prices. Write Dept. E-9.58

PHI LCO CORPORATION
LANSDALE TUBE COMPANY DIVISION
LANSDALE, PENNSYLVANIA
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Keyer construction allows circuit boards to be folded down for repair
as shown. At
right is closeup of construction details

Transistors Ruggedize
Airborne Telemetry Keyer
High linearity, low crosstalk and jitter and high effective input impedance
are provided by a transistor pulse -duration -modulation keyer. Circuit includes bistable flip-flop, linear ramp generator and voltage comparator. Output pulse widths vary as the signal amplitude
By D. A. WILLIAMS, Jr., Bendix Aviation Corp., Pacific Division, North Hollywood, California

AIRBORNE

PuLsE-duration-modu-

lation telemetry systems are

missiles and high performance aircraft.

ideally suited to transistor circuits.

Input Impedance

A pdm keyer can be designed to
exploit fully the switching properties of transistors. For this reason,
development of a transistor keyer
to meet military pdm specifications
was undertaken. The primary objectives: high linearity, low crosstalk and jitter, and a high effective
input impedance.

A bistable flip-flop, linear ramp
generator and voltage comparator

In a system such as the one described, a mechanical or electronic
multiplexer samples various input
sources which may have impedances

ranging from near zero to 100,000
ohms. For overall system accuracy
and ease of calibration, the keyer

must have a high effective input
impedance. This can be achieved
with

cascaded

common -collector

output pulses with widths propor-

stages but internal noise or temperature problems appear almost

tional to signal voltages. Signals are

insurmountable.

are used in a circuit which produces

value, but the pulse width information has already been obtained.

With the pulse width thus independent of source impedance, it is
possible to avoid independent calibration for each signal channel. In
practice, zero and full-scale signals
are introduced into two input channels and later used for overall automatic system calibration.'
Description of Operation

Figure 1 is a block diagram of
the transistor keyer. The principle
of operation is that of comparing
the signal input voltage to a linearly
rising sawtooth which is generated

sampled at the rate of 900/sec by

One way to gain high effective

within the keyer. An output pulse

either mechanical or electronic com-

impedance is to compare the signal

begins when the ramp voltage starts

look at the input signal only at the

ramp and signal voltages are equal.
Pulse width is directly proportional
to the input signal.
About 100 sec after the signal

mutation. Use of printed circuits
and silicon transistors insures reliability and long life over the extreme

environmental

range

en-

countered in flight test of guided
-4-CIRCLE 74 READERS SERVICE CARD

with a sawtooth waveform and increasing and terminates when the
exact moment of coincidence. When

coincidence occurs, the input impedance might drop to a lower

81

has been applied to the voltage com-

triggers the flip-flop to the on state.

ON4

PULSE OUT

TIME
IN

art
0-5 V D -C

SIG

differ by a small fixed amount. This
coincidence pulse triggers the flipflop to its original off or rest state.
The flip-flop in turn resets the ramp

generator and the keyer is ready

As the value of R, approaches

VOLTAGE
COMPARATOR

This ramp voltage is also applied to

equal, or as they do in practice,

Two ways to approach a constant
slope are to increase the direct current gain and to increase the value
of R, so that a smaller base current
change occurs.

OFF

TRIGGER
DELAY

opens a transistor switch, allowing

A sharp pulse is generated by the
comparator when the two inputs are

slope.

RAMP
GENERATOR

COINCIDENCE

cuitry to stabilize. The flip-flop

the voltage comparator, as can be
seen in Fig. I.

which has a constantly decreasing

BOOTSTRAP F_

BISTABLE
FLIP- FLOP

This delay feature is incorporated
to allow the comparator input cir-

the ramp generator to begin generating a linearly rising voltage.

rent to C. This produces a ramp

PDM
PULSE
OUT

parator, the trigger delay circuit

infinity, the output approaches perfect linearity. If the value of R.

RAMP IN

FIG. 1-Block diagram of the transistorized pdm keyer. Timing pulses are provided by the commutator

is made large, however, the time
required to replace the charge lost
by C, during the ramp generation
becomes excessive. This results directly in crosstalk since the starting

gain approaches infinity, while the
bootstrap approaches perfect linearity as its gain approaches unity.'
Because the direct -coupled transistor operational amplifier would be
difficult to stabilize with tempera-

point of each sweep is now influenced by the pulse width of the
preceding channel.
Linear Circuit

for the next signal and trigger. ture, the simple transistor bootThe keyer operates at a nominal strap was selected for the ramp
rate of 900 samples/sec. The input
voltage range is 0 to +5 v d -c. A

generator.

two -section commutator is used, one

conventional transistor bootstrap.

section supplying commutated signals and the other generating triggers for the timing system. If

When switch S is opened, capacitor
C begins charging through R.

desired, the keyer output can be
used to modulate a 40- or 70-kc sub carrier oscillator instead of the f -m
transmitter directly. Electronic

These difficulties are overcome
in the circuit of Fig. 3B. The switch
is placed in the emitter circuit and
Rs, during ramp generation, is
essentially infinite. A constant -

Figure 3A is a schematic of a

current condition now exists and
the voltage gain of Qs approaches

Assuming the bootstrap transistor
has unity voltage gain, and that C,
is large enough so that its voltage

one (see also Fig. 2). When the
switch S is closed, C, is discharged
through the base and emitter of Q8.
To prevent excessive collector current from flowing during this dis-

does not change appreciably during
the cycle, the current through R is
commutators may be utilized by a constant. Current I, does not equal
slight modification of the trigger IR but is less by the amount lb. As
the ramp is generated the voltage
delay circuit.

charge and during standby, R, is
of such a value that the collector of

Qs is saturated except when the

across R, increases. The required
base current thus increases with

Flip -Flop

ramp is being generated. This circuit has high linearity and allows a

The bistable flip-flop consisting time, decreasing the charging cur of Q3, Q, and Q, of Fig. 2 is used
to drive the ramp generator switch
as well as to provide the duration modulated output pulses. The com+24V 10MA
mon -collector cross -coupling tranTRIGGER DELAY2.2
sistor Q, reduces the capacitive

FLIP-FLOP

loading on the collector of Q5 allowing a fast rise -time. This fast

H

the extremely low keyer jitter. The
low -impedance waveform at the
emitter of Q, is coupled through a

potentiometer R, to the pdm output terminal. The off and on triggers are diode -gated into the flip-

10K

2N117

10K

75K

0.022

switching is a primary reason for

04

10µµF

K

DELAY

-1

01

Q2

2N490

2 N 117

TIMER

10µµF
03
26117

8.2 K

33

1(-

transistor current gains respectively.

The

Miller

circuit ap-

proaches perfect linearity as its
82

OUTPUT

R,

20K
05
2N117

K

I9.6K
D3

TR
SVI22

300µµF

619

3K

D4
IN300

N625

100 K

8.2K =

IN625
ON

1024rF

OFF

(

rL

100K

D2

QT7-, 330330µµF 1N459
26118

16462

DI

06
26495

20K

5 IN300A

Ramp Generator

K

IN

flop to avoid any ambiguity in flipflop states.

The linearity of the Miller integrator and the bootstrap integrator are related to the s and a

6.8

CJ

33 K

39 K

10 K

-24V I5MA
51 K

VOLTAGE COMPARATOR

562

C1

IN46I
1.21 K

6,800,µF
TR SV122

RAMP GENERATOR

X 1,000

FIG. 2-Overall schematic diagram of the pdm keyer. With this configuration, a
linearity of 0.2 percent maximum deviation from a straight line between end points
is maintained from -40 C to +85 C
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high variable duty cycle (low crosstalk) without depending upon a
high transistor current gain.

a small current to flow which is

tacts close, Qi ceases conduction and

equal to C,, times ramp slope. This

offset current seems to be small

the emitter voltage of the unijunction transistor Q2 rises exponen-

Linearities as high as 0.03 percent
maximum deviation from a straight
line between end points have been

compared to the other effect, which

tially.

is the time delay between actual
coincidence and the beginning of

partly by the physical characteristics of Q2, its emitter goes into
negative resistance and the emitter

obtained for the ramp generator full regeneration. During this short
because of its excellent characteristics at low collector current and
its low I,0.

period a small surge current must
be supplied by the signal source.
In no case does this effect cause

An interesting feature of this more than 0.2 -percent error.
circuit is the appearance of a positive -going square wave on the col-

The circuit becomes more sensi-

tive as temperature is increased.

lector of Q3 during the time the
ramp is being generated. If this
waveform is coupled through a
nonphase-inverting switch to the

At a voltage determined

voltage drops very suddenly to near
This sudden voltage drop is
differentiated and is the on trigger.
Noise cannot cause false triggering

zero .°

because the unijunction transistor
has a thyratron-like action and

+24V

+24 V

emitter of Q,,, a self -gating action
similar to that of the vacuum tube

phantastron circuit occurs. This
could eliminate the need for a flipflop.

360 K
RAMP

This self -gating configuration is

RAMP
OUTPUT

OUTPUT

not used in the present keyer design because of the excessively long

trigger pulse required. The slope
of the bootstrap is approximately
proportional to a which increases
with temperature, increasing the
slope of the ramp.' This is compensated for by using a positive
temperature coefficient resistor R.
in series with the main ramp
resistor R, (Fig. 2).

6,800pAF

K'X 1,000
= (A)
(B)
-v
mFIG. 3-Conventional bootstrap circuit (A) has poor linearity as base current increases
with time. In (B) charging current of C, is kept constant resulting in high linearity

For this reason a series diode D, is
used in the ramp generator so that
Voltage Comparator
the ramp is reset to a lower voltage
Referring to Fig. 2, the voltage with increasing temperature. It also
comparator is derived from a protects Q,, from excessive reverse
Schmitt trigger except that, as a bias when +24v is applied.
result of the requirement for high
From a system point of view it is
input resistance, the feedback loop desirable to provide some sort of

coupled through capacitor C,'
This circuit is an extension of the
is

input limiting to avoid ambiguity in
the output pulses caused by off -scale

hook connection.' It also resembles input signals. One method is to
some of the newly developed pnp- provide diode clamps at the input.
npn flip-flops except that Q, is alBy proper choice of diodes D, and
ways actively biased.
D the input capacitance is inDuring standby, both junctions of creased only about 10 /Ap.f. Since the
Q. are reverse biased and the only diodes are in series, their leakage
current that flows in the input is currents tend to cancel. To provide

I. and I. The ramp increases the

low -impedance limiting, Zener diode

emitter voltage of Q0 until its
emitter becomes forward -biased

D, is used for a 5-v reference.
When the keyer design was initi-

and transistor action occurs. Re-

ated,

generation results, producing a 10-v

pedance is increased because of two
factors : the base -to -emitter capaci-

amplifier would be required. However, consideration was given to the
possibility of commutator noise and
bounce under severe environmental
conditions, which could cause false
keying. Therefore, a combination
trigger amplifier -integrator was

tance C,,, of Q. tends to couple the

deemed necessary.

negative off trigger pulse with a

fast rise time.
The comparator tends to produce
longer pdm pulses as the signal im-

ramp input to the signal causing

it was felt that no trigger

When the commutator time con -

ELECTRONICS engineering issue - September 12, 1958

either is in full conduction or cut
off. The voltage appearing across
the commutator trigger contacts
does not interfere with high -impedance signal channels.
Performance

The specified nonlinearity of the
keyer is 0.2 percent maximum devi-

ation from a straight line between
end points from -40 C to +85 C.
Jitter is nominally 0.1 psec. This
low figure is achieved primarily because of the use of a fast flip-flop
and the use of a clamping diode to
determine ramp zero level.
The keyer output pulse has a 14-v
amplitude and a rise time of 3 psec.
REFERENCES

(1) F. T. Chambers, An Automatic Data
Reduction System for Pulse Width Telemetry, 1956 National Telemetering Conference Report.
(2) J. Millman and H. Taub, "Pulse and
Digital Circuits", p 202, McGraw-Hill
Book Co., New York, 1956.
(3) "Reference Data for Radio Engineers", Fourth Edition, p. 494, International Telephone and Telegraph Co. 1957.
(4) 0. S. Puckle, "Time Bases", p 81,
John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York 1951.
(6) "Transistor Manual", 2nd Edition,
p 45, General Electric Co., Syracuse, N. Y.
(6) R. F. Shea, "Principles of Transistor Circuits", p 466, John Wiley and Sons,
Inc. New York, 1953.
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Solid -State Panel
Only a simple power supply is needed to initiate X-ray amplification by a
thin panel containing photoconductive and electroluminescent phosphor materials. High contrast aids perception of details. Long persistence permits
close -range viewing with X-rays off
By B. KAZAN,* Radio Corp. of America, RCA Laboratories, Princeton, N. J.

IMACE INTENSIFICATION for X-ray

analysis is approached in a new
manner with a panel amplifier using

solid-state techniques. The ampli-

fier is in the form of a thin plate
similar in outward appearance to

troluminescent phosphor materials
are used. Electrodes are provided
on the outer surfaces across which
alternating voltage is applied. In
the absence of X-rays, the thicker,
high -impedance layer of photocon-

the conventional fluoroscope screen.

ductor limits the flow of current

Since the amplification occurs en-

through the phosphor to a low level.

tirely within the panel itself, no
complex

and

bulky

amplifying

equipment is required external to
the panel. Size of the panel is arbitrary and only a simple power
supply is required for operation.
Principle of Operation

Figure 1 shows an amplifying
panel in its simplest form. Adjacent
layers of photoconductive and elec-

layers. For viewing, the electrode

in contact with the phosphor is
made transparent. To permit Xrays to penetrate to the photoconductor, the opposite electrode is
made of a thin material consisting,
for example, of silver paint.
Photoconductor

and

phosphor

But if X-rays excite a local area of layers have a total thickness of
the photoconductor, its conductivity about 10 mils. Consequently, a patis increased and current flows tern of X-rays can produce a patthrough the corresponding area of tern of output light with little loss
the phosphor with the emission of in resolution due to spreading of

the currents. In effect, the photoconductor is a distributed valve,
feeding back and exciting the controlling the flow of alternating
photoconductor, a thin insulating currents into the phosphor layer at
opaque layer is placed between the each point. With sensitive photolight.

To prevent output light from

photoconductor

and

phosphor

conductors and efficient phosphors,

an output light can be produced
whose energy is many times greater

than the energy of the incident Xrays.
The phosphor layer, consisting of

a powder bonded with plastic, can
be fabricated readily into uniform,
large -area layers one- to two -mils
thick by conventional techniques
such as spraying. Although many
materials are
photoconductive
known, they are usually either in

the form of small crystals of the
order of millimeters in size or thin
evaporated or sintered layers. For
an amplifying panel, a large -area
photoconductive layer is required
about 10 mils thick. This requirement is met by use of a recently developed CdS powder photoconductor'

which can be bonded with plastic
and fabricated easily into large area uniform layers. In addition,

this powder has high sensitivity
and low dark current; conditions

The Front Cover-Actual use of 12 -in. amplifier containing within its back cover
the auxiliary phosphor layer. Connected to amplifier is its 400 -cps supply and
also shown is meter for measuring current flow through the photoconductor
84
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Amplifies X -Rays
OPAQUE INSULATING LAYER
PHOTOCONDUCTOR

CURRENT -DIFFUSING
LAYER

GROOVED PHOTOCONDUCTOR

ELECTROLUMINESCENT PHOSPHOR

X-RAYS

GLASS PLATE

-

-

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

INPUT
X-RAY

EMITTED LIGHT

APPLIED

FROM

PATTERN

INTENSIFIED

A -C
VOLTAGE

IMAGE

-TRANSPARENT CONDUCTING
LAYER

CONDUCTING LAYER

F G. 1-Simple form of amplifying panel

for exciting the phosphor.
The partially conducting current -

ti e layer is much higher than that

diffusing layer shown in Fig. 2

o I the phosphor layer.

provides d -c conductivity between

Much higher sensitivity can be
o. ained from the photoconductor
b passing d -c through it instead of
a- . To accomplish this and pro vile the necessary a -c for the phosp r layer at the same time, a circu t developed earlier for panel
li

t amplifiers is used' A cross -

se tion exaggerated in thickness is

photoconductive material has a nonlinear voltage -current relationship,
most of the current flow occurs in

the neighborhood of the voltage
maxima. Resulting charging and
discharging of the phosphor element through the respective photo-

conductors each half cycle provides alternating current required

characteristic,

output

light

is

Compared to the conventional
screen, whose characteristic is

was chosen to limit the current

spread to about one groove width.
In present amplifiers, photoconductive grooves are spaced 25 mils on
centers. This allows the separation

of picture details down to about
this size.
Input -Output Characteristic

unidirectional voltages are applied

scope screen. In addition, as shown

by the high slope of the amplifier

ductor which are slightly separated
at their bases. This conductivity

Because of the build-up properties of the photoconductor, an output image does not appear immedi-

as shown to the right. Since the

PHOSPHOR

adjacent ridges of the photocon-

re resent a single picture element

series with the photoconductors,

ELECTROLUMINESCENT

roughly proportional to the third
power of the input X-ray level.

shi wn in Fig. 2. The darkened areas

ex ited by the X-rays. As indicated,
ea h phosphor element is excited by
tw photoconductive elements.
peration of the high -gain panel
is xplained in Fig. 3. By inserting
d -c supplies of opposite polarity in

OPAQUE LAYER

FIG. 2 --Cross-section of amplifying fluoroscope screen

ti e impedance of the photoconduc-

High -Gain Panel Design

EMITTED
LIGHT

TRANSPARENT
ELECTRODE

ALERNATING VOLTAGE

r quired by the amplifier. Capaci-

GLASS

linear, the amplifier output image
has a much higher contrast. High
contrast is desirable for detecting
small differences in density or

thickness of the body.
Figure 5 shows a reproduction of
an output image produced on a 12 by 12 -in. amplifier panel. To simu-

late absorption and scattering of
X-rays in the human body, about
five in. of Presdwood sheets were

used between which were placed a
variety of objects. At the center is
X-rays. At the low X-ray levels a human femur or thigh bone with
used in medical fluoroscopy, build- a nail through it as would be used
up time is in the order of seconds.
to repair the bone in a hip -pinning
Figure 4 shows a curve of panel operation. Also shown are a variety
light output as a function of inci- of metallic objects and an additional
dent X-ray level with a 10 -sec ex- piece of bone which extends above
citation time. By comparison, light the amplifier where a section of a
output of a conventional fluoroscope conventional fluoroscope screen is
screen is also shown. In medical located. Because of the low output
work, X-ray levels on the screen be- light, no image is recorded from
low 200 milliroentgens/min are the conventional screen.
common. At these input levels, the
A roughly reciprocal relationship
panel amplifier produces images exists between input X-ray level
whose output light is as much as and exposure time required to pro100 times greater than the fluoro- duce a given output light. For ex ately when the panel is excited with
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PHOTOCURRENT

PHOTOCONDUCTOR

clf

AFTER 10 -SEC EXPOSURE
TO X-RAYS

1.0

0 L.,
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I
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AMP READINGS TAKEN

Z

°

I- 0
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-
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0.0010.01
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01
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0

ipoo
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DOSE IN rnr/ MIN

VOLTAGE

FIG. 3-Amplifier element with biased a -c operation. D -c supplies of opposite polarity
inserted in series with photoconductors, apply unidirectional voltages as shown at right.
Most of current flow occurs in the neighborhood of the voltage maxima

ample, if exposure time is doubled
to 20 sec, X-ray level can be cut in
half and gains up to 200 times over
the conventional screen can be obtained. Reciprocity exists for excitation times up to about 30 sec and

10

X-RAY CURRENT IN MA

0

ray exposure or use of lower -aperture, less -expensive optics.
In practical applications, ability
to view a new image is sometimes

FIG. 4-Input-output characteristic

of

amplifier compared to conventional fluoroscope screen

desired without waiting for the
previous image to decay gradually.
This can be accomplished by making use of a special property of the

below 0.01 sec.
Decay Properties

In addition to its build-up property, the panel has a long decay time

after the X-rays are cut off caused
by the characteristics of the photoconductor. In practice, the gradually decaying image can be viewed

for as long as 30 sec with the

X-rays off. Figure 6 shows a set
of decay curves obtained by exciting the amplifier for one sec with
different input levels. These curves

are approximately straight lines,
with a decay characteristic of the
type L = Ke'" where L is output
light and t is time. This indicates
the output to fall to 1/e in roughly
three sec.
In extended viewing of a station-

ary X-ray image, the long persistence of the amplifier allows
a saving in dosage to the patient
since the image can be studied with
the X-rays off. When higher X-ray
voltages are used such as in X-ray
therapy and industrial applications
where shielding is difficult, viewing

of a bright image can be done in
complete safety with the X-rays off.

If it is desired to photograph the
screen, the much higher light output and long decay of the amplifying panel is of potential advantage.
It enables either a reduction in X86

FIG. 5-Amplifier output. See text for detailed explanation
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photoconductive material. After an

caused by the introduction of these

image is built up, polarity of the

layers is negligible. To provide a
transparent electrode, surface of

d -C supplies is reversed. Conductiv-

ity of the photoconductive powder

in the reversed direction is suddenly reduced to a low level and output of the panel is cut off. Since reverse conductivity is determined

somewhat by current flow in the
initial direction, it is preferable to
flood the entire amplifier with radiation before reversing the voltages.

The complete arrangement for
erasing is indicated in Fig. 7 with
thickness of the layers again ex-

aggerated. In addition to the reversing switch, an auxiliary electroluminescent phosphor layer is

placed adjacent to the amplifier.
Since the grooved photoconductor is

sensitive to visible light as well as
X-rays, it is more convenient to
flood it with light from the auxiliary phosphor layer. By making the
phosphor layer thin, about one -mil
thick, and supporting it on a five mil Mylar sheet, X-ray absorption
10

1 SECOND EXCITATION TIME
.cr

I

40 MR

0

the Mylar in contact with the phosphor is coated with an evaporated
aluminum layer of about 40 -percent
light transmission.
In operation, after an output image has been excited by the X-rays,
the slowly decaying image can be
viewed for an arbitrary time. When

erasure is desired, the auxiliary
phosphor layer is switched on for
one sec or less to flood the entire
panel followed by a reversal of the
bias voltage. Following the erasing,
the entire amplifier is dark and can
be excited with a new image as soon
as desired.

Bias light provided by the auxiliary phosphor layer is also useful in
priming the amplifier prior to ex-

citing it with an X-ray image. In
some cases, as a result of the eras-

ing action or if the amplifier has
been unexcited for a long period,
current through the photoconductor
may be below the threshold level required to produce any light output
on the amplifier. To reduce X-ray
exposure on the amplifier to a minimum when building up an image, it

0-33
5-1N93'S

ERASING
SWITCH

IN SERIES

100K
TO
AMP

600V
410CPS

100K

.N-1\74.
10K

50K

TO AUXILIARY.
ELECTROLUMINESCENT
PHOSPHOR

KO( 1,000

FIG. 8-Control circuit of the portable
supply

For the 12 -in. amplifier, current
of about 30 ma is required. Since
current flow through the photoconductor is a measure of output light,
it is convenient to monitor this current with a d -c meter in series with

one set of diodes. In cases where
the panel is observed during the decay period with the X-rays off, the
current meter, remotely positioned,

can be used to indicate when the
panel has reached full brightness.
In place of the meter, or in series
with the second set of diodes, it is

convenient to use a relay set to
automatically shut off the X-ray

is desirable to prime it initially
source when the image has reached
with the auxiliary light until the full
brightness.
threshold output light is reached.

= 0.1

0.01

To prevent exciting the amplifier by
0.8
0

5

10

15

20

FIG. 6-Amplifier decay following
citation with different X-ray inputs
AUXILIARY
ELECTROLUMINESCENT
PHOSPHOR LAYER

28

25

TIME IN SECONDS

ex -

The present amplifying panel
of the panel with the auxiliary with
its build-up and decay properphosphor layer indicated in Fig. 7
ties
is
potentially useful for the
is enclosed in a light -tight plastic
cover which is X-ray transparent.

PLASTIC
SHEET

Control Circuits
AMP

PANEL
OPAQUE BACK
COVER

To avoid the need for d -c supplies, the control circuit of Fig. 8
is incorporated. This circuit uses
oppositely polarized rectifiers to
provide d -c to the two sets of photo-

X-RAY

OUTPUT
IMAGE

PATTERN

conductive ridges. As with biased
a -c, current flow through adjacent
photoconductive ridges occurs at al-

ternate half cycles. For equal peak
voltages applied to the amplifier,
gain with diodes is almost as high
as with biased a -c. Difference in

ALTERNATING

gain is caused by the change in

VOLTAGE

(FOR
ERASING
AND PRIMING)

Applications

ambient room light, the back side

2

0.00

BIAS
VOLTAGES
ALTERNATING

VOLTAGE

REVERSING
SWITCH

FIG. 7-Cross-section of complete amplifier with erasing means

wave shape of the applied voltage.
The auxiliary phosphor layer, hav-

viewing of nonmoving parts of the
body. In these applications, its
bright image permits working in a
moderately lit room without dark
adaptation. By increasing the contrast of the X-ray image, it aids in
the perception of details. Because
of its amplifying action, relatively
low X-ray dosages are required. At
high X-ray voltages, where shield-

ing is a problem, its long persistence image can be viewed at close

range with the X-rays off. Since
output light is relatively high, it
can also be conveniently used with
an industrial tv system employing
a vidicon pickup tube where remote
viewing is desired.

ing a capacity of about 0.1 g is
from the 400 -cps
source. To control the output light
and lower the voltage, appropriate
dropping resistors are used.
also

excited
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FIG. 1-Frame-rate checker has optical
system that includes phototube and light
source for cameras and projectors
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FIG. 2-Separate light and second phototube that use lower portion of switch at left
must be added to accommodate fixed -lens cameras. Increased photocurrent raises
potential of V25 that starts circuit action

By CHESTER OWLETT, Senior Design Engineer, Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.

Frame -Rate Checker for
Light beam, projected through front panel into motion -picture camera or
projector, reflects back from pressure plate in film gate if shutter is open.
Reflected beam feeds into checker optical system and is deflected onto cathode of phototube. Current increase gates Schmitt trigger each time shutter
opens. Differentiated output triggers thyratron in circuit of meter readings of which are proportional to trigger -pulse frequency

CHECKING FRAME RATES in movie

used with many types of movie tion of shutter speed, pass from

cameras and projectors has

cameras and projectors. The system

long been a ticklish problem in the
camera industry. Most mechanical
tachometers take too much power
from the spring driven systems, and
revolution counters provide only an
average rate during the entire run-

block diagram is shown in Fig. 1.

down cycle.

a beam of light through the front
panel into the camera. After pass-

Two systems, the stroboscopic
disk and the photoelectric counting
method, provide a speed check at

every instant while drawing little
power from the mechanism. Although the strobe disk gives frame

Checker System

For use with removable -lens
cameras, the instrument is equipped
with an optical system that projects
ing through the shutter, the beam is
reflected by the polished surface of
the pressure plate in the film gate.
If the shutter is open, the reflected

phototube Vz into Schmitt trigger
Vz. The circuit triggers in one direction when the input potential at

the grid of

V24

is raised to a

critical value and triggers in the
reverse direction when the input
is reduced to another critical level.
With the phototube dark, V2A is
practically cut off.
When light falls on the phototube,

the current through Rz raises the
grid potential of V. A consequent
drop in plate potential of T72., couples

beam travels back into the optical to the grid of V23 which is normally
rate only within certain present system of the checker where it is clamped at cathode potential. The
limits, the photoelectric method to deflected by a beam splitter onto plate current in 17,. decreases, thus
be described provides the exact the cathode of a phototube. Circuit the cathode potential drops and the
details for the complete unit are grid potential of V24. increases. The
frame rate at every instant.
The frame rate checker has sim- shown in Fig. 2.
action is regenerative and V23
Pulses, with frequency a func- rapidly cuts off.
ple, accurate circuits and can be
88
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Operator reads shutter speed on specially damped meter

Open view of chassis of frame -rate checker

Motion -Picture Cameras
The output of V3H, rectangular
wave of constant amplitude, is fed
to differentiating network C,R2.

Thus, the voltage across R. is a
series of uniform positive spikes
that occur each time the phototube
is illuminated and negative spikes
each time the light is cutoff.
Metering

Positive spikes across R. are fed

to the grid of thyratron V3 in the
frequency -meter

circuit and the

tube fires. Capacitor C2, which is
normally charged to 150 v and regulated by V4, rapidly discharges.

Resistor R. limits the thyratron

current to a safe value. Inductor L,

a ring shunt for varying meter

in the plate circuit tends to drive

sensitivity without disturbing the

the plate negative and helps deionize
the tube after the conducting period.
Capacitor C2 recharges through the
plate load resistor R. and the 400-kta
meter.

damping.

The charging time constant is
short compared to the shortest
time between trigger pulses so the
capacitor always recharges to 150 v.
Because each pulse removes a fixed
charge from C2, the average charg-

ing current through the special
highly damped meter is directly
proportional to the frequency of the
trigger pulses. Potentiometer R, is

Instrument Calibration
The 60 -cps power -line frequency

is a standard for calibrating the instrument. A pushbutton switch on
the panel applies the 6 v from the
heater winding of the power trans-

former to the trigger circuit, and
the ring shunt on the meter is adjusted for a meter reading of 60.
Performance

The checker reads speeds of five
frames/sec with no appreciable
wobble in the indicator needle.
Speeds above the 64 frames per sec
of slow motion are easily handled as
there is a tolerance of approximately six R.C. time constants between pulses at 60 frames per
sec.

The unit can check all types of
cameras and projectors with an accuracy limited only by the line fre10

20

30

40

50

60

70

60

FRAME RATE IN FRAMES/SEC

Under -chassis view of frame -rate checker

shows relative simplicity of component
layout

FIG. 3-Accuracy of frame -rate checker
approximates 100 percent in the range
from 16 to 64 frames/sec
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quency and the accuracy of the
meter.

A plot of checker accuracy as
a function of frame rate is shown
in Fig. 3.
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Survey of circuit problems effected by peculiarities in electron tubes covers
sleeping sickness, blackout, d -c shift, stray emission, mica charge, spook

interference, snivet interference and other phenomena not ordinarily
described in literature on tubes and circuits. Causes, effects and solutions are
covered for each of these unusual phenomena
By W. E. BABCOCK
Electron Tube Division, Radio Corporation of America, Harrison, New Jersey

Unusual Tube Effects
SOME TIME or other, circuit designers experience the feeling

that electron tubes are part gremlin. This feeling is caused by some
of the peculiar effects noted with

certain tubes in certain circuits.

These effects usually are not mentioned in the data supplied by tube

manufacturers nor are they described in any textbook on tubes or
circuits.
Sleeping Sickness

tube, interface capacitance C, acts

Magnitude of the interface reas a direct short across interface sistance can be determined with
resistance R, for an instant. The calibrated variable resistor R2 in
initial plate current of the tube is series with the pulse supply. First,
determined solely by the magnitude the height, H of the output pulse
of the applied pulse and by the per- trailing edge is measured with R2
veance of the tube. During the flat set at zero; R2 is then increased
portion of the pulse the capacitor until the leading edge, H2, of the
charges and the current begins to output pulse has the same amplidecay exponentially toward a value
determined by the interface resistance.

tude that the trailing edge had when
R2 was at zero. This value of R, is
equal to the interface resistance.

Although the interface resistance

Cathode -Interface Cause

Most attention, on the part of is normally close to zero in a new

tube manufacturers and circuit de-

signers in the last few years, has
been given to an effect which has
been termed sleeping sickness. This
effect has been most serious in computer circuits where a tube may operate for long periods of time with

tube, it can increase to several -hundred or even a few -thousand ohms

after many hours of life with plate
current cut off.

22

its plate current cut off. When a
problem is put to the computer
which requires the tube to pass a

c, 21

pulse of current, the tube will often
not conduct.
The sleeping -sickness effect is
caused by the formation of a cathode -interface resistance layer be-
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The effect of the cathode interface layer is shown in Fig. 1. When
a rectangular pulse is applied to the

k

19

tween the cathode base metal and
the cathode coating. This thin resistance layer acts as a dielectric
for a capacitor of the order of 0.01
id in which the cathode base metal
is one plate and the cathode coating
is the other.

Formation of cathode interface
is the direct result of the efforts of
tube manufacturers to make tubes
having a high value of emission at

FIG. 1-Cathode interface layer effects
plate current as shown here

0
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tpoo 1,200
CATHODE INTERFACE RESISTANCE IN OHMS

FIG. 2-Free-running frequency against
interface resistance for oscillator
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FIG. 3-Sine-wave stabilization coil Improves oscillator frequency stability

FIG. 4-Blackout test shows output for
poor (left, center) and good (right) tubes

5-Direct-current test method for
blackout and resultant curves
FIG.

Cause Circuit Troubles
a reasonable cost to consumers.
While the tubes are being evacu-

tube develops cathode interface.
Figure 2 shows the free -running

ated during manufacture, the car- frequency as a function of the inbonate mixture which forms the terface resistance for the Synchrocathode coating is broken down into
oxides. Subsequently, during aging
the oxides are broken down to form
a surface layer of pure barium.

guide type of oscillator circuit used

in many television receivers. A

A reducing agent is required at
this step to assure that the oxides
produce pure barium without lib-

12AU7

erating oxygen. This reducing
agent consists of minute impurities,

less than 1 percent, added to the
cathode base metal. In tubes designed especially for applications

of the 6SN7GTB oscillator was

6BH6

ex-

tremely low silicon impurity content limits formation of an interface layer. These tubes can operate
for thousands of hours with negli-

interface have been nonexistent,
even after several thousand hours
of operation.
Blackout

Another effect, which in many

gible interface development.
If practical, it is recommended

respects is related to cathode interface, has been called blackout. This

that some small amount of plate
current be maintained at all times.
In many cases, it has also been
found desirable to use low -silicon
cathode material in receiving tubes
designed for home -entertainment
applications. For example, low -

stabilization or ringing coil pulls
the oscillator frequency back to its
proper value when changes in the
tube or other components tend to
change the frequency.
Although the use of sine -wave
stabilization reduced the frequency
drift considerably, performance was
still not considered satisfactory.
Therefore, the cathode base metal
modified to a lower silicon content.
With this change, field troubles in
this circuit resulting from cathode

where heater -only or plate -current
cutoff operation will be used,

cathode material having an

The second curve indicates the
improvement in frequency stability
achieved with the circuit compensation shown in Fig. 3. The sine -wave

effect was first noted during the
H-TIME= 10 SECONDS

FIG. 6-Output of good tube (top) and
one with d -c shift (below)

early days of World War II, when

the transmitted pulse of a radar
would get back into its receiver and
cause it to go dead.

Blackout shows up only when a

silicon cathodes are used in the similar curve can be obtained with tube's control grid is driven posi6SN7GTB twin triode, which is the stabilized multivibrator type of tive. At some stage during the
used as a horizontal deflection oscil- horizontal oscillator. The upper manufacture of a tube a semi -insulator in many television receivers.
Most horizontal oscillator circuits
tend to exhibit frequency drift and
thus loss of sync, if the oscillator

curve, with the sine -wave stabiliza-

lating layer is deposited on the sur-

tion coil shorted, shows the fre- face of the control -grid wires. This
quency drift when there is no com- layer acts as the dielectric of a
pensation for tube variations.
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capacitor in which one plate is the
91

grid wire and the other is the layer eral minutes to reach a maximum
of electrons collected on the semi - value. The grid current increases
insulating surface when the grid is slowly, because the resistance layer
driven positive. The tube then de- on the control -grid surface has a
velops its own bias internally, as in negative temperature coefficient.
the familiar grid -leak or grid -resis- The effect usually disappears comtor method of biasing an oscillator pletely in 5 to 10 min.
or class -C amplifier.
The negative temperature charFigures 4 and 5 show two meth- acteristics of the resistance can
ods for determining whether a tube produce some annoying effects. For
has blackout. In the pulse method, example, in the multivibrator type
shown in Fig. 4, the plate voltage of horizontal oscillator circuit, it

of the tube under test is first adjusted for some given level of plate
current and a positive pulse of sufficient magnitude to drive the grid
into appreciable grid current is
then applied to the control grid.
If the tube has no blackout effect,
the plate current will probably rise
slightly. However, if blackout is
present, plate current will drop
sharply as observed on an oscilloscope or a d -c milliammeter. Oscil-

loscope displays obtained with a
tube having no blackout and with
two tubes having different degrees
of blackout are illustrated in Fig. 4.
D -C Method

In the d -c method of testing for
this effect, shown in Fig. 5, normal
voltage is applied to the heater and
simultaneously a small positive bias
is applied to the control grid. If the

tube under test has no blackout,
grid current will start to flow in

D -C Shift

Another effect, which in many
respects appears to be similar to
cathode interface and blackout, is
known as d -c shift. In amplifiers

using tubes having d -c shift, the
amplifier gain is less for d -c signals
than for a -c signals. In oscilloscope
amplifiers, therefore, the usual a -c

calibration signal is not reliable if
the oscilloscope is to be used for

TUBE A

d -c measurements.
The d -c shift effect can be demon-

strated dramatically by the use of

TUBE B

a low -frequency square -wave signal,

as shown in Fig. 6. If the tube has
no d -c shift effect, plate current re-

I

mains at a constant level during

FIG. 7-Screen-grid current waveforms of
good horizontal deflection amplifier tube

(A) and one having screen -grid emission (B). Curve (B) reduces deflection

the flat portion of the pulse. If the
tube has d -c shift, the plate current
drifts about 5 to 10 percent over a
period of about 2 sec.

The d -c shift problem has been

may be impossible to hold the oscil-

attributed by Nergaard of RCA

lator in sync for several minutes

Princeton to the Sproull effect,
which is caused by the formation of

after the television set is turned on.

Because the magnitude of the resistance varies as the tube heats up,
the horizontal frequency also varies

and the picture drifts in the hori-

If the tube displays blackout,

zontal direction for several minutes
every time the set is turned on.
Tube manufacturers have not yet
developed a process for preventing
the development of this effect, nor

however, the grid current will rise

for eliminating it once it has de-

slowly and may take as long as sev-

veloped.

about 10 to 15 sec and rise rapidly
to a maximum.

cessing techniques produce tubes
which are generally free from this
effect and most applications do not
drive the control grid positive.

Fortunately, normal pro-

a donor depletion layer near the
emitting surface of the cathode.
That is, d -c shift is caused by the
resistance of the cathode coating.
This resistance has a time con-

stant of the order of 1 or 2 sec,
while cathode interface has a time
constant of just a few µsec.

This shift effect is inherent in
tubes having close spacings and can
only be eliminated by the develop -

FIG. 8 --Typical snivel as caused by nonlinear operation, during p'ate current fall, in receivers' horizontal -deflection circuits
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ment of a new cathode material.

Some of the most mysterious effects

Stray emission in electron tubes

are caused by bulb or mica charge,

can also cause some peculiar effects.

which produces jitter of portions

The most familiar of these effects
is probably that due to control -grid
emission when an excessively large

grid resistor is used; the tube runs
away and usually destroys itself if

250

of the picture. In horizontal -deflec-

tion tubes, such charge may produce streaks or jitter of the entire
raster. In extreme cases, the effect

< 200

z

is called cogwheel or pie crust.

a protective fuse is not used.

In vertical circuits, mica charge
Stray emission from the screen produces an effect known as white
grid in horizontal -deflection ampli- line or bright line. It can also profier tubes is often responsible for duce a black line.
loss of scan. In recent years, tube
Troubles due to mica charge are
manufacturers have reduced screen - minimized by mica designs incorgrid emission in such tubes to porating slots which interrupt leaksatisfy complaints of shrinking pic- age paths and by the use of a
ture width, especially when the television receiver is operated at higher

300

111

w 150
4.1

-J

a.

100

50

E9=-24

high -resistance material such as

alundum on mica surfaces. Equipment designers can help to reduce
problems caused by bulb or mica
charge by designing deflection cir-

cuits with peak voltages on the

0
0

20

40

60

80

100

PLATE VOLTAGE

FIG. 10-Load line of a 25CD6G horizon-

tal deflection tube in a receiver that exhibits strong snivets

tubes well within ratings.
Spook Interference

Spook interference is another
peculiar effect associated with horizontal -deflection circuits.

horizontal -deflection circuits is the

snivet type, shown in Fig. 8. One
possible cause of this form of interference is illustrated in Fig. 9,

The interference appears as a which
100 V

PLATE VOLTAGE

FIG. 9-Horizontal deflection tube plate
characteristic at zero bias

vertical line or band at the extreme
left edge of the raster. In some
cases, it may not be visible at all,
because of overscan of the raster or
because it is in the blanked region.
Sometimes the interference is

picked up from a neighboring rethan normal line voltage.
The screen -grid current wave
forms of two horizontal deflection
amplifier tubes are shown in Fig. 7.
The emission current from the

ceiver and may go flitting mysteri-

ously back and forth across the
screen; service technicians have re-

ferred to this behavior as windshield -wiper effect.

Spook interference is generated
screen grid of tube B consumes
power which would normally be by the plate current of the damper

shows the plate -current,
plate -voltage characteristic of a deflection tube at zero bias. When the

plate current rises from zero to
high values, it follows a smooth
curve. However, when it decreases
from high values toward zero, there
is a discontinuity in the curve. This
sudden change in plate current produces

harmonics which can be

picked up by the r -f amplifier and
produce interference.
Another theory holds that snivets
interference is caused by a form of
Barkhausen oscillation, because the

used for deflection. As a result, in- tube rising from zero to several - plate voltage swings appreciably besufficient power is produced for full hundred milliamperes in about 0.1 low the screen -grid voltage in many
deflection and the picture width is µsec. This rapidly increasing receivers. This condition is espewaveform produces many higher - cially severe in modern flyback
reduced.
Similarly, emission from the order harmonics of the horizontal transformer designs which drive
plate of the horizontal deflection scanning frequency which lie with- the plate voltage as far into the
amplifier tube causes a power drain in the television frequency band. knee region as possible.
from the deflection system and a In addition to producing the vertiAn examination of the load line
reduction in picture width. Al- cal line at the left edge of the of a horizontal deflection tube illusthough tube manufacturers have raster, these harmonics often get trates this phenomenon quite well.
improved deflection tubes consid- into the sync circuits and cause pic- The most familiar load line to most
erably and reduced the tendency ture instability.
engineers is the straight line for
It is impossible to eliminate the R -C amplifiers. If the load is reactoward screen -grid and plate emission, operation of tubes outside of harmonics produced by the rise of tive, the load line becomes an
ratings will seriously aggravate current in the damper tube. How- ellipse.
ever, if r -f chokes are placed in the
this problem.
In contrast to these conventional
damper leads at the tube socket, in- load lines, Fig. 10 shows the load
Bulb or Mica Charge
terference is limited to the amount line of a typical deflection tube
Deflection circuits of television radiated by the tube itself.
(25CD6G) in a television receiver
sets produce many peculiar effects.
A familiar interference from which exhibited strong snivets.
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Modified Transceivers
Two communications transceivers operating on a common frequency form a
responder -interrogator combination between an aircraft and a ground station. By measurement of the time lapse between interrogator and responder
pulses, distance can be measured between stations to within 0.1 mi accuracy.

Precisely measured time delays at both ends of the system allow turnaround time for the transceivers
By HARRY VANTINE, JR., Supt., Radio Division, and EINAR C. JOHNSON, Asst. Supt., Radio Div.,
U. S. Naval Air Development Center, Johnsville, Pa

ABILITY

TO MEASURE

distance

pulse at time A and begins its

using communication trans- changeover to receive mode. The
ceivers thus increasing their utility responder, which is normally in the
has been developed at the U.S. receive mode, receives the interNaval Air Development Center. For rogating pulse at a time AB later,
evaluation, the distance -measuring equal to the propagation time of
technique was applied successfully the signal between the two transto an airborne uhf radio set, AN/ ceivers. The responder, upon reARC -27, an equipment which is ceipt of the signal changes mode
standard in most present-day serv- from receive to transmit and sends
ice aircraft.
The AN/ARC-27 a reply pulse. However, since it
communications transceiver with a takes time to change modes, a prespecial antenna system, AN/ARA- cise time delay equal to BC is in25, already supplies azimuth infor- troduced between receipt of a pulse
mation so that the addition of the and transmission of a reply pulse.
range determining feature provides The responder pulse is received by
a more complete navigation system. the interrogator after a delay CD,
also equal to the propagation time
Turn -Around Time

The system to be described is
similar to radar beacon operation in

that a signal is sent out by an interrogator station, received by the
transponder station, and a reply is
initiated by the transponder. The
NADC range system differs from
this fundamental operation in one
important detail. That is, when
using transceivers operating on a
common frequency for both responder and interrogator functions,
it is necessary to provide a precisely
measured time delay at both ends of

the system to permit turn -around
time for the transceivers. Turnaround time is the time taken by
the communications transceiver to
change its function from transmit
to receive.

Referring to Fig. 1, the interrogator transmits an interrogation
94

between the two transceivers.
If the known period of time repre-

TRANS

INTERROGATOR
REC

REC 1 RESPONDER
TRANS

A

B

C

D

TIME

FIG. 1-Sequence of operation in range
computer is explained in text

resolution of the range system. It
was found that a jitter of less than
0.1 //sec in 100 millisec is readily
achieved.

The ranging technique is capable
of operating with any transmitter receiver combination and long delays greatly in excess of 200 millisec

sented by BC is subtracted from are readily obtained so that long
AD at the interrogator, the remain- turn -around times can be accoming time AB + CD equals twice the
propagation time between the two
stations. An indicator measures

modated.

The system consists of an interrogating station and a responding

Both stations may be
physically identical but are ar-

this propagation time in nautical station.
miles.

Delay Unit

ranged by the operators to perform
electrically in different modes. The

The heart of the system is the interrogator station initiates the

long delay unit which provides ap- action and reads the range or interproximately 100 millisec of delay vening distance between the interrogator and the responder stations.
with a time jitter of less than
The responder station operates like
µsec.
The precise value of this delay a beacon. Any station may operate
(later referred to as the long delay) as an interrogator or as a responder
is of little interest but must be long at the operator's will. The range
enough to permit ample turn- function may be switched off by the
around time for the communica- operator thus reestablishing the
tions transceiver. Delay jitter must normal communication functions
be held to appreciably less than the of the transceiver. Figure 2 is a
September 12, 1958 - ELECTRONICS engineering issue

Compute Distance

Range computer system is checked before takeoff for flight test

Complete system includes, left to right, transceiver, range indicator, optional range azimuth indicator, control box, and range computer unit

block diagram of the system and
Fig. 3 is a chart of the significant

The trigger generator output is

pulse period T is determined by the

fed also to the long delay gate pulse

time -sequence waveforms.

generator, a multivibrator which

relation T = 12.359N where N is
the resolution of the system in
nautical mi. For example, if the
intended resolution is to be 0.1

Interrogate Operation

With the equipment in the IN-

TERROGATE position a trigger is
initiated by the AUTOMATIC/MANUAL

trigger generator. It operates
the transmit -receive (t/r) multi -

vibrator energizing a plate circuit relay coil. This places the

generates a 200-millisec pulse and
is turned off at the end of this interval by a stop pulse.
The output from the long delay
gate pulse generator is applied to

of 1.2359 iisec or a crystal frequency

of 809.11 kc would be used. For

the long delay gate along with 1-mi resolution the frequency of
pulses from the clock unit. The

the crystal clock is 80.911 kc.

clock unit, as shown in Fig. 4, consists of a crystal -controlled oscil-

transceiver in TRANSMIT for 100 lator V14 and shaping circuit
millisec at which time the multi -producing pulses with a repetition
vibrator is turned off by a stop trig- rate equal to the frequency of the
ger from the long delay unit.
crystal oscillator. The crystal clock

TRANSCVR

nautical mile, then a pulse spacing

Delay Gate

The gate pulse from the long
delay gate generator enables the
long delay gate to pass pulses from

the crystal clock unit to the long
TRIGGER GENT

FINAL

FSK
DISCRIM

LIM

CLIPPER SHAPER

SQUELCH

01
D -C CONTROL VOLTAGE

(I?)

LONG GATE

,

-1

PULSE
GENERATOR

4

l

(B)
-e-100 MSEC--r- 100 MSEC1
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(C)

UNIT
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--Or
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-'111141111.
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A
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CONTROL
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DECODER

CLOCK
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OSC
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FLIPFLOP
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CATH
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FIG. 2-Block diagram of range computer used in conjunction with a voice communications transceiver. Both stations may be physically identical, but operate in different
modes according to which station is set up to initiate action
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(I)

(J)
(K)
II

INDICATOR
GATE

1

( L)

FIG. 3-Pulses at output of indicator
gate (L) are counted and displayed as

range in miles
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+250V

and three binary counters. This
output pulse is applied through a

EGI

cathode follower to the t/r multivi-

brator as a stopping pulse and at

EG2

the same time energizes the pulse code generator.

'p

10-30,

''/,tiF

Figure 5 shows the pulse -code
generator used in the range com-

<

puter. A pulse width of 15 /Asec and

a pulse spacing (controlled by a
delay line) of 30 µsec are used. A

4K

X 1,000

K

CLOCK PULSES

FIG. 4 --Schematic of clock oscillator

and shaping tube
TO PHASE

i-250V

MODULATOR

0
0

22K

0.001

(-_ILFL
I2AT7

RI

6.

10K

DELAY

Y

V2

30/ISEC

10K

-I
TRIGGER FROM
LONG DELAY UNIT

K.X Ipoo

FIG. 5-Schematic of pulse code generator. Pulse spacing is controlled by
the 30-/Asec delay line

able degree of immunity from noise;

at the same time the decoder becomes simply a coincidence gate.
The operation of the pulse code
generator is as follows : a negative
trigger is applied to the second grid

of a monostable multivibrator V2
through two paths; one through an
amplitude -controlling resistor R,

from the crystal clock. A count
sufficient to provide an output pulse
after a delay of approximately 100
millisec is provided. With clock

pulses having a repetition rate of
809.11 kc a count of 80,000 will

provide an output pulse after a

delay of 98.872 millisec. This count
can be obtained using four decimal

100g/LF gli.F

XTAL

OSC

C2

12AT7
V34

50

47K

ALALF

HD6007
FROM PULSE
CODE GEN

..11f1...

270K

R2

150K

V36

Modulator
The pulse code is

fed to the

modulator unit consisting of an
integrating network, a crystal -controlled oscillator and a phase modulator. Figure 6 shows the schematic of the crystal oscillator -phase
modulator -multiplier chain. In this
circuit, the pulse code is integrated
by R2 -C, before being applied to the

grid of the phase modulator V.B.
The phase modulator feeds some

22K

C1

0.001

0.01

IK

II-

ggF

100g.ALF

1-

0.022

7

(C)

FIG. 7-Waveforms illustrate operation

of decoder. Proper time delay in (C)
yields sharp rise -time of Ir despite poor
pulse shape of E0,

the grid through C2. Thus the signal

150/.H

IMH

100g./LF

0.001

500

/

---12417
V44
V4B

100K

100K

477----.

500ititF .7-

it/IF

470

470
1ST

DOUBLER

The output of this stage is then
the phasor sum of these two components and varies in both phase
and amplitude with the transconductance of the modulator tube.
The transconductance is varied

by the integrated pulse code so
that the time rate of change of
phase will be linear for flat-topped
code pulses. Since the amount of

frequency shift is directly propor-

tional to the time rate of change
of phase, a frequency shift keyed
pulse is produced for each pulse
in the code. The phase modulator
produces approximately 5 to 10 kc

of equivalent frequency shift so
that two frequency doublers V.A. and

2ND
DOUBLER

VaR are used to increase the shift.
The pulse code takes 45 µsec so
that the fsk code is applied to the
transmitted carrier before the stop
pulse has time to operate the relays
of the transceiver.
The modulator output frequency
is chosen to be compatible with the
normal crystal -controlled oscillator
of the transceiver. In the AN/ARC-

27 transceiver, this frequency is

KrX 1.000

FIG. 6-Circuit diagram of the oscillator-phase-modulator- -multiplier chain
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1p

almost 180 deg from the reference.

115

PHASE
MOD

EG2

the output is a double pulse.

0.01

0.001

EGI

applied to the grid of this tube is
apart. The circuit is arranged to composed of two phasor voltages,
produce a 15-psec pulse for each the applied or reference phasor and
trigger received and consequently another voltage phasor displaced

TO XMITTER

5

( B)

diode D, and one

IK

10K

7

of the plate circuit voltage back to

+250V

47K

Ip

introducing a delay of 30 psec. Thus
the monostable multivibrator receives two triggers spaced 30 i.isec

delay unit. It consists of a series
of flip-flops arranged to count pulses
arriving through the long gate

EG2

pulse code that will give a reason-

through a delay line and diode D2
3.9K

EGI

double pulse represents the simplest

and steering

PULSE
WIDTH

LINE

250
/t/IF

(A)

Pulse -Code Generator

3.45 mc.
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SQUELCH CONTROL

FIG. 8-Limiter-discriminator and squelch circuitry. The squelea tube circuitry has a time constant adjusted so that a sustained
carrier of 35 millisec opens the squelch to normal reception of frequency -shift -keyed signals

The output of the long delay in which the first pulse is delayed

fsk signals. A clipper stage is used

unit is applied also to an additional
divider flip-flop. An output pulse

until it is in time coincidence with
the second signal pulse. The un-

to shape the pulses from the dis-

from this stage occurs when the
second pulse from the long delay

delayed signal is applied to one grid
of a dual grid tube, and the delayed

unit is received indicating another

signal is applied to a second grid.

count of 80,000 clock pulses. Hence
the output of the binary stage
occurs after a delay of 197.744 milli -

If the pulse spacing is correct, a

munity is obtained with this circuitry. The limiter is fed a signal
from the last i-f stage of the re-

sec.

This binary output pulse

is

applied through a cathode follower
to the long gate multivibrator as a
stop pulse and simultaneously to the

adjustable pulse code error delay
line.
The latter

introduces a fixed

small delay to eliminate the error
introduced by the finite time it
takes to send and recognize the code
plus any delays inherent in the
transceivers. The output of the
pulse code error delay line is applied

as a trigger to the indicator gate
multivibrator. This is a standard
monostable multivibrator that pro-

duces a rectangular output pulse
beginning with the trigger from
the pulse code error delay line and

ending with a trigger from the
decoder.
Decoder

The decoder consists of a coincidence gate circuit with a delay line
between two grids. However, the

action is modified from the usual
circuit in the amount of delay employed. The standard coincidence
gate employs a double -pulse signal

plate current pulse is obtained during coincidence of the undelayed
second pulse and the delayed first
pulse.

The situation is shown in Fig.
7A. However, with delays on the
order of 30 p.sec, it is difficult to
preserve the pulse shape through
an L -C delay line. Consequently, the
situation is more precisely por-

trayed by Fig. 7B. The resulting
plate current now has a poor rise
time and a sharp fall. A sharp
rise in the plate current is desired
for use as a trigger. Consequently
a delay of half the pulse spacing is
employed, and a sharp rise in pulse

current is obtained as shown in
Fig. 7C.
Limiter -Discriminator

The military transceivers employed are a -m equipments, hence
a limiter and discriminator in the
range computer is provided followed

by a squelch tube controlled by
limiter grid current. This circuit,
shown in Fig. 8, has a time constant such that a c -w carrier of
approximately 35 millisec duration
is required to open the squelch tube
V- and allow normal reception of
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criminator. Considerable noise im-

ceiver through a coaxial lead.
It was mentioned earlier that the

indicator gate multivibrator was
started by a trigger from the pulse
code error delay unit and stopped
upon receipt of a trigger from the

decoder. The length of the pulse
generated by this multivibrator
then is proportional to the distance

separating the interrogator and the
responder. Accurate measurement
of the length of pulse produced by
this multivibrator must now be
made and the results converted into
equivalent nautical miles.of range
and displayed to the operator.
The clipper and decoder circuitry

are shown in Fig. 9 with typical
waveforms. The decoder delay line

is composed of ten L -C stages of
conventional design.
Indicator Gate

The manner of measuring the
length of the indicator gate multi vibrator pulse is to feed this pulse

to the indicator gate with pulses
from the crystal clock. The output

of the indicator gate is fed to a

counter capable of counting up to
the greatest range anticipated.
Four decade counters are used for
0.1-mi resolution, three for 1-mi
97

and causes the proper fsk code to be

+250V
100K

0.05
(

10K

I

CATH

/i0F

DECODER

5725

75K

.0.022

0.022

670 24K

TRIG OUT

communication function

0.01

220

0.022

16K

10K

10K

10K

0.01

K.X 1,000

10K

FIG. 9-Clipper and decoder circuit diagram.

DELAY LINE

The double pulse code permits use

of a conventional coincidence gate as decoder

resolution, and so forth.
Thus the number of clock pulses
that pass the indicator gate can be
made numerically equal to the range
in whatever units are desired. For
example, with 0.1-mi resolution, the
clock will produce 809.11-kc pulses

mileage reading, a counter reset
pulse is generated automatically in
the trigger generator each time an
interrogation is initiated.
In the RESPOND mode, the communication transceiver is in receive

one of which passes through the

tained carrier of over 35 millisec
duration the squelch circuit operates to permit signals from the
limiter -discriminator to be passed
to the clipper stage. The desired
signal consists of a sustained carrier of 100 millisec minus the r/t

indicator gate for every 0.1 nautical
mi of range.
When the pilot desires to read the
accumulated count, a seeking switch
searches each of the decimal
counters to determine the count
situation following each interrogation. The seeking switches, driven
through fast operating clutches

by a motor, are arranged to disengage their respective clutches when
the voltage they seek is found. The
switches are mechanically connected
to synchro transmitters which drive
one or more standard 3 -in. aircraft
indicators. These indicators display

the range on drum dials in a conventional manner. The count remains displayed until a new interrogation trigger is initiated by the
operator or the automatic trigger
generator. Old data is released
after a predetermined period.
Automatic Trigger

The automatic trigger generator
is

a

simple gas -tube

relaxation

oscillator providing either of two
interrogation rates. For aircraft,
these are one trigger every 5 sec
for ranges greater than 10 mi or
one trigger/sec for close -in navigation. A manual position permits
single interrogation.
The long delay unit counters are
cleared automatically before being
called upon to serve as the indicator
counter. To remove the stored
98

Modifications

0.022

I2AX7

CLIPPER

100-millisec delay unit is not used

The required changes of a typical
military type transceiver are minor.
A signal is taken from the primary

25K BIAS

15K

100K

placed on the carrier just prior to
cutoff. The circuitry following the
in the RESPOND mode.

5814

0.01

NL

24K

POLL

111-1_

FROM
SQUELCH
TUBE

2EG
MEG

0.05

15K

position. Upon receipt of a sus-

turn -around time of the communi-

cation transceiver, with a double
pulse fsk code near the end. The
magnitude of the frequency shift
has been arranged to be approxi-

of the last i-f transformer at a low
level so as not to interfere with the
of this
equipment. A 3.45-mc signal is fed
into the crystal socket after removing the crystal. The required 3.45mc signal is obtained from the output of the crystal oscillator -phase

modulator -multiplier chain.
Bandwidth

The ranging system can be used
with any transmitter -receiver com-

bination at any frequency as long
as sufficient bandwidth is provided

for the resolution desired. To determine the bandwidth, consider the
rise -time t, in psec possible in a sys-

tem of bandwidth of. This is estimated by the expression t, =

where zf is in mc. Assuming that
jitter tj amounts to 5 percent of the
rise time, t, in psec is then 0.035/
Af. So that t, remains reasonable below the resolution N of the system,
the jitter must not exceed 12.36N/2

or 6.18N. Here 12.36 is the time
in sec for a radio signal to make
some selectivity in calling by ar- a round trip of 1 nautical mi. Setranging the responders to accept ting this limit into the expression
either a positive or a negative shift for th and solving for Af, it turns
out that of = 5.7/N kc. Thus, for a
fsk signal.
A sustained 35 millisec carrier is resolution of 0.1 mi the minimum
sufficient to stabilize the avc cir- required bandwidth is 57 kc. In
cuits in the transceiver. Control practice, bandwidths 15 percent
bias for the squelch stage is ob- greater are used.
Flight tests indicate that the
tained from the rectified grid current of the first limiter through a maximum distance over which the
delay circuit arranged so that the ranging system will operate is
squelch tube opens a few millisec limited only by the range of the
prior to the arrival of the fsk code transceivers used.
mately 20 kc in one direction from
carrier frequency. This permits

signal.
The detected pulse code is shaped

in the clipper unit and passed to
the decoder. The proper pulse code

causes the decoder to produce a
trigger which is directed by the
switch (now in RESPOND position)

to the t/r multivibrator and to the
long -delay multivibrator.

The t/r multivibrator places the
transceiver in transmit position for
100 millisec as previously described

Voice communication is possible

during the time that the ranging
function is in use but the ranging
operation ia interrupted during the
time that voice communication is
in progress. A control box has been
developed which permits easy pilot
selection of either the ranging function or communications. When the

ranging function is not in opera-

tion, the communications transceiver operates normally.
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(left)-Cathode-coupled limiters convert input signals to square waves and

feed them to coincident slicer. FIG. 2 (above)-Waveforms of the input, limiter output
and coincident slicer output

Coincident Slicer
Measures Phase Directly
Self -adjustment of the cathode -coupled limiters and use of a coincident slicer
to drive a direct reading phase meter gives good accuracy and stability. Coincident slicer permits fluctuations in input -signal amplitude from 0.3 v to

70 v and fluctuations in supply voltage from 95 v to 135 v
By Y. P. Yu, President and Chief Engineer, Ad -Yu Electronics Lab Inc., Passaic, N. J.

HASE ANGLE between two volt-

ages is read directly from a

meter is shown in Fig. 1. Input sig-

nals E, and E2 are applied to the

meter with an absolute accuracy of
one degree and a relative accuracy
of 0.25 degree. A cathode -coupled
limiter with plate -to -grid d -c degeneration and a simple method for

four -stage cathode -coupled limiter,

adjusting bias voltage give this

the input signals. Both input signals are then fed into a coincident
slicer circuit, which activates the

accuracy.

A coincident slicer circuit, used
to measure phase angle, makes the
output meter independent of variations in signal amplitudes from 0.3
v to 70 v and supply voltages from
95 v to 135 v. Amplitude or frequency adjustments are not neces-

sary after the starting full scale
and zero adjustments have been
made. Stability of the instrument
permits phase measurements of a
fraction of a degree without ambiguity over a frequency range
from 1 cps to 500 kc.

A block diagram of this phase

CL to CL and CL,,, to CIS,,. The
cathode -coupled limiters produce a
square wave with zero -axis -intersecting points identical to those of

panel meter.

Waveforms at various points of
the instrument are shown in Fig. 2
to illustrate how the phase angle is
read directly from the current
meter. Voltages E, and E, are output signals of the two four -stage
cathode -coupled limiters and / is
the plate -current waveform of the
coincident slicer. Time T is the
period of the applied signals ; t, is

the duration of the plate current
and 0 is the relative phase angle.
The average plate current /,,, can
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therefore be expressed as:

/ = I bp t,/T = k 8
where I,,,, is the peak plate current
of the coincident slicer and k is a
constant. Since meter deflection is
proportional to average current, the
output meter can be calibrated to
read the phase angle between E, and
E, directly in degrees.
Cathode -Coupled Limiter

A schematic diagram of a cathode -coupled limiter is shown in Fig.
3. The grids of V, and V, are biased
with positive potentials Er., and E,-5.

When the input signal increases
above zero, plate current of V, increases, raising the cathode potential of both V, and V2. Since the

bias voltage E,, of V2 is held constant, the grid -to -cathode potential

decreases, reducing the plate current of V2 and raising its plate po99

8+

OUT

bias voltages is based on the principle of zero average current for a
perfectly symmetrical square wave.
The adjustment is made using the
d -c microammeter of the instrument (properly shunted) in series
with R,. A pure sine wave applied

to the input terminal results in a
IN

ECG

=

EC2

FIG. 3 -Conventional cathode -coupled
limiter

approximately equal to µR6/2(R,
R), where R, is load resistance
at the plate of V2, R, is plate resistance of the tube, and /.1. is the amplification factor of the tube. Using
conventional duotriodes, arr overall
gain of 10,000 is obtained with four
stages of cathode -coupled limiters.
This high amplification, combined
with limiting action, removes more
and more of the curved portion, of

the input waveform until the resultant waveform at the output of
the last stage is a square wave with
practically vertical sides.

A simple method for adjusting
100

phase.

The time constants R,C

R,C R,C, and R7C, are large compared to the period of the input sig-

Coincident Slicer

difficult to predict how long the

mit plate current to flow again in V,.
Before limiting action occurs, the
gain of a cathode -coupled limiter is

in magnitude and 180 deg out of

stages. The ability to make adjustments insures proper operation of
the limiter stages and increases instrument accuracy.

Because characteristics of a vacuum tube vary with its age, cathode
emission and supply voltages, it is

tential, or output. This action continues until V2 is driven to cutoff
and the output can no longer follow
the input but remains at the plate supply voltage level. The output remains flat until the input to V,
comes up to a level which will per-

nents in V, and V, which are equal

nal. Signal components of both
plate currents therefore are completely filtered by C C, and C: be-

Plate -To -Grid Degeneration

ized by plate -to -grid d -c degeneration

A signal applied to the input terminal produces plate current compo-

meter reading of I,. With the input
signal removed, bias voltage E,, is
adjusted until the meter, which is
now measuring the quiescent plate
current of
is again reading I,.
These steps are repeated until the
meter reading remains unchanged
for variations in input signal amplitude from zero to maximum.
The adjustment gives an output
square wave from V, with an average value of zero. Panel switches
installed in the instrument enable
the operator to adjust bias voltage

at any one of the eight limiter

FIG. 4-Cathode-coupled limiter stabil-

of C C, and C.

symmetrical square -wave output
will remain unchanged after adjustment. To avoid the necessity of fre-

quent bias voltage adjustment, d -c

degeneration is used between the
plate and grid without a -c feedback,
Fig. 4. The d -c bias voltage for V,

is obtained from the voltage divid-

ers R R R, and R,. And d -c bias
voltage for V, is obtained from the
voltage dividers Ra, R and R,. Potentiometer R, is adjusted to give a

fore entering the grid circuits.

It is feasible for the limiter circuit of Fig. 4 to have high gain and
no degeneration in signal compo-

nent and at the same time, have a
highly degenerative d -c component

for stabilizing its characteristics.
Degeneration is also developed by
the cathode resistor to offset common mode variations between V,
and V,.

A circuit diagram of the coincident slicer, which uses a gated -beam
tube with two control grids, is

shown in Fig. 5. Both G, and G,

have a positive bias with respect to
the cathode and both applied signals

are negative. Plate current
gated -beam tube cannot flow unless

G, and Ga are both above cutoff
simultaneously. When both input
signals are at their most negative
values, plate current cannot flow.
Assume that dotted line No. 1 in

Fig. 5 represents cutoff level and
dotted line No. 2 represents saturation level for grids G, and G,. When

the potentials at G, and G. are increased from a value below cutoff,
plate current will start to flow as
soon as the voltages of G, and G,
are both either equal to or above

symmetrical square -wave output for

a pure sine wave input.
Any variation of the tube characteristics from age, cathode emission or supply voltages is accompanied by a variation in quiescent
value of the plate current.
Any increase of quiescent plate
current causes d -c bias voltage to
decrease, and conversely, the effect
of tube characteristic and plate current changes is minimized by a corresponding variation in d -c bias
voltage. Signal frequency components of the tube currents, however,
do not affect the d -c grid bias voltages, because of the filtering action

B+

G3

=

8+

FIG. 5 -Microammeter in the plate circuit of coincident slicer is calibrated

to read phase angle directly
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FIG. 6 -Calibration and test switches are shown on complete circuit diagram of phase meter

dotted line No. 1. Plate current continues to increase as the potentials

at G, and G, continue to increase.
As soon as they reach dotted line
No. 2, plate current reaches its
maximum value and will no longer
increase. If rounded corners and
overshoots of both input signals are

outside the dotted lines, plate current will not be affected by the irregularities.

Output signals E, and E, from
two

four -stage,

cathode -coupled

limiters, with exaggerated rounded
corners for the low -frequency sig-

nals are shown in Fig. 2. Dotted
line No. 1 and dotted line No. 2 are
the cutoff and saturation levels, of

the gated -beam tube used in the
coincident slicer. Current 1,, is the
plate -current waveform of the coincident slicer.
Complete Circuit

Figure 6 is a complete circuit dia-

gram of the instrument. Tubes V,
to V, are connected as a four -stage
cathode -coupled limiter for the E,
channel and tubes Vr, to Vs for the
Ea channel. A gated beam tube, Vs
is used for the coincident slicer. The
panel meter is activated by the plate

current of gated -beam tube V9.

The first two limiting stages of
both E, and E3 channels use negative feedback to stabilize the limiting levels.

Bias voltage for V V V, and Vs
is controlled by the plate potential
of each tube. Any variation in average value of the plate current, due
to variations in tube characteristics
or supply voltages causes a corresponding change in bias voltage. As

a result variations are minimized
and operating conditions remain
stable.

When switch S, is in test position, the panel meter indicates plate
current of the output section of any
limiter stage, V V Va, V
V,
V, or V,, depending on the position
of S,s. Bias voltage of any one of

the eight limiter stages can be adjusted to maintain a constant plate

current for grid variations from

zero to the maximum permissible
value. Plate current is equal to the
quiescent value of the symmetrical
signal applied to the grid. When the

stage is adjusted, its square -wave

output will be symmetrical, provided the amplitude of the input
signal is never large enough to
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cause the tube to draw grid current.

The circuit shown in Fig. 6 has
an absolute accuracy of 1 deg and
relative accuracy of 0.25 deg for
phase measurement from 8 cps to
100 kc. Meter readings are virtu-

ally independent of variations in
output amplitude of the cathode coupled limiters or tube -supply volt-

ages. Accuracy of the instrument is
unaffected by signal amplitude
variations from 0.3 v to 70 v or supply line voltages from 95 v to 135 v.

Each channel has a gain of about
10,000 through the limiters, permitting stable phase measurements

of a fraction of 1 deg.
By changing the coupling capacii.cf to 0.5 id, the
grid -leak resistors from 3 megohms

tors from 0.1

to 6.8 megohms and shunting the
panel meter with a 2,000 id capaci-

tor, lower limit of the signal frequency can be extended down to 1

By reducing the plate and
cathode resistors of all cathode cps.

coupled limiter stages, phase angles
can be measured up to 500 kc.
The author acknowledges the contribution from the engineering staff
of Ad -Yu Electronics Lab Inc. and
particularly the effort of 0. Santos.
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Pulses of 0.25 µsec at 50 volts are produced by pulse generator to life test
microwave triodes. Load changes from one to fifteen tubes are accommodated

without appreciable change in pulse shape. Amplitude and pulse repetition
rate are adjustable within limits, and the circuit can be easily modified for
other frequencies and pulse characteristics. Design data for two pulse -forming
networks to operate into different load ranges are included

By R. S. RINGLAND
Specialist, Advanced Methods and Design, Power Tube Department, General Electric Co., Scranton, Pa.

Pulse Modulator Works
FIFTY -VOLT PULSES were required

to test fifteen microwave triode tubes in a life test rack. Pulse
widths of 0.25 iisec were needed
with rise time less than 0.025 tisec
and fall time less than 0.05Ftsec.
Pulse shape had to be substantially
unchanged with a change in load
from one to fifteen tubes.
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VS 500F
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0.03

1

500 K4

PULSE

270 K

IK

OUT

15K

100

Circuit Description

The stable oscillator, shown in
Fig. 1, was necessary to set the
pulse repetition rate.

A Wien -

bridge type was selected, since it
can be easily and compactly built
around a 6SN7GT tube, and the
circuit is known to be stable. Frequency is set by the values of the

K

produced by the increase in resistance reduces feedback to the grid,
stabilizing the oscillator.

Tube V. acts as an overdriven

R -C combinations in the bridge circuit. Resistor R, is variable and is
used to adjust frequency.

amplifier. It squares the sine wave
from the oscillator and also acts as
a buffer amplifier, so that changes
in load do not affect the oscillator.

The 3 -watt lamp in the cathode
circuit acts to stabilize the oscillator. If the amplitude of oscilla-

frequency calibration is coupled to
the plate circuit of this tube.

tions increases, there is an increase
in the lamp's filament temperature
and its resistance increases correspondingly. The bridge unbalance

shorted. It acts as a diode rectifier
to produce a positive square wave,
which is used to trigger V a type

The test connector for oscillator

Tube V, has its grid and plate

Table I-Design Data for Pulse -Forming Network
Network
Impedance
(ohms)
62.5
20

102

Pulse
Time
(µsec)

0.25
0.25

Total
Inductance
(µh)

7.8
2.5

,3../3

leak bias action of the R -C combination comprising C, and R5 keeps

a negative voltage on the thyratron
grid between trigger pulses to prevent continuous conduction.
The thyratron is connected as a
cathode follower with the positive
output pulse taken from its cathode.
No pulse transformer is necessary.
Pulse -Forming Network

The pulse -forming network is
charged directly from the power
through a one-megohm
linear -taper potentiometer, R and
through R,. Potentiometer R, con-

Turns per
Length

(12f)

(in.)

(in.)

1

2

3

3

1

11.8

2

1

9.4
4.5

11.8
5.5

Coil

2050 inert -gas thyratron.
The thyratron discharges the
pulse -forming network. The grid -

supply

Total
Capacitance
0.002
0.006

5

FIG. 1-Oscillator output is rectified after squaring and used to trigger thyratron.
Pulses are taken from thyratron cathode

Section

Coil

Diam

5.5

trols output pulse amplitude by

limiting charging current to the
pulse -forming network.

Limiting

the current flow determines the
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Up to 15 tubes can be tested simultaneously in life -test rack

Pulse -forming network is at right of pulse -generator chassis

into Variable Load
point on the charging curve reached

by the network at the instant the
thyratron is fired. Both R, and R,
prevent the discharge current of
the pulse -forming network from go-

to 15 tubes) varies between 100
and 6.66 ohms. Resistance shunting

reduces this variation to a range
from 30 to 5.75 ohms. The composite equivalent resistance into which

ing through the power supply.
Pulse -forming network design is

the network discharges (tube load

a Guillemin type -B voltage -fed network, designed for the equal capacitance case. Network im-

108 and approximately 30 ohms. As
a result, 62.5 ohms was chosen as a

and switch tube) varies between

pedance selection involved several
factors. Ideally, it should match
the total load into which it dis-

duration is 0.25 ttsec while the time
for complete ionization of this tube

pulse varies from 78 to 26 ohms.

As each tube on the aging rack
draws a peak grid pulse current
averaging 500 ma when subjected
to the 50 -volt pulse, tube load (1

and 50,000

network -charging -line

time

con-

interval. Considerably more power
could be obtained by reducing the

value of charging resistor R (and
Eighty -volt,

0.25 -µsec

pulse

across

15 -ohm load

measurement of the 0.25 -µsec pulse

Equivalent resistance of V, to the

100,000

ohms, respectively. The minimum

charge takes place at 500 !Ls ec pulse

before full ionization takes place.
The equivalent resistance of the

ranging from 1.61 to 6.16 amperes.

time constant was 360 izsec compared with a pulse interval of 500

stant with this combination is 600
µsec, so the network is charged to
only 330 volts when the pulse dis-

starts. Conduction of the 0.25 -µsec
pulse through the tube is complete

across V, varied from 126 to 158
peak volts for peak current pulses

to the d -c power -supply level. Its
minimum
network -charging -line

changed to
Fifty -volt. 0.25 -,,sec pulse across loaded
life -test rack

thryatron is triggered, ionization

pulse current through it. Actual

tubes at 2,000 pps. There was insufficient energy in the 62.5 -ohm
network, even assuming it charges

Accordingly, a new pulse network

is approximately 0.5 i.L.sec. When the

pulse tube varies inversely with the

specified level when pulsing fifteen

was designed. It has an impedance
of 20 ohms. Line -charging resistor
R, and potentiometer R, were

charges. In this application, load
can vary from one to 15 tubes.
An unusual condition is presented

to the thyratron, since the pulse

suiting lower impedance lowered
the output voltage pulse below the

good compromise for network impedance. The resulting pulse shape
over the load range was good.
Alternate Network

Improved manufacturing techniques increased the pulse emission

level of the tubes for which the
equipment was designed. The re -
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hence the time constant) to 60,000
ohms, which would allow the pulse
network to charge to almost the full
power -supply voltage. A value of
100,000 ohms was used to confine

output amplitude to the range of
values required by the application.

Design data for both networks
is shown in Table I. Capacitance
input was used to keep pulse rise
time short. The capacitors are rated
at 1,000 v working.
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Radiation Charts for
Paraboloidal Antennas
Diffraction from a plane -phase, circular apertured antenna having an axially
symmetrical amplitude can be predicted from curves given here. Far -field

secondary pattern is graphically determined from aperture illumination
By LAWRENCE W. LECHTRECK,

McDonnell Aircraft Corp., Municipal Airport, St. Louis, Missouri

tion angle = (air/X) sin 0, a = the

Two other mathematical ap-

source is used to illuminate

aperture edge radius; r = the

proximations of radiation are the

a paraboloidal reflector from a

aperture normalized radial coor-

Bessel

point near its focus. Such an antenna will produce a pencil beam
secondary radiation whose gain,
beamwidth, and side lobes are a

dinate; and F(r) = the aperture
field illumination. For the case

the algebraic illumination taper'.
Results from these are expressed
as a summation of Bessel func-

FREQUENTLY a small primary

function of the distribution of
electromagnetic power over the
antenna aperture.
The far -field radiation from a
plane -phase, circular aperture
having an axial symmetric am-

plitude taper and a finite edge
illumination is given by 1
E(u) = 2a2,rJ F(r) r Jo (ur) dr

where u = the generalized radia-

of the paraboloidal reflector, the
scalar integral gives the far -field
secondary radiation which is
however, subject to limitations.'
Aperture illumination is represented by the Gaussian func-

tion F (r) = e-k2r2 =

c -1.9e2

Ad-

vantages of using this representation are that it accounts for
the nonzero edge illumination of
most circular aperture antennas

and closely matches the actual
illumination by a horn feed in
front of a paraboloidal mirror.

ELECTRONICS REFERENCE SHEET

illumination taper' and

tions.
Curves plotted from these
three approximation equations

are shown in Fig. 1. Curve M is
the actual measured reflector illumination produced by a typical
waveguide horn and paraboloidal
reflector.

The constant for each approxi-

mation was selected to produce
the measured illumination at the
aperture center and at the rim.
(continued on p 106)
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NEW POWER TRANSISTOR
SOCKETS BY
LAMINATED TYPES:

CINCH

900

2 HOLES

.062 DIA.

2 HOLE ;
144 DIA.

±.0I. 2. oo,
.695

1.000

There are three laminated type sockets;
22831, 24324 and 24860. No. 22831 is
in shape, top plate is of 1/64"
chocolate colored XP Bakelite, bottom plate

elongated
is

of 3 64" chocolate colored XP Bakelite;

both vacuum wax impregnated. The contacts
are of brass, cadmium plated.

®
303
I

.450 --\re,

No. 24324 is rectangular in shape. Top and

± 005

.090
41-.005

.580

bottom plates are of natural XP Bakelite, vacuum wax impregnated. Contacts are of brass,
cadmium plated. Formed thread for 6-20
screw. .104/.110 dia. hole in C R steel plate.
Provides easy attachment to a heat sink.

-ea

350 '.o10 s

1

No. 24860 is identical with 24324 except it
15)

± 010
.180

MV;

1No. 24860
WITH INTEGRAL EYELETS

is

equipped with integral eyelets for easy assembly to chassis.

No. 24246 is a molded socket with general
purpose Bakelite casting. Contacts are phosphor bronze, cadmium plated.
Dimensions are shown at the left.
ALL SOCKETS FIT FOLLOWING TRANSISTORS:

II
.031

F

.029

No. 22831

No. 24860 WITH

.031

!INTEGRAL
EYELETS

No. 24324

,
1

1

.062 DIA

.-',b'

2 HOLES

.136 DIA -\

2N-235, 2N -235A

Bendix

2 HOLES

C:1

-".

...-7\

Mallory

..---

\

...--

6 's2( T

2N-155, 2N-554, 2N-555, 2N-556

CBS Hytron

2N-230

:33 I,',

2N-176, 2N-178, 2N-179, 2N-350,
2N-351, 2N-375, 2N-618

Motorola

51 I

--_____

2N-257, 2N-268, 2N-297

Cleavite

2N-301, 2N -301A

RCA
1.3T5

MOLDED TYPE

1 1/16

Sylvania

12%,

No. 24245

2N-242, 2N-296, 2N-307, 2N-325, 2N-326

Texas Instrument

(SHOWN BELOW)

2N-250, 2N-251

Centrally located plants at
Chicago, Illinois, Shelbyville,
Indiana, La Puente, California
and St. Louis, Missouri.

V64

Military version of the
above sockets are available. Information on request.

-1.215
.250 DIA

.220 DIA.

1
L

.425
.435

x.156 R
HOLE

.098 DIA.

CINCH MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
1026 South Homan Ave., Chicago 24, Illinois
Subsidiary of United -Carr Fa
CIRCLE 75 READERS SERVICE CARD

Corporation. Cambridge. Mass.

Radiation Charts (continued from p 104)
cr
1

ce 0.9

0.8
U.

00.7
Si4

c 0.6

4

-; 0.5
4
I- 0.4

\N
05

0

2

1.5

APERATURE ILLUMINATION MAGNITUDE

FIG. 3-Relationship of illumination taper magnitude and aperture effectiveness

proaches zero as in an infinite
aperture of Gaussian illumina-

tiveness and side lobe intensity'

tion, the beam broadens because
of the weaker edge illumination

ture illumination

and the aperture effectiveness
decreases as the result of the

value of K can be estimated from

smaller equivalent area of illumination.
All curves in Fig. 2 have been

normalized for the constant net
power illuminating the aperture.
on -axis intensities are,
therefore, a measure of directiv-

The

ity relative to a uniformly illu-

Gaussian taper

Bessel illumination taper =
J. (2.13 r)
Algebraic illumination taper

minated aperture.
Dependence of aperture effec16

= 1 - 0.90e

The Gaussian,

or exponen-

18

tial function, is seen to fit the
measured aperture illumination
curve closely and has an edge illumination gradient that is
nearly equal to the edge illumina-

tion gradient of typical reflector
type antennas.
Gaussian Patterns

the Gaussian illumination

taper are given in Fig. 2. Each
of the curves represents a differ-

ent amplitude taper and hence
different edge illumination. It
can be seen that when the illumination taper increases, the

near -in side lcbe intensity ap-

o 22
z

I ST

24
LI

0- 26
2 ND

(.0 28

the principal focus of the reflector, the primary pattern of

o 30
c7)

32

34
0

05

15

APERATURE ILLUMINATION MAGNITUDE

FIG. 4-Relationship of illumination taper magnitude and side lobe intensity

5

ure of the effect of the aberraK.0.8

z7
8

negligible distortion in the aperture illumination.
These imperfections result in
some aberration in the radiation

boloid antenna performance from
the radiation characteristics
shown in Fig. 2 is a direct meas-

w
6
C

9

the feed was symmetric about
the axis of the reflector and the
feed and waveguide presented

pattern generated by exponentially tapered aperatures. Departure of the measured para-

4

1-

In the case of the primary feed
and paraboloidal reflector, the
computed secondary patterns are
those resulting from the back scattering of the reflected wave.

loidal radar antenna were: that
the primary pattern had spherical wave fronts centered about

3

L.,

knowledge of the primary feed
pattern and reflector curvature?
Typical exponential illumination tapers are shown in Fig. 4.
By matching one of these functions to the known aperture illumination, the constant K can
be determined. Far field diffraction patterns can then be found
in Fig. 2.

spillover on antenna pattern and
gain are not included.
Assumptions made in the application of Fourier diffraction
analysis to a particular parabo-

2

La

taper K is

shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The

For this reason, the effects of

ill 20

Radiation patterns produced
by

on the magnitude of the aper-

tions and of spillover. After taking the feed shadow effects into
account, the measured and com-

puted radiation patterns have
been found to agree closely.

a-10
7
11
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... from Phelps Dodge ...

First complete line of

Solderable Magnet Wires for the
Electronics Industry!
answers the long-awaited need for a self -bonding wire
that is solderable at low temperatures. The high temperature cut-thru resistance of the underlying film will
reduce the number of shorts in your coils.

rS -Y BONDEZE®

a tough, all-purpose, solderable wire for your most
severe applications. Especially suited for use in high
speed automatic winding equipment or wherever ex-

NYLEZE®

treme varnish or compound treatment is involved.

the magnet wire that is solderable at low temperature,
proven over the years in thousands of customer appli-

SODEREZE®

cations.

a solderable film wire with controlled surface friction
for use in lattice -wound coils. A special surface treatment provides mechanical gripping between turns and
keeps the wire in place.

GRIP-EZE®

All Phelps Dodge solderable magnet wires are red in color.

Any time your problem is magnet wire, consult Phelps Dodge for the quickest, easiest answer!

FIRST FOR
LASTING QUALITY
-FROM MINE
TO MARKET !

I=
.
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ELECTRONS AT WORK

STABILITY is a prime feature of a
feedback oscillator. One such oscillator requiring relatively few parts
has proved to be stable against supchanges,

ply -voltage

component

aging and temperature.

The circuit is shown in Fig. 1.
Tube V, is connected as a cathode
follower. Tube V: is a conventional
amplifier coupled to the cathode fol-

lower by common cathode resistor
R1. Capacitor C1 provides positive
feedback between

level.

tive -feedback loop is replaced by
direct coupling.

Capacitor C2 completes the negative -feedback loop by coupling the

simultaneous variations in plate

constant despite changes in input

Feedback Oscillator
Patent Is Granted

plate of V, to the grid of V,. The
stabilized output of the oscillator
may be taken from the plate of V2
by capacitive coupling.
Capacitor C, causes a high -frequency decaying transient superimposed on the signal envelope when
sudden changes in plate voltage occur. The transient is not generated
if capacitive coupling in the nega-

The circuit was tested during
supply voltage from 100 to 200
volts, filament voltage from 5.7 to
7.8 volts and temperature from 70

to 205 F. Maximum variation in
frequency measured at the plate of
V, was less than 0.2 percent.

This material, abstracted from
AEC patent 2,827,569, is available
for licensing. The inventors are

P. L. Jessen and H. J. Price.

amplifier and

cathode follower, causing oscillation at a frequency and amplitude
at which loop gain is unity.
A twin T network is incorporated

Pi Network Nomograph
By K. W. JOHNSON, Consulting Engineer, 9372 Hill View Rd., Anaheim, Calif.

in the negative -feedback loop to

maintain a pure sine wave free
from harmonics of the desired frequency.
Tubes
and V. are used in a
variable -gain negative - feedback

amplifier designed to stabilize frequency and amplitude at prescribed
values. Components are chosen so

that the amplifier operates near
cutoff and within the nonlinear portion of the tube characteristic. The
circuit is designed so that V. and V,

are not driven beyond cutoff by
possible changes in supply voltage,
component values and temperature.
Small signals are amplified more

than large signals, so that there is
a smoothing effect. Output, taken
from the plate of V remains quite

-

G2
I MEG

R,

I MEG

0.1

2K

-0.003

MEG

MEG

0.006

94

V3

-

-2 6112

third variable is no longer arbitrary. The general expression for

0.08-

-0.003

Rearranging familiar expressions

0.2
MEG

-

-J

graphs
X,/R0 =

2K

(Q2 + 1 - 12)-112

(1)

so that small signals are amplified more
than large signals
108

0.09

X/R.,

1- X,1R.,

10

9

0

(2)

Ser.frrnber

0

30

20

50

/

FIG. 1-With transformation ratio of a
Pi network and an assumed value of Q.
chart indicates ratio LIR.

where

t = (RdR,)% and R, =

(R,R,)1/2

Given the transformation ratio,
R,/R, and the assumed value of Q,
one finds X,/R from Eq. 1. Given
any two reactances in a Pi network,
the third can be found from Eq. 2.
In the present case, X = R,/Q and

X,/R, = t/Q. X, can be computed
from Eq. 1, and then X, can be
determined from Eq. 2.

Q.

Xb/R.,)
Xb/I?

12

0.10

Nomographs for these relationships are given in Fig. 1 and 2. To
use these charts, assume a value for

and

(1+ XIX1+ X,IRo)
FIG. 1-Feedback amplifier is operated
in nonlinear part of tube characteristic

4

at resonance is useful. As with an
ordinary resonant circuit, the Q
should be 10 or more if adequate
discrimination against harmonics is
to be achieved.

15

+.

input impedance of a Pi network as
frequency is varied is cumbersome
and primarily of academic interest.
However, the Q of this impedance

for X,, and X, as given in several
texts to a form useful for nomo-

50K

7

16

10.

0.2

0,

0.06 -

"1: 0.07-

frequency. In this equation, R, is
input image impedance and Q is a
number chosen to be greater than

6112

0.055 -

If one specifies bandwidth in addition to the image impedances, the

specified by X, = R,/Q at the design

02

20

ances.

reactance, X, of the Pi network be

0.1

VI

matching networks are in terms of
one arbitrary variable. This is because there are three network elements to be found, but only two related quantities to find them. These
are input and output image imped-

Accordingly, let the first shunt

c,
4K

0.05 -

RELATIONSHIPS usually given for Pi

Enter Fig.

1

at the desired

transformation ratio, R,/R.,, moving
vertically to the assumed value of Q.
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ROTARY COMPONENTS

29 gms.

Max. Weight

MOTOR

I

Generator:
Input Voltage
10v
Output Voltage
0.13 v /1000
rpm max.

MOTOR
GENERATOR

A

e/Ifie

GENERATOR
"Pr ACGC-11-r-4

Output Power
4.0 watts
No Load Speed
20,000 rpm
Input Voltage
28 v DC

1

.015 v
Phase Shift
15 deg. lead

Null Eat EZ

.5%

Linearity

LINEAR
TRANSFORMER

eppe,

PAT POD.

8.5 deg. lead

1' error max.
Null
30 my max.
Phase Shift

Accuracy

TRANSMITTER

*

Input Power
.54 watts

deg.

Torque Gradient
2200 mg -mm/

Accuracy
30' max.
error spread

RECEIVER

RONA

ePP e

PAT. PEND.

I YPE CRC -847

- RECEIVER

I

8.5 deg. lead

1' error max.
Null
30 my max.
Phase Shift

Accuracy

CONTROL
TRANSFORMER

I

1

I

LOOK TO CPPC FOR SYNCHRO PROGRESS

,

DC MOTOR

LINEAR
TOMSFORMER
P- I
rrrt

Accuracy

1' error max.
Null
30 my max.
Phase Shift

7' error max.
Null
30 my max.
Phase Shift
9 deg. lead

11 deg. lead

RESOLVER
Accuracy

gwv,

DIFFERENTIAL

N

Jr A

DAT PEff.

DIffERENIUkt
M< ( I c-ft,*4

Pittrf fl.

t

0

Clifton Heights, Pennsylvania

CLIFTON PRECISION PRODUCTS CO. INC.

No Load Speed
6500 rpm min.

Input Power
(total)
5.6 watts
Stall Torque
.3 oz in min.

Input Power
(total)

3.8 watts
Stall Torque
.15 oz in min.
.20 oz in nom.

SERVO MOTOR

SERVO MOTOR

ACTUAL SIZE

MORE THAN 30,000 SHIPPED TO CUSTOMERS OVER THE PAST THREE YEARS

CLIFTON PRECISION SIZE

Fig. 1 (see dotted line), X,,/R =
0.1. Assuming X and X, both negative, from Fig. 2 find X,,/R = 0.505.
Multiplying each by Ro, we find X.
= -100.4 ohms, X,, = 118.8 ohms
and X,, = -23.45 ohms.
Note from Fig. 1 that the commonly used value X, = R results in
a very low Q except at very high
transformation ratios; one would
expect poor harmonic rejection in
this symmetrical case, which is
what is observed in practice.

Move horizontally to the X,. scale

I Here's the EASY Way I
Ito Work Up A Nyquist, 1

I A Bode and A CPC I

I
I
I

and read X,/R.
Enter Fig. 2 at this value of X,,/
R. (which may be assumed either
positive or negative, as desired the signs come out automatically in

Fig. 2). The value of X/R and its
,ign are then indicated.
As an example, let it be required

to match R2 = 50 ohms to Ri =
1,100 ohms. R,/R: = 22. R = 234.5
ohms. Assume Q = 11 arbitrarily.
Xo/Ro= ± (22)'x/11 = 0.427. From

-0.8-

I
- 0.7 -

I

-0.6-

I

-0.5 I

I

I
I
I

0.7-

-

1

X, -

Xa
0

R2

Xc

T

0.8+

I

I

a

R1

'+ T3;

X- -

I_

R0
X

0.6-

'

Ro

RI R2

-- 0.5-0.4 0.40.3-

If you're working on servosystem
test or design, you'll want to have
these FREE chart forms . . . a
wonderful time-saver! The coor-

dinates are already lettered and
the legend imprinted. They are
transparent "masters". Almost
any duplicator assures you of an

0-

immediate supply of charts at

any time.
When you get the frequency,
phase angle, and amplitude loci

0

0.1--

-

plotted on these worksheets,

I

0.2

you've got a "standardized" permanent record of the system you
are checking.
The Complex Plane Conver-

-- 0.05
I

0.3

I

sion Chart, Worksheet #104,

0.4 --

On it are plotted the loci of constant closed -loop gain (in units
of voltage ratio) on the horizontally axial circles, and the constant -loop phase (in degrees) on
the vertically axial circles. These

0.5-

-

should be particularly helpful.

0.6 -

loci are plotted over Cartesian

0.7 -

coordinates, the ordinate of which

represents the unreal, and the

abscissa the real, component of
the gain vector.

-0.5 -

0.10

-0.6 --- 0.7 --

- 0.8Xb/R,

Suggestions for an uniform

- 0.20

0.8-

procedure in working up the different curves are included.

Xc /

Ro

X0/ R0

FIG. 2 -Knowing the ratios of two reactances of a Pi network to IL, nomograph
indicates ratio of third reactance to 11- from which reactance can be determined

Trailers House Military Gear
20-20 Jericho Turnpike, New Hyde Park, L. I., N.Y.

IFor your free SERVO Work Forms, call
your nearest Servo Corporation representative, or write directly to Servo Corporation of America, Inc., Room E10, New
Hyde Park, New York.

I

OWE MO Mil 111= ME MI - NM

HIGHLY MOBILE military units re-

housed in trailers and vans to in-

quire electronic equipment that can
be moved easily and set up quickly.
Complex electronic systems for both
training and combat are being

crease their flexibility.
Systems so large that they cannot

be housed in a single trailer are
often split up into a number of

CIRCLE 79 READERS SERVICE CARD
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CIRCLE 78 READERS SERVICE CARD -4-

meN _mem

twiremeg
+20V
ILK

OUTPUT

T/ /N659
T/ 650C3
77/N659

T/

osoc3

ioo pmfd
AFL RESI9T0R9

. .

.

ARE TI TYPE CD'/4R

2MC /Zr7P RATE:
CIRCUIT
FLIP -1,10P

with reliable Tll silicon transistors

New improved TI 2N337 and 2N338 specifications
provide greater design flexibility for your switching
circuits . . . nuclear counters . . pre -amplifiers . . .
RF amplifiers .. . 455 KC IF amplifiers . . . and many
ether high frequency applications.
You get high gain at low current levels with TI diffused silicon transistors. High alpha cutoff . . . 10 me
min for 2N337, 20 mc min for 2N338 . . . and extremely low collector capacitance assure optimum
performance in your switching and high frequency
amplifier applications.

NEW IMPROVED SPECIFICATIONS FOR 2N337 AND 2N338
from

.

design characteristics at 25' C ambient (except where advanced

Collector Cutoff Current

VCB = 20V
VCB = 20V
IC B = 50µA

E=0
E=0

I EB = 50/AA
VC B = 20V

c=0
E = -1mA
E = -1mA
E = -1mA
E = -1mA

hib
hob
hrb
hfb

at 150°C
Breakdown Voltage
Breakdown Voltage
Input Impedance
Output Admittance
Feedback Voltage Ratio
Current Transfer Ratio

VCB = 20V
VCB = 20V
VCB = 20V

h FE

DC Beta

VcE = 5V

tab

Frequency Cutoff
Collector Capacitance*
Saturation Resistancet
Current Transfer Ratio
Rise time§
Storage Time
Fall time

VC B = 20V
VC B = 20V

E=-1mA

IaI
VCB = 20V

c = 10mA

BVCBO
BVEBO

Cob
Rcs

hfe

tr

is

ti

* Measured at 1 mc

t Common Emitter

E=0

c = 10mA

150

St

max

80 0 max

90 u max

hib

Consider TI's guaranteed specifications when you se-

lect semiconductor devices for your next transistor
circuit.
2N338

2N337
design
center

min

max

min

design
center

1

100
1

1

80

50

0.2
200

0.95
20
10

20

14

75
22

30

1.2

300

0.975
55

50

0.2

1

2000

0.985
35

µA

100

45

30

unit

max
1

45

0.05
0.02
0.08
IB = 1mA for 2N337, 0.5mA for 2N338

45 V max

300 0 max

RCS

E = -1mA
IE = -1mA, f = 2.5mc

to

40 V max

BVCBO

temperatures are indicated)

test conditions
1CBO

t3Isie

t5

80
30

20

75
24

1.2

3
150

80

0.06
0.02
0.14

Arnim
X10-6

1

2000

0.99

45
20

V
V
Ohm

150

'
mc

3
150

Ohm

db
jusec
Asec

tisec

Includes delay time (td)

TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED
SEMICONDUCTORCOMPONENTS DIVISION

WORLD'S LARGEST SEMICONDUCTOR PLANT

POST OFFICE BOX 312
13500 N. CENTRAL EXPRESSWAY
DALLAS. TEXAS

Now

.

.

From

.

nelA4

trailers forming caravans. Arrangements are made for quick in-

terconnection of the trailers, and
mobile motor generators
power for the systems.

supply -

One such system is a mobile
flight -operations center to control
Army aircraft traffic in combat
areas. It was developed by the U. S.
Army Signal Research and Development Laboratory.

The flight -control system is for
tactical use in battle zones. However, Army Signal Corps communi-

cations experts believe the system

may provide new ideas for other
military and civil aviation authorities working toward safer and
faster flight control.

FOCs differ from familiar air
control towers in that they clear a
pilot's flight plan before takeoff and
then provide him with in-flight assistance from origin to destination.

They maintain contact with pilots
in the air, compile information on
identification of friendly and hostile

aircraft and of enemy ground ac-

Waters Type E Miniature Precision Potentiometers
(AP PA, RT 7/8, RTS 3/43, AP 1/2) are now carried in
distributors' stock at mass -production prices
You can save dollars and days by designing around these most -used pots
instead of specifying costly specials.
Why pay extra when you can get what
you need at the lowest prices in precision pot history?
MIL -SPEC RUGGEDNESS: Environmental

specifications meet MIL -E -5272A and
MIL -R-19 standards. Life expectancy
matches MIL -R-19 where applicable.
HIGH-PRICED FEATURES:

Temperature coefficient of wire is

1.

0.00002 parts per °C.

2. Equivalent noise resistance is 140

Available with plain bushing (EP)
or locking bushing (EL).
6.

GET ALL THE FACTS!

New Bulletin "E"

lists mechanical and electrical specifications, dimensions and
of these low-priced, high -quality po-

Winding and slip ring contacts are

of precious metal.

All important internal connections
are welded; others are high -temperature soldered.
5. Dielectric strength is 100 volts DC
4.

for one minute at sea level.

a technique for controlling electronic warfare devices.
The entire equipment is housed in

two 35 -foot semitrailers. A sub-

tentiometers. Ask

direct to Waters at

projection display and its associated
circuitry are housed in the other.
In the computer van, two cabinets

your nearby Waters
distributor for your
copy as well as quotations and delivery
schedules; or write

computer section to be housed in
one of the semitrailers, while the

Wayland.

contain the majority of the electronic data storage and processing

WATERS TYPE E POTS STOCKED BY:

Eastern Radio Corp., 312 Clifton Ave., Clifton,

New Jersey Electrical Supply Corp., 205
Alewife Brook Pkyway., Cambridge 38, Mass.
General Radio Supply Co., 600 Penn St.,

Camden, New Jersey Newark Electric Co.,
223 W. Madison St., Chicago 6, Ill. Wholesale
Radio Parts Co., Inc. 308-310 Redland St.,
Baltimore 1, Md. (Branches in York, Lancaster and Harrisburg, Pennsylvania)

MANUFACTURING, INC.
® BOSTON POST ROAD, WAYLAND, MASSACHUSETTS
112

special-purpose electronic
computer with a display output consisting of a projected and numerical
presentation. This system provides
speed

division of the equipment allows the -

ohms maximum.
3.

tion. Close liaison with antiaircraft
missile and gun batteries is a critical function.
A mobile computing system designed and constructed by Remington Rand Univac was recently accepted by the Air Force for the Air
Research and Development Center.
The equipment consists of a high-

CIRCLE 80 READERS SERVICE CARD

equipment.

The numerical display and projection presentation are located in a
single console in the display trailer.

The projection display employs a
projection kinescope and a Schmidt

projector with circuitry provided
for digital to analog conversion and
position coordinate transformation.
The numerical display of 19 electro-
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Only

mechanical registers presents decimal information correlating the information on the dynamic display.

"AA ribbed ceramic coil ,forms

. . .

The system is a fixed -program,
internal -binary, serial machine that
is programmed to identify, filter

and process the incoming; target
data with precataloged data on the

magnetic drum. The situation is
then transferred to the visual displays for quick and easy assessment
and decision.

The Army Signal Corps' battlefield Mohidic, a mobile digital com-

puter, is being designed and built
by Sylvania Electric to fit into a
standard 26 -foot trailer.
The all -transistor Mobidic is a
general purpose electronic computer. It is designed to solve a
large variety of military problems

ranging from battle strategy and
tactics to logistics.
In the field of training, Emerson
Radio & Phonograph, under contract to the Air Materiel Command
of Wright Air Development Center,
has developed a trailerized system

for training crews who will man
Airborne Early

Warning equip-

ment. With this system, it is possible to give effective training to

large numbers of crews on the
ground without the expense and
risk involved in training them while
in actual flight.

Each AEW trainer consists of
two trailers. One simulates an aircraft compartment that houses all
radar, radio and internal communications equipment found in opera -

111

TRIPLE -TIGHT
SLUG TUNING!

Tire -Roundness Tester

1. NO LOOSE LEADS! Exclusive ribbed
construction lets you bring leads un-

der windings to lugs.
2. NO LOOSE LUGS! High -temperature
epoxy -cemented lug retainer rings will

not loosen when leads are soldered to
lags.

3. NO LOOSE PARTS! New permanent ten-

sion device holds parts firmly in place

with standard bushings or retractable
cores for single or double tuning
for frequency ranges

from Audio to 250
M. C. and above.
BULLETIN

you

about

"ED"

gives

the facts
Waters Ce-

all

ramic and Phenolic

Coil Forms. Get

under extreme shock and vibration

your copy from your

Waters Ribbed Ceramic
Slug -Tuned Coil Forms are available

rect to Waters at
Wayland.
Conflict your local distributor first

conditions.

COMPLETE LINE!

Unpleasant tire thumping and uneven
wear result when tires are not perfectly
round. U.S. Rubber uses electronics to

are designed for

check for out -of -round tires. Variations
in width of ribbon of light focused

MANUFACTURING, INC.

across tire are detected by photocell.
Resulting voltage analogs are converted
to thousandths of an inch
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nearby Waters distributor or write. di-

,,k)

BOSTON POST

ROAD, WAYLAND, MASSACHUSETTS
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In actual practice, this data is
transmitted to CIC (Combat Information Center), which assembles and interprets all informa-

tion received from similar AEW
aircraft.
In the course of a simulated mission over a prescribed area, trainees

are required to actually plot on a
large board all aircraft located in

Simulator trailer for training Airborne Early Warning crews has expandable sides
that can be moved together for transport to other training centers

tional aircraft. Actual flight conditions are duplicated, even the sound
of the engines. The crew being instructed occupies this trailer.
The other trailer contains all

simulated signal and monitoring
equipment for supplying simulated
echo signals to the first trader. Instructors in the second trailer feed
and check on problems presented to
the crews being trained by manipulating the target -generating equipment, the intercom system and the

simulated radio communications apparatus.
These generators provide several

hundred simulated enemy targets
and twelve friendly targets. All
targets can be presented to simulate

relative motion,

and each

trainee is required to obtain, plot
and transmit information with respect to the numbers and types of
enemy aircraft assigned to him. He
must also determine their courses,
speeds and altitudes.

their area. Designated members of
the crew operate the simulated
radio equipment linking their plane
and other planes or ground stations.
In an effort to achieve complete

realism, noise and fading can be
introduced into the simulated radio
communications net as well as into
the intercom in the plane.

Micromicroammeter
for Satellites
MICROMICROAMMETERS for satellites

must be light, stable and provide
fast response. Such an instrument
was designed by Keithley Instruments for use in the Vanguard and
in an Air Force satellite scheduled

signed to withstand up to 100 g's
vibration. It has a full -range sensi-

tivity of. 5 x 10-' amperes and a
frequency response from d -c to 30
cps. Drift. rate is less than one percent of full scale per week. Power
consumption is below 100 mw.
The high input impedance neces-

sary could not be obtained with
110K

transistors. Therefore, it was
necessary to use subminiature tubes

TO

140K 1025

2N328

13.G

FIG. 1-Very high input impedance for
micromicroammeter was obtained with
tube input which was followed by

in the input. These tubes impose
little power penalty, since filament
power consumption is only 30 mw.

Output impedance of these tubes
operated as triodes is 20,000 ohms.
Thus they can reasonably drive the
following
transistor amplifier
stages.

The circuit for the Air Force
space vehicle is similar to the Van-

guard unit except that it has a
logarithmic scale. It is basically
a micromicroammeter ionization
gage. It is built in stacked modular
form and has
rotary solenoid
motor for checking calibration and
selecting various input devices.
b.

Plate potential need only be 10 volts.

transistor amplifiers

Circuit Generates Tape
Stop Signal

for launching in the spring of 1959.
The micromicroammeters operate
in conjunction with an ion chamber

By HAUS J.

11,11ELAII

for measuring soft X-rays from

Corp. De Radio De Chile, Santiago, Chile

the sun.

PLAYBACK SYSTEMS that select por-

tions of magnetic tape require a

The circuit, shown in Fig. 1, is
of micromicroammeters used in nuclear control instruments. Reduction in size &and
a modification

weight were prime requisites. In
contrast to conventional instruments which weigh 20 lb, the satellite model weighs less than 5 oz.
The micromicroammeter was de-

Two tubes and eight transistors are
used in miniature micromicroammeter
for satellites

method for stopping the system at
the end of the desired part. In one
such system, a stop circuit was developed that generates and records
a stop signal on the tape. The same
circuit detects a recorded stop signal and shuts down the system.
The circuit is shown in Fig. 1. To

For your prototypes ...
sample miniature Westinghouse
selenium rectifiers shipped in 10 days
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
356 Collins Avenue
Pittsburgh 6, Pennsylvania
Gentlemen:
Please send me a sample Westinghouse miniature selenium rectifier ... which I need for prototypes
now under design.
I understand that this sample will be supplied free of charge (within reasonable limits, of course)
and that my request must be postmarked not later than July 1, 1958.
This rectifier should be built to the following specifications:
J-22130
Voltage (from 1 to 100,000v)

Amps (1 to 100 ma)
bridge

Circuit: half wave
full wave
For printed circuits Yee
No
Application: (load, duty cycle, filter, etc )
Production quantity required: per month
Name

special

Hermetically sealed: Yes

No

per year
Company

Title

City and State

Address

POWER-UPstarts with CONTROL
YOU CAN SE

SURE...IF ITS Westinghouse
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the stop signal, a single
pushbutton is pressed. ' This
switches the EL 84 tube to its oscilrecord

lating state. The tank in the plate
circuit is tuned to 10 kc. This signal

is supplied to the recording head
and recorded on the tape.
During oscillation, a 60-uf capacitor is charged from B+
through a 47,000 -ohm resistor.
When the stop button is released,
this capacitor is discharged through

a relay coil, which stops the machine. The button must be presled
for approximately one second for
the capacitor to be sufficiently
charged to operate the relay.
When playing, the EL 84 tube is
biased nearly to cutoff to limit t'ie

drain on the B+ supply. The re-

Only Wesgo AL -300

Ceramics assure the superior
performance you want from
alumina
Material alone does not assure a reliable alumina
part . the exceptional performance characteristics
associated with alumina are directly related to
manufacturing knowledge and techniques. Since 1948
Wesgo has perfected the precise controls over
composition and manufacturing techniques that
alone impart a uniform quality to alumina parts.
Quality can only be superficially specified .
knowledge of alumina ceramics plus quality
consciousness are the important extras offered by
Wesgo. Alumina is a premium ceramic material .
but with many cost saving advantages. Be assured
of these advantages . use Wesgo AL -300 ceramics
in shapes to your specifications.
.

.

.

.

stop

corded

.

.

signal

applied

is

through a high-pass coupled triode
preamplifier to the EL 84. The signal in the tuned plate circuit of the
EL -84 is transformer coupled to a
crystal diode rectifier. The rectified
voltage increases the positive bias

the EL 84 control grid, ultimately driving the tube to saturation. Cathode current energizes the
relay, stopping the machine.
A switch has been incorporated
in the cathode circuit to disable the
entire stop circuit at will. Thus an

entire tape can be played without
stopping, even though stop signals
have been recorded on the tape.

Recordings other than the stop
signal do not trigger this circuit
for three reasons: the high-pass
preamplifier and the tuned plate cir-

cuit of the EL 84 are frequency
sensitive; the bias of the diode circuit makes it amplitude sensitive;

and the long time constant of the
diode load circuit requires a continuous signal of nearly one second
duration.
IN34

PURE WHITE AND TRANSLUCENT. 97.6% A1203. Visibly free
from impurities. Vacuum tight.
HIGH STRENGTH. 46000 PSI Flexural. 285000 PSI in compression.
UNIFORM IN COMPOSITION AND PROPERTIES from lot to lot.
HIGH DIELECTRIC STRENGTH AND RESISTIVITY.
VERY LOW LOSS FACTOR.

For details on properties, write for illustrated brochure

WESTERN GOLD AND PLATINUM COMPANY
Manufacturers of Wesgo Brazing Alloys
BELMONT, CALIFORNIA
1

16
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PUSHBUTTON
STOP SWITCH
IOKC

250V
100

220K
100

z µµF µµF

TANK II

-40V

RECORDING'
AMP
250V
SOUDND

HEA

330K

FIG. 1-Feedback arrangement in EL 84
circuit increases cathode current sufficiently to energize relay in response to
stop signal
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SHAFT
POSITION

iifiqwwwwwwwwneefixecwwwwin400'

TO DIGITAL

't

ENCODERS
AND

READOUTS

10 bit/turn Shaft Encoder in
true Binary...converts shaft
position to non -ambiguous true

binary data representing input
shaft position to 1 part in 1024

for each revolution. Used as
input-output devices for true
binary digital computers. No
external logic required.

BCD Shaft Encoder...used

where conversion to decimal
form with ease is a requirement. All binary lines repre-

senting a decimal digit are
parallel for ease of recording.

X -Y Plotter...for point or continuous plotting, with positive
mechanical drive for recording
graphic data. Several models

Punched Tape Converter...con-

available.

Librascope X -Y Plotter.

verts the digital information

read from punched paper tape

into input signals to the

Sine -Cosine Shaft Encoder...
presents sine and cosine functions simultaneously and independently. In addition, the
limit one, quadrant and polarity data are supplied. Ideal for
airborne automatic navigation
systems, weapon control and
tracking systems.

Digital Readout...performs

Punched Card Converter...con-

X -Y Decimal Keyiaoaru ...consists of a three -decimal bank

verts data from IBM punched
cards into analog input signals
to the Librascope X -Y Plotter.

computing components
instrumentation & controls

logical brush selection operation in encoders using "V"
scan. Also translates the unambiguous BCD encoder represen-

tation into parallel decimal
form. Suitable for electric
printers, lamp banks, etc.

for each axis with associated
plus -minus keys.

BRASCOPE
BY

DIGITAL
AND ANALOG
COMPUTER
COMPONENTS

Magnetic Storage Drums...for
medium storage applications;
capacity 131, 072 non-volatile
bits; several speeds; clock frequency 130 kc. Other models
available.

Read -Record Heads ...for high
frequency, non -contact record-

ing applications in magnetic
memory systems; high read back signals. Transistor windings available.

Hollow and Solid Shaft Differ-

entials ... designed for high

accuracy in additive and subtractive operations ... has primary applications to angular
velocity, sum: and difference,
and sequence

Ball -Disc Integrator... for use
in totalizing, rate determina-

tion, differential analyzers,

closed loop servo -element, vari-

able speed drive, temperature
correction, etc.

operations.

FLOW,

VOLUME,

AND AREA
COMPUTING
EQUIPMENT

Flow Computer... extracts

square root and continuously
integrates both differential and
static pressures for applications such as orifice measurement of gas.

Linear Integrator...for systems
or instruments requiring integration, average computations,

Square Root Integrator ... de-

mounts in strip chart recorders.

integrator for automatic totalization of liquid flow.

direct or remote reading...

COMPUTERS, CONTROLS AND COMPONENTS

Also Process Control Computers,
Automatic Data Logging and Control Systems
for Industry and Government
Write for additional Information

signed for the flowmetering
industry to provide an economical, continuous, and compact

Librascope's use of the
LGP.30 computer
simplifies complex
design and production
problems, and assures
computer-engineereo
quality in meeting
delivery schedules.

strip chart recorders for simple
integration with variable speed
control; 2 models: square root
and linear.

BRASCOPE

CPI

A SUBS,DIARY OF GENERAL PREC,SION EQUIFMC .. CORPORATION

LIB RASCOPE. INCORPORATED 808 WESTERN AVENUE
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COMPONENT DESIGN
direction, a WRITE pulse is delivered
to RL,. Table I gives combinations

Load -Sharing Matrix Switch

of input currents required to select
each core in the four -output switch.

With the winding arrangement
shown in Fig. 1, each nonselected
core has two inputs exciting it in
the READ direction and two in the

CORE

WRITE direction. To the extent that

CORE 2

input currents are equal at each
instant of time, each nonselected
core will have zero input excitation.

A convenient way of describing
the winding connections is as fol-

CORE

lows. Since each input winding has
the same number of turns, the only
unique property is the direction of
CORE 4

core excitation. A winding which
excites a core in the READ direction
IN IC
PAIR

I

IN

C

PAIR 2

11.1

C

PAIR 3

IN

may be .designated by R; in the

IC

WRITE direction by W. Table 2 gives

PAIR 4

directions of excitation caused by

SELECTION DRIVERS

FIG. 1-Winding diagram for a four -

Sixteen -output matrix switch constructed

output, load -sharing matrix switch

as a unit

each winding.

The matrix switch may be expanded most easily by doubling its

In this case, the number of

size.

POWER FROM SEVERAL pulse gen-

Pulse pattern for "normal N" or

erators can be combined into a single, high-powered output pulse to
drive a computer core memory by a

"complement C" wires determines
which output will be selected to receive the pulse.
To select core 3 for example, input currents 1N, 2N, 3C and 4C are

device known as a load -sharing
matrix switch. Such a switch offers
three important advantages. First,

each pulse generator feeding the
switch need supply only a fraction
of the power delivered to the load.
Second, relatively low -power transistor drivers can be used with the

applied. Total input excitation on
the core is four times the ampere turns supplied from each winding
because all currents pass through
the core in the same direction. Core
3 acts as a transformer with a cer-

Third, the switch has a tain input excitation to deliver a
minimum number of spurious out- READ pulse to the load RL,. In a
switch.

similar manner, currents 1C, 2C,

puts.
Switch Operation

Characteristics of the switch result from the pattern in which the
input wires are wound on the cores
and from the manner of pulsing the
cores. If the pulse generators are
operating properly, the pattern of

winding the inputs through the

3N and 4N add in core 3. But since
the excitation is in the opposite

inputs as well as the number of outputs is doubled. However, it can be
expanded still further. The accom-

panying illustration, for example,
shows a 16 -output switch used in
the application described in the remainder of this report.
Computer Application

A computer in the process of design will contain a two-psec memory

driven by transistors. The drive
line for the memory requires a 585 ma, 100-v pulse. Peak power input
to the drive line is 58.5 w.
The drive pulse can be obtained
from

a

16 -output

Table I-Selection Pattern for

Table II-Excitation Directions

Four -Output Switch

for Four -Output Switch

Read output

Normal windings

Pair 1 Pair 2 Pair 3 Pair 4

Core

Pair 1 Pair 2 Pair 3 Pair 1

switch cores ideally results in zero
net ampere -turns of excitation on
all cores except the selected one.
Windings for a four -output
matrix switch are shown in Fig. 1.
Pulse generators are shown as cur-

Core

rent sources and memory drive lines

Core

as resistor loads for the outputs.
An output pulse is delivered to a

1

C

C

C

1

W

W

2

C
C
C

N

C

2

N
N

R

C

3

W
\V

W

NN

II

resistor load by simultaneously
pulsing one wire of each input pair.
118

load -sharing

1

2
3

4

N
N
N
N

N

N
N

C

N
C

C

N

1

R

R

C
C

2
3

R

W

R
R

R
W

C

4.

Write output

3

4

11

W

WWR

W

Complement winding,

Pair 1 Pair 2 Pair 3 Pair

N

R
R

I

Core

I

Pair 1 Pair 2 Pair 3 Pair I
W
W
R
R

W
R
R

W
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ALL-PURPOSE DIGITAL VOLT -OHM METER
Examine these outstanding features.
PORTABLE

Can be carried easily
from one job to another.

RAPID, ERROR -FREE READINGS

ACCURATE

BECAUSE

dc volts 2'70.2%
ac volts
0.5%

Type of measurement
indicated.

resistance ± 1.0%

Polarity automatically displayed.
CAN DRIVE A
RECORDER

Digital display. No

Generates 1-2-2-4

multi -scale confusion,

binary code for
digital recorder,
data converter, etc.

interpolation or parallax error.
Decimal point automatically
positioned.

EASY CALIBRATION

PROVISION FOR

Calibrating controls and
precise standard voltage
(see below) available on
front panel.

REMOTE CONTROL

Measurements can be

triggered by external
command signal.

BROAD RANGE INSURES

MAXIMUM UTILITY.

THREE TYPES OF

Full-scale ranges of
1 to
± 1000 volts, 10k to 10M ohms.

MEASUREMENT

dc volts, ac volts and
resistance.

PRECISE STANDARD VOLTAGE

FOR CALIBRATION

Obtained from an internal

SIGNAL GROUND ISOLATED

controlled -temperature
zener diode.

FROM CHASSIS

You can measure voltage
between two points when
neither is at ground.

-

NO NEED TO CHANGE PROBES

Single multi -purpose probe
used for all measurements.

160

As the picture reveals, BECKMAN/Berkeley.5 Mode
5350 is the most useful, most versatile digital instrument
of its kind. It offers operating flexibility and features not
found in digital voltmeters costing three times as much.

The Model 5350 makes it feasible to replace multipurpose analog equipment with a more accurate, rapid
and foolproof means of making the vast majority of
everyday voltage and resistance readings.

Beckmanc>

Three digits present all readings within the nominal full
scale range (000 to 999), a fourth digit permits off -scale
readings up to 150% of full scale. All electronic construction eliminates troublesome stepping switches and
permits an instantaneous display of readings at rates up
to 10 per second.
Priced at only $845.00.

Berkeley Division
2200 Wright Avenue, Richmond 3, California

a division of Beckman Instruments, Inc.
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RBM

Millions of Type MS relays now

TYPE MS

tive markets-automotive, radio,
and television. Proven ideal for

MINIATURE
SENSITIVE
RELAY

applications requiring a sensitive,
highly reliable single pole or com-

in extensive use in highly competi-

mon multiple contact DC unit.
Mass production, and RBM's experience in assembly techniques,

ACTUAL
SIZE

make Type MS your Ion cost
solution for volume usage.

I

BUILT To WITHSTAND EXTR'EA/1 E
ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONsb Al LOW COST

AVAILABLE WITH
pp/ AITEG, CIRCUIT
TERm/NALS

.ENCLOSED

CONTACTS INSURE NO CURRENT- COIL CONSTRUCTION
CARRYING
MAXIMUM
MEETS UNUSUAL
CON rAi CTS INHERE

DESIRABLE

RELIABILITY

CAI A RA OTER /ST I CS

almATIC coNomows

IQ/VE.7.S

CONTACT FORMS

Ms- 40

SINGLE
POLE

COIL RESISTANCE T010,000 OHMS
,MAX. COIL POWER

/ WATT

/.5. WATT

,025- wArr
(SINGLE Prat r.)

MIN COIL POWER
CONTACT RATING-

To /6"; 000 OHMS

/ AMR -28V D.C.

AMP -28V 1).c

OR //51/A.C,

oR I/5VA.C.

(Nodv-/Aioucr/vE) (ivew-fiv,oucrivE)

NO

NC

COMMON

MA/rE

3NO /DT
5 NO

DT

TERM/NALS
(4) SOLDER TYPE- ALL.
VERSIONS

(8) dcRiNTEO C/ReLfir
TYPE (SINGLE ArLE
VER.svonts orn y)

Consult your local RBM Product Application Engineer or write for Bulletin MS -3

F

NI Controls Divisaori

ESSEX WIRE CORPORATION, LOGANSPORT, INDIANA
120

CIRC

`5 REAP,E,S SERVICE CARD
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matrix switch. Total peak power input to the switch is about 65 w because switch efficiency is about 90
percent. Each of the 16 drivers op-

erating during a pulse furnishes
about 4.1 w peak. Fast transistors

can be obtained to deliver 11-v

pulses with a 0.1 -µsec rise time.
Each transistor furnishes a 370 -ma,
0.5-psec pulse.

Ferrite switch cores are 125 mils

inner diam and 250 mils outer diam
and 1.8 -in. long. The core is made
in 12 sections to simplify core fabrication and matrix switch winding.
Each core is made of two adjacent
stacks of six sections to reduce
winding length.
This report is based on an article

rodg

LacAt.

CoNsucr pizooticr

os6x

EGINEetzs

APPLICATION

by G. Constantine, Jr., which appears in the July, 1958 issue of the
IBM Journal.
They can be your design assistants
on other Essex Engineered Products.

Toroidal Core Winding Chart
BY THOMAS J. MAXEY, Member Technical Staff.
Space Technology Laboratories, The Itamo-Wooldridge Corp

L.s Angeles, Calif.

TURNS that can be

turns wound on the core. Cylin-

wound on a given toroidal core for

drical wire cannot fill the area completely. Neglecting the boundaries,
however, hexagons circumscribed

NUMBER OF

various wire sizes can be determined from the chart below.
A wound toroidal core sectioned
through the center of the plane of
the torus is shown in Fig. 1. Region

about each wire will fill the area.
The ratio of a cylindrical wire to a
circumscribed hexagon is

COILED CORDS -CORD S'ETS'
Prime source for plastic and rubber power

of interest is the shaded area occupied by wire inside the toroidal

vv 376.

core. This area divided by the area
per turn equals the total number of

This ratio is approximately 0.9.
Areas of various wire sizes, num-

supply cords. Terminations of all typos (molded
plastic and rubber) with infinite design possibil-

ities. Complete line of Coiled Cords
including HPN.

Write for Coil Cords Literature
Cords Limited Division, DeKalb,

500

GENERAL

2.0

200

1.75
1.50

PURPOSE

1.25
1.0

100

0.9
0.8

RELAY

0.7
0.6

50

0.5

0.4
0.3

The basic relay and numerous contact forms,

20

02

production items...have been "customerized" to
solve almost every conceivable problem. Such

10

0.1

cn

5

2

cc

0.5

zz

ratings and terminals variations are regular
versatility permits engineering short-cuts that
lower your "back door" cost.
Write for Bulletin 1060
R-11:16 Control Div., L
Ind. RBM

APPLIANCE WIRES

0.2

Designed for your industry, a complete line of
"Essex Engineered" appliance wiring material
-thermoplastic, rubber, neoprene and silicone
lead wire, plus internal refrigerator wires,
power supply cords and heater wire.

0.1

Wire and Coble Div., Ft. Wayne, Ind.

0.05
W1PIE

0.02

SS

1,1100UCTS

20

24

28

32

36

40

44

ESSEX

WIRE CORPORATION

AWG WIRE SIZE (S)
CIRCLE 87 READERS SERVICE CARD
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d = Diom of hole after winding

D = Inside diam of toroidal core

FIG. 1-Cross-section of toroidal core
through center of plane of the torus

ber of turns per sq in., and adjusted

turns taking into account the 0.9
factor are given in Table I.
A general expression for the number of turns is
N

= 10(8110+1)

(1)

where N is turns per sq in. and S
is AWG wire size number. Since a

toroidal winding machine and/or
the operator cannot lay all turns in
the core hole uniformly, this equa-

T PICAL CAR ES OF IMPEDANCE AS A FUNCTION
0
REDUENCY FOR TYPE CIU. COMPUTER
GRADE ELECTROLYTICS.

010-,

700 MED - 350 Y.D.C.

SOLED 1. NE

BROKEN LINE

tion must be modified.

22,000 MED - S V.D C

From data on 130 cores wound
010-F

de'

AN.

X10.

X105

X103

with various wire sizes from AWG
20 to AWG 44 and wire -filled areas
varying from 0.0620 to 1.443 in.',
the ratio of actual number of turns
compared to the equation was aver-

5105

FREQUENCY (Q1' S

AEROVOX TYPE QE
COMPUTER -GRADE
ELECTROLYTICS
Precisely engineered for high reliability and long operating life, Aerovox
Type QE Electrolytics are designed specifically for such critical applications
as computer equipment, power supply filters, telephone networks, industrial
electronic equipment and precision laboratory and commercial test equipment.
QE capacitors have a useful life expectancy of greater than 10 years

when operated within ratings. Operating life will be further improved
when the ambient temperature is below 65°C. Units are rated for operation
at temperatures from -20°C to +85°C. Manufactured in drawn aluminum

cases in four diameters and one standard 41/2" height to facilitate

aged. This ratio, as a function of
wire size, is shown in Fig. 2.
From the plot of Fig. 2, the equa-

tion of the least squares straight
line was determined and modifies
Eq. 1 as follows
N=

[0.961 - 0.122 (S/10)]

D is inside diam of toroidal core, d
is diameter of hole remaining after
winding, and S is AWG wire size
number. This equation includes the
effect of boundary losses from ideal

Table I-Areas and Turns for
Cross-

AWG
wire
size

AEROVOX CORPORATION
CIRCLE 88 READERS SERVICE CARD

(2)

Different Wire Sizes

These remarkable new capacitors are the result of more than thirty
years experience in the manufacture of hundreds of millions of
electrolytic capacitors. For complete technical details write to
the Application Engineering Department ...

122

(D2 - d2) 10(8/10+1)

where N is total number of turns,

bus -bar connections for purposes of ganging units in banks.

NEW BEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS

4

sectional
area in
sq in.
(double

Tunis per
Turns
per
sq in.

Formvar

sq in.
with 0.9
packing
factor

covered)
20
30
to

8.92 x 10-4
9.23 x 10-5

9.1 x 10-5

105/0.89
104/0.92
105/0.95

10'
104

100
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SETTING

THE PACE

INKLYSTRON

Power Supplies

on the production line or in the laboratory
a leader in the

PRD PACEMAKER LINE

For lower voltage klystron tubes, PRD type
809 Klystron Power Supply provides flexible, economical performance. Built to the

same highest quality standards as type
812, this compact, low cost unit insures
optimum performance of a wide variety of
klystron oscillators. A clamping circuit in
the reflector supply reduces the possibility
of double-moding the klystron.

For use with all available klystrons in the low power range and for klystrons
at power levels up to 5 watts, the completely new type 812 Universal Klystron
Power Supply provides:
minimum ripple and noise
widest application
pulse, square wave, sawtooth
closest regulation
and sine wave modulation.
greatest range

PLUS THESE SPECIAL FEATURES:

SPECIFICATIONS
OUTPUT

Type 812

Type 809

200 to 3600

250 to 600

0-125
5 max.

0-65
5 max.

0 to -900

Ream

Volts, dc
Current, ma
Ripple, my rms

Reflector

Volts, dc
Current, µa
Ripple, ma rms

0 to -1000

Volts, positive

0 to 150
0 to 300

Grid

negative
Current, ma

positive grid
Ripple, my rms
MODULATION

Square
Wave

Pulse

Sawtooth
Sine
Wave

Frequency, cps

Volts'

50 max.
1 max.

5 max.
3 max.

Type 812

Type 909

500 to 5000
0 to 150
(clamped)

400 to 2000
0 to 90

Volts'

500 to 5000
0 to 150
(clamped)

Frequency, cps

Volts'

40 to 120
0 to 200

Frequency, cps
Volta*

60, fixed
0 to 200

Frequency, cps

*vette. peek to peak

50 max.
10 max.

-

digital read-out for beam and reflector voltages.
dual outputs for simultaneous operation of two klystrons.
grid and reflector voltage clamped to CW level in square wave
or pulse operation.

front panel check calibration of grid and reflector voltages.
multi -range overload protection for beam current.
safety lock when transferring from + to - grid voltage.
external triggering of internal pulse generator.
For additional details, contact your local
PRD Engineering Representative or write to
Technical Information Group, Dept. TIG-1.

60, fixed
0 to 125

POLYTECHNIC RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT CO., INC.

202 Tillary Street
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MARCONI'S

07

SPEED SSB CHECKS

V 06

V 05

HF SPECTRUM ANALYZER

LEAST SQUARES LINE

04
03

Type OA 1094

202:

26

34

30

AWG WIRE SIZE

FIG. 2 -Ratio of turns versus wire size

gives least squares line
The Marconi OA 1094 Analyzer

fill as well as imperfect winding.

40

gives an immediate panoramic dis-

Equation 2 will not plot as a

play of the frequency spectra of

straight line on semilog paper but
the deviation from a straight line is
small over the interval 20<S<44.
Variation between machines and
operators does not warrant plotting

signals in the band 3 to 30 mc. It
brings speed and convenience to the

alignment of SSB communication

Eq. 2. Therefore, a semilog straight

transmitters and drives. Intermod-

line approximation over the interval 20<S<44 is justified. This approximation is

ulation distortion, hum level and
carrier compression, the bandwidth

of FSK and on off keyed signals-

N=

these can all be seen at a glance and

4

(D2 - (p)

1crsiii.oz.3+1.04141

(3)

Families of Eq. 3 are plotted in the
accompanying chart with

evaluated directly against the CRT

graticule. A crystal -controlled first

.1 =

local oscillator insures a drift -free
display at sweep widths as low as

4

(1)2

-

d2)

as the family parameter.

100 cps. Highly -selective IF crystal

Use of Chart

filters provide 60 db discrimination

To use the chart, first determine
A. Then read off from the appro-

between components as little

as

priate curve the number of turns

60 cps apart.. Please send for leaflet

versus AWG wire size.
With well -adjusted winding machines and highly skilled operators,

B85 R/A.

ABRIDGED SPECIFICATION
Basic Frequency Range : 3 to 30 mc : optional LF

Extension Unit for 0 to 3 mc.
Sweep Width : Continuously variable up to 30 kc.
Sweep Duration : 0.1 to 30 sec in 6 steps.
-

Amplitude Measurement Range : 0 to -30 db and
-30 to -60 db relative to reference signal.
IF Bandwidths : 6, 30, and 150 cps.
CRT : 6 -inch diameter with long -persistence phosphor.

and tiereloped by
communication engineers of the

Designed

British General Post Office for
use at their HF point-to-point
transmitter stations, the OA 1094
is

manufactured hy

Marconi

Instruments under GPO authority.

accuracy of the chart may be improved by a slight translation and
rotation of the curves.

New Process Gives
Low -Cost Rectifiers
NEW LOW-COST encapsulated silicon

MARCONI
INSTRUMENTS

rectifiers of the diffused -junction
type have been developed by P. R.
Mallory and Co. Inc., Indianapolis,

III CEDAR LANE

Ind. The type -T units feature low
reverse leakage current ( 0.2 ma

ENGLEWOOD
NEW JERSEY

maximum) and low forward voltage
drop (0.5 v maximum).

Tel: LOwell 7-0607

To obtain high uniformity and

CANADA CANADIAN MARCONI CO
MARCONI INSTRUMENTS LIMITED

6035 COTE DE LIESSE
MONTREAL 9
ST. ALBANS
HERTFORDSHIRE
ENGLAND
TC85R
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closely controlled operating characteristics of the finished rectifiers, a
new crystal -growing technique was
developed. Known as the floating -

zone method, it produces crystals
pure to two parts per billion.
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SETTINGS MADE WITH BOURNS POTENTIOMETERS REMAIN STABLE

...VIRTUALLY IMMUNE TO SHOCK, VIBRATION, ACCELERATION!

Even in the most severe dynamic environments, settings made with Bourns

TRIMPOT® potentiometers remain stable. Unlike the conventional single -turn

rotary potentiometer shown at the right, the Bourns potentiometer is unaffected

by shock, vibration and acceleration. The open view at the left shows
the basic design. The short, low -mass wiper has a translatory rather than a

rotary motion, and is affixed to a plastic block. A slotted, stainless steel
lead -screw drives the plastic block smoothly and positively between end points.
No lock -nuts to set. No readjustments. Electrical settings stay put.
Available with printed circuit pins, solder lugs, or insulated stranded leads.

Write for
TRIMPOT Model
Summary Brochure.

730LTRI\TO
Laboratories, Inc.
P. 0. Box 2112-E, Riverside, California
In Canada: Douglas Randall (Canada), Ltd., licensee

ORIGINATORS OF TRIMPOT® AND TRIMIT®

ACTUAL SIZE

PIONEERS IN POTENTIOMETER TRANSDUCERS FOR POSITION, PRESSURE AND ACCELERATION
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PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES

Heating Both Sides Speeds Laminate Punching
INFRA -RED LAMPS

STEEL PLATE

STRIP HEATERS

12"ADJUSTMENT

54-1,
2

' 4)(21.'4"

FOOT WELDED
WELDED

RESET LAMP SWITCH

TO FRAME BUT
NOT TO PLATE

ANGLE

11"X II"X 1"
2

2

16

HANDWHEEL

ANGLE
STARTER

1 -"ROD
2

4 TO I POT. TRANSFORMER 0.50KVA
100° TO 500° THERMOSTAT

PHENOL

FIBRE
PANEL

L

rie
SWIVEL

FIXED

Laminate heating table combines conventional hotplate with backup heat from 2 banks of infrared lamps. Table height and temperature are adjustable

MANY DIFFICULTIES encountered in

hot punching plastic laminates may
be traced to improper heating. Preheating laminates simultaneously
from above and below with separate
heat sources is often a solution, saving time and reducing rejects.
Taylor Fibre Co., Norristown,
Pa., has designed a roll -around

heating table which can be easily

thickness and hole specifications.
Strip that is too cool will crack;
holes will be off if it is too hot.
Trial and error will determine correct temperature.

The hot plate, thermostatically
SUPPLY

i 11111

adjusted for heat and operating
height.

SWITCH

Strip to be punched is heated
from below by a conventional hot
plate on which it rests. The plate
inch HR steel, 541 inches long.

is

Spaced along its underside are 12
Chromolox strip heaters, No. S-

TRANSFORMER

quitillr.

STARTER

\

-

THERMOSTAT/
THERMOCOUPLE

IN TABLE

Table wiring diagram

bubbles in a modified pressure paint

pot at the Wichita plant of Boeing
Airplane Co. The process prevents

Top heating is provided by 16 300

high altitude failures, due to expanding bubbles, of encapsulated

by slots cut in the vertical lamp
panel supports.

Adjustments in table height (or
lamp distance) are made by a hand -

thin stock, heating both stock and
hot plate. One bank of lights adds
about 100 F and both banks, 200 F.

Taylor uses lights on 15 to 20 per
cent of its jobs, mostly phenolics.

POTTING COMPOUND is freed of air

constructed by welding and is left
free to lift out of the table.
w, 230_ v infrared lamps arranged
in 2 banks of 8 lamps. The lamps
are held in a phenol fibre lamp support panel. Distance between the
lamps and the work can be adjusted

specifications requires thorough
through -heating, lights and hot-

Mixer Degasses Potting Resin

The hot plate is

1405 -500w -230v.

thicker material, or where tight
plate may be used.
The lights may be used alone with

440 VOLT

ttlj

controlled within 5 degrees over a
100 F to 500 F range, gives satisfactory heating for most work. For

aircraft plug contacts.
Compound base is prepared in a
2 -gallon air -agitated pressure paint

pot. The stirrer is a 4 -blade propellor 5.5 inches in diameter. Stirring speed is regulated by air flow
to the stirring mechanism. Best
results are obtained with the com-

Vacuum - mixed potting

compound at

right is free of air bubbles

wheel welded to a rod which is pound used (manufactured by Coast
threaded into a cross member fixed Pro -Seal Co. in accordance with gallon container of the compound.
to one pair of the table's jointed MIL -S -8516B-727) by stirring at Pump used is a Cenco Press -O -Vac
10 psi, which will pull approxilegs. Table height with legs 130 rpm.
straight is 35 inches.
Proper temperatures for hot
punching will depend on material,
126

Induced vacuum removes air dur-

ing stirring. About 3.5 hours of
stirring will remove air from a 2 -

mately 29.9 inches. A
motor is used.

hp, 725 rpm

The paint pot is mounted on the
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HIGII FREQUENCY STABILITY,
RUGGED CONSTRUCTION, LONG LIFE
e new- -4',"

y ron is

SEE US AT THE I. R. E.
BOOTHS NOS. 2911-13-15

super-rugge osci a or, engineered to give

long, reliable service under severe operating conditions. Frequency is extremely
stable, even under conditions of the most severe shock, vibration and temper

ture variation. Features include a unique brazed -on external tuning cavity,
very rugged, quick -heating cathode, a slow -rate non-microphonic tuner and
all metal and ceramic construction.
Varian makes a wide variety of Klystrons and Wave Tubes for use in Rad
Communications, Tests and Instrumentation, and for Severe Environment
Service Applications. Over 100 are described and pictured in our new catalog.
Write for your copy.

VARIAN

96 io 108 ithk
11S,o96kMc

PALO ALTO 1,CALIFORNIA

.

.

Representatives thruout the world

CLING WAVE TUBES, BACKWARD WAVE OSCILLATORS, LINEAR

AiriETERS, MAGNETS, MAGNETOMETERS,

90

55,09411W
isoto 170k
S.25 to S. Si. k

IIPAERATORS, M

POWER AMPLIFIERS, GRAPH1

ND DEVELOPMENT SERVIC

AM.
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1.1

top plate of a roll -around cart. The

pump and motor are mounted on
the base, with space between them
for a second mixing pot. Mixed com-

pound base is drained from the top

pot into the bottom pot through a
pipe and plastic tubing.
As the bottom pot is filled, care
must be taken to prevent the compound from folding or overlapping.
This would entrap air in the compound again. When the bottom pot
the proper amount of
catalyst is added on top of the base.
is filled,

600

800

1000

1200 1400 1600 1800 2000

FREQUENCY -MC-

Model 524
DESIGNED TO REJECT INTERFERENCE IN "L" BAND
When size and weight are important factors in your
rf filter selection, turn to Bird Electronic for your

source of supply. Our engineers will design an rf
filter to serve your exact requirements with particular attention to component density, accuracy, ease
of application and long -life performance.
Our physical facilities to produce and deliver quantity orders dependably can be relied upon to meet
your production schedules.

SPECIFICATIONS

Roll around cart carries pressure paint
pot on top and vacuum pump, motor and
compound discharge tube in base

Model 5241

SIZE: 4-3/4" x 3/4" x 1-3/4"

WEIGHT: 5 ounces

Catalyst has been withheld until
this point to avoid premature curing and loss of solvent in the vac-

PASS BAND: 225 to 400 mc
CUT-OFF FREQUENCY: 400 mc

uum pot.
Catalyst and base are mixed on a
Pyles Semco SP 1350 pressure

POWER RATING: 50 watts
RF INPUT IMPEDANCE: 50 -ohm nominal

ATTENUATION: Less than V2 in pass band; 80 db in stop band

VSWR: Insertion loss and VSWR are very low in pass band
CONNECTORS: Most miniature types

ELECTRONIC CORP.

BIR
128

EXpress 1-3535
1800 E. 38 St., Cleveland 14, Ohio
Western Representative:

VAN GROOS COMPANY, Woodland Hills, Calif.

CIRCLE 93 READERS SERVICE CARD

mixer. Air pressure for the dasher
assembly and ram is set at 45 psi.
A total of 350 strokes is used at a
rate of 20 to 25 strokes a minute.
The compound is placed in polyethy-

lene cartridges and stored at -40F
until used. The compound may not
be stored more than 10 days and
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A

EDDINGTON,
EPISTEMOLOGY
and the
ATOMICHRON®
Creative imagination, as Sir Arthur Eddington

pointed out, is what takes knowledge and the knowledge of how we know it and projects further discoveries of the physical universe.
At National Company creative imagination has taken
the known unvarying resonance of the Cesium atom
and translated it into a frequency -producing instrument with a stability of frequency of 5 parts in 1010

throughout its entire operating life -This is the

Atomichron, man's most accurate measurement of
time.

The applications and adaptations of the basic
Atomichron are many -fold and, as yet largely untouched.

Here is a known tool which properly applied can
lead to tremendous further discovery and development.

You, who enjoy such creative challenges to scien-

and technical development, should talk to
National.
National Co. right now affords engineers and physicists the opportunity to grow and establish prestige
tific

in such advanced fields as multipath transmission,
noise reduction and correlation techniques, Tropospheric scatter systems, Ionospheric scatter systems,
molecular beam techniques, signal processing, and
long range microwave transmission.
At National Co. in the heart of New England electronics, you can associate with a company in which
creativity is required, recognized and rewarded.
Write or phone

(kotteald. *Now

National ht

National Company, Inc., Malden, Mass.

must be used within its pot life
after thawing.
ENGINEERS & SCIENTISTS:

Machine Sets Turret,
Bead Chain Terminals

Why opportunities
are better at
Me1par
IN BOSTON AND WASHINGTON, D.C. AREAS

Boards up to 10 inches wide are han-

Since 1945 Me1par has experienced a steady growth, and today we are engaged
in a number of highly advanced weapon systems programs as well as 110 different electronic research,
development, and production projects. Our continuous expansion coupled with our emphasis on diversiGrowth and Diversification:

fication assure uninterrupted career advancement
for staff members.
Professional Gratification:

At Me1par you can choose to

grow in a specialized sphere of activity or, as a
member of a project team, you can broaden your
experience by participating in all phases of a project
from initial concept on through to prototype completion.
Environment: Our modern and well-equipped laboratories

are located in choice suburban areas near Washington,
D. C. and Boston, Massachusetts. These locales were
selected because of their proximity to superior educational, cultural and recreational facilities. Fine

housing in all price ranges is readily available.
Positions are available for men with experience in the following

Systems evaluation
Digital computer circuitry
Analog computer instrumentation Data
processing
Microwave design
Pulse circuitry
fields:

dled on standard model

MACHINE for setting turret and
bead chain types of terminals in
terminal boards has been developed
by Black and Webster, Inc., Newton, Mass. It incorporates the firm's
Electropunch and a vibratory feeder.
One feature is a light source under the punch head, which helps the
operator find the exact location of a
terminal hidden by the board. When

the terminal hole is matched with
the spot of light, the hole is centered directly over the nested
terminal. This has been found especially useful with random hole distributions.
The feeder holds 2,000 terminals.
Maximum feeding speed is 100 per

minute. Production speed will depend on the operator's skill. Rates
of 40 to 60 a minute are reported.

Terminals are fed through an

Operations analysis Advanced mathematics Electromechanical design
Receiver design
Sub miniaturization Electronic production engineering.

orienting station, and a feed tube

For detailed information about openings, write to:

over the terminal.
Pressure on a knee or foot switch
stakes the terminal and simultaneously causes another terminal to be
advanced into the nest. The feed

Technical Personnel Representative

NI E L PA R Incorporated

picked up by a feed bar. The bar
carries the terminal to a staking
nest. The operator places a board

bar is driven by a crank and con-

A Subsidiary of Westinghouse Air Brake Company

3137 Arlington Boulevard, Falls Church, Virginia
10 miles from Washington, D.C.

into an escapement where they are

necting rod. The crank, coupled to

a constantly turning motor by a

magnetic clutch, locks and unlocks

the nest as the crank makes a 360
degree revolution.

The clutch will slip if a faulty

terminal

jams

the

mechanism.

Feeding jam is prevented by a

130
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Direct -Traverse, Expanding - Core
MINIATURE TRIMMING CAPACITOR

PANEL SPACE LIMITED ? SPECIFY

2 -Terminal
Sub -Miniature

Pilot Lights
COMPACT
RUGGED
Illustrated same size

OMNIDIRECTIONAL
PLASTIC DOMES

Patented

Designed for the coming space age, the ATLEE Variable
Capacitor operates on new electro-mechanical principles

COMPLETELY

to give a much greater range and higher stability with
less space and weight than ever before.
Only 2:;;,2" long and 316" in diameter, its capacitance range

is 0.5 to 5.0 mmf. Has micrometer adjustment. Available
in glass dielectric and brass for standard panel mounting
or quartz and invar for special applications.
A rugged unit, it will maintain a set value under extreme
vibration and shock without undue stress! Has excellent
retrace characteristics. Full -floating piston assures positive mechanical alignment, eliminating run -out.

ATLAS E -E CORPORATION
47 Prospect Street
3757 Wilshire Blvd.

Woburn, Massachusetts

INSULATED

Also available
with "Taper -Tab -

quick -connect

terminals
BACK

of panel
insertion
or
FRONT

of panel
Insertion

Los Angeles, California

Dimming

CIRCLE 95 READERS SERVICE CARD

and

4 Non -dimming
types

Also

sending

a

1 -Terminal
Pilot Lights

bill?

It'll get there quicker if you
give your postal delivery zone

number with your address.

The Post Office has divided
106 cities into postal delivery
zones to speed mail delivery.
Be sure to include zone number

for use on grounded
circuits. Available
with binding screw
or soldering terminal.

DIALCO's expanded line of sub -miniature lights conform
to all applicable Mil Specs. Use T-13/4 midget incandescent
lamps -1.3 to 28 V. Spring mounted Lens -with -Message
is readily positioned after installation ... Mount from back
of panel in 15/32" clearance hole; or from front of panel

in 17/32" hole ... 7 lens colors ... Shown approx. actual

size (top to bottom): No. 134-3830-375-6 ... No. 101-3830951 ... No. 101-5030-951 ... No. 109-3830-111 ... No. 1113830-111 ... No. 107-1930-951.
Complete details in Brochures L-156 A and L-157.
SAMPLES ON REQUEST-AT ONCE-NO CHARGE
Foremost Manufacturer of Pilot Lights

when writing to these cities; be
sure to include your zone

number in your return address
-after the city, before the
state.

DIALIGHT
CORPORATION

58 STEWART AVE., BROOKLYN 37, N.
DIALIGHT CORP.,

58 Stewart Ave., Brooklyn 37, N. Y.

ID Send brochures on Sub -Miniatures
Name

HYacinth 7-7600

Y.

Selectiones

Bro chur

t--1

Pilot
Catalogues
logues

Position

Company
Address

CIRCLE 96 READERS SERVICE CARD
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Now for the FIRST TIME

FANSTEEL

Feed bar carries terminals from escapement to staking nest

photoelectric cell which shuts off the
vibratory feeder when the feed tube

full. Feed speed is regulated
by a variable resistor. Punch impact pressure may be varied by a
is

BLU-CAP

variable transformer.

TANTALUM CAPACITORS

Flux -Solder Pastes
Automate Assembly
RECENT developments in paste type

solder alloys and brazing materials

enable their use in production as-

sembly operations. Key to their
satisfactory use, according to
Fusion Engineering, Cleveland,
Ohio, is alloy and flux mixtures
which will not separate or harden
in automatic dispensers.
The paste may be applied to the
parts automatically on production
equipment or during mechanical
assembly when that is required

Developed by Fansteel to meet the current demand for a
dependable, utility tantalum capacitor at prices that will fit

prior to assembly. The composition
of the paste will depend on the job
requirements. Dispensers will me-

it into almost any product where capacitor reliability in small
sizes is desired.

ter out as little as 0.001 ounce.
As an example, the firm cites pro -

Fansteel BLU-CAP Capacitors are made in ratings from,
1.75 to 325 mfd., 6 to 125 wvdc.
Engineering samples are available. Full details in Bulletin 6.120:
*Trademark

FANSTEEL METALLURGICAL CORPORATION
North Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A.
C588A

RELIABLE TANTALUM CAPACITORS SINCE 1930
132
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Meter magnet assembly setup.
table moves counter -clockwise

Turn-
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the design engineers' dream

becomes a reality-

AT LAST!
A CATHODE-RAY TUBE with
SPOT SIZE: .001" MAX.*

...no frills

..no gimmicks
the

DU MONT K1725

cathode-ray tube

Here's super resolution for flying spot scanners
and photo-recording-a cathode-ray tube with a spot size
of less than .001". And best of all, the Du Mont
K1725 is no laboratory curiosity. It's a hard-working,
practical, production component ready for the design engineer,
requiring no super -size yokes and power supplies.
The K1725 cathode-ray tube is a five -inch,
electromagnetically focused and deflected tube, utilizing
the exclusive Du Mont Extra -Fine P-16

screen for high light output at fast writing rates.

.001" spot size over
large range of currents.

Uses standardsize yokes
and power supply.

A production component,
ready for quantity delivery.

*Measured by Shrinking Raster Method

all MONT

AVAILABLE REALITY IN PRECISION PHOTOELECTRONICS

INDUSTRIAL TUBE SALES, 750 BLOOMFIELD AVE., CLIFTON, NEW JERSEY, USA
ELECTRONICS engineering issue - September 12, 1958
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115 v, 60 cps, single phase or a
26 v d -c power source. They are
available in panel form for rack
mounting or in equipment cases.
Circle 304 on Reader Service Card.

AN INVITATION
TO JOIN ORO
Pioneer In
Operations Research
Operations Research is a young

science, earning recognition rapidly
as a significant aid to decision -making. It employs the services of
mathematicians, physicists, economists, engineers, political scientists,

BORG

of

ee,

psychologists, and others working
on teams to synthesize all phases of
a problem.

ELECTRONICS

Identifier
for conductors

Borg is well-known and highly

J. W.

creative engineering. The precision qualities of Borg components for systems are widely

simultaneously.

respected for its sound,

recognized in both the commercial and military fields.
AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTS
Aircraft components, instruments
and electronic sub -assemblies.

FREQUENCY STANDARDS
Crystal controlled oscillator type
frequency standards.

MICROPOTS
Precision potentiometers in a wide
range of single -turn, multi -turn
and trimming models.

At ORO, a civilian and non-

governmental organization, you
will become one of a team assigned

Co.. Englewood, N. J.
A new instrument affords rapid and
certain identification and separation
of up to 4 unidentified conductors
DICE

analysis

and

No other Operations Research
organization has the broad expe-

transmitter is attached to one end
of the unidentified conductors and

Dr. Ellis A. Johnson, pioneer of
U. S. Opsearch, ORO's research

a common lead attached to ground.
Transmitter sends out repetitive
identified coded signals on each of
the conductors. Operator then
attaches a code receiving device at
the distant ends of the conductors,
obtaining instant identification of
each. Circle 305 on Reader Service Card.

rience of ORO. Founded in 1948 by

findings have influenced decision making on the highest military
levels.

ORO's professional atmosphere
encourages those with initiative and
imagination to broaden their scientific capabilities. For example, staff

members are taught to "program"
their own material for the Univac
computer so that they can use its
services at any time they so desire.

ORO starting salaries are competitive with those of industry and
other private research organizations. Promotions are based solely

on merit. The "fringe" benefits

offered are ahead of those given
by many companies.

Indexed accuracy of up to one part

The cultural and historical fea-

in 1,000.

which attract visitors to
Washington, D. C. are but a short
drive from the pleasant Bethesda
suburb in which ORO is located.
Attractive homes and apartments

tures

INSTRUMENT MOTORS
Precision motors, synchronous and

induction types. Gear trains.

LET BORG HELP YOU
Borg can assist you in the design
and construction of prototypes.
Complete facilities for pilot runs
and quantity production. Write for
Catalog BED -A50 or call us today.

are within walking distance and
readily available in all price ranges.
Schools are excellent.
For further information write:

Panel Meters
miniaturized

Professional Appointments

ALCO ELECTRONICS Mrc. CO., 3
Wolcott Ave., Lawrence, Mass.

MICROPOTS

New miniature panel meters arc

MICRODIALS

iwBORG,

BORG EQUIPMENT DIVISION
The George W. Borg Corporation
120 South Main Street, Janesville, Wis.
CIRCLE 200 READERS SERVICE CARD
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weapons systems
communications.

signalling

Code

MICRODIALS
Precision MICRODIALS for
single and multi -turn devices.

MOTORS

to vital military problems in the
area of tactics, strategy, logistics,

OPERATIONS RESEARCH
OFFICE I

°R°

currently. available in 18 popular

The Johns Hopkins University

ranges and typically priced at
$4.95 for a 0-1 ma movement. They,

6935 ARLINGTON ROAD
BETHESDA 14, MARYLAND

feature a core magnet meter movement which makes it unnecessary
to recalibrate for steel or aluminum

September 12, 1958 - ELECTRONICS engineering issue

panels and a unique case design allowing optional mounting as a
round or rectangular meter. They

require only a 1 -in. mounting hole
and take nearly ,10 the panel space
of a conventional 3.12 -in. panel
meter. Circle 306 on Reader Service Card.

BORG

TRIMMING
MICROPOTS
Power Supply
automatic sequence
ASK FOR

RESEARCH

INDUSTRIAL
LABORATORY OF ELECTRONICS, Roslyn, Pa.,

COMPLETE

announces an automatic sequence

Solder

power supply for tube aging,
processing, etc. Push of a button
starts a sequence of various a -c and
d -c voltages separably adjustable,

Lugs

each lasting a predetermined time
period. Indicator lights show programming steps, shorts, and the
like. The entire cycle is automatic,
hut can be manually tripped if desired. Circle 307 on Reader Service
Card.

DATA . . .
CATALOG
BED -A90

Actual Sizes

proven
performance

for subminiature circuits
Midget sized potentiometers for king sized jobs
that's Borg 990 Series Trimming Micropots. Sealed
construction
. all metallic parts are corrosion resistant.
Three types of terminals . . printed circuit, solder lugs
and insulated wire leads make for easy assembly into
any circuit. A screw driver adjusts throughout complete range
in forty turns. Contact carrier assembly drive prevents
damage when either end of linear excursion is reached.
Wide range of resistance values . 10 to 30,000 ohms.
Other values on special order. Borg Trimming Micropots
can be mounted individually or stacked giving you
the greatest possible latitude. Let us send you
further information on Borg 990 Series Trimming
Micropots and the name of your nearest
Borg "Tech -Rep" today!
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Transducers

frequency to voltagt..
PIONEER MAGNETICS

INC.,

5858

Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles 36,
Calif. The MC line Magacycler
converts pulse rate to a directly proportional d -c voltage or current.

Static components give full range

linearity of better than 0.5 percent with as low as 0.1 percent

.

BORG EQUIPMENT DIVISION
THE GEORGE W. BORG CORPORATION
JANESVILLE, WISCONSIN

linearity upon request. Tempera ELECTRONICS engineering issue - September 12, 1958
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BORG
MICROPOTS
MICRODIALS
MOTORS
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139

less than 1 my drift over a 24 -hr
period at constant temperature, and
less than 0.001 percent per deg F
change with temperature variations.
A 10 -percent change in line voltage
will produce a change of less than

Center Pivoted
for Shock Resistance
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FREQUENCY
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OF VIBRATION
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IN CRS00

2 my in output, while a 1 -ampere
change in load current will produce

Here is a chopper that
operates during
shock and vibration. The moving armature
of
Airpax Series 350
chopper
pivots at its center of
tion. This construction gyraprevents external
forces from
affecting the chopper's
oper
ation - gives
you performance where other choppers
fail,

High Temperature
for Remote
Location

less than 1 my change in output.
Ripple is less than 1 my peak to
peak under all conditions of load.
To protect the end instruments,
the circuit design prevents failure
voltages of greater than 20 v. Even
a direct short will not damage the
power supply itself. Circle 312 on
Reader Service Card.

F

0
R
E

-75

E

pers. Operation to

+ 100C is standard for

V

most types. Airpax
Series 310 chopper

Ribbon Cable
multiple conductor

operates to + 1250.
Units for higher temperatures are also available.

S
E

for Synchronism

+125

(C)

Volatile materials are
avoided in Airpax chop-

R
Double -Pole
Double -Throw

-25
4-25
475
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE

\\

L. GORE & ASSOCIATES, R.D. 2

Papermill Road, Newark, Del., announces multiple conductor cable
insulated with tetrafluoroethylene

CHOPPER
DP DT
DRIVE
INPUT

resin. The ribbons are manufac-

6

DESIGNERS

TPUT

AJRPPok

tured in wire sizes from Awg 12 to

34, with up to 100 conductors in
a single ribbon, and the Teflon in-

ENGINEERS

sulation can be put on in thick-

Airpax Pradocts Company, Cambridge Division,
Jacklown Road, Cambridge, Maryland

REFERENCE

nesses

from

0.003

in.

to

over

0.030 in. Circle 313 on Reader

Hermetically

AC

AMPLIFIER

-

I 45 7E.

Sealed for Long Life
.2 50

- SO For close tracking between two sets of
chopper contacts, Air pax manufactures DPDT

choppers. The two sets
of contacts track within
5 degrees. Airpax also

supplies choppers

i

n

matched pairs for modulator -demodulator applications.

Service Card.

.375

Airpax continues to lead
the way with hermetically
sealed choppers. A chopper that can be opened

for adjustment usually
comes to

need

adjust-

ment. A chopper that is
permanently adjusted and
sealed in the

air-condi-

tioned Airpax factory is
safe from contamination
for life.

Booster Amplifier
miniaturized
IK1

I

yclt

\

I

S INS1 RV \II NI CORP., Roose-

Held, Garden City, N. Y.

Highly
miniaturized
design,
coupled with extreme accuracy And
140
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reliability are features of a new
booster amplifier for resolver

systems. The unit consists of two
fully transistorized amplifiers con-

LINDE Aire

tained in a relay -type housing
measuring 11 in. in diameter by
21 in.

tion

is

high. Each amplifier

sec-

individually encapsulated

for case in servicing and replacement. Amplifier has an input impedance in excess of five megobins;
and a feedback gain of 60 db mini-

mum. Circle 314 on Reader Service Card.

Symbol of Highest Purity
Silicon Power Diode
70 to 250 amperes
INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER CORP.,

1521 E. Grand Ave., El Segundo.
Calif. High current silicon power
rectifiers providing d -c forward cur-

rents up to 230 amperes xvith a
maximum piv to 500 V are now
available. They are designed for use

at high temperatures and are capable of operation at a junction temperature of 200 C. These rectifiers

use the latest techniques in hermetic sealing. Circle 315 on Reader
Service Card.

...in cloud and bubble chambers
...in radiation detecting equipment
...in gas discharge devices and glow tubes
... as protective atmospheres for
crystal growing
Rare gases produced by LINDE are continuously analyzed by mass

spectrometer, gas chromatography, and chemical and physical
methods. These analytical checks assure you of the purest rare
gases obtainable.

LINDE argon, neon, helium, xenon and krypton are available
in one- and two -liter glass bulbs, or in steel cylinders under pressure. Mixtures of gases are also available to your specifications.
Prompt delivery is assured.

For detailed data on the physical and electrical properties of
S

dag

LINDE Rare Gases, write Dept. 92,
LINDE COMPANY, Division
of Union Carbide Corporation, 30 East 42nd Street, New York 17,
N. Y. Offices in other principal cities. In Canada: Linde Company,
Division of union Carbide Canada Limited.

Meter Shields
aid miniaturization
MAGNETIC SHIEI.DS DIVISION PE It-

FECTION NIICA Co., 1322 No. Elston Ave., Chicago 22, Ill., has

developed a new line of Netic Co-

The terms "Linde" and "Union Carbide" are registered trade -marks of Union Carbide Corporation.
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World's Finest Cored Solder!
Netic magnetic shields which fit all

meter shapes, aid miniaturization
and increase meter reliability, permitting unrestricted use of meters
in locations previously impossible
for meters to function effectively.

THIS PROVES IT!

Circle 316 on Reader Service Card.

SOLDERING A "TOUGH JOINT"...
If You're

nember that "dry
o- corroded joints, on
-me production line,
eai to slow -ups,

-leas ...

.:ost you money!

And

CHANGE TO NEW MULTICORE 5 -CORE SOLDER

's -he only solder
Pith non -corrosive,
tetra -active

Ersin Flux ...
E cores to guarantee

urnterrupted flux in
Every smallest piece

d the wire!
urce CfH

Being Nearer

There's only a

THE 5 CORES OF ET -SIN FLUX

Jrn-thin wall of
colder between the

f u: and the iron
yet with less total
3ercentage of flux
han in many
jngle-cored solders!
.

Component Ovens
meet MIL specs

.

JAMES KNIGHTS CO., Sandwich, Ill.,

announces a new series of crystal
and component ovens featuring a

disk type thermostat which pro-

Melt Fa

WET THE SOLDER AND THE MET.L FASTER

...

lie Ersin Flux spreads
t -or 5 areas instead
f 1 and the entire
sorter is instantly

f u d ... runs faster
aid more evenly,

hcugh its actual
netting temperature,
alloy for alloy, is
cf course, the same
-is that of any
otter solder!

And Presto ..

YOU GET A THIN, W DE JOINING-NOT A BALL!

Pe -wetting, by
rr olten cores of flux,
r s rres instant

:onading and
gipping, even on
fficult metals. Yes 1 saves money

vides snap -action opening and clos-

The JKO 135 oven provides
operating temperatures from 55C
ing.

to 125C with a temperature stability of ±1.0 percent. The heater
operates on 12-115 V. Other features are its fast warm-up, relatively
low power consumption and rugged-

ness to withstand shock and vibration. Circle 317 on Reader Service Card.

00 1141111141)

.

permits lower tin
content alloys than
Niue of

ror metzl, only:

1111: 99.95°. pure
_E

111

7rou may be using in

'rite- solders!

99..S1% pure

elfi

El s

a

10.0

1111 41.

Permanent Magnets
barium ferrite
Qt]-5-571b.anotI

D. M. STEWARD MFG. CO., Chattanooga, Tenn., is manufacturing

orld's Fine

N

Conforms With

00-

WRI-E TODAY FOR CO,. P_ETE INFORMATION

barium ferrite, a permanent mag-

MULTICORE SALES CORPORATONI, 8C Shore Foai, 'or Washington, N. Y.

net material having extremely high
coercive force. The inexpensive
material can be formed into intricate shapes to close tolerances with

Federal spectitca

Address U S A and 'anadian inquiries tan p

NIN163

Inquiries regarding other territories to:

MULTICORE SOLDERS, LTD., IVal.flEnis AE, Hemel herr psbEd, Herts, England
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no subsequent machining operations by conventional ceramic techniques. Circle 318 on Reader Service Card.

I

1

New

I

MINIATURE
MICROTRA

TIME DELAY TIMER

I

TIMERS
of Field -Proved
PERFORMANCE

Transformers
chopper type

by

2-49/64"

licRom \\ Co., INC., 154 E.
\ lineola Arc., Valley Stream, N. Y.

REPEAT CYCLE TIMER

A line of low-level chopper input
transformers efficiently transfer 30

to 500 cps transducer or thermocouple signals to instrument amplifiers. Signal level range is from 0.5
/Iv to 0.5v. They are resin impregnated to minimize mechanical vibration noise signal. Low hum
pickup is assured by 3 mu -metal
and 2 copper shields. Accurate cen-

I

connection improve lowlevel operation. Circle 319 on
Reader Service Card.

at

ITORRINGTON

I

ter taps and external electrostatic
shield

2-22/32"

HAYDON

11
'111

1-1-11/16"--i

ELAPSED TIME
INDICATOR

TIMING MOTOR

FOR 115 VOLT, 400 CYCLE OPERATION

11

First to develop a truly miniature elapsed time indicator,
HAYDON at Torrington now offers this varied line of mintested
. all
iature, hermetically sealed, timing devices
and proved in the field in missile guidance and jet aircraft

-I

applications.

.

.

Basis of all these miniature devices is the Haydon 400 cps
Synchronous Timing Motor . . the inherently accurate
approach to instrumentation in military equipment. Sealed in -steel case eliminates stray magnetic fields. Elapsed Time
Indicators are available in the direct -reading type illustrated
and also in dial type. Newest additions to the line are the
.

1

miniature Time Delay Timer and the miniature Repeat

Cycle Timer available with 1 to 4 switches. Weight is approx.
7 ounces.
OTHER HAYDON TIMERS FOR MILITARY APPLICATIONS

11

4

lir710111

1

VHF Tv Translator
150-w unit

.

.

TRAD KKKKK REG. U.S. PATENT OFFICE

ADLER ELECTRONICS. INC., One Le -

Fevre Lane, New Rochelle, N. Y.
Designed for automatic, unattended
operation, the type VSTT-150 tv
translator receives signals from a
vhf station and converts the information for rebroadcast on a different vhf channel. The standard unit
has sufficient vhf head end equip ELECTRONICS engineering

.

include: D -C Timing Motors for 6 to 32 volt operation, 60
Cycle A -C Motors in a very wide range of speeds, Heavy
Duty 400 Cycle Timing Motors, and Elapsed Time Indicators for 60 cycle operation.
GET COMPLETE INFORMATION NOW . - .
Consult the Haydon Field Engineer in your area or, if you
prefer, write to us direct, outlining your requirements. You'll
find that Haydon has the experience, know-how and facilities
to solve all your timing problems.

4

Haydon
AT TORRINGTON

issue - September 12, 1958

DIVISION OF
GENERAL TIME CORPORATION

24 33 EAST ELM STREET
TORRINGTON, CONNECTICUT

HEADQUARTERS FOR TIMING
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SPECIFY

eifoir

METERS

STODDART
meat to operate from a signal as
low as 1,000 p.v across a 75 -ohm
;iput. Ibis 150-w translator can

also be used for local tv program
origination with the addition of an
aural -visual driver unit. Circle 320
on Reader Service Card.

'

made with exclusive Stoddart
Filmistors for highly accurate
and stable resistive values from
dc to 3000 mc.

2, 6 and 10 -position

FOR YOUR
APPLICATIONS
4

COAXIAL ATTENUATORS
AND TERMINATIONS

TURRET ATTENUATORS
with simple "PULL -TURN -PUSH"

operation, small and rugged.

.6

.e
MILLIAMPERES
D. C.
MOOE

Lab Power Supplies
transistorized
Co.,
859 E. Alosta Ave., Glendora,
Calif., has a new line of completely
transistorized, ultra -precision lab
TRANSISTOR

No. 653 (Illustrated). 21/2, 31/2, 4, 41/2
inch, anti -static treated, AC or DC meters
with clear polystyrene cases for modern
installations. Feature standard or matched
colors on lower frosted panel for appearance and functional identification.

Be sure of the highest accuracy, dependability, and readability PLUS economy
with HOYT precision AC and DC instruments-the rompkte line of Panel Meters.
Moving coil, rectifier, and repulsion types
available in a wide variety of sizes, ranges,
cases, and colors. Also, custom -designed
to meet your most rigid specifications for
a quality instrument.

Protected under
Stoddart Patents

APPLICATIONS

ATTENUATOR PADS

power supplies with transient response in the microsecond region.
Illustrated is the model 0-30-2 designed for 115 v a -c, 60 cps input.
Output voltage is 0 to 50 v d -e, continuously variable with fine resolution of 2 my. Voltage regulation is

better than 1 my for input N'ariations. Other models range from
300 ma to 20 amperes. All have
constant current short protection
and external sensing. Circle 321 on
Reader Service Card.

Write /or fully illus-

Available in any conceivable combination of male and female Type C and

Type N connectors. Maximum length of
3" for any attenuation value.
GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS

VSWR: Less than 1.2 to 3000 mc.
Characteristic Impedance: 50 ohms.

Attenuation Value: Any value from 0 db
to 60 db including fractional values.
Accuracy: ±-0.5 db; values above 50 db

have rated accuracy of attenuation
through 1000 mc only.
Power Rating: 1.0 watt sine wave.

COAXIAL TERMINATIONS

trated literature containing descripitons,

engineering data, and
prices.

Write to Export ,Manager regarding world-wide availability /or original equipment and

Small -stable -50 or 70 ohms

replacement use.

SINCE 1904

ELECTRICAL

INSTRUMENTS
Sales Division:

BURTON-ROGERS COMPANY
42 Carleton St.,Cambridge 42, Mass., U.S.A.
CIRCLE 209 READERS SERVICE CARD
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1/2 -Watt: 50 ohms impedance, TNC or
BNC connectors, dc to 1000 mc, VSWR
less than 1.2.
1 -Watt: 50 ohms impedance, dc to 3000
mc or dc to 7000 mc, Type N or Type C
connectors, male or female; VSWR less

Pulse Generator
two outputs

than

1.2,

70 ohm, Type

N,

male or

female terminations available.

Er.EcTRo-PursE, INc., 11861 Teale

Culver City, Calif. Model
3460A megacycle double pulse generator provides two separate or
mixed fast rise time outputs at
St.,

variable repetition rates and separation, independently controllable in

Fast delivery on all items.
Send for complete literature.

STODDART

AIRCRAFT RADIO CO., INC.
6644 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38. Calif.
H011ywood 4-9292

CIRCLE 210 READERS SERVICE CARD
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Get out your pencil and . . .
Help yourself to
electronics' READER SERVICE
it's free it's easy it's for your convenience
Each Advertisement and New Product item is numbered.
* FOR SPECIFIC ITEMS IN

For more information, simply

.

*

MULTI -PRODUCT ADVERTISEMENT

.

multi -product advertisements
Reader Service numbers for

Certain
contain

(1) Circle number on postpaid card below that corresponds to

each product.
For multi -product advertisements that

number at the bottom of Advertisement, or New Product item.

we not keyed for Reader Service, indicate in box on postcard marked with

(2) Print your name, title, address, and firm name carefully.
It is impossible to process cards that are not readable.

(*) ad

asterisk

and

circle number(s)

specific product(s) on which you want
more information.

Additional postage MUST be added to cards for all FOREIGN MAILINGS
electronics
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ALL MANUFACTURERS
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electronics publishes all new product items of interest to makers and users of electronic and allied
equipment.
The reverse side of this card provides a service to
subscribers by facilitating the flow of additional information between manufacturers and our readers.
Take advantage of Reader Service --and the readership
of electronics...keep the industry informed about your
New Products and New Literature via their mention in
the editorial pages of electronics.
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SYNONYMOUS

For the most complete line of Flutter Meters.
there is only one source -d & r LTD. From the
meters used in simple maintenance test equipment to the most complex standardization and

Caledonia combines four functions in
miniaturized, shock -resistant package.

analysis equipment for missile flight systems and
telemetering systems -we make them all.

Electronics today is partly packaging
Design a small (50 cubic in.)
and light (33/4 lbs.) unit that contains:
1. a positive d.c. pulse selector
2. a negative d.c. pulse selector
3. a high level 60 cps band pass filter

kabob in a metal case filled with an epoxy

4. a 400 cps detector circuit
(all with tight tolerances, naturally).
Design it to operate within the usual
military environmental conditions, including high vibration and shock.
SOLUTION: We assembled the
components shishkabob
style. Then mounted the

tion-two months.

PROBLEM:

foam compound to hold the parts in a
firm cushion.
TIME ELAPSED:

From original assign-

ment, through design to volume produc-

If such quick, dependable assistance in

design and production can make your
work more effective, we'll be glad to
hear from you. We offer experience,
good production facilities, and a recognized quality record.

Carrier frequency - 3000 cps, stabilized oscillator
Bandwidth - within 3 db to 250 cps modulation
Bandwidth Selection -0.5 to 6 cps, 6 to 250 cps, 0.5 to 250 cps
Scale Ranges- 2% and 0.5% full scale rms

Price: $225.00

In Canada: Hackbusch Electronics, Ltd., 23 Primrose Ave., Toronto 4, Ow.
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Linearity ±3% and

RVG-8T
TRIMMER

Power Rating 2w

85'C derated to 0
at 150- standard 200 C intermittent
operation available
POTRVG-8T Specifications

1/2" Trimmer Pot
Rating (watts)
Torque (oz. -in.) Max.
special high torque
available
Weight (ounces)

2
1.

2012 to 501(*

Electrical Function Angle
320°

Voltage, Max. (insulation)

Gamewell

1000 DC

Linearity, Standard (%)

*3

*100K available
Notes: Shaft lock nut is
supplied.

and electronic circuitry with this new
RVG-8T Li" Trimmer Potentiometer.

Excellent performance characteristics for
its type and size. Windings are on cards or

mandrels, usually with wire temperature
coefficient of 20 ppm. Body is one-piece
phosphor bronze, nickel plated; terminals
are gold plated; stop pins and shaft are of

A very sensitive broadband instrument for laboratory use in the
precise measurement of small amounts of flutter with components up to 5000 cps. Most frequently used in telemetering and
data reduction systems.

Specifications
Carrier Frequncy - 14,500 cps, crystal controlled
Bandwidth -D -c to 5000 cps within 6 db
Bandwidth Selection -Full range above, 0.5 to 30 cps,
30 to 300 cps, 300 to 5000 cps.
Scale Ranges -0.2%, 0.6% and 2.0% rms full scale
Drift Meter - ± 2.0% frequency change d.c. to 4 cps
Display -3 -inch flat -face oscilloscope for flutter analysis

Price: $965.00 rack mounted, $1000.00 in cabinet
MODEL FL -5A LABORATORY STANDARD FLUTTER METER

Features
An extremely stable (temperature controlled discriminator)

Carrier Frequencies - 40 kc. and 70 kc., crystal controlled
Bandwidth - D.c. to 10 kc. with 70-kc. carrier
to 4 kc. with 40 kc. carrier
Indicating Instruments - Level Meter, and ± 2% Drift Meter
Output Signals - Scope. two galvanometer outputs
Sensitivity - 0.05%, 0.2% and 2.0% selectable
Drift -On d -c galvo. output, less than 10 parts per million
in Ve hour

Price: $3450.00 rack mounted
MODEL FL -6A BROADCAST FLUTTER METER

Features

Specifications

used throughout. Insulation is designed to
withstand 1000 volts DC.

Available now! RVG-HT is stocked in

standard resistance ranges. 100 ohms to 50K

ohms - up to 100K ohms available. Can be
supplied with precision potentiometer tolerances, servo -mount, or for 200°C intermittent operation. Write for prices and
catalog sheet today.

Carrier Frequnecy - 8000 cps., stabilized oscillator
Bandwidth - D.c. to 1200 cps.
Bandwidth Selection - Full range, 0.5 to 30,
30 to 300, 300 to 1200 cps.
Scale Ranges -022%, 0.6%, and 2.0% rms full scale
Display -3 -inch oscilloscope for waveform observation

Price: $845.00 rack mounted. $880.00 in cabinet

WRITE FOR

COMPLETE INFORMATION AND PRICES

stainless steel; precious metal contacts are

THE GAMEWELL COMPANY
Newton Upper Falls 64, Mass.

PRECISION POTENTIOMETER DIVISION

VANE

WELL
GA8-5
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strument with great sensitivity and extended bandwidth for labo
ratory work in connection with precision instrumentation dab
recorders. Galvanometer outputs provided.

An instrument designed for accurate measurement and analysis
of flutter and wow in high -quality audio tape recorders.

High Performance and Low Cost
Improve performance of your electrical

MODEL FL -4B WIDEBAND FLUTTER METER

Features

Specifications

Resistance Range

...from

A convenient instrument of moderate cost for use m field maintenance of music -system tape recorders and reproducers, and

Specifications

ELECTRONICS AND TRANSFORMER CORPORATION

NEWI

MODEL FL -3D FLUTTER AND WOW METER

Features

phonograph turntables.

CALEDONIA
Dept. E-9 Caledonia, N.Y.

WIDEBAND FLUTTER METERS

dependable & reliable

402 East Gutierrez Street
P.O. Box 1500
Santa Barbara, California
Telephone: WOodland 5,4511
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width,

amplitude

and

polarity.

Repetition rates are continuously
variable in four decade ranges from

How to buy
RELIABILITY*
In A Precision

200 cps to 2 mc. Pulse width and
separation are continuoush vari-

able from 0.1 to 100 µsee. Output
from each channel is variable ± 35

v into 93 ohm load with 60 db
attenuation provided. Circle 322
on Reader Service Card.

Potentiometer
Answer :

ONLY FAIRCHILD

CAN DELIVER ALL OF THESE

Tunable Magnetrons
air-cooled
\I icgoN
1

trical and mechanical bond to withstand
high temperatures, shock and"vibration.
2. Machined metal case for retention of accuracy, especially under high temperature
and/or humidity.
3. Metal inserts in molded wiper hubs for
positive wiper positioning, for accuracy
under shock, vibration, acceleration.
4. Precious metal resistance wires where

needed for extremely low noise values,
especially in corrosive atmospheres and
for long storage life.

5.

Precious metal contacts for low noise and
high temperature.

6. One piece wiper construction for life, accuracy, low noise and low torque.
7.

Stainless steel clamp bands capable of
withstanding high torque, and the stresses

and strains of shock, vibration and
acceleration.
8.

vE

ASSOCIATES, INC., Bur -

\ lass., announces models

mechanically

at the lowest price in the industry!
Welded terminal and taps. A positive elec-

i IL;ton.

\ 1.1-210.1. B and C lightweight

RELIABILITY FEATURES
1.

i

Precision stainless steel ball bearings for low torque, high temperature, high
vibration and shock characteristics.

tunable ruggedizcd
K band magnetrons.' The tubes are
air-cooled and use integral magnets.
'Three tubes tune 500 me segments
of a 1,500 mc range in the 34.2
to 35.5 kmc band. Because of their
rugged construction and excellent
r -f spectrum characteristics under
severe vibration and shock conditions, the MA -210 series are recom-

mended for airborne and mobile
radar applications. Circle 323 on
Reader Service Card.

PLUS 100% inspection AND a separate Quality Control program which puts 1 out of every

100 production units through complete environmental torture tests.

Since the ultimate price of a potentiometer is
directly related to the reliability built into it
. you only get what you pay for in a "pot".
Only Fairchild Linear and Non -Linear High
Reliability Pots incorporate all of the above features. This High Reliability group can be had
in 7/s" to 2" diameters, single and multi -turn, in

standard and high temp versions and with accuracies as high as .009%.
For more information write Dept. 111'..

Oscillograph
25 -channel unit

*Fairchild's Built-in SAFETY FACTORS
Beyond the Specs for Reliability in Performance.
RELIABILITY
INSIDE
THE

BLACK BOX

IIIIRCHll_
SONTROLS CORPORATION

I

COMPONENTS DIVISION
225 Park Avenue
Hicksville. L
NY
I

61 1:

E

Washinglon Blvd

los Angeles Cal

Potentiometers Gyros Pressure Transducers Accelerometers
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IDWESTERN INSTRUMENTS, Tulsa,

Okla., has developed a 25 -channel
direct recording -direct readout os-

Model D/R616 has a
recording speed range of from
cillograph.

to 50 ips with writing speeds above
30.000 ips. Photographic records

September 12, 1958 - ELECTRONICS engineering issue

of the galvanometer traces appear
rapidly on the 7 -in. paper and require no chemical development. A
light beam interrupter type of trace
identification has been incorporated
into the instrument to provide identification of the galvanometer
traces. Circle 324 on Reader Service Card.

SET

NEW STANDARDS OF
STABILITY, RELIABILITY,
EXTENDED LIFE!
FEATURES

KMC Generator
reference source

Long Life
Outstanding stability

RNISON LABORATORIES, INC., 2O

GreenwichAve., Stamford, Conn.
Model RD -170 generates both
sinusoidal frequencies of 100 mc
and 1,000 mc and harmonic signals

High input impedance

covering a major portion of the

Large easy to read

microwave spectrum. Output frequency stability is governed solely
by the stability of a 1 mc signal
which it uses for a reference. The
unit is intended for use as an ultra precise source for reference, monitoring or calibrating purposes. Employing crystal synthesizer design

Wide voltage range
meter with overlap

High accuracy at any
point on the scale

Light, compact, rugged

techniques, the instrument essentially consists of a free running 100
mc oscillator, which is phase -locked

MODEL 300-D

to the 1 mc reference, and multi-

PRICE: $235.

plier stages which raise the fre-

quency to 1,000 mc. Circle 325
on Reader Service Card.

SPECIFICATIONS
VOLTAGE RANGE: 1 millivolt to 1000 volts rms. in 6 decade ranges. (.01, .1, 1, 10,

100 and 1,000 volts full scale).
FREQUENCY RANGE: 10 to 250,000 cps.

ACCURACY: 2% throughout voltage and frequency ranges and at all points on the
meter scale.
INPUT IMPEDANCE: 2 megohms shunted by 15 PPf except 25 AO on lowest range.
DECIBEL RANGE: -60 to +60 decibels referred to I volt.
STABILITY: Less than 1/2% change with power supply voltage varation from 105 to

Teflon Terminals
pigtail extension
CORP., 610 Fayette
Ave., Mamaroneck, N. Y. To eliminate a jumper on the extra soldering

125 volts.
SCALES: logarithmic voltage scale reading from 1 to 10 with 10% overlap at both
ends; auxiliary linear scale in decibels from 0 to 20.
AMPLIFIER CHARACTERISTICS: Maximum voltage gain of 60 DES; maximum output
10 volts; output impedance is 300 ohms. Frequency response Hai within..1 DB from
13 to 250,000 cps.
POWER SUPPLY: 115/230 volts, 50-420 cps, 35 watts approx.

Write for catalog for complete in

SEALECTRO

operation, the company offers its
type FT -M-9 subminiature feed ELECTRONICS

BALLANTINE LABORATORIES, INC.
100 FANNY ROAD, BOONTON, NEW JERSEY
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Dependable high vacuum pressure
monitoring during processing!

through with pin lug on top and
extended or pigtail lead on bottom.

The extended lead

(1

in. long,

standard) may be bent for point-topoint wiring. It is made integral

with the pin lug on top. This feature is especially desirable in p -c
boards, and is popular for computer

assemblies. Circle 326 on Reader
Service Card.

Pressure Transducer

Ionization Gauge

variable inductance

and Amplifier
cover 10-4 to 10-7 mm H!.

DATRAN ELECTRONICS, 1836 Rosecrans Ave., Manhattan Beach,

Calif., has developed a new line
of

variable inductance pressure
transducers to measure the pres-

sures of conducting fluids such as
salt water. It is now possible to
New Model 193A Ionization Gauge and Model 192A Ionization Gauge Amplifier provide a convenient, accurate and dependable method of monitoring pressures from 10-4 to 10-7 mm Hg. The ion gauge can operate for months without
attention; the cost and inconvenience of burned out gauges, poisoned cathodes,
grid heating, etc., is eliminated.

Sierra 193A Ionization Gauge has a monel-encased interaction space with case
near ground potential. A nichrome wire anode at 2.5 Kv is centered inside the
case. An insulated out -gassing heater is mounted nearby. An insulated kovar tube
is provided for connection to the vacuum line. Permanent magnets in the shell
provide the magnetic field, with the shell serving as a return magnetic path. connection block, envelope and heater oven. Electrical connections are made to
external binding posts. The tube weighs 22 oz., measures 7" x 5" x 31/2".

Sierra 192A Ionization Gauge Amplifier consists of a high voltage rf power
supply, voltmeter, heater transformer and self-regulating low voltage power supply. It provides range switches, a special leak -check range for full scale meter
deflection at any pressure, built-in calibrating circuits, and a heater switch for
out -gassing the gauge tube. The instrument operates on 115 v 60 cycle power,

measures 10" x 8" x 8" and weighs 171/2 lbs.

obtain these transducers, which

have their inner components and
connections 'potted, in differential,
gage or absolute ranges from 0 to
10 psi up to 0 to 3,500 psi. Electrical output from these transducers

can be expressed as variable
quency, a -c or d -c voltage.

fre-

Circle

327 on Reader Service Card.

\4**4
qa 4

4, 1)1 a

i

Transistor Tester

priced at $340

Specifications subject to change without notice

ARMOUR ELECTRONICS INC., 15002

WRITE FOR COMPLETE DETAILS

Oxnard Blvd., Van Nuys, Calif.
Model T-340 transistor test set is

Sierra Electronic Corporation
A Subsidiary of Philco Corporation

3665A Bohannon Dr., DAvenport 6-2060, Menlo Pork, Calif.
Sales Representatives in major cities
CANADA: Atlas Instrument Corp., Ltd., Toronto, Montreal, Vancouver,
Winnipeg
EXPORT: Frazer 8: Hansen, Ltd., San Francisco, New York, Los Angeles
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announced. Four basic parameters,
Beta, I,,,, I. and L.., of both

pnp and npn transistors arc accurately measured with the transistor
plugged 'into a common emitter
circuit. A function selector establishes precisely controlled test con -
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ditions with a minimum of individual adjustment.
Results are
read directly from a meter; no

calculations are required. Binding
post connectors and jumpers facilitate the installation of complete
experimental circuits for design purposes. Circle 328 on Reader Service Card.

HEATHKITS
GIVE YOU
TWICE AS MUCH

equipment for
every dollar
invested
The famous model V -7A Vacuum -

Tube -Voltmeter is a perfect
example of the high -quality
Instruments available from Heath
at'''/ the price you would expect
to pay! Complete
only

45245°

Hysteresis Motor

low heat rise
Box 136,
Columbus, Nebraska. A new sub fractional h -p hysteresis motor, although small in size, has a low heat
rise of only 20C to 38C depending
on h -p rating. Horsepower ratings
DALE PRODUCTS, INC.,

are from 1/200th to 1/20th, with
a running torque of 2.8 in. oz to
28 in. oz. Different rpm's can he
selected

by

varying

input fre-

quency. The motor measures 4i
in. in diameter by 3 r.. in. thick and
weighs 4f lb. Circle 329 on Reader
Service Card.

.Get the most out of your test equipment budget by utilizing HEATHKIT

instruments in your laboratory or on your production line. Get high
quality equipment, without paying the usual premium price, by dealing
directly with the manufacturer, and by letting engineers or technicians
assemble Heathkits between rush periods. Comprehensive instructions
insure minimum construction time. You'll get more equipment for the
same investment, and be able to fill your needs by choosing from the
more than 100 different electronic kits by Heath. These are the most
popular "do-it-yourself" kits in the world, so why not investigate their
possibilities in your particular area of activity! Write for the free
Heathkit catalog now!

Contains detailed descriptions
of Heathkit models available,

including VIVM's, scopes,
generators, testers, bridges,
power supplies, etc.

FREE catalog
Mail coupon below for
your copy-Now!

HEATH COMPANY

A SUBSIDIARY OF DAYSTROM,

BENTON HARBOR 14, MICHIGAN

D -C Amplifier
for airborne use

Name

Address

SOUTHWESTERN INDUSTRIAL ELEC-

Co., 2831 Post Oak Road,
Houston 19, Texas. Model D -3B
TRONICS

differential d -c amplifier is designed for airborne thermocouple

Also describes Heathkit ham
gear and hi-fi equipment in
kit form. 100 interesting and
.profitable "do-it-yourself"
projects!
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CONTROLS
AVAILABLE
FROM
DISTRIBUTORS' STOCK
et

and strain gage telemetering applications. Chief features include
dual-channcl packaging, and true
differential input (with both sides
free from ground) to eliminate
electrical noise pickup. Each of the
two inputs is connected to a transformer primary through a full -wave
chopper. Chopped d -c input is fed
through a transistorized a -c amplifier circuit stabilized by negative
feedback, to a silicon phase -sensitive detector. Circle 330 on Reader
Service Card.

Immediate Delivery at Factory Prices
on 156 Types
Military & Industrial Variable Resistors
84 MIL -R -94B composition variable

42 MIL -R -19A wirewound

resistor types-RV5 %-watt miniature,

variable resistor types-RA20 2 -watt,

RV2 1 -watt, RV4 2 -watt.

RA30 4 -watt.

30 2 -watt military grade composition variable resistor types.

Contact Your Nearest Distributor
BOSTON

GLENDALE, CAL.

DeMambro Radio Supply Co., Inc.

BOSTON

R. V. Weatherford Co.

INGLEWOOD, CAL.

Radio Shack Corp.

Newark Electric Co,

CAMDEN, N. J.
General Radio Supply Co., Inc.

CHICAGO

NEW YORK CITY
Hudson Radio & Television Corti.

NEW YORK CITY

Newark Electric Co.
Allied Radio Corporation

Milo Electronics Corp.

WASHINGTON, D. C.

CLEVELAND, OHIO
Radio & Electronic Parts Corp.

Motors
subfractional h -p
H01.1 ZER-CABOT MOTOR Div., National Pneumatic Co., Inc., 125

Amory St., Boston 19, Mass. Type

R-29 subfractional hp motors are
used as a power source in a wide
variety of applications. The new
motor is 2; in. wide, 2i in. high,
comes both in 2 and 4 pole design
and in three frame lengths. Included are induction, reluctance
synchronous, and hysteresis syn-

chronous permanent split capacitor
motors built in ratings from 1/150
to 1 20 hp. Circle 331 on Reader
Service Card.

Electronic Wholesalers, Inc.

Many other variable resistor types can be manufactured
to your specs on a short delivery cycle.
For the most complete line of military controls available from
distributors' stocks, write for Stock Sheet 172 today.

W. COAST SUBSIDIARY
Chicago Telephone of CaIV., Inc.
105 Pasadena Avenue
South Pasadena, California
Founded

11

EAST COAST OFFICE
5 Haddon Avenue
Haddonfield, New Jersey

1898

CHICAGO TELEPHONE SUPPLY

CANADIAN SUBSIDIARY
C. C. Meredith & Company, Ltd.
Streetsville, Ontario

X -Band Wattmeter
simply calibrated
WAYNE. KERR INSTRUMENTS,

ELKHART, INDIANA

Burton Browne Adveriling

150
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P. 0.

Box 801, Philadelphia 5, Pa. 'Type
U-182 X -band microwave watt -
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meter is a standard, since its calibration depends dnly on measurements of length, mass and time.
It is relatively independent of the
vswr, and the electrical calibration
is simplified and more accurate.
Its design minimizes the effects
of mismatch produced by small mis-

alignment. The instrument makes
possible rapid production checks
on magnetrons, klystrons and has
in -line wattmeter for radar.
Measurements can be made in the
power range of 10 to 200 w, with
an accuracy of 2 percent. Circle
332 on Reader Service Card.

an

Panel Meter

high readability
MARION ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT

Co., Grenier Field, Manchester,
N. H. The MM -5 occupies the
panel space of conventional 41 in.
meters and the mounting space of

ASA/MIL 31 in. instruments, yet
provides increased scale length and
greater readability. A newly designed moving coil mechanism

achieves a higher flux level and
more symmetric flux distribution
than either core or external magnet
types. This rugged mechanism pro-

vides tracking that can be held to
-1 percent of full scale, when plotted

linearly or with a protractor reference for deflection angles up to
and including 100 deg. Circle 333
on Reader Service Card.

_

NWI_
designed for

crpoNnApvl TDANcrn

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONIC TUBES
of various filament voltages

Rated 30 KVA, 240 volts input with 3 secondaries, 10 volts at
1000 amps. each. Connecting coils in series give a voltage of 30 volts
at 1000 amps.. 3 coils connected in parallel make for an output voltage of
10 volts at 3000 amps. This construction is used where three identical
but isolated voltages are needed. With four secondary windings an additional
combination of series parallel connections can be obtained.
The Multi -Secondary Transformer, an addition to the renowned line of NWL
custom-built transformers is manufactured to the particular needs of the user.

Each Nothelfer Transformer is individually tested for core loss, polarity,
voltage, corona, insulation breakdown and aging characteristics
and must meet all customer's requirements before shipment. We shall
be glad to receive your specifications and quote you accordingly.

D -C Voltmeter
multipurpose
HEWLETT-PACKARD CO., 275 Page

1$1110 1220

Mill Road, Palo Alto, Calif. The
412A is a multipurpose d -c voltmeter calibrated in current and
resistance. It measures voltage
within 1 percent of full scale and

SAY: NO-TEL-FER
NOTHELFER WINDING LABORATORIES, INC., P. 0. Box 455, Dept. E9, Trenton, N. 3.
(Specialists in custom -building)
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Nw

PRECISION

F REQUEN

C

Y

STATIC INVERTER SI/PPLY
10%

INPUT 28V D.C.

OUTPUT Nom. 115V
1

0.01%

2% 400 CPS

2- or 3 -phone output available)

n

50VA

RATINGS: 30VA

Higher ratings available.

100VA

APPLICATION:
For gyro wheel supplies and where
precise 400 cycle voltages are required in aircraft, radar and missile

ranges -1 my full scale
to 1,000 v full scale. It will also
measure current directly from 1µa
to 1 ampere in 12 ranges. Resistance ranges from 1 ohm center
scale to 100 megohms center scale
in 9 ranges. The instrument has
extremely low noise and drift, and
is equipped with a recorder output
of 1 v or 1 ma at full scale deflection. Circle 334 on Reader Service Card.
has 12

computers.
FEATURES:
PRECISION OUTPUT FREQUENCY
RUGGED
EXCELLENT WAVEFORM

SIMPLICITY OF CIRCUITRY
FAST STARTING TIME

GOOD VOLTAGE REGULATION
throughout an adjustable range
ISOLATED CASE DESIGN
HIGH RELIABILITY
VIBRATION ISOLATED
COMPACT
LIGHTWEIGHT
MILITARY SPECIFICATIONS
(Send for Bulletin 5-864)

Telemetry Antenna
helical beam
NENIS-CLARKE

Co.,

Blair Drive, Silver

919

Jesup -

Spring, Md.

Model MAM-1000 is designed for
applications where the antenna can
be manually oriented to any position. It can also be supplied with
a remote controlled motor -driven
mount. Unit pictured is a four PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS
MODEL

NUMBERS

± .01% CPS
±.05% CPS

SIS 40311

SIS 40511

SIS 410011

SIS 40315

SIS 40515

SIS 410015

INPUT VOLTAGE
MAX. OUTPUT POWER

28V DC ± 10%
30VA

50VA

400 CPS ± .01
400 CPS ± .03

OUTPUT FREQUENCY

±1% For Line Variations

-t 2% For LoodiVarialions

LOAD POWER FACTOR

X0.5 to - 0.5 Maximum

MILITARY SPECS.

MILE -5400A 8 MIL -E -5272A

- 55"( to --71°C when

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE

mounted to heat sink

VIBRATION

WEIGHT (Approx.)

20G

L5" D 2 7/8"
H 2 13/16"
7 lbs.

10 to 2000 CPS

L8" D 2 7/8"
H 2 13/16"
3.5 lbs.

L10" D 4 1/2"
H 2 13/16"
5 lbs.

MAGNETIC AMPLIFIERS INC.
632 TINTON AVENUE NEW YORK 55, N.Y.

CYPRESS 2-6610

West Coast Division
136 WASHINGTON ST. EL SEGUNDO, CAL. OREGON 8-2665
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Circle 335 on Reader

Service Card.

3% Maximum Al Full Load

FREQUENCY DISTORTION

UNIT DIMENSIONS

proximately 10 db over an isotropic
source. Other designs are also
available.

115V A( (Adjustable ± 10%)

OUTPUT VOLTAGE

VOLTAGE REGULATION

100VA

II

turn helical beam antenna having
an acceptance angle of approximately 50 deg and a gain of ap-
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Flutter Meter
also measures wow
KAY ELECTRIC CO.. \ [Tic Ave.,
Pine Brook, N. J. The Huttermeter
permits the fine adjustment of re -
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corder drives in the field or laboratory. To measure flutter (rapid
drive -speed variations) or wow (rela-

tively slow drive -speed variations),

a pre-recorded nominal 1,000 cps
signal is

played on tape or disk

through the recorder being tested.
As the speed variations modulate

Your Best

Inches

Fluttermeter amplifies this hand of

'Ao.

frequencies; the output of a magnetic discriminator is metered as a
percentage of

Source Is

1A,

1/4

1/4

1/2 & Up
* Can be furnished
in 1/2 sheets

HERE'S WHY: You can

izcd 0 to 32 v at 25 umperes d -c
power supply is specially. designed
for missile test, checkout and
launching applications.
Model
M-1071 tubeless, magnetic amplifier regulated d -c source operates
from a 115 y, 1 phase, 60 cycle,
a -c input and provides d -c output

power over the range of 0 to 32
y up to 35 amperes with a continuous duty rating of 25 amperes.
Output regulation accuracy is
percent and ripple is limited to 1
percent rms at 32 y and full load.
1

Request catalog E -58A.

SHEET

DIAMETER INCHES

order in quantity and in
a wide variety of sizes-

completely militarized and rugged-

36 x 36*
48 x 48*

3A6

1,000 cps signal. Circle 336 on
Reader Service Card.

PERKIN ENGINEERING CORP., 345
Kansas St.,
A

Size

12 x 12
18 x 18
24 x 24

3/32

variations of the

Power Supply
for missile test

Nominal

Thickness

the frequency of this signal, the

and be certain of complete
uniformity throughout.
Our strict density control
assures you thoroughly
non -porous Teflonfree from any flaws which
might possibly affect
your end use or product.
Dimensions are accurate

to your most critical
tolerances-no rejects,
waste of material or loss
of time. You get product

purity-Teflon at its

1/4

1

sAi,

1 'A*
11/2

3/e

Ms

11/4
1 3/8
11/2

V2
9A6

11/4

1/4
3/4

2

7/6

21/4

2'/2
3

Other diameters
on specification

ROD

TYPICAL SIZES
INCHES

0. D.

I. D.

Ye

1/4

1/2

3/1

3A

1/2

1

3/4

best in every one of its
remarkable characteristics.

11/2
21/2
3

1

res

11/2
11/4

TUBING

Delivery is prompt-you
get the quantity you
want when you want it.
Since the availability of
Teflon, "John Crane"

Characteristics of Teflon
CHEMICAL

Completely inert.
ELECTRICAL

Very high dielectric strength.
Extremely low Power factor.

engineers have worked

THERMAL

Temperature > ar ge

with Industry to successfully
ism*to

Request

Transistors
meet MIL -T -19500A

-300 to *SW F.

solve innumerable problems and
develop new applications. You can
benefit from their experience
and know-how.
full information and ask for our bulletin,

The

MECHANICAL

Strong, fle=ible, weather
resistant.
LOW COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION

Absolutely non-stick.
* DuPont Trademark
Best in

Tenon

Crane packing Co., 6402 Oakton St., Morton Grove, 111. (Chicago Suburb)

Canada: Crane Packing Co., Ltd.,
Hainilton, Ont.

loToRoLA, INC., 4545 W. Augusta

Blvd., Chicago 51, 111., announces
a new family of germanium general
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purpose audio (GPA) transistors.
They are under EIA numbers 2N650 through 2N655. The new devices feature a maximum junction
temperature of 100 C, collector
dissipation ratings of 200 mw, and
tightly controlled limits on other
parameters. Circle 337 on Reader

Rialto
advancement
in instrument
design

TEMP -R -TAPE®

Service Card.

SEALED

New-.002;'2750 v/m

ELAPSED TIME
INDICATORS

pressure -sensitive tape

SCHEDULE MAINTENANCE - STUDY PRODUCTIVITY

for 500°F operation

Glass -to -metal sealed ELAPSED TIME indi-

cators. Compact, low cost, tamper -proof.

Standard ASA/MIL dimensions, 2%2" and 334"

sizes. Easy to read standard size counter
registers 1/10 hour steps to 9999.9 or hour
steps to 99999. Hermetically sealed. Shielded.

Starts, operates continuously from -55°C
to +85°C. For 110.125 or 220-250 volts
60 cycle A.C. Bulletin on request. Marion

Electrical Instrument Co., Manchester, N. H.,
U. S. A.

Electronic Housings
steel fabricated
VAN NORMAN INDUSTRIES, INC.,

186 Granite St., Manchester, N. H.

Copyright C) 1958, Marlon

marion
meters

CIRCLE 222 READERS SERVICE CARD

FREE
BOOK LET

A completely redesigned line of
Insuline steel fabricated electronic
housings has been introduced. The
new line includes 19 in. heavy
duty rack frames and cabinets, in
accordance with military specifications. The cabinets feature pro-

vision for installation of an impeller fan and air filter, and have
ganging flanges to permit units to
be used in multiples. Circle 338

New TEMP -R -TAPE C, Teflon* film
with pressure -sensitive, thermal curing

silicone adhesive is only .002" thick over-

all, has 2750 v/m dielectric strength,

-100°F to 500°F (-70°C to 260°C)
presses in place on any surface and

temperature range. Easy -to -apply, it

can be cured to form permanent bond.
Send for data on TEMP -R -TAPE C
and CHR's other extreme temperature
tapes.
*duPont TM.

CONNECTICUT
HARD RUBBER

497 East St., New Haven 9, Conn. SPruee 7.3631
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Precious

on Reader Service Card.

Metals

Will Show You How To

INCREASE YOUR INCOME!

Plated

TO LEARN MORE

COMMERCIAL 2 -WAY

RADIO MAINTENANCE IS

A BIG BOOMING BUSINESS. LICENSEES PAY

GOOD MONEY- USUALLY

ON A CONTRACT BASIS
-TO PROPERLY QUALI-

FIED AND EQUIPPED
MEN.

IT'S A PERFECT PART.

TIME BUSINESS FOR
RADIO ENGINEERS

AND CAN PAY YOU

HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS
EXTRA A MONTH.

r

AND RETAINER
FEES
FOR
FREE SEND
BOOKLET

MOBILE -RADIO
MAINTENANCE
USE COUPON
TODAY

"

GOLD, SILVER, PLATINUM,
RHODIUM, PALLADIUM... the
precious metals generally cost the
same, no matter where you buy
them. But you do get more for
your money when you buy precious metal plating from Harper Leader. You get the full benefits
of the engineering, metallurgical,
and other highly specialized services of Harper -Leader's technical

FIRST CHOICE
in
TEST EQUIPMENT!

IAMPKIN

I AMPKIN
205-A FM Modulation
Meter $240.00

"I -10W TO MAKE MONEY IN

Substitution Box
decade type

Name

INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER CORP.,

At no obligation to me please send
MOBILE -RADIO MAINTENANCE'!

City

State

LAMPKIN LABORATORIES, INC.
Instruments Div., Bradenton, Fla.
CIRCLE 223 READERS SERVICE CARD
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staff.

Send for Bulletin E-58

1521 E. Grand Ave., El Segundo,

Address

L

TO ALL SPECS

"HOW TO MAKE
MONEY IN

105-H Frequency

Meter $220.00

ON ANY PART-

ABOUT CONTRACTS

Calif., has developed Zeniac, a

diode substitution box offering a
selection of eleven basic one watt
silicon zener diodes covering the

HARPER -LEADER, INC.

Waterbury 20, Conn.
CIRCLE 225 READERS SERVICE CARD
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Practical Simple Design General Utility

Welch TWO -STAGE DUO -SEAL VACUUM PUMP
OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE
FREE AIR CAPACITY

GUARANTEED VACUUM
0.1 Micron (.0001 mm Hg)

21 Liters Per Min

Krohn -Hite
POWER

OPERATING SPEED ¶m!
PAT. No.
2,337,849

450 R.P.M.

VISIBLE OIL
LEVEL

1/3 H.P. Motor

SUPPLIES

1725 RPM

No Splash No Oil Back-up
Belt

Tightening
Provision

Trouble -free
Movement

Extra Supply
of Duo -Seal Oil

Quiet
Running

No. 1400-B
DUO -SEAL VACUUM PUMP

,....____

(Motor Driven)
MODEL UHR-220

Complete with Motor

PRICE $133.00

Totally Enclosed Belt Guard for 1400 B Pump $15.00

W. M. DIVISION
WELCH
SCIENTIFIC COMPANY
OF W. M. WELCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY
ESTABLISHED 1880
1515 SEOGWICK STREET, DEPT. H, CHICAGO 10, ILLINOIS, U.S.A.

Manufacturers of Scientific Instruments and Laboratory Apparatus

THAN 100 MICROVOLTS

IMPEDANCE

CIRCLE 226 READERS SERVICE CARD

E

FEATURING
ULTRA -HIGH
REGULATION -0.001%
HUM and NOISE LESS

0.1 OHM A -C TO 100 KC
WITH NO PEAKS

HAVE

S RACKMOBILE

The Krohn -Hite Power Supplies Line
Model

C WILL

Current

Regulation

Price

0-500v

0 200ma

0.001%

$390.00

UHR 240

0-500v

0 500ma

0.001%

$625.00

UHR 225

150-500v

0.200ma

0.002%

$275.00

UHR 245

150-500v

0 500ma

0.002%

$425.00

UHR 220

0 TRAVEL

Patent Pending

Voltage

UHR-230R two Models UHR-220, Rack Mounted $790.00
UHR-235R two Models UHR-225, Rack Mounted $560.00

0

Only "RACKMOBILES" provide complete protection
to electronic equipment anc machinery from both
impact and high frequency transient vibration caused
by heavy shock. ESCO's unique system utilizes a
"floated" inner frame housed in an outer console of
ribbed and welded heavy gauge steel.

sro

Model EQ-58 - $95.00
"LOUVERED CHIMNEY EFFECT"

-....dej%-.....*':---

---0"'"4111110.--"-

D
L

A
R

'Available for rack mounting at $5.00 additional.
**Available for rack mounting at $10.00 additional.

For further information on:

Filters

E

M

Two isolated 6.3v a -c sources in all models
5-12.6v, 2.5a d -c source in model 240
0-150v d -c bias source in models 220 and 240

It di III

4------- 1

-----

oi

011111

1111i111

o.

Icy,

1

..,,,...

...

Only ESCO's "STACKRACK"

Expandable and Shock-Resistar t Consoles incorporate
the "Chimney Effect" to mini-

Power Supplies
Oscillators
Power Amplifiers

write for our free catalog D

mize the need of auxiliary
removing heat
from electronic instrumentation.
blowers in

Model SR -58 - $165.00

CORPORATION

Consoles built to your specifications.

MO ENGINEERING CO.
CIRCLE 227 READERS SERVICE CARD
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Krohn -Hite

P. O. Box 184
Broadview, Illinois

580 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE
CAMBRIDGE 39, MASS., U. S. A.
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range from 3.6 to 30 y. The decade type substitution box is housed in a
compact, easily portable unit which

may be inserted into any breadboard circuit. A turn of Zeniac's
selector switch rapidly determines
the exact diode required. Circle
339 on Reader Service Card.

AT

Westinghouse

BALTIMORE

Low Pass Filters
feed -through type
ALLEN -BRADLEY Co., Milwaukee,

\Vise., has available a line of high frequency

low-pass

feed -through

They arc designed to provide radiation and feedback elimination in low power circuits in the
frequency range from 50 me to
5,000 mc. This includes the P. L,
filters.

Engineers at the Electronics Division
of Westinghouse -Baltimore are
pioneering in the fields of
Communications, Missiles Ground
Control Engineering, Advanced
Development and Radar Engineering.
The Division's modern plant offers the

and S military bands. The new
filter elements have effective capaci-

tances up to 500,000 p4. Circle
340 on Reader Service Card.

latest in facilities and equipment.
The Electronics Division offers an
unexcelled opportunity to qualified

engineers in the following career fields:

Microwave Components
Communications Systems

Network Synthesis

Digital -Analogue Computer

Pulse Circuitry

Design

Radar Systems

Engineering Writing

Reliability

Magnetic Amplifiers

Transistor Circuitry

TO APPLY: For a confidential interview,
send a resume of your education and
experience to Dr. J. A. Medwin, Dept. 806
Westinghouse Electric Corporation,
P. 0. Box 746, Baltimore 3, Md.

Commutator
all -solid-state
\\ IANCRO f.M.INEERING CO., 255

Westinghouse- BALTIMORE
An Engineer's Company
156

N. Ilalstead AVC., Pasadena, Calif.,
offers an all -solid-state airborne
commutator which weighs less than
12 oz, occupies less than 35 cu in.,
and commutates 30 channels at

rates up to 2.500 samples per sec
or any IRIG commutation rate. It
September 12, 1958 - ELECTRON ICS enoineering issue

WHY BENDIX

DIGITAL VOLT-OHMMETERS

GYROS

combine readability with reliability and accuracy
For your laboratory, incoming inspection, or in -line

ARE

test positions-or wherever accurate and reliable
measurements must be made quickly-you need a
HYCON Digital Volt -Ohmmeter.

"MISSILE -MINDED'

READABLE 1/2" digits, in line, with illuminated decimal

point and polarity indicator for fast (2 second average) readout without interpolation error.
-designed for continuous operation, and to withstand
shock and vibration without loss of accuracy.
Complete Data in Bulletin 645
Model 645AR 0.1V, accurate, DC and Ohms
Model 615AR 0.5% accurate. DC and Ohms

* FREE

3 DIGITAL INSTRUMENTS IN 1
The HYCON reads DC volts in 4

RUGGED AND RELIABLE with no delicate components

$ 875.00

(single -axis, two -axis)

decimal ranges from .001 V to 999

* RATE

V...AC volts in 3 decimal ranges
from 1.0 V to 999 V RMS... resistance in 5 decimal ranges from 1

* VERTICAL
* STABLE PLATFORMS
(2 -gyro, 3 -gyro)

ohm to 9.99 megohms.
High Impedance (vacuum tube) in-

$ 485.00

put. Size 514 x 19", 11" deep.

Both instruments are 1% accurate on AC from 10 to 1000 volts;

Complete with probes.

2% accurate below 10 volts.

Order from your HYCON
representative, or from:

Building both gyros and sys-

ELECTRONICS, INC.

tems using gyros-as we do

370 South Fair Oaks. Pasadena. CaIitorr,a

sight into gyro problems and

-provides a valuable in-

their most practical solu-

CIRCLE 230 READERS SERVICE CARD

tions. And, when it comes to

missile applications, this

unique two-way viewpoint
of ours can pay you big divi-

dends, can save you big
headaches.
For Bendix gyros are
definitely "missile -minded"
in three respects. First,
they're built to withstand
high -range temperatures
and other rugged missile environmental conditions.
Second, they offer high -precision performance plus
extreme dependability.

EIGHT
HOURS
OF

ii,6 a
4

EN

IP '1ji

ge,

at,
ge

410

II

Third, they're miniaturized
to fit missile packaging requirements perfectly.

If our standard gyros

1100 jarring omit,'
shocks per minute ..

don't match your require-

Fastened to a pneumatic drill

gyros that will-and pro-

ments, we'll engineer special

duce them in mass quanti-

during an 8 hour working

ties without sacrificing mix of
the quality you need. Try us.

day, a HANDLEY Wee Pot
TRIMMER Potentiometer
conclusively proved its ability
to maintain critical tolerances
under the most severe conditions.
When checked after this ordeal, there
v,a,
ACTUAL
SIZE

NO CHANGE OF

SETTING, and absolutely

NO LOSS OF CONTINUITY.

Designed especially for printed circuit use, the Wee
Pot is a wire -wound miniature trimmer potentiometer
with standard resistance ranges from one to 40K ohms,
and a power rating of 1.5 watts at 40 degrees C.

Handley Electronics may have the answer to your problem. Write for our new brochure
on the Wee Pot for a complete technical description and specifications.
O

HANDLEY
ELECTRONICS, INC.
14758 KESWICK STREET VAN NUYS, CALIFORNIA STate 2-5840
CIRCLE 231 READERS SERVICE CARD
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Eclipse -Pioneer
Division

vmignofi,

Teterboro, N. 1.

AVIATION CORPORATION

District Offices: Burbank and San Francisco, Calif.;
Seattle, Wash.; Dayton, Ohio; and Washington,
D.

C.

Export Sales & Service: Bendix International

Division, 205 E.

42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.
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operates at 40-g acceleration and

temperatures from 0 to + 85 C.
Circle 341 on Reader Service Card.

rigerd,',27,77972-rnr
111111111NIII

P -C Card Enclosure

simply designed
ELCO CORP., M St. below Erie

100 Million Years

for System Development of
Man's Marvelous Temperature Control
COX SYSTEMS GIVE CLOSER CONTROL WITH
ULTRA -RELIABLE, FAIL-SAFE ELECTRIC HEATERS
Cox has designed more than

ADVANCED THERMAL ENGINEERING

2000 different successful temperature control installations.

plus

Cox has delivered more than

Ave., Philadelphia 24, Pa. The
Varipak enclosure is designed to be
adapted to any packaging technique
utilizing printed or etched circuitry. It holds boards and p -c connectors in alignment and saves
much valuable soldering time. In a
few minutes, as many as 78 parts
may be firmly retained with only 8
screws. The Varipak is designed to
fit any standard relay rack or standard electronic cabinet enclosure

mounting: 41, 51, 7, 81, 101 in.
panel sections. Circle 342
Reader Service Card.

on

COMPLETE LABORATORY FACILITIES

300,000 units for military

plus

service.

PRODUCTION CAPABILITY

TYPICAL DEVICES TEMPERATURE CONTROLLED BY COX
Gyros

and

Accelerometers

I

Diodes
and

Crystals

Batteries

Transistors

Transistor Tester
general purpose
BAIRD-ATOMIC, INC., 33 University

Computers

Cameras

11-TTIT1,;1411

Aircraft

Rd., Cambridge 38, Mass. Mode]

Deicers

KP-2 is a versatile precision instru-

The Tougher the Problem...The Better We Like It!

COX & COMPANY, INC.
NEW YORK 10, N.Y.

115 EAST 23 STREET

Engineering Representatives in Most Areas
15n

1e

neArvene eeroallee ,A Dn

ment for analyzing transistors at
frequencies from 100 cps to 200
kc, valuable and dependable for
both lab and production work. It
offers a current range of from 100
p.a. to 1 ampere with two regulated
semiconductor power supplies for
bias voltages and currents. The
direct measurement obtained is

based on "h" parameters

using

basic simple and straightforward
eweTber IZ , IY

- ELECTRONICS engineering issue

the specs are the proof ...
the BEST BUYS are z(E-'/COL7C)
for COLOR & Monochrome TV servicing

COLOR
and Monochrome

dc to 5 mc lab & tv
5" OSCILLOSCOPE

:460
Fcto

: IP 41.4
DISTORTION ELIMINATING
VOLTAGE REGULATOR

51295°

wiaredry-

0/

519"

Kit

-- Features DC Amplifiers!
Flat from DC -4.5 mc, usable to 10 mc.
VERT.AMPL.: sens. 25 rms mv/in; input Z 3

megs; direct -coupled & push-pull thruout;

The AC Regulator that
Eliminates Distortions

Does two jobs at once
Regulates voltage in

Furnishes 1.4 KVA of distortion free, =1% regulated power without phase shift

50th

1

cycle - the fastest regulation
available

330 microseconds recovery timefastest available

Reduces line distortion to less

than 0.3% - undetectable on

Simultaneously provides 4 KVA

scope

of

K -follower coupling bet. stages; 4 -step
freq-compensated attenuator up to 1000:1.
SWEEP: perfectly linear 10 cps -100 kc (ext.
cap. for range to 1 cps); pre-set TV V & H
positions (30 & 7875 cps); auto. sync. ampl.
& Lim. PLUS: direct or cap. coupling; bal.
or unbal. inputs; edge -lit engraved Incite
graph screen; dimmer; filter; bezel fits std
photo equipt. High intensity trace CRT.
0.06 usec rise time. Push-pull hor. ampl.,
lot to 400 kc, sens. 0.6 rms mv/in. Built -

n volt. calib. Z-axis mod. Sawtooth & 60
cps outputs. Astig. control. Retrace blanking. Phasing control.

1% electro-mechanically reg-

TV -FM SWEEP

ulated power

GENERATOR

& MARKER 0363

_41'

For additional information, write:

MODEL EE100A

0

Electronic Equipment Sales Department

Price $1,689.00
FOB Carlstadt, N. J.

41

0

va

ELECTRONICS DIVISION

Immediate Delivery
Also available in 400 cps - $1875.00

CURTISS =VATIR

CORPORATION CARLSTADT. N. J.
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Factory
wired

I

Kit

$6995

Entirely electronic sweep circuit (no

mechanical devices) with accurately -biased

increductor for excellent linearity.

Extremely flat RF output: new AGC circuit
automatically adjusts osc. for max output
on each band with min. ampl. variations.

-lit hair-

lines, 6:1 vernier. Swept Osc. Range 3-216
mc in 5 fund. bands. Variable Marker Range

ATTRACT AND HOLD TECHNICAL PERSONNEL
JACKSOHVILIt

2-75 mc in 3 fund. bands; 60-225 mc on
harmonic band. 4.5 mc Xtal Marker Osc.,
xtal supplied. Ext. Marker provision. Sweep
Width 0-3 mc lowest max. deviation to 0-30
mc highest max. dev. 2 -way blanking. Narrow range phasing. Attenuators: Marker
Size, RF Fine, RF Coarse (4 -step decade).

Cables: output, 'scope horiz., 'scope

'STRATEGIC

LOCATION FOR

vertical.
DYNAMIC CONDUCTANCE

Transistor
Tester
.666

GROWTH INDUSTRIES
DAYTONA
BEACH

DAYTONA BEACH

MISSILE

ORLANDO

TEST

EENTLS

Metropolitan Area
Industrial Sites

Tube &

Factory -$.10995
wired
I
LL

r.'"Wr

Kit

$6995

COMPLETE with steel cover and handle.
SPEED, ease, unexcelled accuracy & thorTests all receiving tubes (&
Color & Monochrome pic tubes with adapter). Composite indication of Gm., Gp &
peak emission. Simultaneous sel of any 1
oughness.

of 4 combinations of 3 plate voltages, 3

screen voltages, 3 ranges of continuously

variable grid voltage (with 5% accurate
pot). New series -string voltages: for 600,

Daytona Death, the east -to -

West terminal on the north -

to -south route of the proj-

ected Federal Limited AccesS
Freeway System, gives indus.

DAYTONA

try a plus for the future.

BEACH

METROPOLITAN

Write for new 90 page
Industrial Brochure
R. H. MILES, MGR.
INDUSTRIAL DEPARTMENT

AREA
ORMOND BEACH

HOLLY HILL
PORT ORANGE

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
DAYTONA BEACH, FLORIDA

SOUTH DAYTONA

etACiS:i

4/42
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450, 300 ma types. Sensitive 200 ua
meter. 5 ranges meter sensitivity (1%

shunts & 5% pot). 10 SIX -position lever
Switches: free -point connection of each
tube pin. 10 pushbuttons: rapid insert of
any tube element in leakage test circuit

& speedy sel. of individual sections of

multi -section tubes in merit tests. Direct reading of inter -element leakage in ohms.
New gear -driven rollchart. Checks n -p -n &
p -n -p transistors: separate meter readings

of collector leakage current & Beta using
internal dc power supply.
See the 50 EICO models
IN STOCK at your

'neigh-

borhood distributor.

Write
FREE Catalog
FREE
Boulevard, L. I. C. 1. N.Y.

33-00 Northern

higher in WiAt.
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circuitry for optimum dependability
and reliability of test results. The

test set is used with an external
oscillator and vtvm. Circle 343
on Reader Service Card.

SEND YOUR
PRINTS FOR

QUOTATION

SPURS

HELICALS

WORM AND WORM GEARS

STRAIGHT BEVELS

D -C Power Rectifier

LEAD SCREWS RATCHETS CLUSTER GEARS RACKS INTERNALS ODD SHAPES

priced at $140
GATES

ELECTRONIC

CO.,

2090

Barnes Ave., Bronx 62, N. Y., announces a new silicon d -c power
rectifier. Input is 115 v, 1 phase,
60 cycles. Output is 30 v d -c,
0-10 amperes. Regulation is 5 percent;

ripple,

0.1

percent

rms.

Meters have a 2 percent accuracy.
Dimensions arc 19 in. wide by 13
in. deep by 101. in. high. Weight
is 55 lb. Circle 344 on Reader Service Card.

1021 PARMELE STREET,-ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS

CELCO
STANDARD
CIRCLE 237 READERS SERVICE CARD

YOKE

Rotary Switch
subminiaturized

for MILITARY and COMMERCIAL PRECISION DISPLAYS
Single units or production quantities IMMEDIATELY AVAILABLE FOR 7/1", 1", 1.1/16",

THE DAVEN Co., Livingston, N. J.

2", 2.1/8", 21/2", CRT necks.
Write for Celco deflection yoke catalogue or for immediate engineering assistance call
your nearest Celco plant.
Mahwah, N. 1.
Davis 7-1123

Miami, Fla.

Cucamonga, Calif.

Plaza 1-9083

YUkon 2-2688

eoodesuttewe Emoilmeer.149

Susquehanna, Pa.
Ulysses 3-3500

1argvreaciitle4 ea,
-r- -

-r-

Transistor or Vacuum tube drive.
160
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The series G subminiature, sealed,
rotary, circuit selector switch measures only in. in diameter, weighs
oz and has been extensively tested
under extremes of temperature,
humidity, corrosion, vibration, acceleration, shock and immersion.
It is specifically designed for
limited -space applications. Ratings
are: 100,000 cycle life; 125 C temperature; contacts, 1 ampere 250 v
d -c resistive and 350 ma 100 v d -c

September 12, 1958 - ELECTRONICS engineering issue

NEW

PROTECT

at

Monitor!

YOUR COMPONENTS

Low Frequency

ELIMINATE HOT SPOTS

crystals to
meet high

Fully tested from 2

to
2,000 CPS vibration. Acceleration of 15 to 30 G's.
Frequency range 16 to 100

VENTILATED

vibrazion
reqJirements

kc - typical tolerance
± .012% from -40°C
to + 70°C. Lower fre-

RELAY RACK

Monitor's modern
facilities and techniques

insures

CABINETS

the

quality of all units.

quencies down to 400
cycles available

in

other

Monitor types with less

MIL Spec Quality

rigid requirements.

Complete Package
Modular Construction

Fully Controlled
built-in
Cross -ventilation

Small size
MC -13/U

System

Cool Exactly
Where Needed

If you have a special crystal problem,
call, wire or write.
SEND FOR NEW CATALOG!

Cool Heat Load

of 2-3 KW Input

MONITOR PRODUCTS COMPANY

Proven in
4 Years' Operation
in Government
Laboratories

815 Fremont Ave., South Pasadena, Calif.
RYan 1-1174
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New CANNON XLR plugs

AIR OUT THROWN LOUVER

for audio and electronic uses

...

4
u

j

Serrated

,,nvo

II

-,-,(1'

`cl

"i

finger grips

n ff

j

Dolly Optional
STANDARD UNITS:

nfinfIrmi

,-Et1
_A,'

11

141

nn

a

k..---- Ari,

'..-- I. `-'=1b
AIR ENTRANCE THROUGH ALTER

More room

far wiring

NOTE:

Adjustable air -flow

pattern to your
exact needs is

effected by snap -in

closures-no

`chimney' effect

Available in cabinets or consoles

Adjustable interior rails afford

no wiggle late
Improved
adjustable clomps

Quiet-rubber

OTHERS TO YOUR
SPECIFICATIONS

-with 12 -gauge or 31'6" steel frame

Quiet-nos

Improved coble
relief bushings

19" to 24" Panels
18" to 36" Deep
Matching Consoles
Available

(7,Lra

A

n

ill

o

MODEL
FC1-24V-681/4H

Quiet -resale st
inserts

cushioning ribs

CANNON

GREATER VALL,E AT NG INCREASE IN PRICE

Improved features illustrated above give you more for
your money than any similar plug on the market.
These deluxe audio plugs, in handsome satin nickel
finish, give protection against disagreeable interference
and mechanical noises. Positive latch holds firmly, yet
allows for quiet: disconnect. Improved strain relief
bushings and cable clamps accommodate full range of
microphone cables. Series includes wide variety of shell
types, with three and four contacts. Mates with Cannon
former XL series.
Like all the plugs in the complete Cannon line the
XLR series is manufactured of finest quality materials

for reliable, long-lasting service. See the distributor
nearest you or write for Bulletin XLR-3.
CIRCLE 240 READERS SERN,

ready mounting for chassis slides

Front and rear doors with glass
panels or cutouts Paint finish to
customer requirements

Write for Complete Data: Series FC/E
27,000 kinds to choose from! Call on

Cannon for all your plug needs. If
we don't have what you want, we'll

make it for you. We're ready to
help you at any stage-from basic
design to volume production-with

the largest facilities in the world
for plug research, development

and manufacturing. Write us

today about your problem. Please
refer to Dept. 120
CANNON ELECTRIC COMPANY
3208 Humboldt St., L.A. 31, California

Where Reliability for Your Product
is Our Constant Goal
346
:ARD
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ONE SOURCE...
for VENTILATED RELAY RACK
CABINETS, CONTROL CONSOLES,
BLOWERS, CHASSIS, 'CHASSISTRAK'*, RELATED COMPONENTS

ORchard 4-3510

WESTERN DEVICES, INC.
600 W. FLORENCE AVE., INGLEWOOD, CAL.
*For Inquiries on 'Chassis-Trak; East of Rockies:
Chassis-Trak Corp., 525 S. Webster Ave., Indianapolis
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inductive; contact resistance, less
than 0.008 ohm; dielectric strength,

1,000 v rms between terminals or
to ground; low capacitance between
all parts. Circle 345 on Reader
Service Card.

Focus Coil

higher power
SYNTRONIC

INSTRUMENTS,

INC.,

100 Industrial Road, Addison, Ill.
Type F20 electromagnetic focus
coil is designed for photographic,
flying spot, military and other special purpose 1 in. neck diameter
crt's requiring short focal length at
high (up to 25 kv) accelerating potential without overheating. Minimum spot distortion is assured by

... important evidence Of

Vitro leadership in systems
engineering coordination

machining coil case to close dimensional tolerances. Together with
using top quality soft magnetic iron

in the case, this results in a very
uniform focusing field.

Sharp fo-

cus for high beam currents is

Our contributions to the system coordination of the
Polaris program are another important milestone in
Vitro's forward march in the field of guided
missile and underwater weapon systems.

as-

sured by the large i-d to focus gap
ratio. Type F20 measures 11)u in.
i-d, 34 in. o -d, 1 in. long and
in. front to gap center. Circle
346 on Reader Service Card.

Polaris is only one of several exciting projects
being tackled by our professional staff. If you are
an experienced engineer or physicist and would like
to explore the unusual combination of advantages
available at Vitro, please . . .
Write to: Manager, Professional Employment
Vitro Laboratories, Dept. 309
14000 Georgia Avenue, Silver Spring, Maryland

larr0 LABORATORIES
Division of Vitro Corporation of America

Laboratory Magnet
with power supply
ADVANCE INDUSTRIES,

INC.,

640

Memorial Drive, Cambridge, Mass.
Model AI -1101, a laboratory mag-

net and associated power supply
that produces an accurately con
-
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Oett44?"

P. A. system
tape recorder
hand tools
portable TV set
FROM YOUR CAR, Boat or Plane!

tio-NEJIMAkei
.........

with

RUNAWAY
1-191-11-11-

i

INVERTERS

with new

777.xrdin.e transistor coolers

FOR CHANGING YOUR STORAGE

Available for the first time in standardized module and
strip forms! New Modine aluminum transistor coolers effectively dissipate heat generated by compact electronic circuits.
Maximum -heat -transfer design holds transistor junction temperature safely within design limits. Systems equipped with refrigeration cooling, ram air or blowers provide suitable air supplies for
these coolers. Size requirements can be quickly determined by
consulting our Bulletin ID -158, which contains performance data
and application information.

BATTERY CURRENT TO
ELECTRICITY

own CAR,
A.C. HOUSEHOLD
ANYWHERE
. in your
Boat or Plane!
OPERATES
PORTABLE TV SET

directly from your cad

OPERATES
TAPE RECORDERS

DICTATING

For full details on standard and custom-built Modine transistor coolers,

777irdinym

plus Bulletin ID -158, write Electronic
Cooling Dept., Modine Manufacturing

Company, 1602 DeKoven Avenue,

MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Racine, Wisconsin.

MACHINES
PUBLIC ADDRESS
SYSTEMS

ELECTRIC SHAVERS
directly from your car!

MAKE YOUR CAR, BOAT OR PLANE

"A ROLLING OFFICE:"

1.1374

CIRCLE 243 READERS SERVICE CARD

OPERATES
RADIOS
RECORD PLAYERS
MIXMASTERS, ETC.
directly from your car(

mounted out

of sight under
dash or in

\

trunk

compartment

UNIVERSAL

LIR A LOW

capacitance
attenuation
4

TYPE NN Mt IMPED.n O.D.

150

C2

7.3
6.3
6.3

C 22

5.5

C3

SETTLEMENT BY YOUR CHECK

C 33
C4

5.4
4.8
4.6

184
197

CABLE OR AIRMAIL TODAY

C 44

4.1

C1

WE ARE SPECIALLY ORGANIZED
TO HANDLE DIRECT ORDERS OR
ENQUIRIES FROM OVERSEAS

CII

SPOT DELIVERIES FOR U.S.
BILLED IN DOLLARS-

173
171

220
229
252

.36'
.36'
.44'
.44'
.64'
.64'
1.03'
1.03'

INVERTERS

Especially designed to change 6 or 12 volt
D.C. to 110 volt A.C. 60 cycles.

for...

EXECUTIVES
SALESMEN

POLICEMEN
REPORTERS

FIREMEN
PUBLIC OFFICIALS

OUTDOOR MEN

MODELS 6U-RHG (6 volts) 125 to 150 watts. Shipping
Weight 27 lbs. List price
S89.95
DEALER NET PRICE ..... $59.97
12U-RHG (12 volts) 150 to 175 watts. Shipping weight
27 lbs. List price
589.95
$59.97
DEALER NET PRICE

Write for literature on other Sizes and Models
of ATR INVERTERS, priced as low as $9.95 list.

SEE YOUR JOBBER OR WRITE FACTORY

N EW

'MX and SM' SUBMINIATURE CONNECTORS

Constant 50n 63R -70R impedances

TRANSRAOIO LTD.138A Cromwell Rd. London SW7 ENGLAND
CIRCLE 244 READERS SERVICE CARD
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&/NEW MODELS h/NEW DESIGNS -VNEW LITERATURE
"A" Battery Eliminator; DC.AC Inverters Auto Radio Vibrators

AMERICAN TELEVISION & RADIO CO.

24440 Products Siam 1931
CARIES: TRANSRAD, LONDON

SAINT PAUL 1, MINNESOTA, U. S. A.
CIRCLE 245 READERS SERVICE CARD
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Ll

the

trolled, adjustable magnetic field,
is now being offered. It has an

11 -in. pole diameter and features
a precision control system which

head

provides a selection of air gap flux
densities up to a maximum of 20,000 gauss. Gap width may be continuously adjusted from zero to any
specified value. Other features in-

of the

family

clude replaceable energizing coil

sections and cooling coils, built-in

surge protection and a choice of
accessories such as

a

positioning

platform and a servo control field

The Couch Type 4A relay

regulator. Circle 347 on Reader
Service Card.

heads a family of rugged re-

lays - relays that can with-

stand the extremes of shock.
vibration, and acceleration all because of a unique patented rotary armature design.
The 4A design will answer
your dry circuit switching

problems too. Our Bulletin
132 will tell you more. Write
for it today.
IMPORTANT
SPECIFICATIONS

Contacts:

4PDT

(4 Form C)

Power Supply
transistorized

Size & weight:
141" D x 11/2" H, 3.2 oz.

ARD

Pull -in power: 1/2 watt

hermetically sealed, transistorized

Ambient temperature:

a -c to d -c power supply furnishes

-65°C to 125°C
Vibration resistance:

20G, 5 to 2000 cps
Shock resistance:

75G operating
200G non -operating

CORP., 2465 Lincoln Blvd.,
Venice, Calif. The Little Monster

from ±7 to ±20 v d -c output as
requested (±10 v d -c at 200 ma).
Regulation is within 0.01 percent;

ripple, less than 0.2 v rms;

size,

61 in. by 31 in. by 2? -6 in.; weight,
21 lb. Circle 348 on Reader Serv-

ice Card.

Illustrated
right

are

on the
some of

the many possible
mounting variations
available.

Resistors

ORDNANCE INC.
A Subsidiary of

5.

H. Couch Co., Inc.

3 Arlington Street
North Quincy, Mass.

lower wattage
ELECTRIC - CO., North
Adams, Mass. The addition of new
miniature 8 and 4 w ratings to the
line of deposited -carbon Filmistors
SPRAGUE

in

hermetically -sealed

ceramic

cases has been announced. These
resistors full meet all requirements
for Characteristic B resistors of
specification MIL -R -I 0509B. Circle

349 on Reader Service Card.
164
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Pulse Notes
MODEL V47 SHAKER

A TYPICAL MINIATURE

Force to 21b.
Frequency to 10 kcjs

TUBE TEST -RIG

Adjustable and Fixed
Linear Inductors
Introduced by Pulse
A new line of adjustable and fixed linear
inductors is now available from Pulse Engineering:Pulse linear inductors are designed
to replace toroids in wave filters, resonant
circuits, impedance choke applications, and
resonant transformer applications.

FOR NEW ECONOMY IN TESTING use the smallest of the

GOODMANS Shakers (Model V 47), designed for thrusts up
to z lb. over the frequency range d.c.-to kcs. Ideal for testing

items, electronic components, relays, watches, etc.
FIVE watts maximum driving power only needed, releasing
small

larger shakers for heavier work.
AS AN ACTUATOR GOODMANS V 47 is available with coil

resistances of 3 ohms, 3o ohms, or 300 ohms for use with
electronic, magnetic, or transistor servo -amplifiers.
NO FIELD SUPPLY is required for these high efficiency,
permanent -magnet transducers.

,(3g_LAR-fitat`l

MODEL DS POWER OSCILLATOR

Power output
Frequency 10 c s cc. 10 kc s

IVrite or call now for fuller derails.

EASTERN DIVISION
INC.

WESTERN DIVISION
SOLARTRON INC.
10761 BURBANK BOULEVARD,

SOLARTRON
530'2 COOPER STREET,

NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

CAMDEN 2, N.J.
Phone: Woodlawn 4-3039

Phone: Stanley 7-5081

CANADIAN ENQUIRIES TO:
NICKAM INSTRUMENTS & SUPPLY LTD.,

GD 53

99 Floral Parkway, Toronto 15, Ontario. Phone Cherry 4-4191

CIRCLE 247 READERS SERVICE CARD

Pulse linear inductors provide a marked improvement over toroids in several respects.
Variation of inductance is absolutely linear

from -55 C to +125' C. Temperature coefficients of 55 parts per million to 161 parts
per million are available. They are self -compensating with polystyrene foil capacitors in
resonant meshes. They have a higher Q over
a wider range, typically, 500 at 50 kc. Pulse

linear inductors are more astatic than toroids and possess a lower external field.

Other advantages include low price, small
10% from -30° C to
size, 0 variation of
+85' C, inductance range of 100 gh to 2h.
The adjustable inductor, VL Series, has a
7% of center value.
variable inductance of
By using these linear inductors, Pulse has
improve the frequency attenuation response of their filter networks, reduce the sizes and achieve an excellent
stability of attenuation. (See graph)

CHANGE IN INDUCTANCE
VS. TEMPERATURE

Industry's preferred "instrument of a thousand
uses". Accurate, rugged, versatile STANDARD
Elapsed Time Indicators. Synchronous motor drive.
Electric clutch controlled by manual or automatic

switch or output of electronic tubes. Manual or
electric zero reset. Units for flush panel mounting
or portable use.
Model

Scale

Divisions

Totalizer

Accuracy

S-100

1/.5 sec.

6000 sec.

+.1 sec.

S-60

1/5 sec.

60 min.

±.1 sec.

SM-60

1/100 min.

60 min.

+.002 min.

S-10

1/10 sec.

1000 sec.

+.02 sec.

S-6

1/1000 min.

10 min.

S-1

1/100 sec.

60 sec.

MST

1/1000 sec.

.360 sec.

MST -500

1/1000 sec.

30 sec.

+.0002 min.
+.01 sec.
+.001 sec.
+.002 sec.

Request Bulletin No. 198.

40

PANEL MOUNTED

0
20 40 60 80 100
DEGREES CENTIGRADE

120 140

New Pulse linear inductors are available in
quantity now. For complete technical information, prices, and delivery, call your nearest Pulse Engineering representative or write
to Dept. E9

Pulse

Engineering
Inc.
PORTABLE

THE STANDARD ELECTRIC TIME COMPANY
89 LOGAN STREET

20

2657 Sprung Street
REDWOOD CITY

CALIFORNIA

SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS

CIRCLE 248 READERS SERVICE CARD
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fitii

I/

II/

Literature of
HUNDRED MILLION
MEGOHMMETER

Type 1M

MATERIALS
Epoxy Casting Compound. Isochem Resins Corp., 221 Oak St.,
Providence 9, R. I. Technical data
bulletin DB-441-8127 fully describes Isocast 441, a two-part 100
percent solids epoxy resin casting
and sealing compound which con-

This new Hundred Million
Megohmmeter

tains no reactive diluents or inert
plasticizers. Circle 350 on Reader

offers high stability,

Service Card.

large easy to read scale

Metal Charts. Fansteel Metallurgical Corp., North Chicago, Ill.,
has published two new metal
charts. One shows the melting
points of the metals both in F and
C scales. The other shows the
densities of metals. Charts are avail-

and simplicity of operation.
Fast charge and

automatic discharge
networks permit fast and

able to those requesting them on
company letterheads.

safe measurements on

capacitors.

Plastic Laminates. New England
Laminates Co., Inc., 481 Canal St.,

Built-in leakage -

Stamford, Conn. A 4 -page twocolor booklet outlines the com-

current guard.

pany's philosophy, facilities and
products in the field of high -quality

USEFUL RANGE: 1 MEGOHM TO 100 MILLION MEGOHMS

5 TEST VOLTAGES: 50, 100, 200, 500, AND 1000 VOLTS d.c.
Meter scale calibrated from 1 to 100 Megohms with 7 range
multipliers: x1, x10,
x106.
Accuracy at full scale deflection from 2' to 5" depending on range.
,

Radiometer, a leading Scandinavian instrument manufacturer with a
world wide service organisation, offers a line of 50 different instruments such as:
AF -OSCILLATORS
R -L -C BRIDGES
STANDARD -SIGNAL GENERATORS
VACUUM -TUBE VOLTMETERS
WAVE ANALYZERS

ELECTROCHEMICAL INSTRUMENTS

Write for complete information.

RADIOMETER

7 2 EMDRUPVEJ COPENHAGEN NV DENMARK

clad and unclad plastic laminates
for the electrical and electronic industries. Circle 351 on Reader
Service Card.

Strontium Salts. Hummel Chemical Co., 90 West St., New York 6,

N. Y., has issued a product list
describing their line of strontium
salts which are used in the manufacture of fluxes and electronic tube
coatings. Circle 352 on Reader
Service Card.

Teflon Rods. Chemplast, Inc., 3
Central Ave., East Newark, N. J.,
announces a 4 -page brochure on its
line of Teflon rod stock. It gives
sizes available, engineering data,
tips on machining and typical uses.
Circle 353 on Reader Service Card.

COMPONENTS

Represented in the United States by

WELWYN I NT. INC. 3355 Edgecliff Terrace Cleveland 11 Ohio
Represented in Canada by

BACH-SIMPSON

AN Connectors. The Deutsch
Co., 7000 Avalon Blvd., Los Angeles 3, Calif. An easily used wall chart (22 in. by 28 in.) graphically

London/Ontario

provides a simple method for selecting the proper AN connector
166
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the Week
for an application. Circle 354 on
Reader Service Card.
Angular Accelerometer. Edcliff
Instruments, 1711 South Nlountain

Calif. An illustrated engineering data sheet on
Ave., Monrovia,

BENDIX ANNOUNCES NEW

model 6-9 angular accelerometer

for controlling spin or rotation of
missiles is now available. Circle 355
on Reader Service Card.

Crystal Filter Networks. Bliley
Electric Co., Union Station Bldg.,
Eric, Pa. Crystal filter networks is
the subject of bulletin 509. It contains reference data and curves on
crystal filters for 5 mc, 10.7 mc and
13 mc. Circle 356 on Reader Service Card.

15 -AMP
POWER TRANSISTOR
SERIES

Decade Counter Tubes. Sylvania
Electric Products, Inc., 1740 Broad-

way, New York 17, N. Y. A new
technical booklet lists minimum
and maximum ratings on a variety
bidirectional counter tubes.
Circle 357 on Reader Service Card.
of

Now in production by Bendix are
eight new 15 -ampere power transistors
capable of switching up to 1000 watts

-and you can get immediate delivery
on all eight types.

Distance Detector. Benth Scientific Co., 2811 Seventh St., Berkeley 10, Calif. Bulletin No. 15 de-

New in design, the transistors have a
higher gain and flatter beta curve. The
series are categorized in gain and volt-

the model D-15 distance

age breakdown to provide optimum
matching and to eliminate burn -out.
Straight pins or flying leads can be

scribes

detector, a precision electromechan-

ical transducer which generates an
output voltage as a function of dis-

tance. Circle 358 on Reader Service Card.
Microwave Components. Aircom
Inc., 139 E. First Ave., Roselle,

N. J., has released their new microwave components catalogs. The
brochures offer both mechanical
and electrical characteristics as well
as Aircom part number. Circle 359
on Reader Service Card.

Pilot Lights. Dialight Corp., 60
Stewart Ave., Brooklyn 37, N. Y.
Form L-161 is a 16 -page digest of
condensed technical information

on a wide range of Dialco pilot
light assemblies and the appropriate lamp types housed therein. Circle 360 on Reader Service Card.
Relays. Kurman Electric Co., 191

supplied on request.
Ask for complete details on this new
Bendix transistor series . .. and on the
complete Bendix line of power recti-

fiers and power transistors. Write
SEMICONDUCTOR PRODUCTS, BENDIX
AVIATION CORPORATION, LONG BRANCH,
NEW JERSEY.
Current
Gain at
10 Adc

Collector -to -Emitter Voltage Rating*
30

40

80

70

20-60

2N1031

2N1031A 2N1031B

50-100

2N1032

2N1032A 2N1032B

2N1031C
2N1032C

*Comparable collecto -to-base breakdowns range 20-50%
higher.
West Coast Sales and Service:
117 E. Providencia Ave., Burbank, Calif.
Canadian Affiliate: Computing Devices of Canada, Ltd.,

P. O. Box 508, Ottawa 4, Ont.
Export Sales & Service: Bendix International,
205 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.

'14117Pegigto& Division

Newel St., Brooklyn 22. N. Y. A
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LONG BRANCH, N. J.

AVIATION CORPORATION
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4 -page colored brochure, No. 58-3,
features complete illustrations, technical descriptions and prices of

132 relays that are stocked by distributors. Circle 361 on Reader
Service Card.

Rectifiers. Bradley Laboratories,

Inc., New Haven 11, Conn. A
four -page folder contains information on a new line of diffused junction silicon rectifiers. It also describes and illustrates the basic
types of Bradley vacuum processed

selenium and copper oxide rectifiers. Circle 362 on Reader Service
Card.
Transformers. Eisler Transformer

Co., Inc., 16 N. Salem St., Dover,
N. J., has issued a four -page bro-

chure showing part of their new
facilities and different types of
transformers constructed by the
company. Circle 363 on Reader

Service Card.
Transistor

Interchangeability

Chart. General Transistor Corp.,
91-27

138th Place, Jamaica 35,

N. Y., has available a revised upto-date transistor interchangeability

chart. It covers all EIA registered
types comparable

to GT types.

Circle 364 on Reader Service Card.

Tube Clamps. The Birtcher
Corp., 4371 Valley Blvd., Los AnCalif. New designs of
heat reducing Kool Klamps are
shown in 16 -page catalog 5-KK.
geles 32,

This new APH Y2 Hermetical Seal Precision Potentiometer
has been proven by Mass Spectrometer,
"Radillo" and other rigid leak detection tests.
Why pay extra for epoxy encapsulation, when Waters seals both ends of
the APH '/2 so tight that leakage is
reduced as close to zero as you need.

Its "0" ring shaft seal dams out

moisture and salt spray. Its glass -to metal seal minimizes leakage at the
terminal lugs. Its pre -tinned flange
eases air -tight soldering into the
panel.

It's a "hot" pot, too! APH 1/4 derates
to zero watts at 150°C. 11/2 watts
may be dissipated at 125°C. . . . 4
watts at 80°C.

Resistance range is from % to 100,000
ohms with a tolerance of -±5%.
Linearity tolerance is ±3% ... tighter
on request.
Meets military specifications: MIL -E 5272A, MIL -R-19, MIL -STD -202 and
others as applicable.

Bulletin APH Y2

gives you complete
details about stand-

ard and optional
electrical

and

me-

chanical specifications. Write:

"Pa

111

cale

MANUFACTURING, INC.

BOSTON POST ROAD, WAYLAND, MASSACHUSETTS
168
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Types are listed for all subminiature
and miniature tubes and many
components, in both beryllium cop-

per and 99/ percent pure heat
treated silver. Circle 365 on Reader
Service Card.

EQUIPMENT
Computer Design Techniques.
Control Data Corp., 501 Park Ave.,
Minneapolis 4, Minn. New design
techniques to accomplish substantial savings throughout engineering
development programs for electronic digital computers are de-

scribed in a recent booklet. Circle
366 on Reader Service Card.

Computer Method.
Bendix
Computer Division, 5630 Arbor

September 12, 1958 - ELECTRONICS engineering issue

Vitae St., Los Angeles 45, Calif.
A four -page bulletin describes the
unusual features of a new programming method. The system described is designed for use with the
Bendix G-15 general purpose digital computer and is a major simplification in the process of writing
instructions to a computer. Circle
367 on Reader Service Card.

at

einc/Oe-

Mific

Data Link Receiver. Lear Astronics Division, 3171 S. Bundy Drive,
Santa Monica, Calif. A single -sheet
bulletin contains an illustrated
description and engineering specifi-

in Southern California

cations for the model 5601 data
link receiver, a command receiver
designed to operate in missile environments. Circle 368 on Reader
Service Card.

MISSILE GUIDANCE
ENGINEERS

Magnetic D -C Amplifier. Calmag
Division of California Magnetic

AIRBORNE RADAR
ENGINEERS

Control Corp., 11922 Valerio St.,
N. Hollywood, Calif., has available
an engineering bulletin completely

TELEMETERING ENGINEERS

SONAR &

describing the 100C3, an ultra stable, linear, polarity sensitive,
drift free magnetic d -c amplifier.

ANTISUBMARINE
WARFARE ENGINEERS

MARINE HYDRAULIC

Circle 369 on Reader Service Card.

ENGINEERS

Modular Oscilloscopes. Advanced

Electronics Mfg. Corp., 2116 S.

MOLDED RESISTORS

retain their values!
S. S. WHITE Molded Resistors retain their

original values and never deteriorate due
to age!
S. S. WHITE resistors serve dependably
in hundreds of commercial ... industrial
. and scientific applications. They are
characterized by low noise level ... precision . . stability .. negative temperature and voltage coefficients. Non-hydroscopic base withstands temperature and

humidity They are compact, have excellent stability and mechanical strength.

For full details, write for our Bulletin
5409. We'll be glad to help you apply
these high -quality, "all-weather" resistors

to your product. Just drop us a line.
FIXED RESISTANCE VALUES
RANGE FROM 1000 OHMS TO

1 watt
3 watts

S. S. WHITE INDUSTRIAL DIVISION

pendent engineering groups at
Bendix-Pacific for engineers at

in a new six -page short form catalog. Circle 370 on Reader Service
Card.

all levels. Bendix-Pacific is par-

ticularly interested

in strong,

analytical engineers who have

the calibre and capabilities to

FACILITIES

advance into systems engineering programs.

Analog Computer Application.
Electronic Associates, Inc., Long
Branch, N. J. Application Bulletin
entitled "An Analog Com-

Please write W. C. Walker
your qualifications or fill In

puter Study of the Stability of a

the coupon and mail it today.

No. 5 is

Molten Zone Refining Process used

in the Production of Transistors".
Circle 371 on Reader Service Card.

Standard Time Signals. General
Radio Co., 275 Massachusetts Ave.,
Cambridge, Mass. Volume 32 No.

13 of the Experimenter contains
an article on improving the ac10 East 40th Street, New York 16, New York
Western Office: Dept. R
1839 West Pico Blvd., Los Angeles 6, Calif.

available in these small, inde-

modular oscilloscopes are contained

10,000,000 M EG OH M S!

65X Molded Resistor
80X Molded Resistor

There are important positions

Sepulveda Blvd., Los Angeles 25,
Calif. Complete specifications and
prices of the model 200 series of

W. C. Walker, Engineering Employm't Mgr.
Bendix-Pacific, Bendix Aviation Corp.
11600 Sherman Way, No. Hollywood, Calif.
I am interested in (check one)

0 Electrical 0 Mechanical Engineering
I am a'graduate engineer

with

degree
I

am not a graduate engineer but have
years experience.

Name

curacy of comparison between radio
and local time standards. Circle

Address

372 on Reader Service Card.

zone

City

State
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PLANTS and PEOPLE
Chicago, Ill., is J. E. Brown (pic-

ture).
Brown has been Zenith's assistant

v -p since 1943 and chief engineer
since 1940. He joined the corporation in 1937.

Lenkurt Forms
New Division
IN San Carlos, Calif., Lcnkurt Elec-

tric Co. announces formation of a
to handle increased military business. The new
unit will be responsible for future
military production contracts as
separate division

well as for research and development projects. Many of Lcnkurt's

PSI Plans Mammoth Plant

key engineering

AN ADVANCED engineering, produc-

the semiconductor art, which in

tion and administrative center
(architect's concept, above) for

turn require corresponding changes

Ultimate investment in land and

in production techniques, are anticipated in the building plans.
The entire manufacturing level
will be subfloored. It will house
all lines carrying utilities essential
to production in networks that
will make any utility readily avail-

equipment was estimated at $10

able in any corner of the plant.

million, with eventual employment
at 3,000.

Six gas

the development and production of
semiconductor devices will be built
Pacific Semiconductors, Inc.,

by

near the Los Angeles International
Airport.

The announcement was made
recently by Harper Q. North, president of the firm, which is engaged
in research, development and
manufacture of semiconductor devices in all fields of commercial
and military activity, including
computers, geophysical electronic
systems, guided missiles and satel-

and production

people have been assigned to the
military group to work independently of the firm's commercial operational structure.

lines will carry oxygen,

nitrogen and other gases. Interior
power lines will furnish 120, 240
and 480 volts and regulated voltage supplies.

Need for personal communication will

be met through

split-

level floors and other design features.

lites.

North said the new PSI Center
will be built in several increments.
When fully developed it will comprise 300,000 sq ft. It will augment
a present 43,000 sq ft facility in

Blakely Takes
New Post

Culver City which the firm

APPOIN 1 \ IEN r of Robert T. Blakely.
(picture) as corporate staff engi-

will

continue to operate.
First increment, a 48,000 sq ft
unit on an 18 acre site, represents
an investment of $1 million, with
equipment. Now under construction, it will be occupied early next
year and will employ an additional

neer, a new position in the executive engineering office, has been
announced by Irven Travis, v -p of
research

Rapid changes in the state
170

of

Bur-

Engineering V -P
RECENTLY elected v -p in charge of

G is being produced.

The second increment, also 48,growth, North estimates the entire
center will be required in the early
1960's and further expansion may
be necessary by 1965.

engineering,

The position was established to
assist Travis in planning the engineering program for the Series G
electronic high speed printing and
tabulating machine. Blakely's headquarters will be at Control Instrument Co., Brooklyn, N. Y., Burroughs subsidiary, where the Series

500 people.

000 sq ft, is planned fOr 1959.
With the present rate of company

and

roughs Corp.

Zenith Elects
engineering at Zenith Radio Corp.,

Blakely joined Burroughs at the
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INSTALL HUMPHREY POTENTIOMETERS INSIDE
ACTUATORS FOR HIGH PERFORMANCE SERVOS
For better performance in your servo systems, make a Humphrey

potentiometer an integral part of the hydraulic actuator. You
get most accurate feedback and zero backlash. You eliminate
brackets and external mountings that take up space and permit
mechanical deflection, introducing errors.
Humphrey makes a complete line of rectilinear and sector poten-

tiometers for severe duty applications. Typical of the tough
environmental conditions they are meeting in current missile

applications are vibration 25 G, 10 to 2,000 cps, and .shock
of 100 G while operating.
If your application imposes stringent demands on potentiometers, let Humphrey engineers recommend a standard Humphrey
model or design a special potentiometer to meet your exacting

specifications. Complete qualification tests to your specifications can be furnished. Phone or write today for information
on Humphrey ruggedized precision potentiometers.

iiumphreq

2805 CANON STREET
DEPT. E-98
SAN DIEGO 6, CALIFORNIA

ELCCTRO.MECHANICAL INSTRUMENTS

FOR COMPLETE SYSTEMS. SPECIFY HUMPHREY GYROSCOPES. ACCELEROMETERS. POTENTIOMETERS
CIRCLE 255 READERS SERVICE CARD
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Research Center in Paoli, Pa., in
1956, after having been associated
with IBM Corp. for 20 years.

Elect V -P At
Clevite Corp.
elected vice president of
Clevite Corp., Cleveland, Ohio, is
A. L. W. Williams (picture). Also
a Clevite director, he had until now
been in charge of the corporation's
NEWLY

now you're all
set to make pots!
If you're a fanatic about resolution, you could wind your own pots'
Of course, it is a bit of a nuisance having to design and build those
special winding machines able to'deliver 0.1% linearity. Just dream
up some fancy controls to keep the windings and spacing within
microscopic tolerances, and you might make it!

But if you want to save all that fuss, just come to Ace. We've
already designed and developed our own special
turning out the kind of close linearity and high
.

.

nounced. GPE Controls, Inc. is
the new name of the former As-

pots with the accuracy that pays off in performance,
see your Acerepl
Here's highest resolution in a standard sub -miniature pot: The Series
500 Acepot®. Single -turn, 1/2" size, from -55°C to 125°C. -±-270
resistance tolerance, 0.3% independent linearity. Special prototype section insures prompt delivery.
ACEELECTRONICS ASSOCIATES, INC.
99 Dover Street, Somerville 44, Mass.
SOmerset 6-5130 TMX SMVL 181 West. Union WUX
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Acetrim'

Aceset®

Aceohm®

CIRCLE 256 READERS SERVICE CARD

products and
subsidiary of

Precision
Equipment
Corp. and a name change to reflect
the expansion were recently an-

.

Acepot®

GPE Subsidiary
Shows Growth
General

resolution through winding and spacing accuracy
that only these machines
and Ace know-how
can produce. So don't build-it-yourselfl For
.

becomes director of electronics research, and by Arthur D. Schwope,
who becomes director of mechanical research.

EXPANSION of the
services of a major

winding machines, and they're all running nicely.

.

research center.
Operations at the center will
now be directed by Hans Jaffe, who

'Reg. Appl for

kania Regulator Co.
GPE Controls will offer a
broader line of engineering services
and products for automatic process

control to industry through expansion of its own products and services and by integration with certain
products and technical services of
three other GPE subsidiaries. Companies in this group arc Lihrascopc,
Inc. of Glendale, Calif., Link Avia.tion, Inc.. Binghamton, N.Y., and
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"The accuracy of an instrument
is no better than its calibrated scale."
Kearfott Co., Inc., Little Falls, N.J.
Executive offices of GPE Con-

trols arc in Chicago, Ill. Eastern
and western regional sales headquarters arc in the home offices of
Kcarfott and Librascope. Head
quarters of the national service or-

SENSITIVE RESEARCH

SCALE DRAWING MACHINE
For the precise hand -drawing
of Electrical Indicating
Instrument scales.

ganization will he at Link Aviation.

Hynes Joins
Hollenbeck
MODEL

\. 11) \ s, former director of
commercial development for Chrysler Corp., has been named to direct
the midwest operations of IlollenJAm

SCAMA

beck and Co., Neu York management consulting firm specializing
in sales, distribution. marketing and
product diversification.
Typical AC -DC Polyranger scale

The Model SCAMA is designed for
use by military and industrial personnel

engaged in the repair and maintenance of electrical indicating instruments. It is an exact duplicate of the
scale drawing machines used in SRIC's

own production laboratories for the
past 31 years.
Drawing scale calibration lines

Wherever the efficient in -plant repair of indicating instruments is a necessity, the economies of owning a scale

drawing machine are readily apparent.
The best craftsmen, furnished with the
finest electrical standards, are still in-

adequately equipped if they lack the

Western Design
Hires Manager

Drawing scale arcs

S. Blum.... JR. (picture)
has been named manager of engiGio110.1

neering and manufacture for

complete with all necessary accessories

tip..

to draw and print any flat scale plate
to infinite accuracy. Included is a 40 hour course of instruction in its use

Santa Barbara Division of Western
Design & Mfg. Corp.. Santa Barbara, Calif. Ile was fornierh director of engineering and mannfac
turing at A.M.I. Inc., Grand
Rapids. Mich.

Cannon Electric
Advances Bowen
ROGER Boss l.\ was

recently op

pointed to the central staff of CanElectric Co., Los .\ngeles.
Calif.. as director of engineering. In

means necessary to "wrap the job up"
by restoring the instrument to its original accuracy. It is incongruous that
the one thing that is usually missing is
the equipment to match or re -draw the
instrument's scale to its pointer deflection, The Model SCAMA is furnished

given at SRIC's plant.

Printing scale numerals

If you are an organization or group
actively engaged in the repair of electrical indicating instruments, we urge
you to investigate further the potentialities of the Model SCAMA.

SENSITIVE RESEARCH
INSTRUMENT CORPORATION

non

sv,zaciakagy

NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y.
ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS OF PRECISION SINCE 1927
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this post he will direct and control the overall engineering activities of the company. He had previously been general manager of the
company's Salem (Mass.) division.

fC-2-XPF

Short leads 0.2" grid spacing

:1

Actual size photos

V125°C. Ambient...
Power and Low
Level Switching

/30 G Vibration
AT 2000_,CYCLES
FC-2-XLF

FC-2-XHF

Long leads 0.2" grid spacing

Hook leads 0.2" grid spacing

IRC Promotes
Stein
i is the company since 1949,
Sidney J. Stein (picture) was recently appointed director of engineering and research at Interna-

.\\

NEW! FC-2
DC RELAYS
Subminiature,
hermetically -sealed types
These new FC-2 types are the latest
development in high reliability missile

relays - designed and produced by
Struthers -Dunn, the pioneers in miniature, hermetically -sealed relays.

30 G vibration at 2000 cycles and
50 G shock specifications are readily
met, as well as other requirements of
MIL -R -5757C and MIL -R-25018.
Write for Struthers -Dunn DATA BULLETIN FC-2

i

tional Resistance Co., Philadelphia,

Pa. He has held the position of
senior research chemist, assistant
director, and director of research.

Florida Firm
Names Officers
Two new officers were recently
named at Instrument Corp. of
Florida, Melbourne, Fla.
John H. Reber, formerly executive engineer, becomes vice-president of Electronics Division. A. K.
Schiefner moves from director of
optics to vice-president of Optics
Division.

Carad Names V -P
LESTER

STRUTHERS-DUNN-lino.
Pitman, N.J.

Makers of the world's largest assortment of relay types
Sales Engineering Offices in: Atlanta Boston Buffalo Chicago Cincinnati
Cleveland Dallas Dayton Detroit Kansas City Los Angeles Montreal New
Orleans New York Pittsburgh St. Louis San Francisco Seattle Torontc
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L.

Libby

was

recently

named vice president of Carad
Corp., Redwood City, Calif., designers and maunfacturers of pulse
transformers and associated pulse
components. He joined Carad in
1957 as chief engineer and will
continue in that capacity also.
Previous to his affiliation with
the company, he was technical di -
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rector of Sierra Electronic Corp.,
president and chief engineer of
Alto Scientific Co., chief engineer
of Kay Electric Co., section head
at Federal Telecommunication Lab-

oratories, tube design engineer at
Tung Sol Electric, Inc., and receiv-

ing tube design engineer at RCA
Radiotron Co.

Tresco Hires

Tape Wound Cores

Jensen
NEw director of engineering of
Tresco, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa., is
Dwayne \V. Jensen.

He was chief

engineer for Airdesign, Inc. for a
number of years and previously was

on the staff of the Research Division of Burroughs Corp., Paoli, Pa.
Tresco, Inc. is engaged in cus-

tom manufacturing of transformand allied
components.
ers

electromagnetic

Bobbin Cores

Matter Joins
Varian
APPOINTMENT

of

Louis

Not only G -L but our customers, too, claim consistent

Malter

(picture) as director of central research for Varian Associates has
been announced. He leaves RCA
where he was chief engineer of the
semiconductor and materials division,

to join the Palo Alto elec-

tronics firm.

uniformity with every G -L Tape Wound Core and
Bobbin Core. This consistent uniformity is the result
of: an accuracy of control never before achieved
in

each and every step of the manufacturing

process; the use of the highest quality raw materials
and new and exclusive manufacturing technologies.

Prove our claims and the claims of our customers.

Write, wire, call or teletype us about your requirements and for our technical bulletins.

Allied Control
Gets New Plant
a new 30,000-sq ft
plant in Plantsville, Conn., is announced by Allied Control Co.,
OPENING Of

eL e:CUlit2.0tiTe6Y)
2921 ADMIRAL WILSON BOULEVARD
CAMDEN 5, NEW JERSEY
TWX 761 Camden, N.J.
WOodlawn 6-2780
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your single source for INJECTION MOLDING
MOLD MAKING
all SECONDARY

Inc., Ncw York City.

The new plant is the second
built by Allied in three years. The
company also operates a second
plant at Plantsville, and one at

Glendale, Calif., besides pilot production facilities in New York.

OPERATIONS

Precision plastic molding to
meet your engineering and

production requirements.
Specialists to the radio, electronic, electrical manufac-

turing, and allied industries.

Save money and improve
appearance by having more

of your parts and products
injection molded.
Write today for new color

folder showing examples of
our work and facilities. Also
send sketches, drawings or
samples of work you would

like to order In plastic for

engineer's recommendations

at no obligation.

"Engineers in Plastics"

V. H. Swenson co., inc.
556 Elm Street

JAMES

Arlington, N. J.
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YOUR BEST BUY!

"W" SERIES

RESISTORS
ONE SIZE FOR 3 WATTAGE APPLICATIONS

Story Fills
New Post
K. Story (picture) has been

named to fill the newly created post
of sales manager of transducers and
systems for Donner Scientific Co.,
Concord, Calif.
He was formerly an applications
engineer in the transducer and
inertial systems division of Don-

Prior to his association with
the company, Story was sales engineer with Statham Instruments,
ner.

Inc.

5-10-15 'WATTS

Your inquiry or drawing will bring quotations
-samples on request.

MILWAUKEE
RESISTOR COMPANY
702 W. Virginia Street
Milwaukee 4, Wisconsin
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For Those Who Demand Service!

COSMIC CONDENSER CO.
853 Whittier St., Bronx, N. Y.

ELECTROLYTIC

NONE

LUdlow 9-3360

8, PAPER
TUBULAR

Huskey Heads
Bendix Group
AN ASSOC1At E

professor in

elec-

trical engineering and mathematics
at the U. of C. at Berkeley, Harry
176
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:dr

.

.

work hithe.fields of the future at NAA

D. Huskcy (picture), is coordinating the activities of a newly formed
Advanced Programming Develop-

ment Group for the Bendix Computer Division.

A pioneer in the field of eleccomputers, Huskey has
served as consultant to Bendix
since 1953. The group is curtronic

1 MEGACYCLE
AUTOMATIC
CAPACITANCE
LIMIT BRIDGE

rently engaged in developing compilers for the G -15D general purpose computer system.

InWomenA

tJ 0-

424

Zenith Promotes
N. W. Aram

BUILT-IN STANDARDS

assistant vice
\\
ELECT 1.1)
president and chief engineer of
I

E LECTRO-

MECHANICAL
ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERS

1

Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago, Ill..
is Nathan W. Aram. In his new
capacity he reports to J. E. Brown,
vice president in charge of engineering.

Aram has been a member of
Zenith's electrical engineering staff

since he joined the company in
1939. Since 1946, two years before
Zenith began the commercial
manufacture of tv receivers, he has
been the electrical engineering
supervisor of tv receiver design.

MODEL AB -5
AUTO -BRIDGE
First time available anywhere...
high speed, 1 MC automatic capacitance limit bridge to meet all gov-

ernment and commercial testing
specifications. Complete in itself

Flight Control Analysis,

with built-in precision standards ...
no external capacitors required.
Perfect for lab or production testing
applications. Truly high-speed testing . . . no knobs or dials to turn ...
no meters to read. When used as a
simple indicator, green light indi-

Reliability Analysis, Flight

cates test capacitor within toler-

Simulation, Systems Analysis.

ance, red and amber lights indicate

A BS or advanced degrees in

EE, ME, or Physics, may
qualify you for a rewarding
career at North American Avi-

ation. in one of these fields:

high or low out of tolerance unit.

Electrical Systems Analy-

This can also be supplied with semi
or fully automatic component feeding and sorting mechanisms.

sis and Design, Mission and
Traffic Control. Fire Control,

Bombing Systems, Electronics Systems Integration,

SPECIFICATIONS

Flight Controls. Ground Sup-

port Equipment. Airborne
and Electronic Test Equip-

FREQUENCY -1 megacycle

RANGE OF MEASUREMENT -

ment.

0-1000 mmf (± tolerance adjust-

Applied Research in Ra-

able to 100%, - tolerance to

dome Development, Antenna

25%).

Development, Infrared, and

ACCURACY - Guaranteed accuracy 1/2% from 0 to 500 mmf,
1% up to 1000 mmf.

Acoustics.

Please write to: Mr. F. J.
Stevenson, Engineering Per-

sonnel, North American
Aviation, Los Angeles 45,
California.
THE LOS ANGELES DIVISION OF

NORTH
AMERICAN A A
AVIATION, INC.

Elect Packard
To SRI Board
(picture), president of the Hewlett-Packard Co.,
Palo Alto electronics firm, was reDAVID

Packard

cently elected to the board of directors of Stanford Research Institute, Menlo Park, Calif. He
will also

SPEED OF RESPONSE - Less
than 1/10 second.

Write today for full technical

details to ...

Industrial
Instr11171ents Inc.
89 Commerce Road, Cedar Grove, Essex County, N. J.

serve on the executive
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MEASUREMENTS'

Augep2d. puzciiion_
committee of the hoard.

DOUBLE -STUB

Before the formation of the
Hewlett-Packard Co. in 1939,

TUNERS

/Veto VACUUM TUBE
VOLTMETER

Packard was associated with the
General Electric Co. He holds
several patents in the field of electronics and measurements.
Freq.
Range

Model
No.

KMC

.75 -10

DS -109
DS -109L

.4

-4

DS -10911.

.2

-2

Chart on base for

MODEL 162

easy matching.

This versatile instrument has been specially
designed for voltage and resistance measurements in laboratories, on production lines and

Collet -type locks

prevent accidental
movement of stubs.

in service shops.

Adjustable spacing

Push -buttons provide RANDOM ACCESS to all
functions and ranges-reducing operator error
and fatigue
Balanced degenerative amplifier provides stable
zero and good overload protection
Single zero control for all ranges
Compartment for lead and probe storage

between stubs.

Wide -range impedance matching.

Minimum

noise

with short in motion.

WRITE FOR
BULLETIN

* Adjustable height.

Weinschel Engineering
KENSINGTON, MARYLAND
CIRCLE 265 READERS SERVICE CARD

Count on SYSTRON
RDB COUNTER
with in -line readout
.57319751T

0(.114.4)

_

MODEL 1043

appointed manager, product development of Varian Associates' Instrument Division, Palo
Alto. Calif., is Norman Hiestand
(picture). Since 1955 he has been
manager, power tube applications

MEASUREMENTS
A McGraw -Edison Division
BOONTON, NEW JERSEY

CIRCLE 267 READERS SERVICE CARD

NEWLY

department in Varian's Tube Division.

0

CABLE
CLIPS
clet Zeitorce
for severe conditions

*
Eave

edged -ewe

** 410.

4IP

Varian Shifts
Hiestand

for maximum

-,,

economy

* RDB Channels 1-18

*RPM
MEASURES * Mass Flow Rate
* Frequencies
* 1 to 100,000 Periods

.4/..ded

5 CPS to 100 KC
FREQUENCY RANGE
± 1 count, ± 1 part in 105
ACCURACY
Nixie, to 99,999
READOUT
SENSITIVITY
TIME BASES:
ROB
CPS

RATE .

PERIOD

PRICE

geld, -46.

5 Millivolts rms

SCREWS

1/5 second
1 & 10 seconds
Selectable 0.1ms increments
to 10 secs.

Ito 100,000 cycles of input
$1,550
F.O B. Concord

and NUTS
Acid resistant

Need no insulation

*
*

Data -Control

Can't rust

Names Willey
COF'PORA T/ ON
950 GALINDO STREET CONCORD, CALIFORNIA

REPRESENTATIVES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES
CIRCLE 266 READERS SERVICE CARD
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Can't corrode

IN Danbury, Conn., Data -Control
Systems, Inc., appoints Frank G.

WECKESSER COMPANY

Willey (picture) as manager of

5701 Northwest Highway

Chicago 46, III.
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MORE Top Producers use

HEXACON SOLDERING IRONS

IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY!

INDUSTRY'S
NO. 1

SOLDERING
IRON

ON W AND 1/211 O. D.

A%,n /flag netic

Follow the Leaders and Use HEXACON
130 WEST CLAY AVENUE

Write for Catalog showing the most
complete line of Industrial Soldering

ROSELLE PARK, NEW JERSEY

Irons and Long -Life HEXCLAD Tips.

HEXACON ELECTRIC CO.

SERVING INDUSTRY FOR A QUARTER OF A CENTURY
CIRCLE 269 READERS SERVICE CARD

Why not send us samples of your products.
They will be test -printed and returned to you
for your examination!
Est. 1922

POPPER & SONS, INC.
300 Fourth Ave.

New York 10, N. Y.

McGraw-Hill Mailing Lists Will Help You
advertising

Direct Mail is a necessary
supplement to a well rounded
Business
Paper
advertising
program.
Most
progressive
companies

Get inquiries

budgets to this second medium

Sell Direct

Mc CRAW -HILL
DIRECT MAIL LIST SERVICE

at

the

same

time

as

they

concentrate on the best business publications.

600,000 of the top buying influences in the fields covered
the McGraw-Hill publications make up our 150 mailing
lists. Pick Your prospeas out

relations

catalogue.

Aid Dealer

Other sizes are also readily avail-

able; also bronze joints.

Curtis joints benefit by a

rigid

insistence on uncompromising inspection and qual-

ity control at every stage of
manufacture, insuring
mum backlash.

mini-

Curtis torque and load ratings are entirely dependable,
since they are based on continuous testing under actual
operating conditions.
tors. It will be to your advantage to write or phone
(REpublic 7-0281) for free

engineering data and price list.
TRADE

allocate a portion of their ad

weak territories

Build up

quently used in the industry.

Not sold through distribu-

CIRCLE 270 READERS SERVICE CARD

geographical or
functional groups

electronic

joints of 18-8 Type 303 stainless
steel, in the sizes most fre-

Hand -operated, semi -automatic and fully automatic models.

and leads for
your salesmen

of

of
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

MACHINES

Pin -point

Manufacturers

FOR PRINTING

REJAFIX MARKING

Conduct surveys

UNIVERSAL JOINTS
equipment have come to depend on Curtis for precision made non-magnetic universal

of almost any shape:

Merchandise your

18-8 TYPE 303 STAINLESS

by

of our Industrial Direct Mail

Write for your free copy of our Industrial
Direct Mail catalogue with complete information.

CURTIS

MARK

UNIVERSAL JOINT CO., INC.
19 Birnie Avenue, Springfield, Mass.
As near to you as your telephone

A MANUFACTURER OF
UNIVERSAL JOINTS SINCE 1919
CIRCLE 272 READERS SERVICE CARD
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data processing field services and
marketing. Willey was previously

SILVER PAINT

with General Electric Co., Fairchild Camera and Instrument Co.

AND

and Servo Corp. of America.
Among the principal products of
Data -Control Systems are high precision telemetry systems for air-

SILVER PASTE

borne and ground use. The company's research and development
interests include measuring tech-

Take the "bugs" out of the application of conductive silver coatings. Use Drakenfeld silver

paint and silver paste tailored to meet your

niques, instruments and automatic
control systems.

needs. We formulate special compositions for
glass and ceramic bodies and other materials.
Let us know your specific requirements. Samples will be supplied to fit them. Your inquiry

News of Reps
Smith & Purdy Associates have

will receive prompt attention.

been

appointed exclusive New
England representatives for Acoustica Associates, Inc., Mineola, N. Y.

B. F. DRAKENFELD & CO., INC.
Box 519, Washington, Pennsylvania

Boston's Epsco, Inc. appoints SSEC

-Scientific Sales Engineering Co.
-as its rep in Florida, Georgia, Alabama, North Carolina, Tennessee

`Draken/be/el

and Mississippi.
YOUR PARTNER IN SOLVING CONDUCTIVE COATING PROBLEMS
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MINIATURIZED
CARRIER TELEPHONE SYSTEMS

FOR RADIO AND 4 -WIRE CABLE
FOUR OR 24 CHANNELS
Two miniaturized voice -multiplex systems providing
four or 24 voice channels over radio or 4 -wire cable
are available. They have many advantages over earlier
designs: high performance, small size, light weight, low
cost, circuit simplicity, low power requirements, small

number of tubes of a single type only, low operating
cost, low maintenance and high reliability.

instrumentation:
Fred F. Bartlett & Co. will cover
Pennsylvania, Maryland, southern
New Jersey, Virginia, Delaware and
Washington, D.C. Gerald B. Miller
Co. will serve in Oregon, Cali-

fornia, Washington, Nevada and
Idaho.

Resistor lines of Chicago Telephone
Supply Corp., Elkhart, Ind., will be

These systems provide a voice -channel flat within 1 db

handled by Richard Legg Co. in

from 300 to 3500 cycles, for each 4 kc of bandwidth

Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Montana and Alaska.

occupied. Each channel is equipped with hybrid, signalling, and dialling circuits for all the standard 2 -wire and
4 -wire loop options.
The basic unit provides an order -wire and 4 carrier derived channels. These units can be stacked in groups
of 2, 3, 4 or 5 by means of a group modem to provide
9, 14, 19 or 24 channels. Full flexibility is provided for
dropping and inserting channel groups at repeater and

terminal points. Moderate lengths of 4 -wire cable or
open -wire line may be inserted between the multiplex
equipment and the radio terminals.

326 lbs.

RADIO ENGINEERING PRODUCTS
1080 UNIVERSITY ST.,

MONTREAL

3,

CANADA

TELEPHONE

CABLES

UNiversity 6-6887

RADENPRO, MONTREAL
CIRCLE 274 READERS SERVICE CARD

Phalo Plastics Corp., Worcester,
Mass., manufacturer of plastic insulated wire and cable and allied
products, names Frank Lebell as
a sales rep to cover northern California, northern Nevada and
Hawaii.

24 -channel carrier -telephone terminal complete with hybrids,
ringing and dialling circuits, and test facilities. Dimensions are
58" high, 16" wide and 8" deep. Power input 250 watts. Weight
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North Atlantic Industries, Inc.,

Westbury, N. Y., announces two
more technical sales reps for its
phase angle voltmeter and other

Wild and Associates will sell digital
plotters, visual recorders, primary

buffers and skip readers for Tally
Register Corp., Seattle, Wash., in
Virginia,

Maryland,

Delaware,

Pennsylvania, New Jersey, New
York, Connecticut and the District
of Columbia.
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THE CLIMATE'S RIGHT AT LINK -PALO ALTO
Engineers have several types of climate to consider...
the mental climate at work, and the physical climate
or atmosphere in which they live.
At Link Aviation, pioneer of flight simulation, both
kinds of climate are right. Link's facilities, attitude,
and forward -looking management-all provide a con-

genial setting for growth. Aside from the career
opportunities at Link -Palo Alto, the mild, temperate
climate inspires California living at its finest.
The climate of learning is at Link -Palo Alto, too.
As a participant in the Stanford University Honors

Cooperative Program, the dedicated engineer can

advance his education by attending regular classes
with time and tuition provided by Link.
Good pay, ample vacations, and hospital, health

and retirement benefits are commensurate with
today's most enlightened practices.
There are openings at all levels for engineers quali-

fied in the following fields : Digital computers,
analogue computers, radar simulators, automatic
check-out equipment, complex electronic simulators,
optical systems and electronic packaging.

If the climate's right for you, write at once to:
Mr. J. R. Larko
Link Aviation, Inc.
P. 0. Box 1318
Palo Alto, California

LINK
Other openings also exist at our main plant in Binghamton, New York.
Information forwarded upon request
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Now
NO plate too small-

NEW BOOKS

Protect the life line of

Principles of Noise

your electrical products

By J. J. FREEMAN.

with Nylon HEYCO

John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New
York, 1958, 298 p, $9.25.

NO panel too big

DURING

Strain Relief Bushings

World War II and in the

years since a great need has arisen
for radars and communication systems of increasing sensitivity. This
need has led to an intensive study
of noise and related random phenomena which limit sensitivity. cul-

minating in the classic papers of
Rice and others. More recently, the

filtering and prediction theory of
Wiener and the communication
theory of Shannon have set forth
the limiting performance that is
possible for specified kinds and
amounts of noise.

Contents-The present book attempts to discuss noise theory in
terms understandable to the engineer. To that extent it is concerned

more with the application of this
theory, actual or potential, rather
than with its rigorous development.

The book brings together in one
place diverse material on stationary
random processes, physical sources
of noise, equivalent noise generators, noise factors, measurement

of direct voltage. detection of al-

NO
size limits
on engraving
ENGRAVES 18"x6" RECTANGLE
IN ONE SET-UP
Takes up only 2 feet of bench space
Engraving chassis can be detached

from base and placed directly
workpiece of any dimension

on
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Heavy duty cutter spindle

particularly should prove useful,

since these subjects are concerned
with limits on the reliability of
measurement and, so far as this
reviewer is aware, is otherwise unavailable in text book form.
Background Necessary-In considering the effectiveness of the

book, one is inevitably drawn into
the

controversial

question

of

whether it is better to assume that
the reader has the necessary mathematical preparation or whether, as
the author has done, to assume that
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is

some question of that here. For
example, in the chapter on prob-

Send for samples to fit your wire, today!

H EYM A N

MANUFACTURING COMPANY
KENILWORTH 15, NEW JERSEY

ability, failure to discuss the Law
of Independent Trials is a shortcoming, because this law gives excellent insight into the nature of
chance
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ment of a direct voltage and the

ger in the latter case is that of in-
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power supply cords

ternating waveforms, and target
noise. The material on the measure-

certain necessary mathematical
tools should be presented. The clan-
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events

and

leads

quite
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naturally to the Poisson distribution and the Gaussian Normal Law
from the point of view of discrete

rather than continuous events, a
fact of importance to students because they find the discrete point
of view easier to understand.
One might question the author's

QY

UP TO 2000 CPS

method of deriving necessary
mathematical tools such as the
Poisson distribution within the con-

HERMETICALLY

text of a specific application such

SEALED

as

the temperature -limited ' diode.

CONTACTS

While the method has the advantage of directly relating the theory
to the application, it creates the
impression that the theory is applicable to the specific application
only, whereas it is in fact appli-

BILLIONS OF CYCLES

cable to a broad class of similar applications.

Because of the great importance
of

correlation theory

to equip-

ment operation in noise, it seems
desirable to give more emphasis to
the correlation function than has
been done in this book, particularly
with respect to the question of extracting weak signals from a noisy
background.

Finally, noise in diodes seems to
be over discussed. It would be
better if there were less material on

diodes and instead something on
noise in transistors, a subject which
is now of very great interest.

In spite of the reservations just
cited this book is, for thc engineer, a Very good introduction to
the subject of noise. The treatment
is complete enough to satisfy the
needs of instructors teaching first -
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ing schools. There seem to be an
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treated from an advanced point
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showing them which areas are now
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Microwave
Measurements
By EDWARD GINZTON.
McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York.
1957. 515 p, $12.00.
THE well -written text, the compre-
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niques and instruments, and the
numerous

references

to

recent

papers make this book a valuable
reference for anyone actively engaged in microwave research and
design.

Students

entering

the

microwave field should find it an
excellent introduction to the basic
measurements and to the theory
underlying the techniques and instruments which are indigenous to
this region of the spectrum.

The book

is

well

organized,

reads easily and is well illustrated
with graphs and diagrams. The

author has taken care not to tire
the reader by appropriately using
footnotes and references to the
literature for many of the details
and specialized applications. The
book does not make extensive use
of electromagnetic theory but the
reader should definitely have a
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good understanding of microwave
transmission lines, on the level of
"Fields and Waves in. Modern
Radio" by Ramo and Whinnerv.
Although the selection of topics
is good, this reviewer feels that too
much of the book is taken up by a
discussion of the methods for the
generation of microwave energy,
at the expense of other important
aspects of microwave technology
which could have been profitably
included. Such topics could be the
measurement of antenna characteristics or the measurement of material constants.
The discussion of energy sources
is concerned mostly with the
theory, operation; and use of reflex
and two -cavity klystrons. The

mathematics are kept to a minimum; the emphasis properly being
placed on the physical phenomena
which are involved. The principles
of operation of traveling wave
tubes are also explained in a heuristic manner.
Detectors-There is a very useful
exposition of the behavior and
physical principles of microwave

detectors. The properties of crystal detectors, such as the response
law, the figure of merit, sensitivity
and noise figure, are treated adequately for the purposes of the
book. The uses of crystals for detection and frequency conversion
are discussed and illustrated by
curves and data for typical modern
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microwave crystals. There is also

a good resume of the bolometric
techniques for the absolute measurement of power. There
qualitative descriptions of

are

the

properties and limitations of the
barreter and thermistor elements
which are commonly used as power
sensing elements in bolometers.

The author discusses at length the
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errors involved in making measurements with crystals and bolometers.
In an introduction to impedance
concepts at microwave frequencies,

the author establishes the analogy
between the fields of a mode in a
uniform waveguide and the voltage
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current parameters of the
telegrapher's equation. It is made
and

plausible that the transverse electric and magnetic fields of a wave -

characteristic impedance and that
these fields can he expressed to
introduce voltage and current coefficients.

Standing waves are discussed in

terms of the voltage coefficients
and the characteristic impedance of

the transmission line, leading to
the introduction of the concepts
of the voltage standing wave ratio

chart and the Smith Chart are described. The advantages and disadvantages of these two graphical
representations are compared and
typical uses for these charts are discussed.

MAGNET

WIRE

Slotted Lines-The book includes
an extensive up-to-date summary

ment and production

metallurgists since

ment of impedance. As one would
expect, most of the discussion deals
with the techniques associated with

1000°F ceramic insul-

slotted -line standing wave indicators. These include the nodal

which is moisture -re-

shift method, the cavity method

voltage characteristics
at temperature.

designs of slotted lines are de-

1948, has developed and
is now producing a new

ated magnet wire
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fully eliminates pulse transformer
problems created by limitations of
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potcore are wound on a specially designed nylon bobbin. The shape of the
potcore, combined with the high -per-

meability material surrounding the
windings, gives excellent shielding
and effectively minimizes stray fields.
The potcores can be placed close to-

gether or even stacked, with negligible coupling between coils.
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scribed and there is a detailed description of the errors introduced
by these instruments. In addition
to the various standing wave methods, the author also discusses the
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engineering
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when

the element tolls
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potcores

and the Chipman method. Typical

sistant and has good

lot PRECISION

micro -miniature

of the principal instruments and
techniques used for the measure-

Secon Metals, develop-

SECONI

atc

with

guide mode can be related by a

and the reflection coefficient.
The construction and salient features of the rectangular impedance

1000° F

transformer
miniaturization
simplified

N.Y.

principal bridge methods of impedance measurement as well as
the simpler methods such as the
reflectometer technique and the
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Today's requirements call
for miniaturization,

HOW

SMALL

work. in:the'fields ,of the future at NAA

four -fixed -probes method, which re-

quire no moving parts.

In a chapter which is probably
much too condensed to suit the
purposes of a text book, the author
discusses the principal methods
for the evaluation of the six circuit
constants necessary for the complete description of an arbitrary
two -port network. These are: the
representation by an equivalent T
or it network, the scattering coefficient representation, the transformer method and the representa-

tion by an equivalent Canonical
network. These methods are explained but not illustrated. There

IS

is a summary of the mathematical

relations which interconnect the

=MINIATURE?

more important forms.
There is a good discussion of the

methods for the measurement of
frequency. Most of the material
describes the requirements, design
and principles of operation of tunable resonant cavities suitable for
the measurement of frequency in
microwave circuits. The various
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ends with a short summary of the
principal methods for the measurement of the insertion loss of two port networks. The author defines
and discusses in terms of the
scattering coefficients the signifi-

cance of insertion loss, loss due to
reflection, loss due to dissipation,
transmission efficiency and intrinsic loss. The standard techniques of measurement of these
quantities are described briefly.

As is understandable for a book
of this scope, the discussions of the
theory and techniques of the various measurements is rather spar-

ing at times. The text, however,
is supplemented with very extensive references to more specialized
sources for additional details.
Enough information is presented to

enable the reader to use intelligently the techniques and instruments which are described.NICHOLAS G. SAKIOTIS, Naval Re-

Laboratory,

search

Washington,

D. C.
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York, 1957, 381 p, $8.00.
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THE primary emphasis of this book

is the application of the transistor
as a circuit element. It should find
widespread appeal with circuit designers who arc finding the demands for transistorization stead-
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chief value of this book is the logi-

cal presentation of material starting with a somewhat simplified
consideration of semiconductor
theory, through a discussion of

some of the most popular current
transistor applications.

Fundamentals-The first quarter
of the book develops the fundamentals of the transistor. Starting
with

the Bohr atom and going

through elementary quantum mechanical considerations, the propELECTRONICS
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NION STATION BUILDING
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erties of semiconductors, the behavior of charge carriers within a
crystal, the authors develop the
theory of the p -n junction argl finally the junction transistor. The
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chapter on the p -n junctions
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equivalent transistor elements, an
equivalent T circuit is developed
from which the various basic configurations are analysed. The
widely used matrix parameters are
introduced together with a discussion of their measurement.
A chapter on transistor statics
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first practical problem-setting the
operating point, and stabilizing it
for large
changes.

ambient

temperature

Applications-The second half of

the book is devoted to the practical applications of transistors.
There are separate chapters on

ARNOLD
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also

toroidal

wind

trans-

formers

for

military

envi-

than one-shot multivibrators, logic
circuits, relaxation oscillators and
the extremely popular d -c to a -c in-

verters. The next to the last chapter covers some of the nonuniform
junction devices. Discussed are the
drift, field-effect,

ronment to your

intrinsic -barrier,

specifications.

and point contact transistors. In
this chapter the drift transistor is

double -base tetrode, hook, photo,
extensively

discussed, the others
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receiving considerably reduced attention.
Noise-The final chapter deals

with the causes and computation
of transistor noise. Shot noise, 1-f

noise and thermal noise are explained. An equivalent transistor
noise generator circuit is developed
and noise computations for various
frequency ranges are derived.

The book contains no general

/

mathamatical tables. A simple ippendix contains the physical properties of germanium and silicon, a
few general physical constants and
two useful tables of matrix and determinant interrelations. There is a
section containing problems based

on the material of each chapter
making the book suitable for a text
in a basic transistor course. The
book also contains an excellent reference bibliography.
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about space xreiticles systems

The mathematical treatment in
the book is on an undergraduate
senior level, but sufficiently clear
text is available to make the hook
of value to the advanced technician
as well. The book is a worthwhile
addition to any library on basic

transistor theory and application.

-PAUL Tonn, Universal

'Tran-

sistor Products, Westbury,
N. Y.
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Television Interference: Its Causes

and Cures. By P. Rand, Nelson
Pub. Co., Box 36, Redding Ridge,
Conn., 1958, 56 p, $1.75. This
handbook is intended to enable the
radio amateur, tv serviceman or

set owner to diagnose and cure
interference.

television

Nomo-

graphs are presented to simplify
the design and construction of high
or low-pass filters. The appendix
includes

a

bibliography,

list

of

FCC tvi committees, frequencies
of amateur band harmonics and
other frequency and channel data.
Mathematical Excursions. By H.
Merrill, Dover Publications, Inc.,
New York, 1957, 145 p, $1.00.
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This reprint of the 1933 original
covers odd and unusual aspects of
mathematics
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magic
squares, puzzles, etc. Answers arc
supplied for the puzzles.
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MAIN ST., WINSTED, CONN.
CIRCLE 293 READERS SERVICE CARD

techniques.
I

really appreciate the fact that

your main articles arc not interspersed with the advertising.

JONES

FRANK ERZNOZNIK JR.
HAWTHORNE, CALIF.

Voltage Spikes

MODEL WWVC
COMPARATOR
A 5 -position dial switches precisely to any
Standard Frequency -2.6, 5, 10, 15, or 20MC.
It features built-in oscilloscope and speaker,
comparator function selector, Collins plug-

in filter for high selectivity, automatic

gain and volume controls and adjustable
threshold control which eliminates noise and
other modulation in tick position.

Send for bulletin #557, "Using Standard
Time and Frequency Broadcasts"

V

Box 425, 21051 Costanso

Woodland Hills, Calif.
CIRCLE 292 READERS SERVICE CARD
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SOCKETS

P -506 -CE

500 SERIES

Plug with Cap

We have read with interest the
article

2ccalitet

"Magnetic Inverter Uses

Tubes or Transistors- (\Iar. 14, p

158), by C. H. R. Campling. A

For 5,000 Volts 25
Amperes per Con-

method is described of eliminating

transient voltage spikes by using
clipping diodes, but no adequate explanation is given of the fundamental reason NNiiv the spikes appear.

As a result of experience gained
in the design of inverters, we offer a
qualitative reasoning, which we
have substantiated.
Voltage
spikes can be reduced to negligible
proportions without using additional components by attacking the
.

SPECIFIC PRODUCTS

PLUGS &

.

.

problem at its source.
The magnitude of voltage spikes

tact Alterable by
S -506 -DS

Socket with
deep brackets
Socket

contacts

Circuit

Character-

istics.
phosphor

bronze

knife -

switch type, cadmium plated. Plug contacts
hard brass cadmium plated. 2, 4, 6, 8, 10,

and 12 contacts. Plugs and sockets polarized. Long leakage path from terminal, and
terminal to ground. Caps and brackets, steel
parkerized (rust -proofed). Plug and socket
blocks interchangeable in caps and brackets.
Terminal connections most accessible. Cap
insulated with canvas bakelite.

Write for Jones BULLETIN 22

for full details on line.
HOWARD B. JONES DIVISION

3t3T's

CINCH MANUFACTURING CORPORATION

CHICAGO 24, ILLINOIS

SUBSIDIARY OF UNITED.CARR FASTENER CORP.

CIRCLE 294 READERS SERVICE CARD
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Recent Raytheon achievements in Microwave
Ct

05"

1. ATTENUATE
IT

TRANSMIT

N5

THE MICROWAVE CIRCULATOR. Typical of recent Raytheon devel-

opments in advanced microwave equipment and components is
the microwave ferrite circulator recently developed by Raytheon's
Special Microwave Device Group. HOW IT WORKS: in the diagram

above, transmitted signals enter arm (1) vertically polarized.
They are then rotated 45° from the vertical in a ferrite Faraday
rotator with a longitudinal field applied by a small cylindrical
permanent magnet. They flow out of the circulator at the antenna
arm (2) which is set at the same 45° angle. Received signals fed
into the antenna arm are rotated an additional 45° by the ferrite
Faraday rotator and can only leave through the receiver arm (3).

To the man who is looking for
FRONTIER PROJECTS IN ELECTRONICS:
As an engineer or scientist who wants to accom-

RADAR (Pulse and CW Systems)-search, fire con-

where new things are happening.

tunity for you to put your scientific skill and

traffic control, weather and marine, military and
commercial.
MARINE EQUIPMENT-submarine, ship and airborne sonar, depth sounders, direction finders,
radars.

creative imagination to work.

GUIDED MISSILES-prime contracts:

plish more in 1958, you naturally want to be

Whatever your specialized background and
interests, chances are you'll find a current
Raytheon project that offers exceptional oppor-

Raytheon's constant expansion during 1958

trol, bombing, navigation and guidance, air-

Navy Sparrow III (air-to-air)
Army Hawk (ground -to -air)

covers advanced activities in:
COMMUNICATIONS (Commercial and Military) -

MICROWAVE TUBES -"Amplitrons," magnetrons,

scatter, microwave relay, multiplex, mobile

klystrons, traveling wave tubes, storage tubes,

transistorized equipment.
COUNTERMEASURES-radar countermeasures
equipment, advanced study projects.

backward wave devices.
SEMICONDUCTORS-devices, materials and techniques; silicon and germanium.

For interview and prompt helpful counsel, please write to
E. H. Herlin, Professional Personnel Section
P.O. Box 237, Brighton Station, Boston 35, Mass.
Excellence in Electronics
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RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
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ALPHLEX9
ZIPPER

is a function of the coupling between windings on the transformer

core and the total load reflected
into the collector winding. When

TUBING

a transformer core saturates, its permeability is greatly reduced and
much of the magnetic coupling be-

FROM ALPHA
NEW CONSTRUCTIONS OF
ALPHLEX' ZIPPER TUBING

Alphlex Zipper Tubing is the modern
way to harness, cable and protect wire.
Just zip to close-and just zip to re -open!
If you wish, permanent seal. Saves you

PROVIDE GREATER

time, labor, money. Strong, flexible,

VERSATILITY

MIL -I -631C materials. All-purpose type,

durable. Versatility unlimited.

ZIP -31: polyvinyl sheet made from
for general applications to 105°C.

ZIP -44: polyvinyl sheet made from
MIL -I -7444A materials. Extremely flexible;

for aircraft and low -temperature uses to

-67°C.
ZIP -50: "sandwich" of aluminum foil
laminated between 2 sheets of polyvinyl.

Por 100% RF shielding applications to
105°C.

ZIP -90: polyvinyl bonded to woven
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

fiberglass sheet per MIL -I -3190A. For
rough usage, abrasion resistance, and

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG E-9

high -temperature uses to 130°C.

stock sizes: 1/2" to 4" I.D.

Division Alpha Wire Corporation
200 Varick Street
New York 14, N. Y.

insulation

CIRCLE 295 READERS SERVICE CARD

tween windings is destroyed. The
shunt inductance of a collector
winding falls rapidly as the core
approaches saturation, and a large
current is established through the
conducting transistor. When cumulative switch -off occurs (as the circuit changes state), the current
source becomes high resistance, and
the magnetic field produced by the
winding current decays very rapidly
due to the N'ery small damping imposed upon the winding. A reverse
voltage spike therefore occurs at the

collector of the cut-off transistor,
the magnitude of which may be
several times the supply voltage and
can he dangerous to the transistors.

If coupling between windings is
made as tight as possible, leakage
inductance is kept to a minimum
and the reflected load from other
windings increases the damping on

the collector winding and slows

THE GREATEST

TEST YOUR

MAGNETIC CIRCUITS

PUNCH
WE EVER MADE...
IN USE ALL OVER

the

down
flux.

.

.

decay

of

magnetic

.

Optimum coupling is obtained
by making collector and base windings of twisted -pair enamelled conductor, and these together with an

output winding are layered one

THE WORLD

upon another over a small portion
of tape -wound toroidal core of
nickel -iron alloy. Loose coupling
Jusit,,A

is

achieved by spacing windings

around the core.
By observing the requirement for
tight coupling of windings, designers may extensively reduce transient
voltage spikes without recourse to
using other components.
B. D. SIMMONS AND
R. J. TODD
.

CAPACITY
MILD STEEL 1/4" THRU 16 GA.

The famous
WHITNEY-JENSEN

RAWSON FLUXMETER

TYPE 504
The only

portable

fluxmeter

available

which returns rapidly to zero when a single
button is depressed. Simple and fast in operation. Convenient and light in weight.

Not limited to a single type of measureHas universal application for laboratories or production. Measures strength of
magnets and electromagnets, permeability
and hysteresis loops for iron and steel, total
flux lines in circuit, flux lines developed in
air gap, etc.
Has a mechanical clamp to protect the
pivots and jewels when in transit.

No. 5 JR.
HAND PUNCH

reasoning

of

siderably reduced even with no exWrite for NEW CATALOG

III POTTER STREET. CAMBRIDGE 42. MASS.

722 Forbes St., Rockford,

CIRCLE 296 READERS SERVICE CARD

qualitative

Readers Simmons and Todd was
substantiated with oscillograms of
waveforms in tightly and loosely
coupled circuits. The spike is con-

IN METAL
BOX WITH
7 PUNCHES
AND DIES

RAWSON ELECTRICAL
INSTRUMENT COMPANY

192

.

SIEMENS EDISON SWAN LTD.
LONDON S.E. 3, ENGLAND

The

ment.

.

WHITNEY METAL TOOL CO.
III. Since 1910

ternal load connected to their circuit; with a load resistor, the spike
is, as nearly as we can make it out,
all but entirely gone.

CIRCLE 297 READERS SERVICE CARD
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INERTIAL GUIDANCE ENGINEER John V. Prikazsky
tells why airborne computer development at IBM Owego,

N. Y., offers him the creative engineering career he
always wanted.

What it's like

to be a Creative Engineer at
"Inertial guidance," explains John Prikazsky, "means
aerial navigation without recourse to external reference.
As an inertial guidance engineer with IBM, have the
opportunity to work on completely integrated bombing radar -navigational systems. My work is broad - from
lab studies to the analytics involved in system designeverything from shooting the North Star to heat transfer
problems. That's why I like it - plus the chance I have
to take on as much responsibility as can handle."
I

I

Other challenging assignments at IBM Owego
Airborne analog and
digital computer systems

Units and systems

Test equipment development
Radar circuits and systems
Transistor circuit design

Qualifications
B.S. or M.S. degree in electrical or mechanical engineering, physics, or mathematics, and

Proven ability to assume a high degree of technical
responsibility in your sphere of interest.
FOR DETAILS, just write, outlining background and
interests, to:
Mr. P. E. Strohm, Dept. 554U

Military Products Division
International Business Machines Corp.
Owego, New York

IBM, a recognized leader in the electronic computer
field, offers a stable balance of military and commercial
work. You will find ground -floor opportunities for profes-

sional achievement at IBM Owego. Liberal company
benefits set standards for industry today, and salaries
are commensurate with your abilities and experience.

IBM

MILITARY
PRODUCTS
OATA PROCESSING
ELECTRIC TYPEWRITERS
MILITARY PRODUCTS
SPECIAL ENG'G PRODUCTS
SUPPLIES

TIME EQUIPMENT

Plants and laboratories: Endicott, Kingston, Owego, Poughkeepsie,
Yorktown, N. Y.; Lexington, Ky.; Rochester, Minn.; San Jose, Calif.

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

ENGINEERS SCIENTISTS

R&D
Opportunities in

CALIFORNIA
With SYLVANIA

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS
R&D

in

steill,
ceivers,

electronic countermeasure
including transmitters. re
analyzers, direction finder..

data handling. RF circuits & antennas.
FIELD ENGINEERS

To work in field on varied domestic
& foreign assignments, to install electronic equipment, perform engineering tests, train military personnel.
and provide engineering assistance to
military commanders. RS degree.
TUBE ENGINEERS
Design.

construction

&

testing

of

Traveling Wave tubes. Minimum
year experience in test & evaluation
of TWT's.
1

SR MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
Perform mechanical design and test of
tithes. coniponents & tussling. 5 years
experience in mechanical design, testing & es'alitating special purpose tubes.
SYSTEM STUDIES

... but it may be the most significant
book you've ever read
There's a whole new way of life for
you between the covers of "Opportunities Abound at Bendix Missiles"
-and a three -cent stamp will bring
it to you by return mail. If you have
the qualifications, Bendix can offer
you an enviable career in the guided
missiles field, working with men who

have been responsible for some of
the most significant missile engineering advances of recent years.
At Bendix, you will be in a major

missile program. Bendix as prime
contractor has responsibility for the

Talus guided missile, one of our
most vital defense weapons. Using

and logical design of digital
continuer circuits. 7 or more year,
experience desirable in varied phases

of electronic systems analysis. with
emphasis on computer logic. Advanced
degrees desirable.

the finest equipment, you'll learn

COMPUTERS & DATA HANDLING

fast and grow fast, both professionally and financially. There's oppor-

speed

tunity here-opportunity to do important, stimulating work.

You'll like living in the Middle
West. The climate is pleasant and
Chicago, Lake Michigan and other
fine recreational areas are easily
accessible. There is also opportunity
locally to pursue graduate engineering studies. Mail the coupon below.

The book may not be a best seller,

but it has been the instrument which
started many a talented engineer on
a fine career in engineering.

PRIME CONTRACTOR FOR THE TALOS MISSILE
1

Bendis Products Division-Missiles

Plan & perform microwave experiments on ferrite, & gaseous electronic
phenomena in relation to develop-

ment of microwave control devices.
Experience in microwave transmission
& measurement required with experience in high vacuum systems desirable.
RESEARCH SCIENTISTS
To perform theoretical analysis &
conduct experiments in production
of ultra -violet rash,
microwase

breakdown in molecular gases & the
transmissionof electromagnetic waves

through ionized shock fronts & plasmas. Advanced degree. desirable.

Please tend your resume to

SYLVANIA

NAME

SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC

P.O. Box 1296
Mountain View, California

ADDRESS

194

MICROWAVE ENGINEERS

WSJ

Gentlemen: I would like more information concerning opportunities in guided
missiles. Please send me the booklet "Opportunities Abound at Bendix
Missiles."

CITY

digital computer elements.
at all levels for engineers
with experience in computer design &
transistorized Circuits.

Mr. J. C. Richards

403R S. Beiger St., Mishawaka, Ind.

L

D&l) of transistorized circuits & high

Openings

STATE

J
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

ENGINEERS...
...TECHNICIANS
FIELD ASSIGNMENTS

HOME and ABROAD
with
CHRYSLER

MISSILE DIVISION

located in Suburban
DETROIT, MICHIGAN
Expanding activities on our
prime ballistic missile contracts

-REDSTONE and JUPITERrequire the addition of experi-

enced technical personnel for our
Field Engineering Section at

both domestic and overseas locations.

MISSILE TRAINERS
INSTALLATION ENGINEERS
ENGINEERING INSTRUCTORS
MAINTENANCE ENGINEERS

MANUAL COORDINATORS

Current openings include management positions on the Field
Engineering Staff in Detroit and
at various field locations.
To qualify, applicants must possess at least 2 years technical
schooling, a solid engineering
background in missiles, aircraft,
electronics, military equipment
or related missile field engineering activities and strictly mobile
for job assignments.
Candidates selected for these
positions

will enjoy excellent

Secrets of the universe continue to unfold
before the searching eyes of CROSLEY
engineers. The drama being enacted on the
stage of space is one of constant excitement
and challenging sitiatiols. CROSLEY engineers
are participating in marry programs tiat offer
opportunities for personal groAsth and advancement.
HERE ARE FIELDS OF CURRENT ACTIVITY:
I. GROUND RADAR
2. AIRBORNE DEFENSE
SYSTEMS

3. ANTENNA AND MIC RC WAVE EQUIPMENT
4. COMPUTER AND
ANALYTICAL
SERVICES

(DESIGN AND
DEVELOPMENT:

(PROGRANIM IN: AND
APPLICATION)

COMMUNICATIONS
(AIRBORNE
TRANSMITTERS AND
RECEIVERS)

6. AIRBORNE FIRE
CONIFOL
7. SERVOMECHANISMS
8. TRANSISTORIZED
EQUIPAENT
9. GUIDE.) MISSILES
10. I '4FRARED RESEARCH

starting salaries, a variety of

interesting work assignments,
outstanding promotional oppor-

tunities and an unique and re-

Write us for complete details. Well serAl you literature and
we'll tell you about tie advaitages 3f Family living in

warding field benefit program.

ancinnati - "Queen City of tie 'Nest, Closest to the Heart
of America". Thers are ni-merou; carrpaly oenefits and you

For further information submit

will be paid genepous relocation asperse:.

a complete resume of your qualifications in confidence to:
Mr. J. M. Murray

Send your resurue to:

Frank Plasha.. Persanrel Mgr.,
Division Headquarte^s

Technical Recruitment Supervisor

Crosley

CHRYSLER CORPORATION
Missile Division
P. 0. Box 2628
Detroit 31, Michigan

AVCO MANIEFAC-1.11TING CORPORATION

CROSLEY DIVISION
1329 ARLINGTON STREET
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CINCINNATI 25, OHIO
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

ENGINEERS
ELECTRONICS

ENGINEERS

What the merger with
United Aircraft means
to an engineer joining
Norden Laboratories today
Increased Opportunities for Far -Ranging Exploratory Work in the
fields where Norden has made so many contributions:
missile & aircraft guidance, re-entry attitude control problems,
radar and communications, inertial and stellar -inertial navigation, data -handling and navigation -stabilization systems,
bomb director systems, and other specialized electronic areas.

All the Long -Term Career Benefits and Unusual Growth Potential
of association with one of the country's major leaders in the development of advanced aircraft propulsion systems.

Plus the Professionally Rewarding Norden Laboratories Way of
Working in small R&D groups -..the invigorating contact with
colleagues who know - and appreciate - each other's attainments
...the challenging diversity of assignments.
Current opportunities exist at both White Plains, NY and Stamford,
Connecticut locations for work on a number of advanced projects.

Vought's rapidly expanding electronics department has created
top openings for engineers experienced in the design of
weapon systems and components.
Current projects include Crusader
fighters, Regulus missiles, ad-

vanced space and ASW studies.
Guidance Design Engineer.
E.E. or Physics Degree, plus 2 or

more years experience. To
various

sign

active

and

de-

self-

contained missile guidance systems, and to design and develop
radar beacons.
Lead Instrumentation Engineer.
B.S. or M.S. in E.E., plus 5 years
electronics experience in telemeter applications of flight test
instrumentation data. To guide a
Research and Development group

in the design and application of
electronic gathering and reduction systems.
Jomes F. Reagan
Chief of Electronics
Dept. R-10

a EIGAFT.' ..-i 1" 11 C.: It .-1 1.'7'

RADAR & COMMUNICATIONS
Design & Development openings in the following areas:
ANTENNAS MICROWAVE SYSTEMS MICROWAVE COMPONENTS
TRANSMITTER MODULATORS PULSE CIRCUITRY (VT
& TRANSISTORS) DISPLAYS AMTI DATA TRANSMISSION ECM
RECEIVERS

STABILIZATION & NAVIGATION
COMPUTING SERVOS

CHALLENGING OPPORTUNITIES

SERVO AMPLIFIER DESIGN

TELEVISION & PASSIVE DETECTION

IN RESEARCH

TV DISPLAY CIRCUITRY TV CAMERA CIRCUIT DESIGN
TV TRANSISTOR CIRCUITRY

AND DEVELOPAIENT

QUALITY ASSURANCE
RELIABILITY ANALYSIS STANDARDS ENVIRONMENTAL TEST

ELECTRONIC

SYSTEMS
RADAR SYSTEMS

ENGINEERS

ENGINEERING DESIGN
ELECTRONIC PACKAGING MATERIALS

SYSTEMS

DIGITAL
DIGITAL (SENIOR) - DESIGN: Logical, circuit, magnetic storage

ENGINEERS

of electronic
for
instrumentation
underwater ordnance.
Design

Analytical and experimental treatment of
scientific research problems in the fields of
hydrodynamics, acousnettics, electronics,
work theory, servomechanisms, mechanics,

information theory and
noise

TECHNICAL EMPLOYMENT MANAGER

NORDEN LABORATORIES
NORDEN DIVISION

UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
White Plains, New York

121 Westmoreland Avenue

I am interested in obtaining further information on opportunities at
Norden Laboratories.

Address

Degree

196

includ-

THE

PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY
ORDNANCE RESEARCH LABORATORY
P. 0. Box 30

University Park, Pennsylvania
Opportunities for Graduate Study
e Faculty Appointments for Qualified Applicants
Excellent Working and Living Conditions

Name
City

analysis

ing analogue and digital computations.

Send Resume To:

lone

State

Year

ARNOLD ADDISON
Personnel Director
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

OF ADVANCED PROJECTS
AT STROMBERG-CARLSON
Electronics Arm of General Dynamics Corporation
in Rochester, New York
The many areas in which research, development and design groups work include radar, navigation,
microwave communications, air traffic control, sonar, automatic test equipment, guided missile electronics, nuclear instrumentation, telecommunications, electro-acoustics, and Hi-fi equipment.
Recently Stromberg-Carlson was appointed Systems Manager and Prime Contractor for an important new USAF passive reconnaissance system.
You join two professional communities when you come to Stromberg-Carlson -the company, and
the City of Rochester, which has the largest percentage of professional people for a city of its size

(500,000) in the nation. And in many other ways Rochester is an ideal spot for an engineer or
scientist to live and raise a family...noted for its cultural advantages; advanced study opportunities at U. of Rochester with its famed Eastman School of Music and Symphony; unrivaled park
and school systems; modern hospitals. And Rochester, gateway to the Finger Lakes, is in New York's

famous upstate vacationland, near Niagara Falls, Thousand Islands and Adirondack Mountains.

Immediate openings for:
SECTION HEADS, EE

SENIOR ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS

SENIOR PHYSICISTS or EE's

6 to 10 years experience for one
of the following:
1. General circuit design and de-

5 years relative experience for one
of the following:

1.

velopment, data handling, automatic test equipment, communications, navigation.
2. For systems theoretical design
and analysis.
3. For design of special purpose

low noise reconnaissance receivers - manual, panaramic,

signal seeking.
4. To supervise integration of antennas (emphasis on broadband
ECM receiving types) into a
reconnaissance system.

1. For theoretical systems and/or

equipment design. Requires
knowledge of entire electromagnetic spectrum - microwave,
UHF, VHF, VLF-and working knowledge of propagation
methods.

2. Design in 1 or more: advanced
navigation techniques including
Tacan; data link; digital techniques; transistor circuitry; ad-

vanced automatic test equipment; systems design; sonar;
countermeasures; microwave
and antenna techniques; com-

To guide investigations in microwave network theory, information
theory and modulatidn techniques
with goal of deriving basic communications concepts leading to
new systems development.

ment nuclear devices.
2. For investigation of fundamen-

tal paramagnetic resonances
for application to maser -type
devices.

3. For development of solid state
circuits for application in microwave and RF.
SENIOR MECHANICAL ENGINEERS

Engineering experience in electronic packaging and associated
problems such as mechanisms, vibration and heat transfer.

munications, including advanced pulse techniques.

SECTION HEAD, PHYSICISTS or EE

For development of solid state

circuits to control and instru-

SENIOR MATHEMATICIAN

3. For network design (modern
synthesis filters, delay equalizers, loss and phase equalizers)
and circuit analysis (transistor
amplifiers, transistor pulse
forming networks, transistor

switching circuitry).

To provide mathematical assistance in a variety of areas including communication and data systems analysis, evaluation of radio
propagation data, servo and network synthesis, optimum logic
design.

If you qualify for one of the positions listed above,
write immediately to Fred E. Lee, Manager of Technical Personnel.

SC
Ant 6

STROMBERG-CARLSON
A DIVISION OF GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION
1447

N. GOODMAN STREET
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

DATA PROCESSING
PROCESSING

MICROWAVE

CLOSED LOOP TV

INFRARED

four new
R &D
Positions are open

at our
Paramus, N. 1.

projects at
AVION
DIVISION

471t04, YORK

acf industries incorporated

and

Alexandria, Va.
research &
development

laboratories.

ENGINEERS & SCIENTISTS
Once again, AVION DIVISION raises its horizons as it
initiates four new,

broad

research

and

development

projects. To the engineer who thrives on challenge and
diversification, this is the opportunity which will reward
him with day-to-day job interest, as well as with financial growth. For the engineer who also looks for a measure
of stability, AVION, as a member of the ACF corporate
family, offers strength beyond its own extensive oganization and operations.

Botb are ideally
DATA PROCESSING*

located in
highly desirable

Top-level engineering

scientific personnel for

AIRBORNE

and

CLOSED LOOP TV

re-

EE's with experience in sub --

and
development
work. Both supervisory and
search

miniaturization and transis-

torization for Airborne TV

non - supervisory

residential
communities,

convenient to

positions
available. Engineering background in any ONE or a
combination of the following:

to qualify as:
PROJECT LEADER
Thoroughly experienced

to take full responsibility
of project groups.

-SYSTEMS DESIGN
AND DEVELOPMENT
SYNTHESIS

world-famous

cultural,

-RESEARCH &
LOGICAL DESIGN
-DIGITAL COMPUTER

entertainment and

*Location:
Alexandria, Va,, Plant

shopping centers.

INFRARED

MECHANICAL ENG.
DESIGNERS -DRAFTSMEN
Here is your chance to prove your
ability doing important Work on
missile fuzing, guidance, packaging

profession. At Bendix York, you
benefit from the advantages of a

with TV experience
to work on Closed Loop
EE's

TV.

small company atmosphere in a
growing division of one of the

nation's largest engineering and
manufacturing corporations. Also,

you'll enjoy the "good life" in our
beautiful suburban community.
Good salaries, all employee benefits.

MICROWAVE

AVION'S SPACE
INSTRUMENTATION
PROGRAMS which

Scientists whose prime qualification is the ability to
pro-

cover the field of:
Radar Beacons, Microwave
Components and Pulse Cir-

grams in INFRARED offer
a real growth opportunity
in a field still in its infancy.

cuitry, require research consultants, senior engineering
and engineering develop-

EXPERIENCE RE-

ment personnel for this expanding program.

THINK. To these men, our
challenging

NO IR

research

QUIRED.

Send Resume To: Mr. Austin Peck,
Manager, Professional Employment,

AVION DIVISION
aCfINDUSTRIES

INCORPORATED

I I PARK PLACE, PARAMUS, NEW JERSEY
198

ELECTRONIC ENG.

TV engineering techniques
as applied to airborne
projects.
DEVELOPMENT
ENGINEERS

AVION'S Advanced Development Laboratory is
interested in Engineers and

Av N

ELECTRONICS

Knowledge of advanced
TV systems for research

DESIGN

GUIDED MISSILE

and related test equipment. We have
key openings that offer you the oppor
tunity to move ahead rapidly in your

RESEARCH ENGINEER

-ANALYSIS &

offers the opportunity
and the challenge of
key assignments in...

Drop us a card, briefly staling
your education experience. We'll act immediately to get to-

gether with you
and talk it over.

ADDRESS:
PROFESSIONAL
PLACEMENT
DEPT. E

77;finak,

AVIATION CORPORATIr)N

York Division

York. Penna.

York 47-2612

COLFAX I-4100
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

P

GRADUATE EE's:

H

Research & Development
Systems Engineering
Digital Applications
Instrumentation
Product Design

0

PHOENIX
X

At the crossroads of opportunity
for men with vision in
Electronic Engineering

GOODYEAR

AIRCRAFT
CORPORATION
ELECTRONIC LABORATORY

WE HAVE OPENINGS
IN OUR MODERN
LABORATORIES FOR

ADVANCED ENGINEERS
IN ELECTRONIC RESEARCH
Long range research and
development projects

TODAY'S OPPORTUNITIES
with General Electric's IVIissii!e Guidance Section

CARRY IMPORTANT RAMIFICATIONS
FOR SPACE TECHNOLOGY
Despite the magnitude of the undertaking, guiding a vehicle on

a > 428,000 mile return trip to the Moon ... or directing an
interplanetary probe into Mars' orbit depends fundamentally
upon the basic technologies already developed to guide surface-

Graduate studies available
under company financed
evening courses.

to-surface ballistic missiles into their trajectories.
The great technical challenges of guidance for space exploration lie in the unprecedented accuracies, reliabilities and long
operative life -spans that must be engineered into the guidance
systems.

Leisure Living At Its Best

"In the Valley of the Sun"
Modern Inexpensive Housing

ENGINEERS and SCIENTISTS at G.E.'s Missile Guidance Section-with their broad experience in creating highly
reliable ICBM systems are well prepared to deal creatively and
effectively with space problems.
FOR WORK IN FRONTIER AREAS, look into the positions

now open with the Section, on a number of stimulating, adSend resume to: A. E. Manning

Engineering and Scientific Personnel

GOODYEAR AIRCRAFT

vanced projects.

Significant experience ix 1 or more of these areas is desired:
Radar
RF Circuitry
Communications Transistors
Digital Computers
Countermeasures Telemetry
Test Operations

Antenna Design

LITCHFIELD PARK

PHOENIX, ARIZONA

Similar opportunities available in
our

Akron, Ohio Laboratory

Microwaves

Engineering AnalysiS

Forward your resume in strict confidence to
Mr. E. A. Smith, Dept. 9-F
MISSILE GUIDANCE SECTION

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

Court Street, Syracuse, N. Y.
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES
HIGH-LEVEL OPENING FOR COUNTERMEASURES SPECIALIST

CROSBY LABORATORIES, INC.
Murray G. Crosby & Staff
Radio - Electronics

An unusual opportunity in an established company
for a technical specialist proficient in

Research Development & Manufacturing
Communications, FM & TV
Robbins Lane, Hicksville, N. Y.
WE'lls 1-8191

PROPOSALS SYSTEM DESIGN TECHNICAL LEADERSHIP

ELECTRONIC RESEARCH

ASSOCIATES, INC.

STARTING SALARY $13,000

"TRANSISTORIZE" YOUR PRODUCT!

P-8783, Electronics
Class. Adv. Div., P. 0. Box 12, N. Y. 36, N. Y.

ULTRASONICS
Fine opportunity in Research Department of a leading steel company for engineer or scientist
experienced in the field of ultrasonics. Research work on the application of ultrasonics will include the
study of:
Physical properties of materials
Electroplating

ENGINEERS

If you have been looking for as Employment Agency

that is skilled in the STATE OF THE ART of
Technicallteeruittnent and RELIABILITY OF INFORMATION concerning positions, why not com-

municate with us at once!

ALL POSITIONS FEE PAID.

lidification of metal
mental work will involve deEx
vel
tent of specialized equipment
and instruments.

If you are a college graduate, experienced in the sound field and
interested in looking into an opportunity with. the expanding research

program of a high-ranking steel

company, please write in confidence

ERCO RADIO
LABORATORIES, INC.
Radio Communications Equipment
Engineering - Design - Development - Production
Our 30th Year in Air CO Ground
Communication and Radio Beacons

FIDELITY PERSONNEL SERVICE

1218 Chestnut St.
Phila. 7. Pa.
Specialist in Aviation, Electronics and Nucleonics

ADDRESS BOX NO. REPLIES TO: Box No.
fi,d Idr. Dir. of this publication.
S, tot to office nearest you.
EU' YORK .16: P. 0. BOX 12
CHICAGO 11: .520 N. Michigan Ave.

SAN FRANCISCO 1: 68 Post St.

Hot -dipped metallic coatings

Complete Service in consulting, research, development, and production on Transistor circuitry,
products and instrumentation.
67 Factory Place
Cedar Groove, N. J.
CEnter 9-3000

POSITION VACANT

Gaiden city Long Island New York

MEASUREMENTS
Research & Manufacturing Engineers
Harry W. Houck
Specialist in the Design and
Development of Electronic Test Instruments
Boonton, New Jersey

Manufacturer In northern New Jersey Is In

terested in obtaining outside consultant having thorough background and experience in
design and development of delay lines and
pulse transformers. P-8675, Electronics.
SELLING OPPORTUNITY WANTED

Well known, aggressive rep In Chicagoland

area now seeking good industrial component
and instrument lines as well as additional
jobber and hifi lines. Staff recently supplemented by electronics engineer of 13 years
experience and formal education. RA -8643.
Electronics.

ALBERT PREISMAN
Consulting Engineer
Television. Pulse Techniques, Video
Amplifiers. Patent technical consultation.
616 St.

Andrews Lane, Silver Spring, Maryland

TELECHROME MFG. CORP.
Electronic Design Specialists
COLOR TELEVISION EQUIPMENT

to

Flying Spot Scanners, Color Synthesizers, Keyers,

P-8720 Electronics
Class. Adv. Div., P.O. Box 12, N.Y. 36, N.Y.

SALES ENGINEER
WANTED

Your Inquiries to
Advertisers Will
Have Special Value

Monitors, Oscilloscopes and Related Apparatus
Telemetering for Guided Missiles.
J. R. PopkIn-Clurman, Pres. & Dix. of EnD.
Amityville, L. I., N. Y.
29 Ranick Dr.

.

.

.

-for you-the advertiser-and the
publisher, if you mention this publi-

YARDNEY LABORATORIES, Inc.
Research -Design -Development
Electro-Chemical Generators of Energy

Location will be either New York City or Philadelphia, Pa. to sell to missile and aircraft companies

cation.

high speed relays, choppers, pressure switches and
transducers. Should have electrical engineering degree although will consider mechanical engineers
who have good background in electrical field. Excellent opportunity.

this evidence of the publication you

90-98 Leonard Street
New York 13, N. Y.

read. Satisfied advertisers enable
the publishers to secure more advertisers and - more advertisers

Professional Assistance

Write Harry E. Beane, Vice President,

THE BRISTOL COMPANY
Waterbury, Connecticut.
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Advertisers

value

mean more information

on

highly

more

products or better service - more
value-to YOU.

WOrth 6-3100

.

.

.

in solving your most difficult prob-

lems in the specialized field of
electronic devices is offered by
these consultants.
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

ENGINEERS and PHYSICISTS
New projects at GRUMMAN AIRCRAFT have created responsible positions for graduate engineers and physicists with
initiative and imagination to carry out individual studies and participate in group efforts on weapons systems and
equipment for advanced aircraft and missiles.

WEAPONS SYSTEMS DEPT.
Weapons Systems Analyst
MS in EE, ME. Physics or Math with 5 or more years' aircraft experience in the following fields: weapons systems evalu-

ation, fire control analyses, weapons effectiveness, mathematics of airborne fire control, ballistics, bombing equations

or operations research. Responsible for conducting evaluations of the capabilities and effectiveness of weapons
systems plus developing ballistic equations which describe the trajectories of guided and unguided projectiles.

Infra -red Systems Analyst
MS in EE, ME or physics with 5 or more years' experience in infra -red systems analysis as applied to airborne fire
control, photographic or reconnaissance systems. Responsible for conducting analyses of the functional requirements
and effectiveness of infra -red systems on the over-all Reconnaissance and/or Weapons Systems.

RESEARCH DEPT.
Systems Studies (2 to 10 years' experience)
ECM Specialist: MS in EE with background involving research in guidance systems, ECM and anti -ECM, communications and information theory.
Sonar: MS in Physics or engineering, background of applied math, classical physics and acoustics. To do research in
both air and water -borne sound.

Infra -red: MS in Physics with background in applied math, classical physics, optics and electromagnetic radiation.

AVIONICS DEPT.
Staff Consultants
MS in EE with 8 or more years' experience in the analysis and application of techniques to weapons systems in any of
the following areas:
Communication and Data Handling
Infra -Red

Detection

Navigation and Guidance

Ground Support Equipment
Engineers with 3 to 7 years' experience in the determination of ground support equipment for weapons systems. Maintenance experience on Naval Aircraft desirable.

Antenna Design Engineer
BS in EE or MS in EE with 2 or more years of experience in the design and test of airborne antennas.

Equipment Engineer
BS in EE with 3 to 7 years' experience to work on developmental, prototype, and production aircraft and missiles in any
of the following fields :
ECM Equipment

Digital Computers

Antennas

Radomes

Radar

Inertial Navigation
Communication

Will be responsible for the analysis, test, preparation of Specifications and Vendor liaison of systems comprising this
equipment.

Advanced Design Systems Engineer
BS in EE or MS in EE with 5 to 10 years' experience in the Aircraft,

Missile or Space Vehicle System design in the following areas:
ASW

Attack Systems
Air Defense/Intercept
Reconnaissance

U. S. Citizenship required. We pay moving expenses.
For immediate interview, send your resume to:

MR. T. WILDER, Engineering Personnel Director

GRUMMAN AIRCRAFT ENGINEERING CORPORATION
ELECTRONICS engineering issue - September 12, 1958
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

CV-I2/APR-6. Mixer Assy. for APR -6 receiver, 405n
me. -6000 me. Tunable C Band waveguide
$24.50
CV -13 Mixer Assembly for APR -6 receiver. The miser

is designed to cover the range 2000 to 4000 mc $22.50
SPR-2 front end. Consists of a dual butterfly detector
assembly covering 80 to 1,000 mc. Means are provided
for automatically scanning the spectrum, and for
recording the signals on 2 -inch paper tape. Brand
new, complete with 1N27 crystal and amphenol fittings
$35.00
Klystron mount for 726A klystron (10 cm). Complete
with tuning plunger and all fittings
$7.95
BC 911. dual coax. switch. With British connectors.

Useful up to 400 mc
Plane
Armatures for RD86 dynamotors

$2.50

90 deg elbows, "L" Band, with flanges. "H"

$18.55

$2.50

Antenna Strain Insulators: Johnson #136-151....$2.00
Sawtooth potentiometer. W.E. #KS15138L0-1. 1(10
ohms
5.76 Watt. Delivers sawtooth current waveform 360 deg. contin. rotation. Brushes 180 deg.
apart
$2.50
Capacitor, GE Pyranol. #14F103. 0.25 mfd/25,000
vdc
$18.95
Receiver front end cavity resonator: Tunes 2700 to 3416)
mc with a loaded if sit 21100. 50 -ohm, type N input.
Video output front I N27 crystal. May be used at (mat ter wave
n
I 61ur1
$22.50
(

1

MICROWAVE MAGNETRONS

WAVEGUIDE FLANGES

SPECIAL VALUES! !

I

UG 39/U
UG 40/U
UG 40A/U

UG 51/U
UG 52/U
UG 52A/U

$1.20
$1.65

$2.00

$1.85
$3.40
$3.40

212IA
2122
2126

2127

UIPME NT CO.

343 Canal St.
New York 13, N. Y.
CHAS. ROSEN

Phone: CAnal 6-4882
DIRECT ALL INQUIRIES TO DEPT. E9

2137

$7.50
$5.50

2138

$12.50

2139
2149

$12.95
$30.00
$8.25

$3.50
$12.50

2131

COMMUNICATIONS

$3.50

2161

$9.00

2162
725A
QK60
QK61

$3.00

$5.00
$19.50

$18.95
$18.00

QK62

MEDIUM POWER PULSER

The MIT MOD III PULSER
a light,e141(1, medium
power radar modulator using an 829 It in a regenerative blocking oscillator circuit feeding a 715B power
amplifier. Peak output is 12 KV at 12 Amps into a
0.5/1.0/2usec. at a 1000 ohm load. Pulse widths are
duty ratio of 0.001. Primary' power requirements are:
115 vac 400-1200 cps/3.5A. Also 28 vdc at 5 Atop. An
external trigger of at least 50 v. peak Is rotithast All
units are new, complete with all tubes, mr.--itrizi'd
housing, and schematic diagram
$97.50
:', Sec. 5.1
Refer to ItarlLab Series.

PULSE TRANSFORMERS
352-7150. Primary 50 ohms. Secondary
1000
ohms. 12,000r. 12.0 Amp
Pulse: 1 or 2 usec. at .001 duty
ratio. Fitted with magnetron well
and Millar winding for filament sup$22.50

ply

K-2745 Primary: 3.1/2.8 KV, 50 ohms Z Secondary:
14/12.0 KV 1025 ohms Z. Pulse length: 0.25/1.0 user

@ 600/600 PPS Pk Power 200/150 KW. Millar: 1.3
Amp. Has "built-in" magnetron well
ondary 14/11.5 KV-1000 ohms Z. Pulse length:
usec @ 600 PPS. Pk. Power Out: 200/130 KW. Bifilm
1.3 Amp. Fitted with magnetron well
GE PK-2449A. Primary: 9.33 KV, 50 ohms Imp.$29.50
Secondary: 28 KV, 450 ohms. Pulse length: 1.05/5 user
to 635/120 PPS, PM Power Out: 1,740 KW. Bifilar:
1.5 amps (as shown)
$62.50
GE @K -2748-A, 0.5 usec c. 2000 Pps. Pk. Pwr out i.
32 KW impedance 40:100 ohm output. Pri. volts 2
KV Pk. Sec. volt. 11.5 KV Pk. Bifllar rated ;It ::
Amp. Fitted with magnetron well
$21.50

K -246I -A Primary: 3.1/2.6 KV-50 ohms (liner .$32.50
Sec-

X-BAND-RG, 52/U WAVE GUIDE

DYNAMOTORS
INPUT

Type
BDAR83

Volts

Amps

14
14

DM33A
B -I9

2.8

28

7

12

9.4

DA -3A

28

10

PE 73
BD 69

28

19

POSX-I5

375
220
275
500

300
150
14.5
1000

2.8
3.2
3.25

14
18

DAG-33A
BOAR 93

OUTPUT
Volts
Amps

28

.150
.08
.250
.110
.050
.260
.010

5.50
3.50
5.50
3.50

5.

220
450
375

PE 94 -BRAND NEW

Price
$ 6.50

.350

10.50

.08
.06
.150

8.95
2.50
5.00
4.75

Navy type CA10-211444. Input: 105 to 130 VDC. Out-

put: either 26 VDC at 20 amps or 13 VDC at 40 amps,
Radio

filtered and complete with line switch

$44.00

I

PARABOLOID DISH. IS" dials. Spun Aluminum 8"
Focus. For AN Al's r
$4.50
3 CM DIPOLE and Feed Assembly (May be used with
above (lists.) 8 inch, long
$5.00
FLEXIBLE SECTION 9 in. long, Cover-to-Cover $5.50
30' Parabolic Reflector Spun Aluminum dish 101/2"
Focus
$4.85

3 CM. DIPOLE FEED, 15" L. for APS-15 10442"
foes,
$12.50
MITRED ELBOW. Cast Aluminum, 1Y.L" x %" W.G.
W. E. Flanges. "E" PLANE
$3.50
Cross -Guide Directional Coupler, 1:0-40 output flange.
Main Guide is 6" Long, with 90 Deg. "E" Plane bend
at one end, and is fitted with Std. PG 39/TG 40
flanges. Coupling figure: 24) db Nominal
Pressure Gauge Section with 15 lb. gauge
Directional Coupler. 1'0 40/P take off 20db

$15.00
$10.00
$15.00

MAGNET AND STABILIZER CAVITY For 2141 Magnetron
$24.50

90 degree elbows, "E" Plane 2%" radius
Beacon/receiver unit.

Complete

with

dual

$8.50

klystron

mount, TR/ATR section, duplexer, and 30 mc IF/ -

INVERTERS

800-IB input 24-vdc, 62A. output: 115 V. 800 cy. 7A

phase. Used excellent
$12.00
PE -218H: Input: 25/38vdc. 92 amp. Output: 115 V 300/
500 cy. 1500 Volt -Ampere
$28.00
EICOR-ML3011-5. Input: 13.75V: 18.4A Output: 115
V 400..3(6. 0.95 PF.100VA
522.50
I

::

F. AMPLIFIER STRIPS

I.

Model 15::;u roe center (res. 11.W. 2.5me, Gain: 0:;r1h.
uses 5 stages of 6AC7. has DC restorer and video

detector. Input impedance: 50 ohms. Less tubes.$15.00
IF strip. Uses 6-6A('7. Bandwidth is 2mc Gain:
120 db. Ntitt, complete with all tubes and schematic
$18.50
60 MC. Miniature IF strip, using IIAK5's till Mc center
Freq. Gain: 95 db at Bandwidth of 2.7 Me. New.
Complete with tubes
$15.00
30 Mc.

10 CM ANTENNA

Mixer unit. Originally designed for 9000 me receiving
using 723A/B. New, less tubes
$22.50

3 CM ANTENNA ASSEMBLY: Uses 17" paraboloid
dish, operating trots 24 vdc motor. Beam pattern: 5
(leg, in both Azimuth and elevation. Sector Scan:
laer 11)0 (leg. at 31, scans per minute. Elevation Scan

our 2 deg. Tilt. mei 24 deg

wog antenna, AS:II .51's-7.

h"".$12.50

$35.00

ONE OF THE WORLD'S LARGEST MICROWAVE, TEST EQUIPMENT AND

011111i-

tlireCtional. Radiating surenclosed
in weather
d:fee

a.

RESISTORS

TUBE ESTABLISHMENTS!!
NEW UNUSED SURPLUS STANDARD LABORATORY RECEIVERS
AN/APR4 complete with five tuning units 38 to 4000 m.c.
AN/APR-5, 3000-6000 m.c.
AN/APRIO, 2000-4400 m.c.

LEGRI S COMPANY
391 Riverdale Ave., Yonkers 5, N. Y.

Large

Stock of

TELEPHONE
RELAYS
To Fill All YOUr
Requirements

NEW TS148 /UP X BAND

Chas

SPECTRUM ANALYZER

NEW TS -147 X BAND SIGNAL
GENERATOR
portable
Microwave Signal Generator designed
for testing and adjusting beacon
Test

Set

TS

147

UP

is

a

equipment and radar systems which

operate within the frequency range
of 8500 MC to 9000 MC.
We carry

one of the largest tube

inventories in the USA. Thousands of Magnetrons, Klystrons,

TS3A AP
RF4 AP
TS12 AP
TA13 AP
TS14 AP

T35 AP
TS36 AP
196A
TS -45

TS110 AP TS239C
TS111
TS117

TS251
TS254

TS125 AP TS258
TS46
TS126 AP TS259
TS47 APR TS173
TS15
TS270
TS61
TS174 AP TS299
TS16
TS27
T562
TS175 AP TS419
TS69 AP
T5182
TS28
TS4978
TS186
TS33 'AP TS100
T5535
TS34 AP TS102A AP TS204
T5545
TS226
TS34A AP TS108
TS597

Receiving and Transmitting tubes,
Semiconductors, etc. Write, giving your requirements. If you

TF890 1
APA10
APA38
APS3 APS4
APT2-APT5

UP M30
UP M33
UR M64

and many others

Phone: ORegon 4-7070

CO.

Productive advertising is an INVESTMENT rather than an EXPENDITURE.

"Searchlight" advertisers almost
invariably report prompt and
satisfactory results.
BE CONVINCED -send us your

119 PRINCE ST.
NEW YORK 12, N. Y.

WHOLESALE and EXPORT ONLY

Minimum tube order $25

Cable:

TELESERUP

electronic LABORATORY SUPPLY COMPANY

advertisement TODAY.
Address

Classified Advertising Division

Premium qualify NEW components at below factory prices
SEPTEMBER SPECIAL: PRECISION MOLDED DEPOSITED CARBON RESISTORS
100 K ohms
1%. 1 Watt, Type MDF. S18 per hundred

ELECTRONICS

16 page CATALOG and SPECIAL mailings

7208 GERMANTOWN AVENUE PHILADELPHIA 19, PENNSYLVANIA CHestnut Hill 8-2700

202

SUPPLY

An
Investment .

BC152C
BC788C

UPM1
UPM7

have similar items for disposal,
please offer us.

* Write for our

eELECTRONIC

10507 225 St.. Q1.1,1,15 VII 'age, N. Y Hollis 4-5033

OTHER TEST EQUIPMENT USED CHECKED OUT SURPLUS

September

P. 0. Box 12,

12, 1958 -

New York 36, N.

Y.

ELECTRONICS engineering issue

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

ELECTRONIC
WAR TERMINATION INVENTORIES
WRITE OR WIRE FOR INFORMATION ON OUR
COMPLETE LINE OF SURPLUS ELECTRONIC

HIGH -QUALITY
OPTICA L PARTS
5" Schmidt Ultra
Hi -Speed Objective
Lens System

C&H

Eastman Kodak in-

COMPONENTS. ALL PRICES NET F.O.B.
PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

formerly known as
U.S. Navy Metascope, Type
B, 7" long with 5" SCHMIDT

2126-E East Colorado St.
Pasadena 8, California
RYan 1.7393

ultra -high

BY MASTER ELECTRIC
Type

7.5

MICROFLEX RESET TIMER
TYPE HXS141

volt
66 amps.

$35.00

Output: 115 VAC; 400 cyc; single phase; .45
$25.00
amp. Input: 24 VDC, 5 amps

Output: 6 volts; 400 cycles, 6 volt amperes,
1

400 cycle; 10
VA; 6 PF. Input: 27.5 volts DC; 1.25 amps.
$24.50

Contacts: 15 amps., 12 volt D.C.

Max. Cycles: 60 sec., Min: 0.1
Price $395.00 each

sec.

VDC-Motor: 110V, 60 cy.
Price $15.00 each
Mfg. Eagle Signal Corp.
Coil:

Clutch

12

GENERAL ELECTRIC AUTO PILOT DIRECTIONAL GYRO INp
DICATOR and CONTROL UNIT

$49.50

phase;

resetting electrically controlled.

20".

amps.

.5; Input: 24 VDC; 12 amp.

closed or open after an adjustable time interval. Starting and

dim, of unit: 21"x18"x

$15.00
amp.
phase. Input: 24 VDC;
12121 Bendix
Input: 24 volt D.C. 18 amp. 12000 r.p.m.
Output: 115 volts, 400 cycle, 3 -phase. 250
$49.50
volt amp , 7 pf.
12123 Bendix

Output: 115 V; 3 phase; 400 cycle;

A synchronous motor -driven device which trips its contacts

quency meter. Shaft 1"
dia., 2" long; overall

12117 Bendix

3

22

SELSYNS-

SYNCHROS

12142-1-A Bendix

Output: 115 volts, 3 phase, 400 cycle, 250

Input: 27.5 VDC, 22
and frequency regulated.
12147-1 Pioneer
VA.

Voltage
$99.50

amps.

Output: 115 VAC, 400 cycles; single phase.
$19.95 each
Input: 24-30 VDC; 8 amps.

10285 Leland

frequency regulated.
$59.50
10563 Leland
Output: 115 VAC; 400 cycle; 3 -phase; 115

VA; 75 pf. Input: 28.5 VAC; 12 amps. $25.00

F16 Jack & Heintz
Output: 115 volts, 400 cycle,
or 3 phase,
250 VA pf. 9. Input: 27.5 volts, 20 amp.
Electronic frequency and voltage regulated.
$99.50 each
PE109 Leland
Output: 115 VAC, 400 cyc.; single phase;
1.53 amp.; 8000 rpm. Input: 13.5 VDC; 29
amp.
$50 00
1

PE218 Leland

Output:

115

Mod. 8K63AC. 115 volts,

ICT cont. Trans 90/55V 60 cy.
1DG Diff. Gen. 90/90V 60 cy.
1F Syn. Mtr. 115/90V 60 cy.
1G Gen. 115V 60 cy.
1 HDG

Output: 115 volts AC; 750 VA, 3 phase, 400
cycle, .90 pf and 26 volts. 50 VA single
phase, 408 cycle, .40 pf. Input: 27.5 VDC,
60 amps. cont. duty, 6000 rpm. Voltage and

VAC;

single

phase pf. 90;
Input: 25-28 VDC;

380/500 cycle; 1500 VA.

rpm.;

92 amps.; 8000
BRAND NEW

Exc,

AN 3499 Eicor, Class "A"

Volts 27.5
$30.00

Input: 27.5 volts at 9.2 amps. AC. Output:

115 volts, 400 cycles; 3 phase, 100 voltamp;
continuous duty.
Price $39.50 each

MG54D BENDIX INVERTER
FREQUENCY & VOLTAGE REG.
Output: 200/115 volts; 400 cycle, single or
3 phase; .80 pf, 250 VA. Input: 28 VDC, 22
amps.

$99.50

DIFFERENTIAL
Size 214" long, 11,r
dia.

1-1

reverse

ratio.

1HCT
11-1G

1SF Syn. Mtr. 115/90V 400 cy.
2J1F1 Gen. 115/57.5V 400 cy.
211F3 Gen. 115/57.5V 400 cy.
2J1FA1 Gen. 115/57.5V 400 cy.
2J1G1 57.5/57.5V 400 cy.
211H1 Diff. Gen. 57.5V 400 cy.
2J5D1 Cont. Trans. 105/55V 60 cy.
2J5F1 Cont. Trans. 105/55V 60 cy.
2J5H1 Gen. 115/105V 60 cy.
2.115M1 Gen. 115/57.5V 400 cy.
5CT Cont. Trans. 90/55V 60 cy.
5D Diff. Mtr. 90/90V 60 cy.
50DG Diff. Gen. 90/90V 60 cy.
5F Syn. Mtr. 115/90VAC 60 cy.
5G Syn. Gen. 115/90VAC 60 cy.
5HCT Cont. Trans. 90/55V 60 cy.
5SDG Diff. Gen. 90/90V 400 cy.
600 IMF. Gen. 90/90V 60 cy.
6G Syn. Gen. 115/90VAC 60 cy.
7G Syn. Gen. 115/90VAC 60 cy.
C56701 Type 11-4 Rep. 115V 60 cy.
C69405-2 Type 1-1 Transm. 115V 60 cy.

C69406 Syn. Transm. 115V 60 cy.
C69406 -I Type 11-2 Rep. 115V 60 cy.
C76166 Volt. Rec. 115V 60 cy.
C78248 Syn. Transm. 115V 60 cy.
C78249 Syn.
115V 60 cy.
C78410 Repeate115V 60 cy.
C78863 Repeate 115V 60 cy.
C79331 Transm. Type 1-4 115V 60 cy.
851 Bendix Autosyn Mtr. 22V 60 cy.
403 Kollsman Autosyn. Mtr. 32V 60 cy.
FPE-25-11 Diehl Servo Mfr.
75/115V 60 cy.

534.50
34.50
34.50
37.50
37.50
37.50
37.50
12.50
7.50
10.00
7.50
5.00
7 50
17.50
17.50
17.50
17.50
34.50
34.50
34.50
34.50
34.50
37.50
12.50
25.00
34.50
42.50
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
10.00
12.50
5.00
20.00
7.50
20.00
7.50
7.50

FPE-43-1 Resolver 400 cy.
FJE-43-9 Resolver 115V 400 cy.

19.50
19.50
15.00

1/4" shaft on each end;

one shaft 25/32" long,
one shaft 15/32" long.
Input and

output gear

1-23.32" dia. 53 teeth.

HONEYWELL VERTICAL GYRO
MODEL JG7003A-1

Stock No. 150 $3.50 ea.

115

volts,

400

cycles, single

phase, 35 watts.
Pitch and roll
Po t e ntiometer

SIMPLE
DIFFERENTIAL
reverse ratio; 48
teeth on input and output gear, 1-1/32 inch diameter.
Total outside diameter 1-25/32
1

inches.

Stock No. 151

to

pickoffs 890
ohms, 40 volts
max. AC or DC.

1

Shaft size is

1/4

inch.

One shaft is 9/16" long; other
shaft is 3/16" long.
$5.00

rays.

With infra -red lens, spare sealed beam
lamp, batteries. Shipping wt. 23 lbs.
Price $14.95

120

12116-2-A Bendix

12126-2-A Bendix
Output: 26 volts;

phase

strong beam of invisible infra -red

Delta

amps.

1

3

prox. $300. Factory -new. Shipping wt. 9 lbs.
Price $19.95
Waterproof Carrying Case, extra. Shipping
Price $3.00
wt. 3 lbs.
Dual purpose U.S.N. floodlight throws

connected
single phase
Self excited.
Complete with control
box, voltage regulator,
AC voltmeter and fre-

DC Input 14 volts;

Output: 115 volts;
400 cycles. 1 -phase; 50 watt

connected

Star

120/208

10042-1-A Bendix

364Y,

frame

AG,

kw, 3428 rpm, pf

.95.

Objective

speed

Lens (approx. f 0.5). Elaborate optical system, many
coated lenses. Uses 2 penlight batteries. Govt. cost ap-

400 CYCLE, 3 PHASE GENERATOR

INVERTERS

receiver,

fra -red

SALES CO.

Speed 20,000
rpm, ang. momentum 12,500,000

,/sec. Erection system 27 VAC,
400 cycles, time 5 min. to 1/2°. Weight 5.5 lbs.
Price $35.00 each
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gm -cm

400

cps,

3

phase,

watts. Has settable
duction pick -off.

40
in-

Price $10.00

VARIABLE SPEED BALL DISC
INTEGRATORS

No. 145
Forward

Reverse

&

21/4-0-21/4.

Input

shaft

spline gear 12 teeth 9/32" dia. 3/8" long. Output shaft 15/64" dia. x 15/32" long. Control
shaft 11/32" x 3/8" long. Cast aluminum construction.

3" x

Approx.

size 3" x

23/4"

No. 146
Forward & Reverse 4-0-4.

In-

put shaft 5/16" dia. x 3/4"
long. Output shaft 15/64"
dia. x 9/16" long. Control
shaft 11/64" dia. x 11/16"
long.

aluminum conApprox. size 41/2"

Cast

struction.

$17.50 ea.

x 41/2" x 4".

(All Shafts Ball Bearing Supported)

SMALL DC
MOTORS

067126
5(approx.

size overall 33/4" x 11/4"

)

Delco PM, 27 VDC, 125 RPM,
$15.00 ea.
Governor Controlled

12.50
5069600 Delco PM 27.5 VDC 250 rpm
15.00
5069230 Delco PM 27.5 VDC 145 rpm
5068750 Delco 27.5 VDC 160 rpm w. brake 6.50
5068571 Delco PM 27.5 VDC 10,000 rpm
5.00
(1x1x2")
5069790 Delco PM, 27 VDC, 100 RPM,
15.00
ea.
Governor Controlled
10.00
5BAIOA118 GE 24 VDC 110 rpm
5BA10A137 GE 27 VDC 250 rpm reversible 10.00
5BA1OAJ52 27 VDC 145 rpm reversible 12.50
15.00
5BAIOAJ50, G.E., 12 VDC, 140 rpm
206-1001 PM Planetary Gear Reduced
Motor with Magnetic Brake. Mfgd. by
Air Equipment 26 volts 600 ma 145 rpm 17.50

5BA1OFJ33, G.E., 12 VDC, 56 rpm reversible 15.00

806069 Oster series reversible 1/50 h.p.
5.00
10,000 rpm. 27.5 VDC 15/8" x 31/2"
C -28P -1A 27 VDC 1/100 h.p. 7,000 rpm
3.00
7100 -8 -PM Hansen 24 VDC 160 rpm
7.50
SSFD-6-25 Diehl PM 27.5 VDC 10,000 rpm 4.00
6 -volt PM motor mfgd. by Hansen 5,000 rpm

11/4" in die., 2" Ion. overall

4.00

203

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
2.5 KW PRESS WIRELESS XMTR. Type CW-

RADIO RESEARCH

550
FIFTH AVE.
NEW YORK

INSTRUMENT CO.

JUDSON

liSIA 2-21; me. ew .111,1 trot. shift
25 XTAL channels. Complete.

6-4691

at ctr freq over band. Details: Insertion loss varible. Single tuned filter for freq channelling in
adar beacon, Silver plated coax resonator. Invat
center tuning conductor 3 wavelength. New
$37.50 each.
3CM. Precision Tube Mount. Waveline model

selected at will. An output meter is
provided to measure signal strength.

Outputs are provided for a pulse
analyzer and pan adaptor. 110V

Gold

AC, 60-2600 cycle. With 3 tuning
$159.50
units, excellent
HI-FI HEADSET - Uses annular
grooved plastic fibre comes with

teflon) output UG:tlt Flange Input. Mfg. Airtron.

lx5 wg. size. Broad banded better than 16%.

Aluminum casting. $15.00 new. Crossover output, lx.5 wg size, $5.00 new.
BROAD BAND BAL MIXER using short slot
hybrid. Pound type broad hand dual balanced
crystal holder, lx.5 wg size. $25.00 new.
,LEXIBLE VVAVEGLIDE, lx.5 X band 9" Techtieraft. New $10.00. lx.5 X band 24" Airtron.

AN/APS-10 RF HEAD

voice coils as in speakers, and brand
new Rubber Ear pads to obtain
spacing for correct acoustical load.

GIVES FINEST MUSIC REPRODUCTIONS! Imp.: 300 Ohms per
unit or 600 ohms when wire series.
Brand New
$9.95
$6.95
Less Head band
3 CM Radar Installation in Brand
New original boxes. This is a cOmplete self-contained radar receiver

New $21.50. 114 x %" X band 12" Western Elec.
New $19.50.

thyratron mod.
5.5 me bandwidth. Uses 30 tubes 3xtaLs plus 2J42 magnetron, $375 ea. Full dese. MIT. Rad. lab. series

COAX MIXER ASSEMBLY IN21 type crystal deiattor

RP' to IF, 'N' fittings, matching Slug, du11051 to RG52 (1% x hi," to 1 x %")

plex couplings, mfg (I.E. New. $18.50.
TAPER

pg 616-625.

Smooth Electrolorm. Standard Flanges. New $16.50.
3KW 400 CYCLE SOURCE
Complete generator set 115vdc 41IP motor (easily
,trapped for standard OE or other 115v 60 cycle Al'
motor) speed regulated. Generator output 115 volts
400 cycle single phase 17.4 amps continuous duty.
output electronically regulated. Built to rigid I'S
Navy spec. In excellent used condition. A nett
special price $285.00. With 115VA(' 60 cycle single
phase motor $385 incl. compl. regulator THIS IS
NOT A STRIPPED SET AS SOLD ELSEWHERE.

SCR 584-SKYSWEEP
ANTENNA PEDESTAL
degree

azimuth. 205 degree elevation. Accuracy
one mil
or better in angle, 6 ft. dish, fully desc MIT, Radia-

tion Lab series Vol I pg 284 and 209,

COUPLING.

30 mc I.F. strip which may be

New. $24.50.
TOPWALL HYBRID JUNCTION. 8500-9600mc

3cm. 10kw output, hydrogen
.8 microsec., rev!. 30 mc IF

:110

MAGNETRON

Vol 26.

233.
For full tracking response.
Includes
pedestal drives selsyns, etc. Ex'cellent used condition. This is the first time these pedestals have
been available for purchase. Control consoles also
pg

and transmitting unit with parabolic antenna

with THYR regulator, motor. as supplied to U. S. Navy.

2

See 8.13.
MFG G.E. raw in
set
for radiosonde. 1700 Inc. Automatic tracking telemeter info.
C ft -0 275 kw Compaet wt. 488 lbs. rotating yoke
receiving set. 6 It dish. incl. Recording equipment.
tow, PP' 4, 20, 80 site ranges, ideal for weather
Comp). w/servos, amplidynes, etc.
forecasting. Brand new. F('(' approved $950.

AN/SMD-1 (AN/GMD-1)

BRAND NEW

Ship. wt. 431

$69.50

Chicago 16, III.

REBUILT

instruments

SURPLUS

immediate delivery
Many Temperature Controllers, Precision
SHIP WT. 400 LBS.

H.P. Moto! 60 Cy.
Ph..$295.
Moto! GO l'y. 3 I'll..5289.
RP. Motor 110 V.D.C...5275.
F.O.B. Chicago
1

NO
ONLYW

$

Indicators, Continuous Line & Multiple

0950

I0

Point Recorders. Leeds & Northrup Speedomax, Micromax; M. -H. Brown ElectroniKs;
Brown -Beckman Electronic Pneumatic pH

GROBAN SUPPLY CO.

Controllers. Similar instruments.

1139-S. Wabash Ave., Chicago 5, III.

Free! Big New Catalog. Write

,4tt

HARRY KRANTZ CO.

New "SEARCHLIGHT" Advertisements
received by Sept. 19th will appear in
the October 10th issue subject to space

the largest RESISTOR
stock in the Country

Tremendous Quantities -1/2, 1 &
40 to 70% off mfg. prices

Sold on Trial
Basis

limitations.

2 W.

Classified Advertising Division
P. 0. Box 12

New York 36, N. Y.

U.S.A.center for

TUBES
and

11111 1111In

ELECTRON ICS

RADIO -ELECTRONICS

SEND FOR OUR NEW FREE CATALOG!

Are you a buyer of
tubes -aircraft or
ground electronics?

needs

1205 LAMAR ST DAYTON 4, OHIO ADams 2241

:

Hal0

Complete Control Panels
Engineered & Built
to fit your

instrument Service Engineering Labs.

ELECTRONICS

WO 2.5727

V(H RADIO-ELEcvno

204

ea. -V R 105

I

SOLD

U. S. NAVY

Also, Same Generator
Mounted on Base with -

I

Dept. L

.44411112711.P' USED

10249. Welded steel mounting base. 43" L. x 18" W.

N. Y. C. 13

ea. -725A
ea. -807

I
I

ea.-6SL7GT 4 ea.-VR150

R. W. ELECTRONICS

Raytheon - Type CRP -

89 Chambers St.,

4

2430 S. Michigan Avg,

400 CYCLE GENERATOR -1 PHASE POWER

:1

9 ea.-6VGGT

II ea. -6A K5

ea. -5U4
2 ea. -724A
(govt. acquis. cost over $4,000.00).
lbs. W/operating instructions.
Your special price
Write for flyer.

3cm precision and I matt Search Radars as used
by CAA. Full desc. Vol. 11 MIT Rad Lab Series

For Your Test Bench

30 ea. -616

3

I:, 01111(i
ControlAp"Its Radar.
ANiMPN-1 A poach
SO ft trailer with

Leland -2 K.W.-17.4 amps.
115 Volts -400 Cy. -1 PH.
-Ball Bearing Construction.
Spark Gap Modulator - by

ea.-723AB

2 ea. -1622
4 ea. -3821
2 ea.-3FP7

FOR SALE: COMPLETE RADAR SYSTEMS
ft trailer skysweeP antenna s1sltat
SCR -584 SO
PPT indicator -1- 12111 10 cm. High
power for airway control, missile -satellite tracking.
radio astronomy It & D. Good as new Complete.

complete with 76

tubes. Indicators and control boxes.
Tube complement consists of:

Ft -Impiety

in stock.

RECEIVER

has a wide and narrow band -width

dated less 111 nut. $18.50. Brand New.
CRYSTAL MOUNT X band. Broad banded BNC

SPERRY KLYSTRONS
SMX-32 two watts at 9-10.5KMC $425.
SMC-I IA one watt at 4640-467001c. $495.
All brand new with 9(1 day guarantee.

Full azimuth and elevation m

COAX

a"

688. X band shielded klystron mount PRD

signal generator type. Complete with variable
glass vane attenuator. Brand new. $205, Catalog Price. Our Price, $64.50.
TS 130/UP "L" band slotted line. Equipped wit)
type N fitting. Mfg. Western Electric. new, $150.
E B. H Bends: RG52 X band. $14.50 ea. 11048 S
band, $25.00 ea.

UHF

38-4000 mc

-This is a precision receiver covering 38-1000 mc. The set utilizes
5 tuning units with direct reading
(lials in megacycles. The receiver

'and (4000me) and 750 Inc rf. Price complete with
nil tubes, gtd. $2500.
1/4" RIGID COAX. 50 ohm, standard fittings.
10cm stub supported. 12 ft. lengths. Silver
plated. New $34.50 each. 12 ft. length. Right
angle bends $6 ea.

Jan. spec: Tuneable 2700-2000am. 1.5db max. loss

1

VHF
AN/APR-4

2 Watt X Band Power Source: mfg. Sperry, Delivers 2 full watts RF at X band. 6 ft. rack 115v
c input. Brand new. Also delivers 1 watt at C

F-28/APN-19 FILTER CAVITY

Vol.

(teletype) MO

3CM. KLYSTRON MOUNT
2K25-723A/B mount with cplg. to waveguide run
and afc. Shielded incl. timing rod. Matching tuneable output slugs. Dual crystal mount. Pwr cable
loin. plug. Brand new. $28.50.

How many copies do you need? We specialize in wholesale and export. Huge inventory.

Call REpublic 5-0215 or write

.

.

V & H RADIO -ELECTRONICS

I

2029-2047 West Venice Blvd.

Los Angeles 6, Calif.
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

triadalab

CAPACITORS -

-

*W40.****/**0.0.40****.V.V.I.V.V.V.I.I.4041.0**PW

32 mfd.-600 V
individual 8 mfd sections.
Top Quality Brand.
1

.

.

.

.

$2.98

Dim. 4,/4x33/483,,,.

RADAR
P.P.I. REMOTE REPEATERS

INC.

VF -5" "B" Scope "5" P.P.I.

16 mfd.-600 V....$1.89

87-17 124th St., Richmond Hill 18, N. Y.
Phone Virginia 9-8181-2-3

Tobe type PT -SC --11 measuring
and packed.
33/4"x258"82%". Stud mntg. centers 2". Plugs

OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS CALL US DIRECTLY BY
TELEX OVERSEAS TELETYPE TWX N.Y. 4.4361

Dual 8 mfd oil filled cond. hermetically sealed
into standard four prong socket.

Case of 84

Each $1.49

Mfd Volts Price Mfd Volts Price Mfd Volts Price

220VAC .98
001 50KV 24.95 .5
7500
4.95 5
.005 25KV 21.95 5
25KV 38.50 5
330VAC 1.19
1500
.55
5
600
.95
.01
.012 25KV 10.95 l.s-.5 9000 5.951 5
1000
1.69
.015 16KV 12.95 5-1 2000
.32 5-5 400
.891
4.50 1-115 VAC
.02
8000
330VAC 1.29
600
.44 6
10KV 5.25 1
.02
600
1.29
1000
.69 6
20KV 8.25 1
.02
1000
1.95
1500
.99 6
025 15KV 7.25 1
1500
2.95
2000
1.55 6
.025 50KV 32.95 1
03

7500

.04

17KV

.05
.05
05

16KV

2500
7500

05,05 12KV

4.25
6.50
.65
4.50
7.95
8.95

05-.0540KV60.00

1.1

.501

1.1

3000
4000
5000

1.301

5000
7500
7500

3.25
.89
3.95

1

1

.1

.1
.1
.1
.1

1
1
1
1

11

.25
.65
.69

1500
2000
2500
3000

1

1

.4

.891

15KV 15.95
20KV 19.95
25KV 49.50
50KV 69.50
2000

10KV

600
1000

1.5

5

2000
2500
3000
4000

5

5000

.5
.5

.45

.591

1.251

330VAC 1.50

8
8

600

1.29

1000
1500

2.15
3.65

8

53.50 14
.98 15
1.95 15

3

80(10

4

500
600

12

112

12
13.5

1000

2.951

2000

7.75
21.25

1000

660VAC 4.25
440VAC 3.25
600
1000
1500
5000

2.95
4.10
6.35

600

4.25

1000
2500
600

5.50
13.50

8.501 15
15

30.50 15
.65 20
.75 20

600TLA .89
1000
1000
1500

20110

3000

4
4
4
4
4

1.19
1.21
1.25
3.25
3.05 4

3000
4000
5000
7500

3.75 132
4.951 32

10KV 74.50

15KV PUR

40
50
50
60
100
120

600
2500
1200
600
1200
2000
2500
2500
600
1200
2500
3000
.000051 5000
.00007 2500
.000075 5000
600
0001
.0001
1200
.0001
2500
5000
.0001
600
.00015
.00015 2500
.00015 5000
600
.0002
1200
.0002
2500
.0002
.0002
5000
600
00025
100025 1200
.00025

.00025
.00027
.00027
.0003
.0003
.0004
.0004
.0004

.20
.35
.29
.24
.28
1.25
.35
.30
.23
.29
.33
1.25
1.75
.26
1.45
.24
.27
.36
1.95
.23
.33
1.95
.23
.29
.34
1.95
.191

.0004
.00047
.0005
.0005
.0005
.005
.0005
.005
.0062
.00068
.00089
.001
.001
.001
.001
.001
.001
0015

.0015
.0015
002
002
002
002
002

0024
0025
0025
0025

2500 .35 1)03
5000 1.95 003
1200 .27 003
2500 .36 003
600 .23 003
2500 .36 004
600 .23 004
1200 .29 004
2500 .29 005

has an automatic sweeping mechanism which enables
any portion of the tuning, range to be scanned automatically. Input 110v 60 cyc. POR

SCR -536 HANDI-TALKIE
3-6 MC Hand Held Trans-Rec. with range of approx.

I
mile. This set is comp. self contained. Inc. Batteries.
We can supply these sets in large quantities tested.

EE -94-95

CODE PRACTICE EQUIPMENT
This is 20 and 40 man code practice set. This equip-

ment is a complete setup for a school. to teach Morse
Code up to 400 WPM. The set consists of a recorder,
turntable, switchboard. TG -34 keyers. code keys.
headsets. clock, timer, wire record set, oscillator,

We can supply this set from a current production contract. Write.

All indicators are 110v 60 cyc.

SCR -682 A RADAR
10CM high power long range harbor surveillance and
early warning RADAR. This equipment is a 3000 mc

mobile search radar that can be transported in

SCR -291A DIRECTION FINDER
Automatic ground direction finder covering 1.5mc.
30 inc. Provides instant bearings on a C.R. indicator
of any signal in its range. This equipment is transportable and can be set up quickly. 110v 60 cyc. POR.

AN/PRC-6
47-55 MC HANDI-TALKIE
This is the Standard MIL. F.M. Handi-Talkie With a
Mile. The Set Operates From BatRange of About
teries With an Output of .25 Watts, the Set is Self
Contained With Its Own- Antenna. Weight is Approx.
6 lbs. The. Set is Crystal Controlled and Wilt operate
with PRC, SC.R 508, 608 SCR -300 Etc. Quantities
I

Avail.

a

truck. The equipment incorporates a 7" PPI for
operation up to 240.000 yards. Azimuth accuracy
is ± 1%. Range accuracy is 100 yards at 10,000

yard range and 5000 yards at 240,000 yard range.
Trans. output is approx. 225K W

AN/G502-1 NAVY TYPE PF
SPEECH SCRAMBLER

This is a unit designed to be attached to either a
radio or telephone circuit to scramble speech or

code. This equipment utilizes coded cards in each
terminal equipment. Unless the properly numbered
card is inserted on the receiving end the speech can
not be unscrambld. Complete equipment available.
24 VDC input. Spare parts avail.

SCR -399 GRC-26
Semiportable high power radio set. Freq. 2-18 MC.
Power out 350 watts. GRC-26 uses teletype operation.
Complete sets ready to ship immed. Power plant
PE -95 also in stock.

etc.

AN/TRC-1-3-4
oo MC RADIO -RELAY EQUIPMENT
The AN-TRC series is a mobile portable set for duplex
or simplex radio telephone point to point communication. This set will operate with the CF series carrier
systems to provide multi channel operation. The TRC
operates on 100 MC with. an output of 10 50 watts. The
set is crystal controlled. Complete sets avail. Input
110v 60 cyc.

AN/ASQ-1 AIRBORNE MAGNETOMETER
This is an airborne chart recording magnetometer. The
set consists of an amplifier, oscillator, detector heads.
chart profire recorder. power supply. The equipment
has a sensitivity of 2 gamma. The AN/ASQ-1 records
on an Esterline angus recorder disturbance in the
earth's magnetic field. An indicator is provided that

gives a bearing on a magnetic disturance. Input Is
28v DC. Weight about 130 lbs.

NEED METERS?

2.981

9500* 51.50
5.85
4.10

600
100

330VAC 6.50
4000
4000
3000

Photo Flesh

5000 1.95 .005
2500 .40 .005
600 .23 .005
1200 .29 .006
2500 .39 .006
3000 1.25 .006
51)00 2.45 .0062
7500 2.95 .0075
3000 1.25 .008
2500 .28 .008
1200 .28 .01
600 .23 .01
1200 .32 .01
2500 .49 .01
4500 1.65 .01
5000 2.25 .01
8000 3.98 .012
600 .23 .014
2500 .53 .014
5000 2.25 .015
600 .27 .015
1200 .39 1.02
2500
63
5000 2.25 .02
6000 2.40 .025
5000 2.25 1.02
600 .28
1200 .43 .024
2500 .65 .03
600 .31 .03
1200 .52 .03
2500 .73 .03
3000 1.65 .039
5000 2.25 .25
600 .29 .05
1200 .49
2500 .91 25.1
600 .35 .115

1200

2500
3000
600
1200
3500
2500
3000
600
1200
600
1000
1200
1250
2500
800
1200
600
1210
600
2000

.45
.98

.36
.55
1.65
.94
1.75
.35
.57
.48
.50
.69
.69

.94
6.95
.64
.45
.64
.55

ANY QUANTITY -NEW -MILITARY
ELECTRONIC -MILITARY

Want to buy

FOR
ALLEN -BRADLEY
Resistors & Potentiometers
to enlarge our stock

AIRCRAFT -HAMS
MAKES -MODELS

ALL

RANGES -SIZES
REPAIRED

METERS

RESCALED

RECALIBRATED

1.75

1200

.99
.55
,914

2500
2000
600
1200
2000
600
250
1500

COMPANY

1.65

.211

2000

S

LEGRI

61)0

600V

STANDARD or SPECIALS

39.50
49.50
49.25

Mfd Wvdc Price Mfd Wvdc Price Mfd Wvdc Price
.000024
.000025
.00003
.00003
.00003
.00003
.000047
.00005
.00005
.00005
.00005

The set utilizes 5 tuning units with direct reading
dials in megacycles. The receiver has a wide and
narrow band -width 30 mc I.F. strip which may be
at will. An output meter is provided to
measure signal strength. Outputs are provided for a
pulse analyzer and pan adaptor. Each tuning unit

V112" Upright
VK-12" Upright
VL-I2" Upright R.H.I. IND.

2500* 10.95

TRANS. MICA CONDENSERS
.00001

mc.

VG -24" Plotting Table

PUR
330VAC 3.25
4000V 35.25

25

1.10 28
1.60 30
2.65

6.99
18.50
19.95
59.50

precision receiver covering 38-4000

selected

660VAC 4.25

330VAC 1.25 25

4
14

10
10
10
10
10

12.5
1000

4000

2.25
4.35
6.50
10.95
2500. 6.25
4000 20.95
PUR
5000
6000 52.50
1400
1500
2000
2500

10
10

1.15
2.75
3.25
4.95
7.75
11.50
21.95
23.50

2000
3

a

660VAC 2.40

8

1500
2000
2500
3000
4000
5000
6000
7500

10KV 55.00

4
4
4
4
10.95 4
3.75 4

600
1500

17

1.15

600
800

.55
.79 10

1000TLA 1.29

.251

.4-.4 7500
440VAC .49
.5
.5

25KV PUR

.89
1.25
1.75

2000
3000
4000
1.25 6000

3

14.75

.5

12KV 6.95
15KV 8.95
20KV 9.95
.1
25KV 24.95
.1
.125 27.5 21.95
.125 100KV PUR
1.35
.1-.1 7000
10KV 8.50
.2
13KV 9.50
.2
15KV
10.75
.2
50KV 69.50
.2

.25
.25
.25
.25

7.501

7500

7

2000
6.9
10KV 22.95 8
1.89
12.5KV 32.95 18-8 600
15KV 38.50 3x8 600
2.25
16KV 37.50
2.98
20KV 49.95 94.x8 600
10KV PUR
25KV 59.50 10
.65
400
25KV 69.50 10
1.10
600
.25 330VAC .49 10 600
1.49
.5
15KV 45.00 10
3.45
1000

1.19
1.29

.25
.25
.25

2.55
2.75
4.95
6.25
8.95

3000
3600
4000
5000
600n
7500

AN/APR-4 38-4000 MC RECEIVER
This is

r

Upright
VE-7" Table Type
VD

LEGRI S COMPANY
391 Riverdale Ave., Yonkers 5, N. Y.

1.10
1.50
.65
1.18
1.50

WRITE - PHONE - WIRE

A & M INSTRUMENT SERVICE
INC.

76-14 Woodside Ave.
Elmhurst 73, N. Y.
HA 9-2925
CAA No. 4264 Ltd.

.67

1.95
1.95
600 3.25
250 1.98
2000 4.65

ALSO

B'tub, Channel & Tubular Oil Caps. Hi -Voltage

Mica & "J" Pots.

MONMOUTH RADIO TABS.

Box 159
Capitol 2-0121
Oakhurst, N. J.
ART HANKINS, Owner

GLASS TUBING
PYREX - NONEX - URANIUM

BULB & CYLINDERS
WRITE FOR FREE MONTHLY LIST
HOUDE SUPPLY COMPANY
PHONE KEYPORT 7-1286

M. R. #1 Box 86X
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Keyport, N. J.

Money laying prices on tubes. TV, Radio, Transmitting, and Industrial Types. New, 1st quality.
guaranteed. Top name brands only. Government
surplus and commercial test, lab, and communications equipment in stock. Sell us your excess tubes
and equipment. Unused, clean tubes of all types
wanted. Send specific details in first letter. Write
for "Green Sheet" catalog 25e.
BARRY ELECTRONICS CORP.
512 Broadway
WA 5-7000
New York 12, N. Y.
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ADVERTISERS
AMP, Incorporated
Ace Electronics Associates Inc
Ace 'Engineering & Machine Co
AD-YIJ Electronics Lab., Inc
Aemco, Inc.

JEWEL BEARING
31
172
42
208
206
122
140

Aerovox Corp.

Airpax Products Co.
Allen-Bradley Co.

o fit Your Need!

55

Alpha Wire Corp
American Lava Corporation

192
53
163
188
131

American Television & Radio Co.
Arnold Magnetics Corp
Atlas E -E Corporation
Automatic Mfg., Division of General
Instrument Corp.
61
Automatic Metal Products Corp
... 186
Autonetics, A Division of North American
Aviation
32

B & H Instruments, Inc
Ballantine Laboratories, Inc
Barden Corporation, The
Beaver Gear Works, Inc

MINIATURE
TELEPHONE -TYPE DC
RELAY CUTS SPACE
REQUIREMENTS BY 1/2!
Available up to 4PDT, this compact telephone type DC relay measures only 1 IA" long x 1/4"

wide x 13A6" high over stack. Up to 500
CPS Vibration. Current rating: up to 3 amps.
Furnished with silver, palladium, or gold alloy
contacts and beryllium copper contact springs.
Stack insulation: Type G5 Glass Melamine.
Coil resistances available up to 10,000 ohms.

32A, 32B
147
79
160
39
74

Belden Manufacturing Co

Bell Aircraft Corp.
Bendix Aviation Corp.
Eclipse -Pioneer Div.
Red Bank Div
Bendix-Pacific Div. Bendix Aviation

157

167

Corp.

169

Berkeley Div., Beckman Instruments, Inc 119
Bird & Co., Inc., Richard H
206
Bird Electronic Corp
1.28
Bliley Electric
187
Boesch Mfg. Co., Inc
36
Boonton Radio Corp
51
Borg Corporation, George W
136, 137
Bourns Laboratories
125
Burnell & Co., Inc
40, 41
Burton -Rogers Company
144

Insulated up to + 125°C. Available in open

or hermetically sealed models. Type "K"
enclosure available with either plug-in or
solder terminals. Dimensions of hermatically
sealed unit: 111/52" long x 156" wide x
11/4" high. For detailed specifications on this

compact unit write for your free copy of
AEMCO's newest relay catalog.

Need relays?
ask

AEMCO relay types does not exactly meet your requirements, we
will be happy to design and manufacture a unit to meet or exceed
your requirements.
AEMCO also manufactures a complete line of Sequence and Automatic Re -Set Timers, Time Switches
and Sign Flashers.

...... ,

Mar WAY
Your inquiries are invited. Ask for
your free copy of Relay Catalog

\ \ describing
all standard relays in
the AEMCO line.

161

Celco -Con sta ntin e Engineering

Laboratories Co.
Chicago Telephone Supply Corp
Cinch Mfg. Corp.
Clevite Electronic. Components Division
of Clevite Corp
Clifton Precision Products Co., Inc
('omnr Electric Company
Connecticut Hard Rubber Co
Constantine Engineering Laboratories

D & R Ltd.

Mankato, Minn.
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160
150
105

109
139
154

160
48
75
176
164
158
153
72
179
159

Dano Electric Co.
Daven Company
3rd Cover
Daytona Beach Chamber of Commerce.. 159
De.lur-Amsco Corporation
711
Delco Radio I)iv. of General Motors
76
78

Dialight Corporation
Dow Corning Corp.
Drakenfeld & Co., Inc., B. F.
Driver -Harris Company
Dumont Laboratories, Inc.. Allen B.

borrosilicate glass precision jewel bearings in

a wide range of standard types, sizes, and
complete assemblies - or, custom-built to
your specifications. Special mounting techniques provide exact tolerance jewel assemblies, mounted or set in bushings or screws,
ready for assembling into your product without
further inspection. Jewels mounted with resilient silicone rubber or spring cushions
provide additional protection to shock and
vibration.
Because of the exact tolerances, maintaihed
through the most rigid quality -control methods,

Bird jewels are used by the foremost manufacturers of electrical, aircraft, and timing

instruments - and recorders.
Typical products include:

64

145
190

DeMornay-Bonardi

INCORPORATED
206

145

Co.

one of hundreds of standard

12 State St.

Corp.

Cannon Electric Co

Continental -Diamond Fibre Div. of the
Budd Company, Inc
Coors Porcelain Co
Cosmic Condenser Co
Couch Ordnance Inc
Cox & Company. Inc
Crane Packing Co
Cubic Corp.
Curtiss Universal Joint Co., Inc
Curtiss-Wright Corp.

AEMCO offers a complete line of
relays in a wide choice of spring
and coil combinations. operating
potentials, and contact ratings. If

I

Caledonia Electronics & Transformer

Bird can supply you with sapphire and

Aircraft Instruments
Weather Recorders
Ammeters
Voltmeters
Wattmeters
Compasses
Dial Gages
Timers

Test & Recording Instruments
Marine Instruments
*Illustrated - Concentricity check of

mounted ring jewels - one of the
inspection processes in Bird's quality

control program.

Our engineering staff is at your service for all

small bearing problems. A request on your
letterhead for Bulletin 100-6 will receive our
prompt attention.

I SPRUCE ST., WALTHAM 54, MASS.

131

34,

35
1811

65
135

SAPPHIRE & GLASS JEWELS
PRECISION GLASS GRINDING
JEWEL MOUNTING & ASSEMBLY
CIRCLE 275 READERS SERVICE CARD
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Eitel-McCullough, Inc.
Electronic Instrument Co., Inc. (EICO)
Engelhard Industries Inc.
Era Pacific, Inc.
Esco Engineering ('o.
Essex Wire Corp.. Wire & ('able Div

3

49

1

159
9
138

155

This picture of NOISE

121

provides a simple rapid
Fairchilds Controls Corp., Components
146
Division
11
Fairchild Semiconductor Corporat
1'12, 133
Elitist eel Metallurgical Corp.
29
Fenwal, Inc.
185
Ferroxcube Corp. of America
G -L Electronics
Gamewell Co., The
General Electric CO.
Apparatus
Silicone Products
Tube Dept.
General Mills, Mechanical 1)iv.
Good -all Electric Mfg. ('o.
Gries Reroducer Corp.

175

143
71

29

16A, 161I
30
47

187

means of locating the most
FREnUENC.Y W CPS

offensive

spectral

regions

It is what you see on the screen et Panoramic's Sonic
Spectrum Analyzer. Model LP-Ia. Used in conjunction
with a standard sound -level meter. it automatically displays the frequency vs. amplitude distribution sensed
by a microphone or other suitable transducer.
When modifications are tried. improvement factors can
readily be seen. By weighting (Fletcher -Munson curves)
the overall decibel noise level, the vertical deflections

GET
THE ANSWERS
TO YOUR NOISE

become a measure of loudness in the psychological sense.

The LP.Ia analyzes the 20 cps -22.500 cps spectrum on
highly resolved variable linear scans and 40 cps -20.000

cps on the broadband log sweep (shown). 40 db

log

and linear vertical scales are provided.

& VIBRATION
ANALYSIS

Write, wire, phone TODAY for
Technical Bulletin giving full information.

PROBLEMS
Handley Electronics. Inc.
ila rper-Leader, Inc.
Haydn') At Torrington, Div. of General

157

154

Time
Heath Company
Reiland, A Div. of Minneapolis -Honeywell
Hewlett-Packard Company
24.

143

149

quickly, accurately with

PANORAMIC

S
me

tne leaner

54

422I4

25

Ilex:icon Electric Co.
179
Heyman Manufacturing ('n
182
Hughes Product., a Div. of Hughes
Aircraft Co.
15, 58, 59
Humphrey, Inc.
171
Ilycon Electronics, Inc.
157

Industrial Instruments, Inc.

177

Jones Div., Howard B. Cinch

190

'PANORAMIC
RADIO

IS. INC.

INSTRUMENTS
be put on the mailing list for The PANORAMIC
ANALYZER featuring application data.

PANORAMIC RADIO PRODUCTS, Inc.
530 So. Fulton Ave., Mount Vernon, N. Y. Phone OWens 9-4600
Cables: Panoramic, Mount Vernon, N. Y. State
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new from trio...
build -in miniature

Kintel, A Division of Cohn Electronics
Inc.

Send for our new CATALOG DIGEST and ask to

phase -sensitive
AC VTVMs

13

Kleleischinidt Laboratories, Inc.
Krohn -Hite Instrument Co.

155

Lampkin Laboratories. Inc.

154

for building into military & industrial

Librascope, Inc.
Linde Company, Division of Union
Carbide

117

test & operating equipment.
Both single- and multi -range zero -center

141

models indicate Vcosti - the
product of signal magnitude &
cosine of phase angle
between signal & reference
voltages. No controls or
operating adjustments. When
signal & reference are in
phase, meter deflects
to right: when out of phase,
to left. Ideal for AC null
readings. Perfect quadrature
rejector as long as signal
magnitude does not exceed full
scale. Wide variety of standard
packages. Sensitivities of
single -range models from 10 MV;
multi -range, as low as 1 MV.

46

Link Aviation
181
Lockheed Missile Systems Division ...44, 45
M B Manufacturing Co. a Division of
Textron. Inc.
Magnetic Amplifiers, Inc.
Magnetics. Inc.
Mallory and Co., Inc., P. R
Marconi Instruments, Ltd.
Marion Electrical Instrument Co

62

152
77

68,

69
124

154

Measurements Corp.

178

:Krivoi. Inc.
Mica Importers :Association, Inc
Milwaukee Resistor Company

130

Minneapolis -Honeywell

185
176

38

Moline Mfg. Co
Monitor Products Co.
Motorola, Inc.
Multicore Sales Corp.

163

National Company
Natvar Corporation
New Hermes Engraving Machine Corp

129

For free 36 -page Engineering Guide
Write to Dept. E-9
Trio Laboratories, Plainview, N. Y

161
73

142

when ordinary instruments are
too big or inadequate ...

19
182
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make
unusual

switches

like these...
"You nane it

. DAVEN either makes it, o- can make
and
it." Th s has been proven time and time again .
in the process DAVEN has produced some of the most
complex switches and switching devices ever made.
Switches with any number of positions-anv number of
poles-available in almost any type of mater al: ceramic,
phenol c, glass base epoxy (GSG), melamin3, mica
availade as hand -operated units-or low or high speed
Life in the millions of operations when
switches.
.

.

.

.

necessary.

DAVEN also produces switch assemblies-solenoid

operated-and completely wired or cabled with components assembled to the unit where required. And,
only DAVEN has the patented, Tamper -Proof Knee
Action Rotor.

As de from these distinctive and unusual units,
DAVE I has over 3000 standard switches which are

showr in the DAVEN Switch Catalog.

Waite for this catalog-or, if what you need is

a

distinct departure, send DAVEN your blueprints and full
details. The switch catalog is just a starting point, as

far a; DAVEN is concerned, in handling your switch
requi-ements.

THE

DQVEN".

LIVINGSTON, NEW JERSEY
TODAY, MORE THAN EVER, THE DAVEN 0
STANDS FOR DEPENDABILITY:

This is a '"look in" at the Gall_ns 17L-'r-the

ings-a .tital factor in any ccmpact VHF and

new an-loco:re V1 -"F transmitte. that delivers 25
watts of polder 11roughout the frequency range
of 118 tc 15: .95 Mc. Note the compact arrange-

UHF equipment design.
Your RCA Field Representative will be glad
to discuss application of the RCA -6884 and its
counterpart-the RCA -6316 with 6.3 volt, 2.1 -

ment o' the pcwer amplifier. See how the
RCA -68N Ceranic-Metal Beam Power Tube

ampere heater-to your transmitter designs.

lends itself to efficient and compact circuit

For a technical bulletin cn t aese types, write

layout.
Here

RCA Commercial Engincerm-4, Section
Harrisor , N. J.

inajo- features we mink ycu ought
to kncw about tlis beam power tube design:
First,
del:Ter 1p to 40 watts of power at
1200 Mc-at a dc plate voltage of only 900 volts
and a driver stage output of 5 watts (see curves
for higher power output at the lower frequencies) ; Second, it takes less than 3 cubic inches
of space; Third, it utilizes a 26.5 volt, 0.52 ampere heater; Fourth, it features low -inductance rf electrode terminals insulated from each
other by low -loss, high -strength ceramic bushEre

1-19-Q2,

RCA DISTRICT OFFICES

744 Broad Street, Newark 2, is. J -HUmboldt 5-3900
Suite 1154, Merchandise Mart Pla.,a, Chicago 54, III.
WHitehall 4-2900
6355 E. Washington Blvd., Los Angeles 22, Calif.

Typical Performance Chc racteristics of RCA -6884 -6816 in
Class C Telegraphy or Class C FM Telephony A-nplitier Service.

RAymoad 3-8361
RCA GOVERNMENT SALES OFFICES

TYPICAL CCS OPERATION OF RCA -6884 AND -6816

415 S. Filth Street, Harrison, N. 1.-HUmboldt 5-3900
224 N. Wilkinson Street, Dayton 2, Ohio-BAldwin 6-2366
1625 "K' St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
District 7-1260

RF Power Amplifier, Oscillator-Class C Telegraphy
and

RF Power Amplifier-Class C FiN Telegraphy
at 400 Mc
DC Plate Voltage
DC Grid -No. 2 Voltage

DC GridNo. 1 Voltage

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

DC Plate Current
DC Grid -No. 2 Current
DC Gria-No. 1 Current

Electron Tube Division

Driver Power Ou'put'
Useful Power Output'
`approximate

Harrison, N. Y.

400
200

900
300

150

170

5
3

l0

3

3

23

BD

at 1200 Mc

900 volts
300 volts

-35 -30
1

-22 volts
'

170 ma.
ma.
1

4 ma.
5 watts
40 watts

